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ABSTRACT
The nature of Logical Form is studied through an examination of
the syntax and semantics of a range of constructions in Chinese that
pertain to scope phenomena, anaphora, and the syntax of empty categories.
At the descriptive level, we provide an extensive account of
Chinese quantificational sentences, wh questions, A-not-A questions
and cleft sentences. Several aspectS-of anaphora are also discu~sed.
At the theoretical level, we consider what the observed facts would
mean for an optimal theory of Universal Grammar (UG) and linguistic
typology.
An important intuition captured in traditional treatments of
scope phenomena is that the surface order among quantifiers corresponds
directly to their scope order in LF. A direct formulation of this idea
as a principle f)f scope assignment, however, has been fouild to be in-
sufficient in important respects. Certain recent accounts have now
abandoned this idea, thus treating scope order of elenents in simple
sentences as essentially free. Consideration of an important typo-
logical distinction between Chinese and English, however, suggests
that the more recent accounts are quite defective: while English exhi-
bits scope ambiguity over a wide variety of construction types, Chinese
does not. We propose to incorporate and modify the traditional idea as
a principle of UG and explain the typological difference by the postu-
lation of Restructure a, which applies freely in the construction
types in question in English, but not in Chinese, due to an independent
language-specific phrase structure principle.
A comparison of certain facts-of anaphora in English and Chinese
shows some problems with the binding theory. We propose a minimal
modification of the notion of governing category. The "pro-drop" phe-
nomenon in Chinese is'examined, as well as certain facts concerning
pronominal anaphora. Some similarities and differences between coref-
erence and pronominal binding are also discussed.
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The bounding theory embodying Subjacency and a condition on extrac-
tion domain is observed to obtain only in Syntax, not in LF. The Empty
Category Principle (ECP) is shown to obtain both in SS and LF. Although
Chinese lacks a full range of standard ECP effects, we argue on learn-
ability grounds not to take the Eep as a parameter, but as a property
of UG. This assumption is supported by our analysis of a range of data
concerning an important argument/adjunct asymmetry under movement both
at S5 and at LF. Our account thus treats familiar subject/object asym-
metries as but a special case of a more complement/non-complement asym-
etry.
Thesis Supervisor: Kenneth Hale
Title: Ferrari P. Ward Professor
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CHAPTER ONE: OVERVIEW
One of the topics that have figured prominently in recent research
in generative grammar is the nature of Logical Form (LF), the linguistic
level of mental representation that may be construed as an "interface"
between language and other cognitive systems. Questions that are gen-
erally raised under this topic are: (a) What are the essential. proper-
ties of LF re?resentations? (b) What is the nature of the rules that
form them? and (c) What is the relation between this level and the
level of phonetic representation on the one hand, and the level of
"real ~emantics", where one speaks of the "objects" that linguistic
expressions represent, on the other?
This essay represents yet another attempt to provide partial answers
to these questions. We attempt to do this by examining the syntax of LF
in a Chinese grammar together with an occasional comparison of relevant
facts in Chinese and English. While we will be concerned with Universal
Grammar (UG) and linguistic typology, we also intend, by way of our
discussions, provide a fairly substantial amount of descriptive and
analytical materi~l concerning a number of aspects of the structure
of Chinese.
There is good reason to believe that LF exists as a level of
representation distinct from the level of real world semantics.
For exampl~, Chomsky (1981c) indicates that there is a linguistic
-10-
level where the sentences in (1) are treated on a par:
(1) a. He found a fly in the cup.
b. He found a flaw in the argument.
At this level, one can infer the two sentences in (2) from (1):
(2) a. There is a fly in the cup.
b. There is a flaw in the argument.
No one~ however~ would use (lb) and (2b) with the understanding that
there exist flaws in the world, some of which are in arguments. In
real world semantics, one would assign (lb) a very different represen-
tation from that assigned to (la), even though the distinction may
play no role in natural-language inference. There is also evidence
that at some level two sentences may be treated differently,though at
the level of real semantics they are somewhat on a par. For example,
it is a common observation that (3a) is scopal1y ambiguous while (3b)
is not:
(3) a. One student bought every book.
b. There was one student who bought every book.
Besides the meaning equivalent to that of (3b), (3a) can be used to
assert that every book was purchased by one student or another. A
speaker who intends to make this assertion can use (3a) but not (3b).
We might give (3a) and (3b) rather different representations. It
has often been argued that sentences like (3a) are not ambiguous,
but just vague: it has the reading that every book was bought by one
student or another be~ause it is entailed by the reading that there
was a student who bought every book. But note that (3b) also has the
-11-
same entailment property. At the level of real ~emantics, one would
presumably treat (3a) and (3b) on a par, but it remains true that there
is a level where (3a) must be di.stinguished from (3b) in that the latter
cannot be used to convey a linguistic message that the former can.
There can be more than one linguistic level of semantic represen-
tation, but Ollr main concern in this thesis will be with the level of LF
which has the essential appearance of f3milair first order logic for-
. mulae, exibiting quantifier-variable configurations. Thus the sentence
(4a) has the form of (4b) at this level:
(4) a. Every man is mortal.
b. [Every X; x a man] [x is mortal]
We further assume that LF has the following properties. First, all
quantificational expressions appear in operator positions, while all
non-quantificational expressions occur in argument positions (where
"argument positions" refer to positions of subject, object, etc., and
"operator positions" refer to non-argument positions like COMP(lemen-
tizer), or positions adjoined to certain nominal or sentential
nodes. Secondly, all quantifiers (or operators) bind (c-command)
variables and all variables are bound. That is, there is no vacuous
quantifier, nor free variable in a well-formed representation at LF.
Whether or not UG contains this level with the properties just described
is, of course, a question of fact and not of necessity. Thus, it is
true that the postulation of this level has the consequence that natural
language is (at least partially) disambiguated here. This consequence
is·son~times taken to be the sole motivation for the level of LF, but
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a level of disambiguated language certainly need not have the properties
we have just i.ndicated. In A.sking whether such a level exists in UG one
must ask whether natural language exhibits properties which constitute
significant linguistic generalizations whose statement is best made by
referring to properties at such a level. Three important pieces of
evidence jointly suggest that such a level does exist. First. inter-
pretation of pronouns as variables bound to quantified NPs in so-called
"weak crossover" configurations shows that quantified NPs occurring in
surface argument positions are cn a par with empty categories left-
over by displaced wh phrases (Chomsky 1976). Secondly, the distribution
of certain unmoved wh phrases and other quantified NPs parallels that
of the empty categories left over by certain overtly moved phrases
under the Empty Category Principle (ECP) of Chomsky (1981a). Thirdly,
the scope properties of certain constructions involving what is called
"inversely-linked quantification" (May 1977) suggest that quantifi-
cational NPs in surface argument positions do undergo movement in LF,
on a par with overtly moved elements. We shall review each of these
cases below in discussions of certain facts in Chinese and English.
To the extent that our analysis of the data concerned is correct, this
will provide confirming evidence for the assumption adopted here.
Although our discussion can be carried out in somewhat different
frameworks. we will assume, in line with recent developments in lin-
guistic theory, a version of the Extended Standard Theory, in particular
the theory of Government and Binding as set forth in Chomsky (1981a).
-13-
Within this framework, a grammar provides a small number of subsystems
of rules and subsystems of principles. In the former category, a
grammar provides a module of Syntax, where thematic relations (agent,
patient, etc.) and thematically relevant grammatical functions (sub-
ject, object, etc. which bear thematic roles) are represented at the
level of deep structure (DS). These mental representations are mapped
into S-structure (88) by the single transformational rule Move a •
The rule gives rise to thematically irrelevant grammatical funtions
(surface subject, object, etc.) but preserves information of thematic
relations by leaving a coindexed trace for every moved category. Re-
presentations at S-structure are mapped by interpretive rules into
the level of LF on the one hand and the level of Phonetic Form (PF)
on the other. The trace-leaving requirement on movement processes is
assumed to follow (largely) from the Projection Principle, which pro-
vides that all theDtatic properties of lexical items be categorial1y
represented at every level of syntactic representation (DS, ss, LF).
The processes that map SS to LF are the rule of quantifier scope inter-
pretation (OR, May 1977) and the rule interpreting wh phrases not
affected by Move a in Syntax (Move WH in LF). Both these rules are
assumed to be special instances of the same rule Move a .
The subsystems of principles consist of the X theory, the ~-theory
(of thematic relations), the binding theory (of anaphoric relations),
the Case theory, the control theory, the bounding theory, and the theory
of government. These subsys~ems are ~ach independent of the other,
applying in one or more of the rule components, but interact in ways
-14-
that give rise to a full range of compl~cated observed facts in language.
Some of these subsystems of principles are directly relevant to our
discussion below, and their substance will be introduced to the unfami-
liar reader in due course.
Given the assumption of a level of LF with the properties indicated
above, where quantificationa! expressions are treated differently from
expressions of other types, a topic that falls naturally under our sub-
ject matter is the nature of scope phenomena exhibited by quantifica-
tional expressions and how these phenomena should be treated in an
optimal grammar. Another topic that enters into our di3cussion is
the nature of anaphoric relations that hold between anaphoric elements
and their quantificational antecedents. The first topic is discussed
in Chapters 3 ana 4 and the second, in Chapter 5. An important con-
sequence of the assumption we make in this study is the existence of
various empty categories at LF~ including those created in the com-
ponent of Syntax, and those created in LF. The nature of such empty
categories, as well as the relation between these two types of empty
categories, is therefore of important consequence to our inquiry about
the nature of LF. The last two chapters are devoted to a discussion of
these matters.
We begin our investigation with a look into the phrase structures
of Chinese. Chinese exhibits a full range of head-final constructions,
but allows only a limited range of head-initial constructions. In terms
of the X theory, we point out that in the internal stucture of any major
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category, the head may branch to the left only once, and generally only
at the lowest level of phrasal expansion. In particular, every level
of Xstructure in Chinese may be characterized as either (Sa) or (5b):
(5) a. [ n Xn- 1 yp*] iff n=l and X~N
x
b. [ n yp* Xn - 1] otherwise
x
The existence of the restriction (Sa) on head-initial constructions is
supported by the existence of a number of phenomena whose explanation
calls for such a restriction. For example, the otherwise unconstrained
optional rule of Move n becomes obligatory or inapplicable precisely
when its non-application or application would give rise to a structure
in violation of (Sa). A process of verb reduplication applies precisely
under such circumstances, but not otherwise. These and other phenomena
"conspire", so to speak, to bring an otherwise ill-formed structure
into conformity with tbe condition. A consequence of this is that a
hierarchical representation of any given phrase will give it a uniformly
right-branching structure.
It is observed that the order among peripheral elements within
certain categories is quite free, but that every difference in order
almost always entails a difference in meaning. The observed meaning
differences are naturally seen as differences in scope (of modification)
defined in terms of c-command on each right-branching structure.
The ~xistence of (Sa) in Chinese, as opposed to its apparent non-
existence in'EQglish, is shown to be related to certain systematic
differences between the two languages with respect to the scope phe-
nomena exhibited by quantifiers and other logical elements, in the
-16-
manner we explain below.
In previous treatments of scope phenomena (e.g. Lakoff 1971b,
Krach 1974, Reinhart 1976), it is usually assumed that the surface
linear and/or hierarchical order among quantifiers and other logical
elements corresponds directly to their relative scope order. This
assumption (or a direct formulation thereof) is now taken to be in-
adequate, however, in view of the fact that sentences like (6) and (7)
are scopal1y ambi~uous, each admittin~ a reading according to which
the two Quantifiers hold a scope order directly inverse of their sur-
face (linear) order.
(6) Many people bought two books.
(7) I saw every picture of three people.
(6) can mean that there are two books (each of) which many people
bought, and (7) that there are three people who I saw every picture of.
(Besides the inverse reading, (6) also admits the reading that there
are many people who bought two boqks, and (7) admits a reading according
to which three people takes scope "internal to the NP headed by picture,
so that the sentence can mean that I sawall pictures each of which is
a group picture of three people). Given facts of this sort and other
complication~, linguists have questioned the relevance of surface order
with respect to scope order in LF. Ioup' (1975), for example, explicitly
denies word order as a relevant parameter, and May's (1977) theory of
quantification also treats, in effect, the surface linear and hierar~..
chical order between two quantifiers or two quantified NPs as
-17-
essentially irrelevant to the d~termination of their relative scope.
This more recent account, however, is insufficient in view of the
fact that Chinese sentences are scopal1y quite unambiguous. Each of
the two readings admitted by the English sentences ·(6)-(7) has a unique
structural rendering in Chinese:
(8) a. henduo ren mai-Ie liangben shu.
many man buy-ASP two book
'There are many people who bought two books.'
b. you liangben shu henduo ren mai-Ie.·
have two book many man buy-ASP
'There are two books that many people bought.'
(9) a. wo kanjian-le [meizhang liangge ren de hua]
I see-ASP every two man's picture
'I saw every three-people picture.'
b. ~o kanjian-le [liangge ren de meizhang hua]
I see-ASP two man's every picture
'There are two people who I saw every picture of.'
It is extremely unlikely that the typological difference between these
two languages can be directly learned. We propose t instead, to make
U&c of the traditional theory, but revise and modify it in such a
way that UG provides the following general principle of scope inter-
pretation:
(10) Suppose that A and B are both quantificational NPs or both
quantifiers, then if A c-commands B at SS, then A also c-
commands B at LF.
(Ra) and (8b) represent Rituations where one quantificational NP (not
its ~uantifier) c-commandR Rnother, and (9a) and (9b) represent situations
where two quantifierR (not two quantificational NPs) hold a relation
of c-command. (In the latter situations. we have one quantificational
NP ~roperly contained in another). The situation represented bv (8)-(9)
-18-
is thus taken to be the core case of quantification, following directly
from the provisions of (10). To account for the ambiguity exhibited by
the English sentences, we assume that UG provides an optional rule of
Restructure Q. This rule enables two books in (6) to undergo a vacuous
extraposition (as in rightward dislocation), giving rise to a structure
in which the vacuously displaced constituent c-commands the subject many
people. It also enables NP structures of the form [ Det [- N PP]] to be
np n
b.
(12) a.
converted into structures of the form [ NP PP]. Thus the object NP of
np
(7) admits both the two structural analyses below at a time prior to the
application of QR:
[ every [- picture of three people]]
np n
[ [ every picture] of three people]
np np
An independent motivated theory of adjunction sites and other well-formed-
ness conditions at LF will ensure, together with (10), that each of the
two possible structural analyses of (6) and (7) will give rise to one
unique scope interpretation, as the Chinese sentences (8)-(9) do. ;h~
Chinese sentences do not exhibit a~biguity, on the other hand, because
Restructure a happens to be inapplicable in these casesc Since restructuring
is subject to the general condition that its output representations cannot
violate principles of the X theory, including the conditions indicated in
(5), any result of the required application of Restructure a would violate
(5), giv1cg rise to unallowed left-branching structures~ Since English
allows a full range of left branching structures, ~he typological distinc-
tiOD follows.
This approach not only has the advantage of tying together two
otherwise unrelated differences between the two languages (in phrase
structure and scope interpretation), but is also highly plausible from
-19-
the viewpoint of language acquisition. What is an unlearnable distinction
in scope interpretation is derived from something more directly learnable,
i.e. a distinction in overt phrase structure.
Our theory says that when a certain scope relation is already de-
termined at SS (or a stage prior to QR), this relation is preserved at
(o~ projected to) LF. The condition (10) is stated as a left-to-right
condition, so that when I~O c-command relation obtains between two terms
at SS, it is simply irrelevant. In this case, QR will automatically derive
unmarked readings under the provisions of general principles of locality
and wel1-formedness. Certain genuine marked cases, on the other hand,
will have to be attributed to idiosyncratic properties of individual
lexical items.
The analysis we adopt for quantificational sentences can be
naturally extended to certain other construction types. In particu-
lar. the formation of wh questions, A-not-A questions and cleft sen-
tences in Chinese does not involve the overt dislocation of any
constituent. A treatment of these constructions in LF on a par with
ordinary quantificationa! sentences offers a convenient way to explain
certain cross-linguistic generalizations and reveals interesting insights
concerning the syntax and semantics of such constructions.
Investigation .of basic facts of anaphora in Chinese suggests that
they fit rather naturally into the framework of the binding theory. An
outstanding problem persists in both Chinese and English, however, in
its prediction of the complementary distribution of pronouns and ana-
phors in certain configurations. In particular, in constructions of the
following sort and their counterparts in Chinese. both pronouns and ana-
phors may occur. expressing the same relation of anaphora:
-20~
(12) a. They saw each other's books.
b. They saw their books.
(13) a. They expected that pictures of themselves would be on sale.
b. They expected that pictures of them would be on sale.
We propose a minimal modification of the binding theory by redefining
the notion of a governing category in such a way that,while the domain
for defining anaphor binding requires the presence of an accessible
SUBJECT (as defined in Chomsky 1981a), the notion of accessibility
is irrelevant to the characterization of the domain for defining pronom-
inal disjoint reference. We show that this modification has the further
advantage of solving a related conceptual problem, while retaining all
the attractiveness of the original formulation of the theory.
Besides the opacity condition on anaphor binding and pronominal
disjoint reference as expressed by the first two conditions of the
binding theory, there is a general condition on anaphora which prohibits
a referential dependent from occurring in a position so as to c-com-
mand its antecedent. This condition is observed to be sufficient for
pronoun anaphora in English, but not in Chinese. While traditional
treatments would take this as 'indication for the need for a principle
based on the linear notion of precedence, we argue that a language-
specific requirement based on a stricter hierarchical notion than c-
command accounts for the observed typological differences between
English and Chinese.
We also discuss some similarities and differences between definite
pronoun anaphora and quantificational pronominal binding, and offer a
number of preliminary remarks on why the observed differences exist.
-21~
Among the subsystems of principles that enter into discussion of
the syntax of empty categories is the bounding theory. We give a des-
cription of relevant facts in Chinese which show that overt movement
processes in Syntax obey a full range of island conditions subsumed
under Subjacency. We note an important problem'with the standard formu-
lation of Subjacency with respect to certain asymmetries which the
bounding condition fails to capture in a meaningful way. In line with
recent work by Kayne (1981) and others we assume that the theory of
proper government ,also interacts with the bounding theory. Contrary
to Kayne, who proposes to collapse Subjacency with the Empty Category
Principle (ECP), we propose the Condition on Extraction Domain, which
provides that extraction may take place only from properly governed
domains. Both this condition and Subjacency are assumed to have a
role only in Syntax, but have no effect on mapping processes in the
LF component. Relevant evidence for this conclusion includes contrasts
of the following sort:
(14) a. *Who did pictures of please you?
b. Who believes pictures of who will be on sale?
c. Pictures of everybody will be on sale.
The second occurrence of 'who in (14b) and everybody (14c) may both be
construed as having scope over the entire sentence. The mapping
prQcesses that derive the relevant construal violate both bounding
conditions in question. Evidence from Chinese also shows that both QR
and Move WH may violate the Complex NP Constraint, though overt
movement cannot:
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(15) a. *Zhangsani • wo mai-le [tt xie de shu]I buy-ASP write DE book
'*Zhangsani • I boueht books that t i wrote.'
b. ni mai-Ie [shei xie de shu]?
you buy-ASP who write DE book
'Who is the x such that you bought books that x wrote?'
c. wo mai-Ie [sange ren xie de shu]
I buy-ASP three men write DE book
'There are three men x such that I bought books ~,wrote.'
Another subsystem of principles that enters into discussion of the
syntax of empty categories is the ECP. We observe that Chinese lacks
a full range of standard ECP effects: no significant subject/object
as)~etry under overt movement, nor under QR, nor under Move WH in
LF. Based upon learnability considerations we argue that one cannot
conclude from here that the Eep is a language-specific principle. ~ather
the principle must be regarded as a property of UG, and superficial
difference across languages with respect to it must be derived from
something more directly learnable. This assumption is supported by our
analysis of data indicated below.
Although interpretation of'wh phrases in situ in both Chinese and
English generally violates a full range of island conditions, a system-
atic exception appears to aris~ with'wh words like'why and how and the
Chinese counterparts ~eisheme'•.~, in that their interpretation
cannot violate the Complex NP Constraint or~the Wh Island Condition.
Furthermore, interpretation of A-not-A questions and cleft sentences
in Chinese also exhibits the same restrictions. While this may be
taken to indicate the relevance of Subjacency with respect to these
exceptional cases, we argue on both esthetic and empirical grounds that
what is involved is really the ECP. What appears to be a CNPC effect
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can also be derived from the ECP, and what appears to be an effect of
the Wh Island Condition is in fact a subcase of the ECP formerly brought
under the term superiority (Chomsky 1973). Thus we treat the contrast
between (16a) and (16b) on a par with the contrast between (17a) and (17b):
(16) a. Who bought what?
b. *What did wlo buy?
(17) a. Who remembers why we bought what?
b. *Who remembers what we bought why?
This accoun~, empodying the .Eep, is strengthened by the observation that
overt'wh movement of adjuncts obeys a much stricter locality restriction
than overt movement of arguments. We extend the ECP account by re-
quiring that the principle apply not only at LF but also at SS (and by
null hypothesis,also at DS, i.e. at every level of syntactic representa-
tion). This treats (18a) as on a par with (18b), in contrast to (19):
(18) a. *This is the man who I wonder whether bought the book.
b. *This is the reason whY i I wonder whether [you bought it til.
(19) ?This is the book which I wonder whether you bought.
To the extent that it is correct, our theory thus shows that well
known subject/object asymmetries should be seen as constituting a
special case of a more general complement/non-complement asymmetry. The
traces of adjuncts are .like the traces of subjects. They are not lexi-
cally governed, so must be governed by their own antecedents. And this
is what the ECP says. Since Chinese does show ECP effects on the traces
of adjuncts, the lack of subject/object asymmetry in this language can-
not support·"the assumption that the ECP is a language-specific principle.
An important observation we make in Chapters 6 and 7 is that the
syntax of Syntax is both similar and dissimilar to the syntax of Logical
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Form: the bounding theory applies only in Syntax but not in LF, while
the ECP applies in both modules of grammar. This relation between Syntax
and Logical Form argues for a theory of grammar that provides an apparatus
to capture both their similarities and their dissimilarities. In particu-
lar, the fact that the bounding theory obtains only in Syntax argues for
the autonomy of Syntax and for a level that separates Syntax from LF.
Furthermore, the fact that the ECP must apply at SS also argues for the
existence of that level. On the other hand, the fact that the ECP must
once again apply at LF argues for a syntax of LF that creates empty
categories of the same sort as those created in Syntax.
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CHAPTER TWO: PHRASE STRUCTURES AND THE X THEORY
2.0. Introduction
One of the most important factors that determine the logical rela-
tions in a given language is· its syntactic structures. It is· therefore
appropriate to begin investigation of our subject matter with a discuss-
ion of the phrase structures of Chinese. Our major concern will be to
'"see how and where Chinese may fit into an optimal .theory of phrase struc-
ture. The discussion will first outline the basic phrase structure pat-
terns and briefly consider them in reference to a theory of linguistic
typology. As will be seen, an adequate account of Chinese syntactic
structures is best given in terms of a properly construed Xtheory and
a typology derived from such a theory. Although Chinese and English are
both SVO in word order, their structural similarity does not go far beyond
this' point. Within the theory of phrase structure adopted, the two
languages differ in that while English employs a full range of head-
initial const~uctions, Chinese is largely head-final, allowing only a
very limited range of head-initial constructions. In particular, within
any given surface phrase in Chinese, the head may branch to the left only
once, and only on the lowest level of expansion. Thus while English
permits a ~ul1 range of left branching str~ctures, Chinese phrases are
strictly right-branching. The consequences of this latter restriction
are shown to account for a number of facts with respect to the surface
accepta~ility and possible interpretations of a wide variety of construc-
tiona. It will also be recalled in Chapters 3 and 4 that the existence
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of this restriction in Chinese, as opposed to its non-existence in Eng-
1ish, corresponds to non-trivial typological differences between the two
languages with respect to the determination of scope relations concern-
ing quantifiers and other logical elements.
The discussion in this chapter is mainly focused on the phrasal
categories NP, VP, AP, and PP, but we wf~l also extend our discussion to
the structures of quantifier phrases and of "supersentences" containing
complementizers and topicalized phrases.
2.1. Basic Structural Patterns
The basic word order of a Chinese sentence is subject-verb-object,
with adverbial modifiers most generally occurring between the subject
and the verb:
(1) Zhangsan zuotian zai xuexiao kanjian-le Lisi.
yesterday at school see-ASP
'Zhangsan saw Lisi at school yesterday. '
Sentences containing adjectives as their main predicates also exhibit
the same pattern:
(2) ta zai xuexiao hen gaoxing zheijian shl.
he at school very happy this matter
'He was very happy about this matter at school.'
A fairly common variant of the word order of a transitive sentence has
the object of the verb occurring in the form of a preverbal PP headed by
the preposition ba. This is the so-called ba-construction. The two
\'entences below are identical in thematic structure in that both the
postverbal NP in (3) and the preverbal PP in (4) bear the same thematic
relation to the verb, namely the role 'patient'.
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(3) ta pian-Ie . Lisi.
he cheat-ASP
'He cheated Lis!.'
(4) ta ba Lis! pian-Ie.
he BA cheat-ASP
'He cheated Lisi.'
The alternation (3)~ (4) has motivated a traditional rule of ba-trans-
formation, by which a postverbal object is preposed. Transitive adjec-
tival sentences like (2) may also have the postverbal object occur pre-
verbally in the form of a PP, ~eaded by dui 'towards':
(5) ta hen gaoxing zheijian shi.
he very happy . this matter
'He is very happy about this matter.'
(6) ta dui zheijian shi hen gaoxing.
he towards this matter very happy
'He is very happy about this matter.'
These sentences show that what is semantically (or thematically) the
object of a predicate may precede or follow the main predicate in
surface structure. Syntactically, however, an object occurs preverbally
only when embedded as part of a PP and, if it occurs without a preposi-
tion, the rule is for it to fol1c-~ the main predicate (except for cases
involving "long distance" movement, e.g. topicalization). This rule
holds for VP and AP, and can also be extended to PP. The internal
structure of a PP is P followed b} its object NP, in accordance wi~~
the requirement that an object of the syntactic category NP must follow
the head. PPs, unlike VPs and APs, are somewhat degenerate in that
they never take any modifiers before the P.
The internal structure of noun phrases largely follows the pattern
of that of VPs and APs in that all modifiers must precede the head noun.
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These include the possessive phrases, the determine:-quantifier-classi-
fier phrases (henceforth, the QPs) , adjectives, and modifiers of other
1
categories:
(7) [np[np ta dell neishuang][ hui shuohua dell piaoliang
he DE qp that-pair Np can speak DE ap pretty
'That pair of pretty eyes of hers that can speak.'
de] yenjing]
DE eye
An important difference between NPs and the other categori.es is that the
object complement of a noun can only precede, but not follow, the noun,
whereas the rule is the opposite with APs and VPs if the object occurs
as an NP not dominated by PP. Semantically, there is no reason why a
noun cannot have an object, especially if the noun is the Ilominalized
form of a verb. However, while an intransitive verb may be directly
nominalized without any change of word order (either by a transformation
or by lexical nominalization) , as shown by (8), such a process produces
ill-formed results with transitive verbs, as shown by (9) and (10):
(8) a. yesu fuhuo-le.
Jesus resurrect-ASP
'Jesus resurrected~'
b. yesu de fubuo.
Jesus DE resurrection
'Jesus'Resurrection.'
(9) a. ta re-ai guojia.
he hot-love country
'He loves the country enthusiastically.'
b. *ta .de re-ai gu6jia.
he DE hot-love country
'His enthusiastic love of the country.'
(10) a. ta liaojie zheijian shiqing.
he understand this matter
'He understands this matter.'
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b. *ta de liaojie zheijian shiqing.
he DE understand this matter
'His understanding of this matter. '
The acceptable nominalized forms of (9a) and (lOa) must have the object
complement occur in a PP headed by dui 'towards' preceding the head:
(ll)"ta dui guojia de re-ai.
he towards country DE hot-love
'His enthusiastic love of the country.'
(12) ta dui zheijian shiqing de liaojie.
he towards this matter DE understanding
'H!s understanding of this matter.'
i
J The facts we have seen so far pose an important question for the
!
~inguist interested in looking at them from the viewPoint of Universal
Gratmnar (UG) understood as a facet of the irlnate cognitive capacity of
mankind. What are the word order and/or phrase structure principles
of UG, and how are they parameterized in such a way that, when the
relevant parameters are fixed, a granunar "grows" in the mind of the
child learning Chinese which givee rise to the facts we see?2 These
facts are particularly interesting in that they constitute a counter-
example to certain generally quite valid ~laims made in Greenberg's
(1966) well known study of universal word order patterns. For example,
Greenberg's typological scheme claims that if a language has the
relative clause preceding its head noun then it is a postpositional
language. This is contradicted by the fact that Chinese relative
clauses are strictly prenominal, and that the language is prepositional,
as we have seen.
3 Furfhermore, the fact that modifiers of the noun,
the verb, and the adjective precede their heads would predict in
Greenberg's framework that Chinese is an SOV (and, if we restrict
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objects to be of the category NP, it is absolutely SVO). These apparently
confusing facts have motivated a recent debate over whether to treat the
language as purely SOV or SVO at some level of abstraction. For example,
Tai (1973a) proposed that Chinese should be treated as having SOV under-
lying structure and that the surface non-SOV characteristics should be
derived by some transformational mechanism. His position, while supported
by a number of writers, has come under attack from others, including
Mei (1980) and Chu (i980), among others. The fact is that Chinese exhibits
a systematic set of properties that are characteristic of SOV languages
aud another systematic set that are characteristic of SVO languages.
Therefore, whether it is assumed to be strictly SOV or strictly SVO,
either hypothesis must carry the burden of accounting for the existence
of non-SOV or non-SVO characteristics, respectively. From what I can
see, however, attempts to account for the "irregular" properties have
not produced arguments that are particularly convincing, and the question
of whether Chinese is SVO or SOV remains unsettled today.
On the other hand, the apparent confusing word order facts in Chinese
have led L1 and Thompson (1976b, 1978) to question the significance of
Greenberg's word order typology, and even to d~ny the usefulness of such
a typology for a description of Chinese. In its place, Li and Thompson
(1916b) introduced a pragmatic typology based on functional notions
such as "topic-prominence" VB. "subject-prominence". They claim that
the word order possibilities in Chinese are in the main determined by
pragmatic or semantic factors, but are largely irrelevant to grammatical
structure. Their hypothesis. however, simply dodges the issue. Although
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there may be some ground for looking at language typology from a pragmatic
or functional point of view, this is no suffi~ient reason for them to
conclude that the word order possibilities in this language are not
determined by structural principles. According to their theory, languages
like Chinese are "topic-prominent" while those like English are "subject-
prominent". From this they have been able to derive a number of very
interesting and otherwise unexplained differences between the two types
of languages. But the question that just arose in our discussion is not
answered by such a theory, for it is hard to see why a "topic-prominent"
language should use prenominal relatives and a "subject-prominent" 1an-
guage should use postnominal relatives, while both use prepositions.
Nor does it seem likely that the question we raise is a non-issue. If
pragmatics and semantics were all there is that determines the word order
possibilities in Chinese, it seems one would expect to find just every
imaginable word order in this language, though this is, of course, con-
4
trary to fact.
In 2.2 below t I will suggest tt.at the seemingly confusing facts
regarding Chinese word order need nol, in fact, pose any problem if
Greenberg's theory of typology is embedded in a broader framework of
UG, an approach that is obviously inherent in the works of several recent
writers (e.g. Hale 1979, 1980, Stowell 1981, Farmer 1980). In particular,
rather than taking an autonomous veiw of typology, if it is assumed
that the major features of Greenberg's typology are derived as the
results of some simple parametrization of the general principles of UG,
namely those of the X-bar theory, the wprd order facts we have seen in
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Chinese need not present any problem any more than do the word order facts
in, say, English.
2. 2._ Autonomous Typology and X Typolog~
One of the most significant facts revealed in Greenberg's study is
that the word order properties of a typical VSO language cluster in such
a way as to form a mirror image to the cluster of word order properties
of a typical SOV language. In particular, despite the exceptions noted
and qualifications made by him, it holds true in a great many cases
that a language either has all the four properties indicated in (13),
or all the four indicated in (14):
It is saVe
It is postpositional.
Its nominal modifiers precede the head noun.
Its adverbial adjuncts precede the main verb or head ad-
jective.
(13) a.
b.
c.
d.
(14) a.
b.
c.
d.
It is VSO.
It is prepositional.
Its nominal modifiers follow the head noun.
Its adverbial adjuncts follow the main verb or head ad-
jective.
Greenberg accounts for such clusterings of properties by listing a number
of lIimplicational universals".. However, such an approach leaves a number
of important questions unanswered. For example, it does not explain
why there should be such implicational universals, i.e. why the existence
of a certain property should entail that of another. Furthermore, in
the case of exceptions to these universals as we have seen in Chinese,
his approach does not provide a principled basis to explain how such
exceptions may come about in the way they do, and why other imaginable
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exceptions are perhaps less likely to occur (for example, the combination
of VSO and postposition and that of SOV and preposition are extremely
rare cases among the J42 languages included in Greenberg's Appendix II).
The essential weakness of Greenberg's approach i~ I believe, his
autonomous view of the theory of typology. He sets up the opposition
SVO:SOV:VSO as a basic independent parameter for classification, along-
side with two other such criteria, the preposition:postposition parameter
and the adj-N:N-Adj parameter. In such a view, there 'is no reason to
expect that fixing the SVO:SOV:VSO parameter, for example, should auto-
matical1y predetermine the value of the preposition:postposition parameter
to be fixed.
In trying to understand why the properties in (13) and (14) should
pattern in such a way as to give rise to certain of Greenberg's universals,
it makes sense to ask wh3t they have in common. The most salient common
feature among (13a-d) is that each of them indicates that the structure
of a phrasal category has the head occurring in the final position
following all of its peripherals, i.e. modifiers and/or complements.
On the other hand, the common feature of (14a-d) is that a phrase has
its head occurring in initial position preceding all its peripherals.
(There have been arguments in the literature for the claim that in many
languages V or VP is the head of a sentence, and the fact that (13a)
patterns with (13b-d) while (14a) patterns with (14b-d) is just a piece
of evidence in its support.) Given this observation, the problem as to
why the properties in (13) and (14) should cluster to give rise to the
"implicational universals" simply does not arise. If a language is head-
final, then of course it is typically verb-final, noun-final, adjective-
"',
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final, postpositional or adposition-final. Exactly the opposite happens
with head-initial languages. There is nothing surprising in this
respect, and indeed it would be surprising if the normal majority of
languages exhibited a range of properties including (13a,c) and
(14b,d), for example. In the Greenbergian framework, this need not
be a surprise, nor can the universals be taken for granted.
The correct generalization to be drawn from (13) and (14) is that
languages are to be classified as having endocentric constructions
which are either all head~fina1 or all head-initial cross-categorially
(i~e. in the simplest cases).5 This generalization, missed in the
Greenbergian autonomous typology, can be readily captured by the X
theory of phrase structure of Chomsky (1970), originally proposed as a
foundation for a lexical theory of nominalization. The most general
form of the X-bar theory states that a category X of level ~ immediately
dominates a string consisting of a category of the same type X of level
n -1, optionally followed or preceded by one or more peripheral phrases.
Two major rule schemata can be distinguished (although they are confla-
table into a mirror-image rule):6
(15) XU + yp* Xn- 1
n _~~ yp*(16) X + A
Given ~ules of the form (15) and (lb), endocentricity of phrase
sturctures is captured by the appearance of the same category type
symbol X on both sides of the arrow. Cross-categoriality, on the other
hand, is expressed by the use of X as a variable ranging over the
categories N, V, A, P. The variable is used as n shorthand for the
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feature complex [aN, Bv] with a and 8 unspecified for + or - as originally
proposed by Chomsky. Less general types of cross-categorial generaliza-
tions are captured by the use of partial specification of the value of
7
at a in the feature complex of x.
What may be called an X-bar typology, as opposed to an autonomous
typology, then, will take the two rules (15) and (16) as two values
of a parameter. It captures the generalization concerning (13) and (14)
by asserting that a major typological split of languages is simply made
in the choice between the head-final rule (15) and the head-initial rule
(16) in their most general for~with X ranging over all categories.
Put in acquisitional terms, the child need only fix the single (15) vs.
(16) parameter before he develops a grammar incorporating all the
knowledge represented in (13) or in (14) as a consequence of UG. This
is a piece of support for our contention that a good theory of typology
should not be autonomous, but should, in the words of Ken Hale, fall
out as a by-product of a proper theory of UG.
Turning now to languages that are less well behaved in varying
degrees with respect to the single typological distinction between (15)
and (16), we may say that these languages employ both the head-final
rule and the head-initial rule in ways that may differ from language
to language. The head-final VB. head-initial parameter need not have
its value fixed in a given language for all categprial levels and types.
It is often possible, for example, that at a given level of phrase
structur~J say the double-bar level, a language employs the he3d-final
rule, but at a lower level it employs the head-initial rule. And at
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each level the choice between (15) and (16) need not always be made at
once for all categorial types, but may be made only for a certain natural
subclass of types or even just a single type. In these cases the sim-
plicity metric in conjunction with the feature system of the Xtheory is
expected to reflect the relative markedness of the languages not falling
under the types defined by (13) and (14). For example, a language that
does not use the same rule to expand all phrasal categories at a given
level ~ill be treated as relatively marked with respect to one that does,
because it contains a more complicated grammar with more rules required
and with more features specified for rules with smaller range of appli-
cation. This prediction of markedness is largely correct, as far as I
know, a~ least in so far as it is made on the basis of cross-categoriality,
although a few moments' thought will suggest, undoubtedly, that the matter
is somewhat more complicated, since it is not clear if a VSO language is
in any true sense "less marked" than any of the vast number of SVO lan-
8guages of the world. If V is the head of a sentence, then a VSO lan-
guage need only involve the head-initial rule (16), while an SVO language
will need to employ both the rule types (15) and (16). Given the assump-
. -
tion that any endocentric X structure must be either head-final or head-
initial, any "head-medial" structures must l1ecessarily employ
expansion rules of both types (15) and (16). An example of a
language exhibiting such structures is of course, English. It is fairly
uncontroversial that in English the internal structure of an NP, AP, or
PP may involve a head-final rule in the first expansion, followed by
a head-initial rule in t~e second expansion, as shown in the following
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paradigm:
(17) a. [= Their [- [ destruction] of the city]]
n n n
b. [; How [8 [a happy] a~out the news]]
c. [= So much [- [ off] the track]]p p p
Furthermore, certain writers have argued that the verb in English may
be analyzed as the head of a clause (cf, e.g. Jackendoff 1977, Marantz
1980). According to this view, the structure of a sentence may likewise
be taken to exhibit the same pattern as indicated in (17):
(18) [= They [- [ destroyed] the city]]
v v v
There are also reasons for not taking the verb in English, but rather
the INFL (or AUX), as the head of a sentence (see e.g. Chomsky 1981,
Hale 1978, and others). According to this view,one may take the internal
structure of a sentence to be of the same pattern as (17) if INFL and
VP are taken to form a constituent (cf. Chomsky 1965):
(19) [i~fl They [Infl [in£l did] destroy the city]]
In all of the structures (17)-(19) we have considered, the use of
both the head-final and the head-initial rule for the expansion of a
single phrasal category makes it necessary to recognize at least two
levels of phrase structure, X- and X. This gives rise immediately to
the configurationality of English. On the other hand, in typical head-
, final or head-initial languages. only either (15) or (16) may be needed,
but not both, and there is no motivation of the same kind' for assuming
a level of structure higher than one bar, X. It is ther~fore possible
to argue that Japanese. for example, has a "flat" structure, with all
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peripheral elements occurring 1n linear order to the left of their
heads (see Hale 1980, Farmer 1980). It has sometimes been suggested (e.g.
Chomsky 1981a)that the typological split between so-called configurational
languages and non-configurational languages may be made by setting up
the parameter [±configurationall, but it is clear that the required
distinction may follow directly from whether a language may use a level
of X structure higher than one bar or not. And one of the reasons that
lead a language to employ Xstructures of depth higher than one bar is
head-medialness, which requires the use of both rule types (15) and (16).
Another factor that may lead one to the postulation of the existence
of X structures higher than one bar in depth is the fact that certain
elements within a given phrase may constitute a proper sub-constituent
within the phrase. For example, although the vas order of Malagasy
sentences need only the head-initial rule type, certain writers (e.g.
Keenan 1976) assume that the verb forms a VP constituent with the object.
Similarly, there is good reason to believe that in English there is a
closer relationship between a noun and its complement than between a
relative clause and its head, even though both the complement and the
relative clause follow the head noun. Thus, Jackendoff (1977) argues
that while noun phrase complements are dominated by N, following N,
restrictive relative clauses or other modifiers are best analyzed as
•dominated by N, and non-restrictive modifiers dominated by N. There
is 'likewise good reason to consider that adverbial phrases in English
are dominated by phrasal nodes of a higher order than are object com-
plements to verbs, as is pretty well accepted in the literature.
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Turning now to Chinese, let us consider where it stands in a
theory of X-bar typology. It is clear that, like Engl!sh, Chinese
requires both (15) and (16) in characterizing its phrase structures,
since verbs and adjectives occur medially between non-object and
objects. It is therefore a configurational language to the extent
-that at least a double-bar structure is required (V, A, for sentences,
if the head of a sentence is V or A). There are two ways in which
Chinese differs from English, however. While the head-initial rule
is used in Chinese for the categories VP, AP, PP, it is not used for
9the expansion of NP. This may be directly taken as a somewhat marked
property of Chinese (as compared to English) with respect to cross-
categoriality, although there may be a. better account at some level
10
of abstraction. We may, in other words, assume that the parameters
[± head-final] and [±head-initial] may be fixed for each categorial
type for each language. though languages tend to fix the parameters
once and for all categories. Thus, English selects [+head-final] and
[+head-initial] for all categories. Chinese differs from English in
selecting only [+head-final] but not [+head-initial] for NP. Another
distinct property of Chinese. as compared to English, is that among
those categories which involve both the head-final and the head-
initial rule, Chinese places only·complements after their heads, not
modifiers such as adverbial clauses or phrases, whereas in English
not only complements to a noun or a verb, but also their modifiers
(relative clauses, adverbial clauses, etc.) may occur in post-head
position. On the other hand, Chinese allows a wide variety of peri-
pheral phrases to occur in the pre-head position, while the variety
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of possible pre-head elements in English is quite limited. In general,
what may appear in pre-head position in English is limited to those
categories that function as specifiers, subjects, intensifiers, and
single word modifiers (adjectives and adverbs). Other adnominal or
adverbial phrases or clauses must follow their heads as a general rule.
To account for the difference between these two languages, we may
assume that the [±head-final] and [±head-initial] parameters may be
fixed at each level of phrasal expansion for each language. Chinese,
in particular, selects the head-initial rule only at the lowest level
of expansion, i.e. only at the X level, and .allows complements to occur to
~. _~o _the right of their heads' in certain phrases (VP, AP, PP). For all higher
-
levels of expansion (i, i, etc'.), however, Chinese requires the use of
the head-final rule, and places subjects, specifiers, and all modifiers
to the left of their heads. English, on the other hand, permits the
use of the head-final rule only for one or two of the highest levels
- max . max-I
of expansion (X , X , etc.), but requires the head-initial rule
for all other levels. Chinese, then, is trivially head-initial but
largely head-final, while English is largely head-initial and trivially
head-final. Both, however, are SVO.
Given the characterization in terms of (IS)and (16), plus the
assumption that languages may parametrize on both the type and the
level of a category, there 1s then no reason to expect the existence
of a "typical SVQ" or for that matter any "typical" head-medial lan-
guage. All head-medial languages are "untypical" in some sense, in
varying degree~. in being "deviant" from each of the two opposite
"typical" types, head-final and head-initial (but see footnote 8).
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It does not seem to make much sense to talk about English being a
"typical SVO language" (cf. e.g. LehmCin 1978). There is, in other
words, no need to worry about the word order facts in Chinese on the
grounds that they are not "typical SVO" facts, nor any motivation for
11
proposing an SOV order at some level of abstraction.
2.3. ·Head-Initial·C6nstru~tions
We have argued for the superiority of an X-bar typology over all
autonomous typology and, ~onse1uently, for the appropriateness of
accounting for the word order facts in Chinese within the framework of
the X-bar theory. We have indicated that a major word order property
of Chinese is that it uses the head-initial rule only for the lowest
level expansion but requires the head-final rule for all higher levels.
Furthermore, noun phrases never involve the head-initial rule. In
other words. the child learning Chinese ~ust learn the following rule
(and probably few others):
(20) The Xstructure of Chinese is of the form: 12
a. [n Xn- 1 yp*] iff n=l and X j N
x
b. [n yp* Xn- 1] otherwise
x
In this subsection I will show that the language exhibits a number of
phenomena whose existence is best attributed to the structural condition
indicated in (20) but not t obviously, to ~ny pragmatic or semantic fac-
tors. As will become clear soon, I will assume that (20) is a surface
structure constraint, construed as a filter applied at the level PF.
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Fi't'st of all, although the "ba-construction" is normally an optional
variant of a sentence with an object NP appearing in postverbal position
(as is illustrated by examples (3) and (4) above), there are cases where
the'ba- construction is obligatory.
(21) a. ta us wuge pingguo chidiao-le liangge.
he BA five apple eat-ASP two.
'Of the five apples, he ate two.'
b. ta ba juzi buo-Ie pi.
he BA orange peel-ASP skin
'He peeled the orange.'
c. ta ba zhimen ti-le yige dong.
he BA paper-door kick-ASP one hole
'He kicked a hole in the paper-door.'
d women ba ta dang shagua.
we BA he treat-as fool
'We regard him as a fool.'
Each of these sentences contains a'ba-phrase, which is normally assumed
to be derived from a postverbal object. However, there is also an NP
in postverbal position which is already the object of the verb, the 80-
called "retained object", first studied by Lu (1955). Clearly, each
of the"ba-phrases bears some thematic relation (in particular the rela-
tioD "patient", see Teng 1975) to some verbal element, but since the
verb already has a direct object (which mayor may not be patient), it
is natural to sssume that the ba-phrase does not bear a direct thematic
relation to the v·erb. Rather, it is more reasonable to say that the
, 'ba-phrase is the logical 'object of the verb-object combination following
it. That is, the verb directly assigns a thematic role to the object
following 1~~ and then the verb-object phrase compositionally assigns
the role "patient" to the"ba-phrase. As Thompson (1973b) argues, this
fact ~ay be taken to justify an underlying structure of the form of
(22a-d) where the ba-object of (21) appears in a position following
13the small verb-object phrase:
(22) a.
i
'La
'he'
s
v
------------A NP
V NP
wuge pinguguo
'five apples'
chi-
diao
'ate'
liang-
ge
'two'
b. [8 ta [=[- buo-Ie pi] juzi] ]
he vv skinpt!el-ASP orange
c. [8 ta [=[- ti-le yige dong] zgunebj]
he v v kick-ASP one hole paper-door
d. [8 women [=[- dang shagua] tal]v v hewe treat-as fool
Given that the object 0 each of (21) or (22) (the "innerof the V in
o
object") follows the V • it io natural to expect that the object of
the V (the "outer object") also follows the V. ThErefore, the At.ructures
in (22), as posited by Thompson, are not inlplausible. But the relevant
question is not whether the ba constructions in (21) are really
derived by MOve a (in particular, the ha-transformation) from the
deep structures in (22). If they are not, i.e., if the sentences in (21)
are base-generated in their surface form, the relevant question is why
each of the ba-constructions does not have a grammatical non-ba counter-
part, with the "outer object" occurring postverbally as in (22), as one
would expect given the free alternation of (3) and (4) illustrated in 2.L
J On the other hand, if one accepts Thompson's hypothesis that each of (21)
derives from its counterpart in (22) by MOve a, the relevant question is
why MOve a is obligatory in this case, although the free alternation of
(3) and (4) shows that the rule is otherwise optional. Suppose, for
expository purposes, that Thompson's hypothesis is right. The answer
to the question just raised does not seem at all related to pragmatics
or semantics. But, given the X-bar structure condition in Chinese just
proposed in (20), the answer is transparent. In all of- (22), both V
and ,; have their heads oc~urring to the left of a complement. This
violates the condition (20). In order to satisfy the condition, which
we may assume to be a filter at the level of PF, one must somehow re-
mO"l~ the "outer object" from its posthead positi.on. The 'ba-transfor-
mation, which turns structures like (22) into structures like (21), is
one of the processes that have just this effect.
Note that the contrast between (21) and (22) does not lie in any
special requirement on .an "outer object" to take a ba form, but in the
general unacceptability of structures that violate the X-bar filter (20).
This is because the ba-transformation is not the only possible process
whose application hac the effect of saving otherwise il1-f0rmed struc-
tures from the filter. For example, removal of the "outer object" from
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the postverbal position may also take the form of passivization:
(23) a. wuge pingguo bei ta chidiao-l~ liangge.
five apple. by he eat-ASP two
'Of "the five apples, two were eaten by him.'
b. juzi bei ta buo-le pi Ie.
orange by he peel-ASP skin ASP.
'The orange was peeled by him.'
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c. zhimen bei ta ti-le yige dony
paper-dool:' by he kick ASP one hole
'The paper got kicked a hole by him.'
d. ta bei women dang shagua.
he by we treat-as fool
'He was treated as a fool by us.'
The structures given in (22) above have some English analogues:
(24) a. John made fun of Mary.
b. JOLn took advantage of Bill.
We may assume that the DS representation of (24a). for example, is such
that 'fun is the "inner object" of made and'Mary is the "other object"
of the Vmade fun:
(25) a. [s John [; [~ made fun] Mary]]
b. [ John [~ [.~ took advantage] Bill]]
s v v
Under usual assumptions, Vs do not assign Case (cf. footnote 14). In
order to save (2Sa-b) from the Case filter, therefore, of insertion
applies to turn them into (24a-b). Since English allows the head of V
to brancb ~o the left on the basis of the head-initial rule, the struc-
tures of (24a-b) are well-formed. In this view, note that the structures
in (22) may be ruled out by either the Case filter or hy the X strMcture
condition (20a). The relevant point to note, however, is that the X
structure condition is needed independently of the Case filter. If all
that matters were the Case filter, the structures could be saved if we
inserted the preposition ba right between the V and the "outer object".
The fact that these structures h~st undergo either ba-transformation
(which preposes the "outer objects" and inserts ba) or passivizatioD,
then, shows that the i condition (20a) is really at work.
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A second piece of evidence in support of the X structure filter
may be derived from the fact that "inverted-subject" sentences are
acceptable only when the verb is" intransitive' and is not followed by
any material. Consider first the following sentences:
(26) a. yu xia-guo Ie.
rain fall-ASP ASP
'It has rained.'
b. xia-guo Ie yu Ie.
fall-ASP ASP rain ASP
'It has rained.'
In (26a), the verb 'fall' is not followed by any complement or modifier,
Therefore, if the subject is postposed to the right of the verb, it can
be accommodated in a position under the dominance of V, whose head is
the verb, without violating the X-bar filter. Hence the wel1-formedness
of (26b). However. if the verb is transitive or is otherwise followed
by other material. subject inversion is impossible. For example, (27a)
cannot be turned into (27b) since the verb is transitive:
(27) a. you sange ren mai-Ie
HAVE three man buy-ASP
'Three men bought books.'
shu.
book
b. *mai-le
buy-ASP
shu sange
book three
ren.
man
Furthermore, in (28) below the verb is followed by an "extent" com-
plement clause headed ~Y the COMP'de 'till'. Therefore, subject in-
version is disallowed also. whether it places the postposed subject
'immediately after the verb or after the complement, as shown by the
111-formedness of both (29a) and (29b):
(28) [yu [= xis [de hen da]]] Ie.
a rain v fall till very big ASP
'It has been raining very heavily now.'
~.47~
(29) a. *[ [= xia [de hen da)
S v fall till very big
yu]] Ie.
rain ASP
b. *[ [=[~ xia yu] [de hen da]]] Ie.
a v v fall rain till very big ASP
Clearly, the reason is that, with.the subject inverted, either the sub-
ject or the extent clause would have to be dominated by V, thus violating
16 .
the X-bar filter. (Note that the ill-formedness of (29) has nothing
to do with the individual properties of a verb, as the same verb 'fall'
is involved in (26a), which allows subject inversion.)
A third piece of evidence for the Xstructure condition (20) may be
derived by comparing the unacceptable (29b) with the acceptable (30):
(30) xia yo xia de hen da Ie.
fall rain fall till very big ASP
'It has been raining very heavily now.'
The crucial difference between the sentences (29b) and (30) is that in
(29b) a V-NP sequence is directly followed by an extent clause while
in (30) the verb is reduplicated in the position between the V-NP
sequence and the extent clause (the reduplicated verb in (30) is the
second occurrence of 'fall'). This contrast in grammaticality is not
a special property of sentences invo~ving subject inversion, but a
17property shared by (29b)~'(30) and the following sentences:
(31) a. *WO qi rna de hen lei.
I ride horse till very tired
'I rode a horse until I got very tired.'
b. wo qi ma qi de hen lei.
I ride horse ride till very tired
'I rode a horse until I got very tired.'
(32) a. *ta chang ge de hen haoting.
he sing song till very good-to-the-ear
'He sings very well.'
b. ta chang ge chang de hen
he sing song sing COMP very
'He sings very well.'
haoting.
good-to-the-ear
(33) a. * ta nian shu Ie sange zhongtou.
he read book ASP three hour
'He studied for three hours.'
b. ta nian shu nian Ie sange zhongtou.
he read book read ASP three hour
'He studied for three hours.'
(34) a. *ta kai che Ie liang ci.
he drive car ASP two time
'He drove twice.'
b. ta kai. che kai Ie liang ci.
he drive car drive ASP two time
'He drove twice. ,
Wha do sentences (29)-(34) have in common? Clearly, the first thing
is that all of them are well-formed just in case each of their verbs
is reduplicated, and ill-formed otherwise. Secondly, in each of these
sentences the verb is followed by. two constituents, an NP argument and
an adverbial phrase denoting extent, result, duration, frequency, or
manne~, etc. Mei (1972', 1978) has put forth a number of good arguments
showing that these adverbial phrases are what he calls "verb phrase
complecents" whose position in a phrase structure is higher than that of
"verb complements" such as object NPs and complement clauses that follow
so-called "control" verbs. In terms of the i ,theory, the "verb phrase
- --. ".~-
complements" are those directly dominated by Vand the "verb· com-
plements" are those dominated by V. The correct representation of
(31a), for example, where verb reduplication has not taken place,
should be (35):
(35)
NP
I
wo
'I'
v
-~~ ~
V NP COMP S
I I I ~
qi ma de .hen lei
'ride' 'horse' 'very tired'
I think that a representation like (35) for the sentences (29c)-
(34) before verb reduplication takes place is well justified, but we
must now ask the deeper question as to why the sentences under consi-
deration have exactly the two common properties: that they have an
underlying source of the form "(35) with a VP complement dominated by
I:
V and that their wel1-formedness depends upon a process of verb redu-
plication. Note that sentences with "verb complements" that are ·dom-
ihat~d by V do not involve verb reduplication at all:
(36) a. ta bi wo nian shu.
he force I read book
'He forced me to study.'
b. *ta bi wo bi nian shu.
he force I force read book
Any theory that treats these two common properties as unrelated is
sure to miss a generalization. Given the structural filter assumed
here, however, the relatedness of these two properties is fairly clear.
As we have seen, structures of the form (35) are il1-fo~ed with respect
to the filter. Evidently, the function of verb reduplication is to
creat a structure meeting the requirements of the filter. thus saving
the otherwise ill-formed structures. To see this more clearly, let
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us ask what the structure (35) will become after reduplication takes
place. Since the reduplicated verb is placed immediately before the
resultative clause of (35), it is plausible to assume that this allows
the structure to be turned into (37), where the reduplicated verb forms
a constituent with the following resultative clause under the dominance
of a newly create~ Vnod~, with the redQplicated verb treated as the
head of this V occurrine to the left of the reaultative clauoe:
v
~-V s
I ~
qi COMP S
'ride' , ,/.~ ...
de hen-re?
'very tired'
ma
'horse'
v
~
V NP
I I
qi
'ride'
s
~
NP
I
wo
'I'
(37)
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Note that (37) may now be taken as a structure that satisfies
the i filter. The only thing to note is that the filter forces one
now to consider the newly created Von the right as the head of the
- - 18V, not the original V on the left.
The assumption embodied ic the structure (37), whose form we
take to represent all the grammatical sentences of (29)-(34), is
justified in a number of ways. Phonologically, the reduplicated
verb may be separated from the preceding V-NP sequence by a pause,
but not from the following S, thus confirming the constituency of
the new V. Semantically, the claim that the newly created Vis
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the head of V is justified by the observation that has someti.mes
been made (cf. Tai and Chou 1974) that the new V containing the
resultative in (37) constitutes the main assertion or the "center of
predication" of the sentence. That is, the original V, .9.!. rna 'ride
a horse' functions more like an adverbial indicating the manner
in which or cause by which one gets tired. Thus, a more appropriate
translation for (3Ib) should be 'I got tired by riding a horse'.
This observation is further strengthened syntactically by the fact
that the perfective aspect marker Ie, which signals the finiteness
of a verb, may only accompany the reduplicated verb, but llot the
original one. Compare the well-formed (33b) and (34b) with the
ill-formed (38) and (39).
(38) *ta nian Ie shu nian sange zhongtou.
he read ASP book read three hour
(39) *ta kai Ie che kai liang ci.
he drive ASP car drive two time
Note that if the verb in each of (31)-(34) is intransitive and
is directly followed by a "verb phrase complement", there is no need
to reduplicate the verb. This is already shown by the wel1-
formedness of (28) above, where the subject is not inverted.
Compare also (31)-(34) with the following:
(40) ta ku de hen lei.
he cry COMP very tired
'He cried until he got very tired.'
(41) ta ku de hen haoting.
he cry COMP very good-to-the-ear
'He cried with a nice voice.'
(42) ta ku Ie sange zhongtou.
he cry ASP three hour
'He cried for three hours.'
(43) ta ku-le liang ci.
he cry-ASP two time
'He cried twice.'
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Although Mei has argued that the "verb phrase complements" modify a
verb phrase consisting of a verb and its object (or an inverted
subject as in the case of (30» and not just the verb, his claim
has empirical content only when the verb is followed by an object
(or an inverted subject). In a structure like (35), the resultative
-clause is represented as a sister to a V. This configuration shows
that the resultative clause "modifies" the entire V, rather than
just the V or the object contained in the V. If the verb 1s not
followed by an object (or an inverted subject), however, the
configurational relationship between the verb and the resultative
clause will be the same whether the resultative is directly
dominated by Vor V'. Since the V in such situations is non-
branching, it is ~ v. Therefore, it makes no difference whether
the resultative occurs in a position to modify a Vor a V. There
is then no need to assume that the "verb phrase complements" in
(28) and (40)-(43) are directly dominated by Vand not by V. The
structures of these sentences therefore do not violate the X
filter, and consequently do not call for verb reduplication.
The situation represented by (40)-(43) is only one of the several
ways in which a verb need not be reduplicated before a "verb phrase
complement". In such a situation, verb reduplication is unnecessary
from the start, i.e., the complement may simply be inserted under
v. In other situations. however, the need for reduplication may be
eliminated by certain operations of Move Q. In (44)-(47) below, the
(a) sentences require verb reduplication. When the object
follow~ng each verb is removed from its position under V, as by
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passivization, ba-transformation, topicalization, or object-
preposing, verb reduplication becomes unnecessary, as shown by the
(b)-(e) sentences (~ the trace of each dislocated phrase):
(44) a. ta qi neizhi ma qi de hen lei.
he ride that horse ride COMP very tired
'He rode that horse until he got very tired.'
b. neizhi ma bei ta qi t de hen lei.
that horse by he ride COMP very tired
'That horse was ridden by him until it got very tired.'
c. ta ba neizhi ma qi t de hen lei.
he BA that horse ride COMP very tired
'He rode that horse until it got very tired.'
d. neizhi ma, ta qi t de hetl lei.
that horse he ride COMP very tired
'That horse, he rode it until he got tired.'
e. ta neizhi rna qi t de hen lei.
he that horse ride COMP very tired
'He rode that horse until he got very tired.'
(45) a. ta diao neizhi wu tiao de hen hao.
he dance that dance dance COMP very good
'He danced that dance very well.'
b. ta ba neizhi wu tiao t de hen haa.
he BA that dance dance COMP very good
'He danced that dance very well. '
c. neizhi wu, ta tiao t de hen hao.
that dance, he dance COMP very well
'That dance, he did very well.'
d. ta neizhi wu tiao t de hen hao.
he that dance dance COMP very good
'He danced that dance very well.'
(46) a. ta tuoyen neijian shiqing tuoyen Ie san nian.
he delay that matter delay ASP three year
'He delayed that matter for three years.'
b. neijian shiging bel ta tuoyen ~ Ie san nian.
that matter by he delay ASP three year
'That matter was delayed for three yenrs by him.'
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c. ta ba neijian shiqing tuoyen ~ Ie san nian.
he BA that matter delay ASP three year
'He delayed that matter for three years.'
d. neijian sh~ing, ta tuoyen ~ Ie san nian.
that matter he delay ASP three year
'That matter, he delayed it for three years.'
e. ta neijian shiqing tuoyen ~ Ie san nian.
he that matter delay ASP three year
'He delayed that matter for three years.'
(47) a. ta tuoyen neijian shiqing tuoyen Ie liang ci.
he delay that matter delay ASP two time
'He delayed that matter twice.'
b. neijian shiqing bei ta tuoyen ~ Ie liang ci.
that matter by he delay ASP two time
'That matter was delayed twice by him.'
c. ta ba ne~jian shiqing tuoyen ~ Ie liang ci.
he BA that matter delay ASP two time
'He delayed that matter twice.'
d. neijian sni~, ta tuoyen ~ Ie liang ci.
that matter he delay ASP two time
'That matter, he delayed twice.'
e. ta neijian shiqing tuoyen ~ Ie liang ci.
he that matter delay ASP two time
'He delayed that matter cwice.'
We have assumed that each of the "verb phrase complements" in
(44)-(47) is dominated directly by V. With the application of
MOve a, a trace is left in the original position of the dislocated
phrase, still dominated by V. Therefore, MOve a does not alter
the structural configuration in any relevant way with respect to
the i filter at the level 58 or LF. In PF, however, the
semantically relevant traces may be assumed to be "invisible", and
at the time derivations enter PF the V dominates only a V but no
b (' 19o Ject. It is plausible, therefore, to assume that it is this
vacated position under Vthat renders verb reduplication
-55-
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unnecessary. In particular,. we may assume that the strllctures of
the sentences in question undergo a restructuring process, by which
the "verb phrase complements'~ become sisters of the verbs under the
- - 21domination of V, thereby satisfying the X filter.
The actual ex~~~ti~a of this restructing process may take the
form of abstract movement of the complement leftward down into V,
in a way similar to the Standard Theory treatment of "raising-to-
object" sentences (though the latter involves upward movement), or
it may take the form of directly relabelling the V as V and
erasing the original V node. Also, one may hypothesize that the
verb is moved rightward to the position directly under V, followed
= -by V + V, etc. There is some indeterminacy here, but it is likely
that distinguishing among these alternatives is not necessary.
Instead, the actual rule that has any real status may take the
maximally generated form (48):22
(48) Restructure ~, a a category.
Of course, outputs of this rule, like those of Move at must
be subject to various independently motivated principles of grammar,
among them the i filter under consideration. Although an adequate
formal characteristion Qf the rule Restructure a has yet to be
given, it seems clear from the existing literature that it typically
involves rebracketing and/or relabelling of a tree without the
overt movement of constituents. Thus, Restructure a may be
considered to subsume the process that derives (37) from (35)
following verb reduplication, as well as the "regularization"
I
1
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process that saves the (b)-(e) sentences of (44)-(47) from the
X filter.
The existence of something like Restructure a is probably
beyond doubt. It has been observed in Lu"(1965) that the following
sentence is ~o-way ambiguous:
(49) ta de toufa Ii de hen haa.
he DE hair cut CaMP very well
a. 'His hair was well cut.'
b. 'He cuts one's hair well.'
On the first reading, the person alluded to had his hair cut, and
the sequence ta de toufa 'he DE hair' is simply a possessive
construction. On the second reading, the person is a good barber;
the sequence ta de toufa does not mean 'his hair' although it has
the form of a possessive construction. In fact, on the second
reading ta de toufa is not even a constituent semantically, although
phonetically there is no question ~hat it is a constituent.
The availability of the second reading is quite clear to the
native speaker. In certain sentences only the second type of
interpretation is available due to the absurdity of· the otherwise
available first reading:
(50) a. ta de wu tiao de hao.
he DE dance dance COMP well
tHe dances well. t
b. ta de shuxue jiao de haa.
he DE math teach COMP well
'He teaches math well.'
As has be~n argued in th~ literature (see e.g. Mei 1980, Huang 1979).
sentences like (40 and (50a-b) may have as one of their underlying
sources a structure in which the NPs 'hair', 'dance', mach' are
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postverllal objects. In other words, after these obj ects are preposed
(by the same instance of MOve a that yields the last sentence in
each of (44)-(47), the sentence (49) has the S-structure on its
second reading:
(51) [ ta [ toufai [ Ii t i [de hen haa]]]]S he vp hair vp cut till very well
In LF, (5l)receives the interpretation that he cuts hair very well.
In PF, suppose we assume that the juxtaposition of ta 'he' and
toufa 'hair' enables the structure to undergo optimal Restructure a,
which reanalyzes "the sequence ta toufa 'he hair r into one NP
constituent, turning (51) into (52):
(52) [I ta toufa] [ Ii [de hen haa]]
s np he hair vP cut t~ll very well
The output of this restructuring process entails the insertion of
the subordinator de, which marks the modifierhood of a prenominal
modifier (see footnote 1). The process of de-insertion, somewhat
analogous to genitive Case assignment or of-insertion in English
or its counterpart in other languages, may be assumed to take the
form of (53):23
(53) DE-insertion
[ XP N] + 1 de 2
np 1 2
Application of de-insertion to (52) will turn it into a surface
string identical to (49). The sequence ta de toufa 'he-'s-hair'
thus bears the same appearance as a possessive construction, but
will not be interpreted as such because, by assumption, it takes on
this app~rance only in PF', which has no direct bearing on LF.
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Another instance of Rest~ucture a made possible by an application
of Move a is observable ~Y comparing the ill-formed (33a) and (34a)
with the following grammatical ones:
(54) ta nian-Ie sange zhongtou shu.
he read-AS> three hour book
'He read for three hours.'
(55) ta yigong kai-Ie liang ci che.
he all drive-ASP to time car
'He drove twice in all.'
These sentences may be assumed to be derived from (33a) and (34a)
by moving the duration and frequency expressions leftward. The
juxtaposition of 'three hours' and 'book', and that of 'two times'
and 'car' make it possi.ble to restructure the elements in juxta-
position as a single NP constituent. This, again, has the effect of
saving the structures from X filter. Hence the grammaticality of
(54)-(55). The assumption that Restructure a has applied to the
surface forms of (54) and (55) is quite plausible, because 'three
hours' and ,~o times' are, in some real sense, QPs, with 'three'
and ,~o' filling the slot of a numeral quantifier within the
structure of QP and 'hour' and 'time' filling the slot of a
classifier or measure word (more on the structure of QP below).
What very probably has happened is that these QPs (the 'measure
phrases for verbs" as they are sometines called in traditional
Chinese grammar) get reanalyzed, by analogy, as the QPs of NPs
taking the following nouns, 'book', 'car', as their heads. It
is also possible to "treat the duration and frequency adverbials
as NPs in their own right, in which case restructuring will entail
~ insertion, giving the reanalyzed NPs the appearance of a
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possessive construction:
(56) ta nian-le sange zhongtou
he read-ASP three hour
iHe read three ho\\rs' books.'
de shu.
DE book
(57) ta yigong kai-Ie liang ci de che.
he all drive-ASP two time DE car
'He drove twice in all.'
Thus far we have provided evidence for the existence of a heavily
structure-based principle in Chinese by showing that there are
phenomena whose explanation calls for such a principle. The other-
wise unconstrained optional rule Move a, for example t becomes
obligatory under some circumstances (as in the case of the
"retained object" constructions) and inapplicable under others
(as in the case of inapplicable subject-inversion). Given the X
structure principle proposed here as a surface structure filter,
the rule Move a may remain in its optimal form as an optional rule
in both cases. Furthermore, we have shown that certain processes
exist in the language, including verb reduplication and certain
instances of Move a, whose function is to save an otherwise i11-
. formed structure by providing a situation in which the structure
may undergo certain rebracketing and/or relabelling in order to
satisfy the filter. It should be easy to see that the facts we
have discussed are largely unexplained in semantic or pragmatic
terms, but are very much configurational in nature. In fact, it
is hard to imagine that a language without morphology, like
Chinese, will not make full use of some rigid structural principles
(in terms of linear as well as hierarchical order) to signal
grammatical and/or semantic properti~s of its sentences. These
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facts are, I think, strong indications that Li and Thompson's
(1978) claim cannot be right tlla~ the word order facts in Chinese
are in the main determined by pragmatic or semantic factors, but
24largely irrelevant to grammatical structure.
The kind of explanation we have given to the phenomena discussed
here undoubtedly reminds one of Emonds' (1976) structure-preserving
hypothesis. Rather than adopt his hypothesis (which is a constraint
on Move a), however, we have construed the X structure principle
(20) as a surface filter. The reason is that there are sentences
whose structures at ns, 55 and LF are often such that they would
violate. the X fil ter. For example, as Me! (1978) has argued, "verb
phrase complements" that occur after a V-NP sequence are best
considered to be directly dominated by V at the semantically
relevant level of LF and, in the absence of arguments to the
contrary, also at SS and. DS by natural assumption (i.e. by the
Projection Principle of Choms'ky 1981a). Likewise, the deep
structures of "retained object" (or "inner object") constructions
like (21) maT be of the form (22), if we accept Thompson's (1973)
hypothesis', with an NP occurring to the right of V and directly
dominated by V, and by the trace theQry of movement, a trace is
left in the same position at SS and LF. In both cases, the X
filter ts violated at DS, 58 and LF. It is more appropriate to
sa~. then, that certain grammatical processes, such as Move a,
Res-tructi'tre a, and verb reduplication, do not "preserve" structures
tn Emonds-t sense of the term, but rather "conspire" to bring
certain otherwise ill~formed structures into conformity with
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output well-formedness conditions like the X filter. This conception
of the phrase structure principle is consistent with the view that,
given the Projection Principle, there is little need for UG to
employ a component of phrase structure rules to generate deep
structures. Rather, structures conforming to the general principles
of the X theory may be generated freely at the DS level, subject
to the Projection Principle, which requires them to reflect
relevant aspects of their representations at LF on the one hand,
- 25
and to the X filter stipulated at PF, on the other.
2.4. Head-Final Constructions
We have shown in 2.3 that there is a structural principle in
Chinesg that says that the internal structure of any given node
may be of the head-initial form (20a) only if that node is a single-
bar category. In this section we will take a closer look at the
structure of peripheral elements that occur before their heads.
The discussion will be divided into two parts. 2.4.1 .. discusses
the internal structure of noun phrases, and 2.4.2. the intern£l
structure of preverbal elements in sentences (where the predicates
may be of the category VP or AP). Since PPs are degenerate in
having only a single-bar level of structure, they do not have
pre-head peripherals and have no place in the following discussion.
It will be shown that, given ~o pre-head modifiers M1 and M2 in
that order, M2 must always fall within the scope of M1 but the
reverse is not true. This can be accounted for either with a
left-to-right interpretive principle, or by analyzing all the
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phrases as constituting strictly right~branchingX trees together
with their heads, so that an element on the right is always in the
scope of an element on the left, but not conversely.
2.4.1. Noun Phrases
As we have mentioned, noun phrases have all their peripheral
elements' occurring before the head. These peripherals include
phrases of almost every categorial type. Except for the determiner-
quantifier-classifier phrase (QP), each of these phrases is followed
generally by the grammatical marker ~e, glossed in our examples
as the morpheme DE. which marks subordination. Thus an NP followed
by'de is a possessive phrase, a clause followed by de is a relative
clause or a noun phrase complement clause, etc. Besides the
categorte& QP, NF, and clause, a peripheral element may also be
a PP, an AP, or VP. Example (7) above shows a noun phrase with
peripheral elements of the type NP, QP. VP, and AP, in that order.
Example~ (11) and (12) each show an NP with the peripheral elements
of the type NP and PP. Of the following two examples, (58) contains
clausal complementS' and (59) contains' relative clauses, among
othera-:
(58) zhe shi I I women gai-bu-gai
np s·this: :ts~ . we should~not~hou1d
Dusht InpIg gat zeme lai de] wenti).
not should how' come DE question
1a1 de] wenti],
come DE question
tThis is· a question of whether we should come or not,
not a question of how we should come.'
(59) [ [ wo zui xihuan
np S I most like
[ qunian
s last-year
chuban
publish
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dell Lisi de]I na yiben]
DE np DE qp that one
dell Zhangsan de] shu].
DE np DE book
'This one book by Zhangsan published last year that
belong to Lisi that I like most.'
Note that in (59) a possessive NP and a relative clause may
occur on both sid~s of the QP na yiben 'that one'. The same is
generally true, :.n fact, of other categories in prenominal
position. In ~~nera1, nominal modifiers may occur in free word
order among themselves. This fact might be taken to indicate
that there 1s no itlternal structure within a noun phrase other
than the minimal structure that specifies the head to follow all
of its modifiers. One might claim, in other words, that all noun
phrases may be generated each with a "flat" structure by a single
n -
operation of the head-final rule (15), where X is N, namely an
i!lstantiation of the ''W* rule" of Hale (1979), thus sharing the
properly of "scrambling" with "non-configurational" languages like
26Japanese, Warlpiri, Ma~aya1am, etc.:
(60) N -+- XP* N
On the other hand, note that although the modifiers (the XPs in
(60» may occur in random order without significant difference in
grammaticality, each order almost always eritails a difference in
meaning. T~ke the following for example:
(61) a. Zhangsan de sanben shu.
DE three book
'Zhangsan's three books.'
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b. sanben Zhangsan de shu.
three DE book
'Three of Zhangsan's books.'
Although both (61a) and (61b) are acceptable, the former, with the
possessive 'Zhangsan's preceding the QP 'three', tends to have a
referential or specific interpretation, while the latter is
entirely nonspecific with the QP preceding the possessive. This
difference is evidenced by the fact that only (61a) may appear in
subject position but not (61b). Since, as has long been observed,
non-specific NPs may not occur in subject position without the
existential quantifier you, the difference between (61a) and (61b)
with respect to specificity shows up as a grammatical contrast in
the following pair:
(62) a. Zhangsan de sanben shu zai zher.
DE three book at here
'Zhangsan's three books are here.'
b. isanben Zhangsan de shu zai zher.
three DE book at here
The following contrast also shows the same point, given that only
non-definite NPs may be existentially quantified:
(63) a. *you Zhangsan de sanben shu zai zher.
EXIST DE,three book at here
b. you sanben Zhangsan de shu zai zher.
EXIST three DE book at here
'There are three books here belonging to Zhangsan. 1
The grammatical contrast below may obviously be attributed to the
same constrast in specificity:
(64) a. *WO yigong kanjian-le dai yanjing de
I altogether see-ASP wear glasses DE
sange xuesheng.
three student
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'*Altogether, I saw the three students who had glasses
on.'
b. wo yigong kanjian-le sange dai yanjing de xuesheng.
I altogether see-ASP three wear glasses DE student
'Altogether, I saw three students who had glasses on.'
The adverb yigong 'altogether' forces a quantificational inter-
pretation on an NP with a numeral quantifier. Therefore, while
(64b) sounds natural with a numeral QP preceding the VP or relative
clause dai yenjing 'wear glasses', (64a) is ill-formed stnce the
reverse order of the two modifiers gives a referential or specific
interpretation of the NP, contradicting the requirement of the
adverb 'altogether'.
Another difference between (61a) and (61b) is that while the
latter implies (or presupposes) that Zhangsan has more than three
books, the former carries no such implication. If it implies
anything at all, the implication will be that Zhangsan has only
three books. The same difference can be observed between (65a)
and (65b). These two noun phrases need not differ in meaning
27from'each other, but if they do, they will contrast in t~e way
indicated in the translation "(never the other way round):
(65) a. we zui xihuan de Zhangsan xie de shu.
I most like DE write DE book
'The book(s) that I like most among the ones that
Zhangsan wrote.'
b. Zhangsan x1e de wo zui xihuan de shu.
write DE I most like DE book
'The book(s) that Zhangsan wrote among the ones that
I like.'
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That is, while the second relative clause in each of (65a-b)
specifies a set of books from all possible books, the final relative
clause further specifies a subset within that set.
The facts we have seen so far concerni.ng (61)-{65) clearly
indicate the following generalization: Given a sequence P
consisting of two modifiers preceding the head noun, MI-M2-HD,
the meaning of P may be a function of HI and a subsequence _.Q. of P
consisting of everything following HI (i.e. M2-HD). The meaning
of Q may in turn be a function of H2 and the head. However, the
meaning of the entire sequence P cannot be a function of M2 on
the one hand and a combination of MI and HD on the other. That is.
while MI may include M2 in its scope of modification, the reverse
is not true.
There are two possible ways to account for this asymmetry in
. the directionality of modification. On the one hand, one may
cDntinue to assume a flat structure for each noun phrase, with
all modifiers oc~urring in linear order to the left of the head.
To account for the asymmetrical direction of modification, one may
tnvoke a ,;ule at tDtexpl;e.tation (in LF) along the following lines:
(66] Gtv~n a ~i~e~~ sequence PI' P2' •• , Po, for all! and i,
l~~j n, interpr~t Pj as in the scope (of modification) of
Pi (but not conversely).
Alternatively, one may assume that instead of a linear representa-
tion. the Chinese noun phrase has a uniformly right-branching
structure. Thus, (61a) has the structure (67a) and (61b) has the
structure ( 67b): 28
(67) a.
=
4hangsan de
, ~hangsan ' s '
sanben
'.three'
shu
'book'
--.
b.
N
---------- -i Q~N
I I
sanben shu
'three' 'book'
=
N
QP N
I ~
NP N
I I
Zhangsan de
'Zhangsan's'
Given auch hierarchical representations, the scope facts we have ob-
served may follow directly from the definition of scope given in
Reinhart (1976), without recourse to the linear interpretation rule
(66) :
(68) A is in the scope of iff A c-commands B, where a c-commands
a iff neither a nor a dominates the other and the first
branching node dominating a also dominates ~.
In (67), then, the pos~essive Zhangsan's has the QP 'three' in its
scope, but the reverse is not true, since the possessive asymmetrically
c-coccands the QP. The situation is reversed in (67b), with the QP
now asymmetrically c-commanding the possessive.
As far as the facts that we have seen are concerned, the linear
hypothesis, in conjunction with the interpretive rule (66), is
empirically equivalent to the hierarchical hypothesis in conjunction
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with the definition of scope (68). I will opt for the hierarchical
hypothesis, however, for reasons that will be given in Chapter 3.
For the moment, I will continue to show that there is extensive
evidence for the view that the relative order (linea~ or hierarchical)
among the modifiers of an NP corresponds directly to the asymmetry in
the interpretation of their scope of modification.
It has been observed by Chao (1968) that relative clauses
in Chinese tend to be interpreted as restrictive or
non-restrictive according to their position relative to that of the
demonstrative, which is treated here as a constituent of the QP
(see 2.5.1 for the structure of QP). In particular, post-QP relatives
tend to be interpreted as descriptive or non-restrictive, and pre-QP
relatives as restrictive:
(69) neiben -wo zuotian mai de shu
that I yesterday buy DE book
'That book, which I bought yesterday.'
(70) wo zuotian mai de neiben shu
I yesterday buy DE tllSt book
'The book that I bought yesterday.'
The distinction is sometimes hard to detect and may appear to some to
be somewhat artificial, and it may even be argued that speakers often
feel free to use either order without intending a difference in
meaning. 29 Nevertheless, it is important to note that the distinction
does exis"t, however subtle it may be. The distinction may become more
obvious and may show up as one in gramaticality under some circumstances.
For example, when a relative clause occurs within a noun phrase used in
. apposition to a proper name, it must follow the QP:
.....69~
(71) a. [Zhangsan] [zheige koushixinfei de ren]
this hypocritical DE man
'This man, Zhangsan, who is a hypocrite.'
b. *[Zhangsan] [koushixinfei de zheige ren].
hypocritical DE this man
(72) a. [Niuyue] [zheige renren douxiaode de chengshi].
New York this everyone all know the city
'This city, New York, which everyone knows.'
b. *INiuye] [renren dOll xiaode de zheige chengshi].
New York everyone all know DE this ~ity
It is reasonable to regard the restrictive/non-restrictive distinc-
tion as but another case "f the asymmetrical direction of modification.
Consider the hypothesis that each noun phrase is represented in a
right-branching tree. What a right-branching structure means is that
a relative clause has the following demonstrative QP in its scope of
modification, but not a preceding demonstrative. Thus, in (69), with
the demonstrative outside of the scope of the relative, the relative
modifies only the head noun but not the demonstrative. The demonstrative,
whose referential function is not under the effect of any modifier (as
it is not c.-commanded by any modifier), is in this case used "deictically".
It establishes the unique reference of the noun phrase, not on the basis
of any information within the noun phrase, but on the basis
of certain outside, possibly ·pragmatic or discoursal, information.
The relative claus-e following it therefore need not participate in the
determination of the NP's reference (since the reference is already
sufficiently determined by the deictic demonstrative), and has only a
descriptive or continuative function. On the other hand, in (70) the
demonstrative is within the scope of a relative clause. It is, in
this case, an "anaphoric" demonstrative, as its referential value is
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subject to the modification of the c-commanding relative clause. Thi~
is a typical "referential description", in which the "gap" within the
relative functions as a variable bound to the head N(QP+N). The rel-
ative is therefore essential to the value of the "quantifieational"
N binding the variable, and is restrictive.
The contract in grammaticality between tae (a) and (b) sentences in
(71) and (72) follows from the same explanation. Since the proper names
Zhangsan and New York, as "rigid designators" (Kripke 1972), already
establish their own refere~ce, the appositive noun phrases following
them need not depend upon any internal information for their reference.
A "ref~rentia1 description" is thus inappropriate as in the (b) sentences.
Rather, the relative clauses there may have only a descriptive or non-
restrictive role. 30
Another phenomenon that falls under the same right-branching
stru~tural principle has to do with the often observed fact that the
word oLder used to report time and address in Chinese is as illustrated
below, almost the exact opposite of ~nglish:
(73) gunian er yue ershijiu
last-year two month 29
haa xiawu si shi shiyi
day p. m. four 0' clock eleven
fen.
minute
'4:11 p.m., February 29 last year.'
(74) meiguo huashengoun shi binxifania jie yiqianliubai haa.
u.s. Washington city Pennsylvania street 1600 number
'1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington D.C., U.S.A.'
The fact represented by (73) and (74) has obviously been widely
observed even in non-technical literature, but even the most serious
linguistic account to date does not go beyond the observational or
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purely descl:iptive level. For example, Tai (1980) proposes to aCCQun.t
for (73) and (74) by a principle to the effect that, if the cunceptual
state represented by a syntactic constituent falls within the temporal
or spatial scope of the conceptual state of another constituent, then
the constituent representing a more inclusive scope must precede the
on~ representing a less inclusive scope. Such a principle not only
do~s not allow itself to be generalized to the two facts we have
.revi~wed above, but i~ fact appears to contradict the explanation
proposerl for the latter. As just remarked, in a string of M1-M2-HD, the
rightmost constituent (the head) represents the most general (or least
specific) set of entities t of w~ich M2 specifies a subset which is in
turu subject to further specification by the preceding MI. But Tai's
principle seems to suggest the opposite, since it: requires the most
inclusive (or most general) constituent to occur in leftmost position.
This principle, which is defined in terms of physical notions like
temporal or s'patial scope, can be dis-pensed with in the presence of
our right-branching principle coupled with the linguistic notion of
modif1cational scope dofined in terms ""f nc~ormnand". For example,
(73) has the following st~ucture.3t
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(75)
....
-
~
'11 til min. '
~1
~
NP
I
si shi
'-4 0' clock
NP
I
xiawu
'p.m. '
l~
NP~I N
ershi-
jiu hao
'29th'
er-
yue
'Feb'
qu-
nian
'last
. year'
Within each binary tree or subtree of this structure, the constituent
on the left is the modifier and the constituent on the right is the
head. The reference of the N '4:11' is extremely general, but is
made more specific by the modifier 'p.m.'; but there are some 30
possible references of "4:11 p.m. u in a month, so the modifier '29th'
. in turn makes it more specific; etc. Thus, with the add:l,tion of a
modifier on he left c-commanding everything on the right, the entire
NP takes on a more specific referential meaning than before. This
clearly represents the same phenomenon as what we observed concerning
the relative position of relative clauses with respect to demonstratives,
etc. The only difference is that the modifiers in sequences like (73)
must be fixed, as sequences like (76) are unacceptable:
(76) *•.. ershijiu hao er yue ••••
29th day 2nd month
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But this is clearly due to the fact that such sequences are information-
ally and semantically anomalous. Given the i principle of Chinese,
'February' must be considered the head of (76), and ~29th' a modifier,
whose function is to make the reference of 'February' more specific. In
general, the reference of an object may be made more specific by a
modifier if the latter specifies its external class membership, but not
if it singles out a member of the class the object represents. ThtlS,
lithe computer science department of MIT" is well-formed, because "of
MIT" can serve the function of modification on the head, but not n*MIT
of the computer science department". Similarly, '29th' in (76) cannot
serve its function of modification because it specifies a member of
February ins~ead of specifying the latter's external class membership.
2.4.2. Predicates
Like the prenominal modifiers discussed above, preverbal modifiers
may also occur in free word order with respect to each other so long as
they precede their head V ox A. But, again, each order difference almost
always entails a difference in meaning. For example, both sentences in
each of the following pairs are grammatical; yet they differ precisely
in the relative scope interpretatiLn of the preverbal elements in
question, as had been observed in Tai (1973b) and Teng (1973b, 1975h):
(77) a. wo zai J:uexiao changchang ma ta.
I at school often scold he
'At school I often scold him.'
b. we changchang zai xuexiao ma ta.
I often at school scold he
'Often I scold him at school.'
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(78) a. ta chang bu 1ai.
he often not come
'Often he doesn't come.'
b. ta bu chang 1ai.
he not often come
'He doesn't often come.'
(79) a. ta keneng bu 1ai.
he possibly not come
'Probably he will not come.'
b. ta bu keneng 1ai.
he not possibly come
'He can't possibly come.'
(80) a. ta xiawu changchang lai.
he p.m. often come
'In the afternoon he often comes.'
b. ta ch.... :.gchang xiawu 1ai.
he often p.m. ('.ome
'Often he comes in the afternoon.'
To account for the difference in scope between the members of each pair
above as indicated in the translation, one mqy again assume either a
linear or a hierarchical representation of these structures. In the
1inear account, since the verb may be followed by an element under V
(if the element is an object) or under V(if it is an extent complement,
etc.), the preverbal elements may be generated in linear order by a
= = :::
single operation of the head-final rule (15) with Xn=V or V, i.e. V 00+-
XP* V, or V ..... xp* if. The linearly ordered XPs may then be subject
to the same rule of interpretation given in (66). In the alternative
hierarchical account, each of the examples in (77)-(80) has a uniformly
right-branching structure. Thus, in the structure (8la) for (77a), for
example, the adverbial 'often' c-eommands or has scope over only the
V'scold hfm', but the adverbial 'at school' c-commands the V containing
both 'often' and 'scold him'. (77b), on the other hand, has the
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structure (BIb):
=
r
t;a
'he'
v
i
rna
'scold'
v
.chang-
chang
'often'
jP
..zai f\P
xuexiao I
.' at school'
wo
'I '
(81) a.
v
I
EP
I
zai
xuexiao
'at school'
s..
~=
1{P '7
I
-WO .,
'I'
chang-
chang
'often'
b.
.rna
'scold'
ta
· 'he'
Sometimes the .purported scope diffe:'ences may not seem to exist due
to the "non-qualificati:,nal' nature of certain preverbal elements:
(82) wo yong daozi zai chufang qie cai.
I with knife at kitch~n cut food.
'I cut food in the kitchen with a knife.'
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(83) wo zai chufang yang daozi qie ct~i.
I at kitchen with knife cut food.
'I cut food with a knife in the kitchen.'
But if these elements are quantificational, the differences between
(82) and (83) show up clearly:
(84) wo yong meiyiba daozi zai sange difang qie cai.
I with every knife at three place cut food.
'With each knife I cut food at three places.'
(85) wo zai sange difang yang meiyiba daozi qie cai.
I at three place with every knife cut cood.
'At three places I cut food with every knife.'
Note that (BOa) and (BOb) Are both well-fo~Jmed only when the
temporal expression 'afternoon' is interpreted non-referentially, i.e.
only when it means "in the afternoon" but not "on the aftE::rnoon". In
the latter reading only (BOa) w:f~l be granunatt.cal, meaning "that
afternoun, he came often", but not (BOb), which would have the
anomalous interpretation, u*often he came that afternoon". The same
grammatical contrast also shows up in (86) and (87):
(86) ta qunian changchang 1a1.
he last-year often come
'He came often last year.'
(87) *ta changchang qunian 1ai.
he often last-year come
'*Often, he came last year.
Given a right-branching structure for these sentences, the explan-
ation is straightforward. In (86), the time reference of 'often' is
nola-specific, but it can be made more specific by the addition of the
c-commanding 'last year'. In (87), 'last year' already establishes
a unique time reference for the event 'come' by itself; therefore the
addition of a c-commanding non-specific modif1~r 'often' not only
cannot fulfill the function of modification by also produces informa-
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tiona! anomaly. The 111-formedness of (87) is due obviously to the
same principle of modification governing the structure of noun phrases
that makes (JIb), (72b) , as well as (76) ill-formed. There is then a
real cross-categorial generalization to be captured here, and of course,
this is captured by the X theory.33
The bead-final right-branching principle also allows one to account
for the difference between (88) and (89):
(88) ta zai xuex1ao bei wo piping Ie.
he at school by I criticize ASP
'He was criticized at school by me.'
(89) ta bei wo zai xuexiao piping Ie.
he by I at school criticize ASP
'He was criticized at school by me.'
Since Chinese lacks verbal morphology to indicate the active vs. passive
mood distinction, the distinction relies solely on the syntactic
presence or absence of the ~ phrase. Therefore, a verb phrase contain-
ing a Ez phrase is a "passive verb phrase" while a verb phrase not
containing such a phrase is treated as active. In (88). the locative
'at schoolf has a verb phrase containing the ~. phrase 'by me' in its
scope, so it has the meaning that the passive event of his undergoing
my criticism took place at school. But in (89) the ~ phrase is outside
the domain of the locative. The latter therefore c-commands only an
"active verb phrase", so the sentence conveys only the meaning that my
criticism of him took place at school, but says nothing as to whether
he was actually at school undergoing my criticism.
In this conneciton, it is easy to see that the contrasts below,
due first, I believe, to Hashimoto (1971). come as no surprise:
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(90) ta xinganqingyuan de bei wo da Ie.
he willingly DE by I beat ASP
'He willingly underwent my beating.'
(91) *ta be! we xingaIlqingyuan de da Ie.
he by I willingly DE beat ASP
'He underwent my willing beating.'
(92) *ta henhen de bei wo da Ie.
h~ cruelly DE by I beat ASP
'*He cruelly underwent my beating.·
(93) ta he! wo henhen de da Ie.
he by I cruelly DE beat ASP
'He underwent my cruel beating.'
Since the meaning of the adverby 'xinganqingyuan' has a receptive or
passive connotation in it besides what the English word 'willingly'
says, it is natural to assume that it can modify only a "passive verb
phrase". On the other hand, the adverb 'cruelly' is natural as a
modifie~ of action verbs but not of stative or passive verb phrases.
The contrasts above thus follow from the asymMetrical scope relations
of the preverbal modifiers. 34 Exactly the same explanation applies to
the cnntrast below, on the assumption that instrumentals, like the
manner adverb 'cruelly', can modify only active verb phrases:
(94) *ta yang gunzi bei ren dasi Ie.
he with club by man beat-dead ASP
'*With a club he was beaten to death by someone~'
(95) .ta bei ren von2 2unzi dasi Ie.
he by man with club bead-dead ASP
'He was beaten to death with a club by someone.'
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2.5. Quantifier Phrases and Supersentences
Up to now we have discussed the i structure of the major categories
N,V,A,P. As for the structure of S, this depends upon whether we
treat an S as a projection of V or A, or not. We will delay discussion
of this question until Chapter 3 (see Section 3.3). In the rest of this
chapter we will discuss two other construction types. One is the QP,
and the other includes constructions larger than S, i.e. S etc.
2.5.1. Quantifier Phrases
We have described the sequence determiner-quantifier-classifier as
constituting a modifier of NP dominated by the node QP. This constit-
uent itself has a fairly full-fledged internal structure of its own.
The leftmost position within QP may be occupied by a demonstrative
like zhe 'this' or ~ 'that', or it may be occupied by the interrog-
ative na 'which' or a distributive like mei 'every' or renhe 'any'.
The second position is that of a numeral quantifier. The third position
is occupied by "classifier" or measure word. like ben 'volume! .zhang
'sheet', etc. The occurence of a classifier following a quantifier is
generally obligatory, whether the head noun is countable or mass,
concrete or otherwise. This is not only typical of Chinese, but also
of most Sino-Tibetan languages.
Fol1ow~ng popular term1no~ogy (see Bresnan 1973), I have referred
to the determ1ner-quantifier-classifier sequence as a quantifier phrase
(QP) and will continue to do so. This treats the quantifier as the head
of the sequence. Under such a conception, the structure of a QP
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may reasonably be assumed to have the following form, conforming to the
requirements of (20), with the head branching to the left only under a
single-bar node:
(96)
-Q
~-
DET Q.Q~CL
It is also possible to consider the classifier or measure word as the
head of QP, in which case the term "classifier phrase (CP)" or "measure
phrase" will be more appropriate. This appears to be reasonable
especially in view of the fact that the selection of the classifier is
often idiosyncratically determined by the head noun. For example,
'book' is classified by ben 'volume', 'paper' by zhang 'sheet', etc.
Under the conception that the classifier is the head of QP, this kind
of "agreement" will be treated as obtaining from heaJ to head, as
is standard. The i structure in this case would be of the form (97):
This structure again conforms to the requirements of (~O). Unlike Q,
which branches to the left, CL must branch to the right as classifiers
are undoubtedly nominal in nature. In fact, many words may be inserted
either under N or under CL. For example, tou 'head' is a noun in ta
de tou 'his head', but a classifier in yi-tou niu 'a head of cattle;
a cow'.
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Although the category QP most often occurs as a constituent of NP,
there is good reason to assume its cross-categorical existence. Bresnan
(1973), for example, has shown that QPs may also be posited in APs. In
traditional Chinese grammar (see e.g. Lu 1942)~ such QPs are called
the "measure phrases for adjectives". Among the examples of its
occurences are the following:
(98) zheitiao shengzi chang ba-ei.
this rope long eight-foot
'This rope is eight. feet long.'
(99) neike guoshu liangge ren gao.
that fruit-tree two man tall
'That fruit-tree is as tall as two men.'
In (98) the QP is 'eight feet'~ which quantifies the adjective 'long',
and in (99) the QP is 'two men', which quantifies the adjective 'tall'.
'Foot' is of course a classifier, just like ben 'volwne' for 'book';
'man' is also being used as a classifier denoting the unit of tallness
equivalent to that of a man.
There are also "measure phrases for verbs". These include adverbs
of duration and frequency like those in (42) and (43), repeated below
for convenience:
(100) ta ku-le sange zhongtou.
he cry-ASP three hour
'He cried for three ·hours.·'
(101) ta ku-le liang ci.
he cry-ASP two time
'He cried twice.'
Here 'three hours' and 'two times' may be conside~ed to quantify the
action of crying. ~th 'hour' and 'time' naturally treated as
classifiers of the quantity. Often the classifier ci 'time' may be
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replaced by other words:
(102) ta ti-le y1
he kick-ASP one
'He kicked once,
jlao.
foot
be gave a kick,'
(103) ta yao-le y1 keu.
he bite-ASP one mouth
'He bit once; he took a bite.'
Both 'ons foot' and 'one mouth(ful), indicate the quantity of some
action, as indicated in :translation. It is natural to analyze 'foot'
and 'mouth' as classifiers idiosyncratically selected by the head verb
as they obviously are, as in the case of idiosyncratically selected
nominal classifiers. 35
The QPs within VPs and APa may occur after their heads under the
prov~sions of (20a). They may of course also occur preverbally. (99)
is an example with a QP preceding its head adjective. Within VPs,
QPs may also occur preverbal1y, in which case they usually take on a
referential or definite appearanc~ or are so interpreted, in accordance
with general word order principles regarding definite and non-definite
elements (cf. footnote 27):
(104) tamen li~ng-ei j~ngong dou meiyou chenggong.
they two-time attack all not succeed
'For Doth times they- attackeu, they did not succeed.'
(105) ta zhe san nian zhu zai Meiguo.
he this three year live at America
'He lived in .~erica threse three years.'
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2.5.2. Supersentences
There are two kinds of "supersentantial" construction to be
considered here. One is the construction involving complementizers
and the other the construction involving topics or topicalized
elements.
2.5.2.1. Complementizers
We have al.ready ellcountered a complementizer in our foregoing
discussion, the element de receding an extent or resultative
complement clause. Hashimoto (1971) has suggested that the element
is derived from the directional verb or preposition dao 'arrive at;
until'. This seems to be fairly rpaRonable, and in the Amoy dialect»
where dao has two renderings (gao. as in~ gao chu 'run and arrive
home '; dioh, as in lia dioh j ite lang 'to have caught someone'),
either ~ or dioh may have an extent/resultative complement:
(106) i" cao [ga jin tiam]
he run COMP very tired
'He ran until he got very tired.'
(107) i cao [dioh jin tiam]
he run COMP very 'tired
'He ran until he got very tired.'
It is a fairly common phenomenon for a preposition (or
deverbalized verb) to be treated as a COMP. In this connection,
observe that the pr~position BA, llen 'with', !ian 'eveL ; including',
36bi 'than', dui 'touards'. etc. may take a sentence as its object.
(108) ta ba [Lis! jiehun] bu dang yihui shi.
he BA marry not treat one matter
'He does not take it serious that Lisi is getting married.'
(109)
(110)
(111)
(112)
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zheijian shi gen [ta lai bu 1ai] meiyou guanxi.
this matter with he come not come no relation
'This matter has nothing to do with whether he is
coming or not.'
ta lian [Lisi lai bu 1ai] dOli bu guan.
he even come not come all not care
'He doesn't e'v'en care whether I.is! is coming or not. t
[wo guo1ai] bi [ni guolai] yao shihe.
I ·come-over than you come-over will fit
'It will be more appropriate for me to come than for
you to come.'
ta dui [Lisi sheme shihou lai] yidian dOll ~u guanxin.
he towards what tfme come a-bit all not care
'He doesn't care a bit about what tfme Lisi is coming.'
If the de preceding an extent/resultative complement is treated
as a COMP, then there is reason to treat the prepositions in (l08)-
(112) also as COMPs. After all, Ss dominating [COMP S] and PPs
dominating IP NPl are probably to be regarded as the same thing
in some way (cf. Emonds 1980), their difference being essentially
a terminological one. The only theoretical difference between
the two terms is that the use of S suggests that S is the head
while the use of PP suggests that P is the head. Both these
conceptions are probably justi~ied, each from a different point of
view. On the one hand, categorially the COMP !or in [for [John to
come]] is the head, given the i theory, although semantically the
head is clearly the S [John. to comel_ in the sentence "For John to
come would be difficult". (See also Stowell 1981, Chomsky 1981a
for some discussions for treating COMP as the head of S.) Certain
sequences of P~NP have also been treated as headed by NP if the P
is of little semantic content, notably the of inserted in
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English nominalizations (cf. Ross 1967, who takes an even stronger
position, treating all PPs as NPs).
In the same spirit, what are sometimes called conjunctions or
sentence-connectives may be analyzed also as COMP (or P) forming
a higher clause (or PP) witla the following s:
(113) yin~~i eta meiyou kong], we meiyou qu jian tat
because he no leisure I no go see he
'Because he had no free time, I did not go to see him.'
(114) suiran Ita meiyou kong], we rengran qu jian ta.
t though he n~ leisure I still go se~ he
'Although he had no Lime for me, I went to see him
ne\7erthe1ess. '
(115) rugun Ini meiyou kong, wo jiu bu qUe
if you no leisure I then not go
'If you have no time, I won~t go.'
In the examples we have discussed so far, COMPs are clause-
'l.7
initial or phrase-initial.-- On the other hand, it has sometimes
been suggested that the subordinator de has the status of a
38
clause- and phrase-final COMP, as it occurs after a clause or
phrase marking the status of a relative clause, a possessive NP,
etc. within a noun phrase and also that of a manner adverb and
of an intensifier within a VP or AP. In 2.3 we showed that
certain occurrences of this de, in particular those in (50») (52)-
(53), and (49) under its s~cond reading are most reasonably assumed
not to appear at DS, bet to be introduced by an insertion rule
applied in PF, following some instances of Move a either in the
ns + S8 or in the 58 + LF component. Given the existence of de-
insertion, it is theoretically desirable to assume tha~ all
lnstances of de are inserted by the same rule in PF, for in this
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case not only the obvious redundancy of base-generating de can
be eliminated, but also the rule may be simplified to its maximally
general form possible. If this reasoning is correct, then the
clause- and phrase-final COMP de occurs in PF only and does not
exist in Syntax or LF, in the absence of evidence to the contrary.
This has the consequence that its occurrence does not interact with
processes in Syntax or LF. Clause- or phrase-initial COMPs, on
the other hand, are present in Syntax and consequently also in LF
and PF. Since we assume that empty categories can be generated
in the base, it is natural to make the null hypothesis that every
clause may be headed initially by a COMP in Syntax and LF, whether
that COMP has a lexical content. This hypothesis has interestiag
consequences for the theory of bounding to be discussed in Chapter 6.
2.5.2.2. Topic-Comment and Topica11zed Sentences
Sentences having the form of "topIc-comment" have been known
for some time to figure more prominently in Chinese than in many
oth~r languages (cf. Chao 1968, Li and Thompson 1976). Many such
sentences mus·t be treated as .no less "basic" than ordinary
subject-predicate sentences in the sense that they cannot be
derrTed from sentences having the latter form. For example:
(116) shuiguQ, we zui xihuan xiangj lao.
fruit I most like banana
tAs for fruit t I like bananas most.'
The sentence cannot be derived from a "more basic" sentence by a
BOvement process by which the topic is fronted from within the
comment clause, because there is no plausible source position for
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it within that clause. Similarly, in (117):
(117) tamen, wo kan n1; n1 kan WOe
they I see you you see I
'They looked at each other.'
where the initial NP 'they~ serves as an antecedent (or
quantifier) binding the "split" anaphors 'you' and 'I'. Again, it
is impossible to posit an underlying source in whic~ 'they' does
not already occur in the initial position as it does in (117).
Therefore the initial NP must be base-generated. This conclusion
is already reached in Teng (1974).
On the other hand, certain topic-comment sentences are
naturally analyzable as derived from underlying subject-predicate
sentences by the rule Move a:
(118)
(119)
Zhangsan, ta zhiJao wo xihuan t.
he know I like
'Zhangsan, he knows I like.'
.Zhangsan de baba, ta hen zhunjing t.
DE father he very respect
'Zhangsan's father, he respects very much.'
In sentences like (118)-(119) the pronoun 'he' is interpreted as .
di~joint in reference from the name 'Zhangsan'. If they are
analyzed as derived from sentences like (120)-(121) below,
respectively, by Move a, this fact may then be naturally related
to the same disjoint reference interpretation of the 'he' in the
source sentences:
(120)
(121)
ta zhidao wo xihuan Zhangsan.
he kno~ I like
'He knows that I like Zhangsan.'
ta hen zhunjing Zhangsan dE baba.
he very respect DE father
'He respect Zhangsan~s father very much.'
Note that there may be more than one topic per sentence:
(122)
(123)
na sanben shu, na yi~en ni zui zihuan?
that three book which one you most like
'Of the three books, which one do you like most?'
na sanben shu, me! yiben wo dOll kanguo Ie.
that three book everyone I all read-ASP ASP
'Of the three books, I have read everyone.'
These sentenc~s demonstra·te that there are two functions of the
phrase that is generally referred to as the "topic" of a sentence.
The first NP 'those three books' in both (122) and (123) represents
old information and is ref~rential. The second NP, 'which one
(book)' in (122) and 'everyone (book)' in (123), represents a
part of the new information of the sentence and is non-referential.
The first NP is the "theme" and the second NP the "focus".
There may even be three topics within one sentence:
(124) Zhangsan, neixie ren, 11an yige ta dOll bu renshi.
those man even one he all not know
'(As for) Zhangsan, of those men, not even a single
one he knows.'
Note also that sentences with topics can be embedded:
(125)
(126)
wo xiangxin [neixie shu, mei yiben ta dOll kan bu
I believe those book everyone he all read not
'I believe that those books, he doesn't understand any
dong].
understand
one of them.'
[neixie shu, mei yiben ta dOll kan bu dong]
those book everyone he all read not understand
'It is a real pity that those books, he doesn't
zhen kexi.
real pity
understand any of them.'
(127)
(128)
(129)
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zheijian shi gen [neiben shu ta kan bu dong]
this matter with that book he read not understand
'This matter has nothing to do with the fact that that
me! guanxi.
no relation
book, he does not understand.'
ta ku de [neixie shu, me! yiben wo dou kan bu
he cry COMP those book eveiY one I all read not
'He cried so much that those books, I couldn't continue
xia-que Ie].
down ASP
to read any of them.'
yinwei [neixie shu, me! yiben ta dou kan bu dong], •••
because those book everyone he all read not understand
'Because he doesn't understand anyone of those books,
Of the five examples above, the last three further show that
a COMP occurs to the left of a topic. Thus, in contrast to the
structure proposed in Chomsky (1977), where COMP occurs to the
right of Topic, the correct representation for the complement
clauses in (127)-(129) should take the form of either (130) or
(131), depending on whether the topics are assumed to be adjoined
to S or dominated by S, S, etc.:
(130)
(131)
[~ COMP [8 Topic [s Topic [s •.••.]]]]
1- COMP [ Topic.[ Topic [s •••• ]]]]
s s s
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CHAPTER TWO: FOOTNOTES
1. The morpheme de (glossed as DE in the example (7) and henceforth)
is a marker of a pre-head, especially prenominal, modifier. Thus an
,
NP followed by de before the head noun is a possessive, a clause fo1-
lowed by de is a relative clause or a noun phrase complement clause t
etc. This element, obviously, is analogous to the Japanese no, sometimes
called a" "nominalizer" and taken to be the .realization of the genitive
case. There 1s evid~nce,'however, that the same element ~ exists
at some level of abstraction as a relative clause marker, exactly as
1s the de in Chinese t even though it is not, in this case, a realization
of the genitive Case. See Kitagawa and Ross (1982) for some discussion
on the parallelism of de and~. and evidence that no malks a relative
clause "in Japanese
Note that unlike the QP in Japanes t the QP 1n Chinese does not
generally take de. For some speakers, however, de is optional with
a QP:
(1) ta mai-le [ sanchang (de) hua]
he buy-ASP np three-sheet (~E) picture
'He bought three pictures.'
Besides functioning as a prenominal modifier marker, de may also occur
with an intensifying or manner adverb to mark the latter's modifierhood,
as in feichang de 'very'; yon811 de 'forcefully'; manman de 'slowly.'
2. Chomsky (1981c) has remarked that it is more appropriate to
speak of the growth of grammar in a child rather than of his learning
of it.
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3. Certain descriptive clauses may follow non-specific NPs as in:
(1) wo you yiben shu [hen youqul.
I have one book very interesting
'I have I. book and it is very interesting. I -
The clause '(it 1s) very interesting' has sometimes been regarded as
a postnominal relative. Simpson (1979), however, has argued that such
a clause is best regarded as part of an appositive NP whose empty head
follows the clause and is co-indexed with the preceding NP:
(11) wo you [ yiben shuil.[ [ hen youqu] ell
I have np one booK np S very interesting
This analysis has the advantage of being capable of explaining the fact
that postnominal clauses are always non-restrictive: they never dir-
ectly modify' the preceding NP, only a following head noun in apposition.
4. See Smith (1980) for a brief critique of their approach.
5. The ~~i~t made here, as well as throughout this subsection,
1s directly derived from the insights provided in Jackendoff's (1977)
study of the Xtheory.
6. The exponent in the rules indicates the level of phrasal
structure in terms of the number of bars. YP stands for a phrase
of category Y, Y a variable, of the maximal-bar level. The asterisk
following yP indicates that the position of yP contains an arbitrary
string of ~ YPs. n ~ O. where each instantiation of the variable Y
need not be identical to another. We ignore the possibilj.ty that a
rule of the form (1) may exist:
(1) XU --~ yp* ZP*
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This rule.may account fo~ certain head-medial patterns, but such
patterns may also be generated by the conjunction of both rule (15)
and (16), in which case "configurationality" arises, as explained
below. Or they may be generated by either (15) or (16) followed
by a permutation rule (such as scrambling, or "Verb Second").
7. As is explained in Bresnan (1976) and Jackendoff (1977).
Thus, according to Chomsky' s orig::~nal suggestion. [+N] designates
the subclass N and A, as opposed ',:0 the [-N] subclass V and P. [+v]
includes V and A, while [-V] includes Nand P. The ~se of [+Vl,
for example, thus allows a generalization to be stated across the
two categories V and A. See Jackendoff (1977) for the use of a
different set of features.
8. It appears that head-initial rule (16) is somewhat more
marked than the head-final rule (15). This may explain the relatively
small number of VSO languages reported. It may also be related
to the two observations made by Greenberg (1966): "All languages
with dominant VSO order have SVO as an alternative or as the only
alternative basic order," and "in regard to verbal-modifying adverbs
and phrases as well as sentence adverbs, languages of type I [VSO]
show no reluctance in placing them before tIle verb so that the verb
does not necessarily begin the s~ntence~' (p. 79). This relative
markedness may be simply a matter of fact that must be stipulated
in UG. It is also possible that there is a principled reason for
it. For example, Aoun (1979) suggests that VSO languages are marked
for the reason that their VPs are discontinuous.
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9. There have been argllments in the literature that V and A
should ~e collapsed as one and the same category. in both Chinese
and English. Furthe~ore, V and P may also be collapsed as one
category in Chinese. This does not seem implausible. given that
there is much in common between V and A, and that many prepositions
are, in fact, derived from verbs historically. Arguments based on
similarity, however, are not sufficient to require the identification
of one category with another. as far as the two categories are not
identical in every respect. As Jackendoff (1977) pointG out, all
the similarities require is a feature system ~ith1n the Xtheory
by which the two categories can be referred as a natural class.
Thus I will continue to follow tradition in recognizing all the
four lexical categories. since V and A are not ide:ntical, nor V
and P. F~r a discussion of certain cross-categorial similarities
and differences, see Tang (1979).
10. In particular, one might assume that this follows from the
theory of abstract Case. Suppose that all the categories V, A, P
are Case assigners, but not N. Then a post-nominal NP will be excluded
by the Case filter, which requires every overt NP to be marked by
an (~bstract) Case (see Chomsky, 1981a. and 'references cited), There
are two questions that have to be settled. however, btfore this explana-
tion can be considered satisfactory. First, even noun phrase complement
clauses cannot follow the head, as (i) shows, although clauses need
not be Case-marked, as indicated by the English example (il):
(1)
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a. [ [ ta lai-bu-lai de] went1
np S he come-nat-come DE question
'The question whether he will come or not.'
b. *[ wenti [ ta lai-bu-lai]]
np quest1o~ he come-nat-come
(i1) The claim that this is right.
Secondly, even though the Case filter may rule out a postnominal NP
that has no Case. we still must explain why such an NP cannot be saved
by the use of a preposition ~ediately before it, by analogy to the
use of of in English:
(lii) a. *the destruction the city.
b. the destruction of the city.
Before an answer can be given to these questions, it seems we must
assume that the child must learn not to use the head-initial rule
for NPs.
11. Certain writers (e.g., Lehman, 1978; Vennmann, 1972; Li and
Thompson, 1978) classify all SVO languages under the more general
type VO, as opposed to SOV languages, with are OV. Under such a
classification, the common properties of VSO and SVO languages are
taken to be "typical characteristics" of a va language. Those SVO
l~nguages, like English, which share many properties with VSO l&n-
guages, are then regarded as somehow more "typical" SVO languages
than those that share less VSO properties like Chinese. Such a view
seems to me to be arbitrary. The same point is made separately in
Hawkins (1980). altllough he still subscribes to an "implicational"
view of word order universals, making use of tIle postpositionl
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preposition distinction as an autonomous parameter, for reasons that
do not appear entirely convincing to me.
12. The condition X ; N may be eliminated 1.£ it is assumed to be
a consequence of the theory of abstract Case, subject to the remEJrks
of footnote 10 above.
13. An objection to such a representation u~y arise from the fact
that it does not directly represent the semantic "part-whole" relation
between the ba-phrase and the "retained object" or "inner object" of
(2la-b). There is no evidence, however, that these two constituents
should form a single NP at any stage of syntactic representation. As
will be shown in t~apters 5 and 6, interpretation of "inalienable pos-
session" constructions, including that of partitives, need not rely
on the presence of a trace of movement, and consequently not on the
constituency of the inalienable possessor and the possessed (or of
the whole and the part) at any stage of representation.
14. The four sentences behave differently under topicalization:
(1) wuge pinggUQ. ta chidiao-le liangge.
five apples he eat-ASP two
'Of the five apples, he ate two.'
(i1) ?juzi, ta buo-le pi Ie.
orange he peel-ASP skin ASP
'The orange, he peeled.'
(iii) *?zhimen , ta ti-le yige dong.
paper-door he kick-ASP one hole
'The paper door, he k1ck~d a hole in it.'
(iv) *?ta, women dang shagua.
he we treat-as fool
'Him. we regard as a fool.'
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As a speculation, the 111-formedness of (iii) and (iv) may be
attributed to the assumption that the trace of a topic needs to
De Case-marked (while HP treces ne~d not). The wel1-formedness
of (1) and (ii), on the other hand, may be attributed to the fact
that no traces of movement are involved following the V in each
of them. The fact that they have each an interpretation may be
attributed to the hypothesis that inalienable possessive nouns
have property of getting themselves interpreted as possessed by
some HPJ in this case the topic in (i) and (i1).
15. I am adopting the proposal made in Hashimoto (1971) to
treat this de as a resultative or extent complementizer. For
arguments that the de involved here is a different element from
the de that marks a prenominal modifier, see Paris (1979). The
only objection that I know of against treating the resultative
de as a clause-initial ~OMP is that phonologically de goes with
the preceding verb and belongs to the same intonational phrase
as the latter, but does not go with the ~esultative. This, however,
can be a result of cliticization. The fact that the de is uns~ressed
and toneless can be some indication that cliticization 1s involved
here.
16. We obviously want to exclude the possibility that both
the inversed subject and the extent clause are dominated by V.
To do so, one may assume that structurally there is only one position
following a verb under Vregardless of whether the verb is transitive.
(This requires some modification uf the condition (20) or the
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rules (15) - (16), of course.) Double object constructions and
constructions involving complements to "control" verbs are sanctioned,
on the other hand, by the marked features of the verbs, which require
both constituents following them to be subcategorized elements.
17. For certain spe~kers (33a) and (34a) are not outright 111-
formed. Furthermore, in sentences like the following, no reduplication
is necessary:
(1) ta zhu zai Meiguo liang nian le.
he live at America two year ASP
'It has been two years he has lived in America.'
(11) ta y1g~ng da-le taitai liang ci.
he altogether beat-ASP wife two time
'Altogether it has been twice that he beat his wife.'
The reasons for the well-formedness of (i) and (1i) are not entirely
clear to me. If we accept Teng's (1975b) suggestion that 'two years'
and 'two ttmes' are higher one-place predicates taking all elements
preceding them as a sentential subject t then it is natural to expect
no reduplication to occur, as will be clear in the text tmmediately
below. The task will then be to show that in (33a) and (34a), but
not in (i) and (1i), the duration and frequency expressions have
become non-higher predicates such that they will entail reduplication
in the fashion explained below.
18. Note that the original Vis now taken to be a maximal projection
in accordance with the X-bar theory (cf. footnote 6). In this study, we
do not assume the Uniform Level Hypothesis of JackendQff (1977),
which states that the maximal level of every major category is uniformly
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three-bar (or uniformly any number of bars across all categories).
Ther(~fore, in my conception, every node that is not th,~ head of a
higher node is automatically a maximal category. This has the desirable
consequence that the degenerate categories like PPs, modals and pronouns,
etc., need not be assumed to be dominated by non-branching two- or
three-bar nodes. We could, of course, adopt JackeIldoff's hypothesis,
and invoke a convention to add V, etc. on top of the first V in (37)
after reduplication takes place.
19. This notion of "visibility" is somewhat different from that
proposed in Aoun (1979). Aoun proposes that Case-marked traces are
visible in PF (as well as in LF). This accounts for the fact that
wh traces block contraction (cf. Jaeggl1, 1980). It may be that
Case-marked traces are visible to certain rules only, or visible
in some languages only (whose PF rules may be different from those
of others). Evidently, variables in Chinese must be assumed to be
"invisible" at least at the time the Xfilter applies, given that
no verb need be reduplicated if the object is topicalized, as is
shown in (44) - (47) •. Whatever the execu~i.on of the idea that the
lack of a verb-reduplication is related to the fact that an object
has been removed under NP- or wh-movement, at least the idea is sup-
ported by the fact that no contraction is known to be blocked by
a variable. For example, the "haplology" rule that is generally
assumed to take place (cf. Chao, 1968) and turn the two Ie's that
are separated by a wh-trace in (i1) intn a single Ie can occur regardless
"I
I
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of the intervening variable or wh-trace:
(i) ta chi-Ie fan le.
he eat-ASP rice ASP
'He has been eating rice now.'
(1i) fan i , ta chi-Ie t i lee
rice he eat-ASP ASP
(iii) fan, ta chi Ie.
rice he eat ASP
(The first Ie in (i) and (ii) is the perfect aspect marker, and the
second Ie marks the inchoative aspect. See Teng (1973a) for some
discussion of the two le's.)
20. Instead of having verb-reduplication apply in PF when necessary,
one may assume that it applies in the Syntax, where all traces are
visible. However, if the object between the original verb and the
reduplicated verb is removed by Move a, as in (44) - (47), then the
original and the copied verb are separated by ·traces only in PF. If
we now hypothesize that the two copies of the verb get uhaplologized"
into one regardless of an intervening trace (Case-marked or otherwise),
we will also get the right result that no reduplication in observed
on the surface.
21. Restructuring need not be assumed if. instead of the requirement
in (20a) that post-head elements must be dominated by a single-bar
phrase. we assume that they must be dominated by the lowest branching
node within a given phrase.
22. Chomsky (1981a) has remarked that in the derivation of (11)
from (1) below:
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(i) [[e] was believed [John to be honest]].
(11) [John was believed [t to be honest]].
it 1s difficult, and also unnecessary, to determine whether raising
or passive only has applied. The only movement rule that has any real
statl1s is Move a, and. in the derivation of (ii) from (1) a single opera-
tion of the rule fulfills the functions of both raising and passive.
23. As it stands, the rule given here for de insertion 1s not precise
enough. On the one hand, de is generally not required (and for some
not allowed) after a QP modifier. On the other hand, apparently the
same d~ also appears to mark an intensifier or a manner adverb. Cf.
footnote 1.
24. This is, of course, not to deny the obvious fact that pragmatics
and semantics do play certain roles in language. but it is methodo-
logically wrong to give up fairly systematically structur31 accounts
in favor of a rather loose pragmatic theory.
25·. For discussion of the view that the Base component is largely
elfm1nable given the Projection Principle. see Stowell (l981l.
26. For the "scrambl~ng" nature of t~ese languages, see Farmer
(1980}, Hale (1919", 19SQ}, Nash 09S1}, Hahanan (in press). We will
discuss further the notion of non-configurational languages in Chapter 3,
Section 3.3. Note that the rule given in (~O). as well as the more
general (IS} and (16) or t2Qa~b), allows perlpheral elements of the
same type to occur more than once in construction with their heads.
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Thi~ appears to be the best formulation, given that modifiers like
relatives and possessives, etc. really can ~ccur more than once.
Certain peripheral types, such as arguments or certain adverbials,
which enter into thematic or (optional) semantic relations with their
heads, cannot recur, but it is safe to assume that this is due to
independent principles of grammar, such asfue 9-criterion or its
equivalent (see Chomsky, 1981a; Hale, 1980; Freidin, 1978). Likewise,
the fact that there cannot be more than one QP per NP: *sange liangge
ren* 'three two men' is not likely to be a property of a languages's
X structure. Chomsky (1981 fall lectures) has made the suggestion
that this fact may plausibly follow from the general ban on "vacuous
quantification" in natural language, a property of the LF of UG.
If the presence of a QP triggers the application of May's (~977)
rule of Quantifier Raising, then the presence of two QPs would give
two operators at LF each of which must bind a variable, a requirement
that cannot be satisfied since Doth QPs occur in one single NP.
27. In such case the modifiers must be assumed to have only a
flat 'structure or to be in coordination.
28. For a similar suggestion of the structure of Arnoy NPs, see
Simpson (1980).
29. See, e.g., Tang (l979}. Tang himself observes that noun
phrases with relative clauses preceding an indefinite QP like youxie
'some' and suoyou 'all' are unacceptAble:
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(1) a. youxie dai yanjing de xues"heng.
some wear glasses DE stud.ent
'Some students who had glas:ses orL.'
b. *da1 yanjing de youxie xueslleng.
wear glasse6 DE some studE~nt
(11) a. suoyou dai yanj ing de xueshE~ng.
all wear glasses DE student
'All students; who had glasses on.• '
b. *dai yanj ing d~ suoyou xuesh4~ng.
wear glasses DE all studeIlt
The contrasts shown above are obviously related to that between (64cl)
and (64b) in the text. The QPs youxie • some' tl:nd suoyou 'all' are
inherently quantificational and require the NPs they occur in to be
non-referential. However. the sequence with a relative clause pre-
ceding such QPs requires a somewhat referential reading, thus producing
a contradiction. Tang further claims that there is a difference in
granunaticali1:y between NPs with relative clauses containing a "gap"
in subject position and those with relatives containing a gap in
object position, and the case where the entire NP occurs as a subject
and the case where it occurs as an object, but I find no such dis-
tinction, as both the sentences in each of the following pairs are
equally good:
(iii) a. tan Zhangsan de liangben shu.·
discuss DE two book
'The two books that discuss Zhangsan.'
b. Zhangsan xie de liangben shu.
write DE two book
'The two books that Zhangsan wrote.'
(iv) a. Zhangsan xie de l1angben shu zu1 gui
WTite DE two book most expensive
'The two books that Zhangsan wrote are the most
expensive. '
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b. wo mat-Ie Zhangsan xie de liangben shu.
I buy-ASP write DE two book
'I bought the two books that Zhangsan bought.'
30. Note that the term "non-restrictive relative" is used in a
different sense from that usually applied in the description of English
relative clauses. To be more precise, a non-restrictive relative
does have the effect of modification on the following head noun; it
specifies a subclass if the head noun is a common noun, and makes a
comment about it if it is a proper name. It is non-restrictive only
in the sense that it does not specify the reference of a preceding QP.
31. Recall that we do not assume Jackendoff's Uniform Level Hypothesis
(cf. footnote l8).
32. It seems that speakers tend to perceive the reference of an
event first in terms of its spatial dimension then its temporal dimension.
Thus, other things being equal, a verb is first modified by a locative
adverbial and then the whole phrase is modified by a time adverbial:
(1) [ta [qunian lzai w~ jia [kanjian-le Lisi]]]]
he last-year at my home see-ASP
'He saw Lisi at my home last year.'
(.11) *[ta [zai wo jia
he at my home
IquniaIl
last-hear
[kanjian-le Lisi]]]]
see-ASP
However, if the locative is more specific than the time adverb. the
latter may be placed 1n the scope of the former:
(iii) [ta [zai Meiguo [meitim [zhi [chi liang can]]]]]
he in America every-day only eat two m28l
'In America, he eats only two meals every day.'
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33. In this connection, note the often observed fact that there
is a general tendency in the language to position a definite NP pre-
verbally and a non-definite NP postverbal1y. It seems that this n~y
be looked upon as a special case of the more general principle that ele-
ments that have more specific referential function are placed before
elements that have less. so that the latter are in the c-command scope
of modification of "the former. The details of how this idea may be
executed have yet to be worked out.
34. Hashimoto (l971) also notes that both forms below are acceptable
when an adverb like huoshengsheng de 'while alive; from the state
of being alive' appears:
(i) ta huoshengsheng de bei Lis! dasi Ie.
he while-alive DE by beat-dead ASP
'He was beated to death by Lisi from the state of being
alive.'
(11) ta bei Lisi huoshengsheng de dasi Ie.
he by while-alive DE beat-dead ASP
'He was beated to death by Lisi from the state of being
alive.'
The reason is that the adverb 'from the state of being alive' can go
with either active or passive verb phrases, since it indicates the
objective circumstances in which a certain action or a state occurs,
not the manner in which the action or state occurs. Since Hashimoto
treats the adverbs 'cruelly,' 'willingly.' and 'from being alive' as
higher two-place predicates taking the NP immediately preceding them
as the subject, the acceptability of (11) is a counterexample to her
analysis, since it is not the agent Lisi who was alive before he beat
someone to death. If they are treated as adverbs as they are on the
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surface,' (ii) need not present a problem. An adverb whose occurrence
need not be determined on the basis of the active-passive distinction
of a verb phrase may occur in free order with respect to the ~-phrase.
35. Teng (1975a) proposes to treat 'foot' and 'mouth' etc., as
the "cognate objects" of 'kick' and 'bite' etc., respectively. However.
they must be distinguished from the real "cognate objects" traditionally
considered to occur in 'sing a song,' 'dance a dance' etc. First of
all, although 'sing' both selects and 1s subcategorized for 'a song,'
'kick' only selects but is not subcategorized for 'foot.' In other
words, while 'a song. or 'a dance' is the real object of 'sing' or
'dance, 1 neither 1foot' nor 'mouth' is the object of 'kick' or 'bite.'
The real objects of the verbs 'kick' and 'bite' can be spelled out
in addition to the so-called "cognate objects":
(i) ta ti Zhangsan ti-le j i j 1ao.
he kick kick-ASP one foot
'He kicked Zhangsan once.'
(ji) ta yao Zhangsan yao-le y1 kou.
he bite bite-ASP one mouth
'He.bit Zhangsan once.'
Secondly, 'foot,' 'mouth' etc., in the above examples must always
be preceded by a quantifier; this is consistent with the assumption
that 'foot' and 'mouth' etc_ are classifiers making up '8 QP each with
a preceding quantifi,ar. Real "cognate objects" can be unquantified:
(jii) a_ ta chang-le yi-shou ge.
he sing-ASP one-cl song
'He sang one song.'
b. ta chang-le ge le.
he sing~ASP song ASP
'He s'ang.'
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(iv) a. ta ti-le yi jiao.
he kick-ASP one foot
'He kicked once.'
b. *ta ti-le jiao lee
he kick-ASP foot ASP
(iv-b) is acceptable only if 'foot' is interpreted as an object
subcategorizing the verb. i.e•• 'He kicked (a few) feet.' Thirdly,
note that 'foot' in (iv-a) and (1) and 'mouth' in (il) are directly
preceded by a numeral quantifier without an intervening classifier.
while in (iIi-a) a classiiier (shou) is required between the quantifier
'one' and the real cognate object 'song.' The reverse situation
is ill-formed:
tv} *ta chang-Ie y1 gee
he sing-ASP one song
(vi) *ta ti-le yi-zh1 j iao .
he kick-ASP one-CL foot
This fact follows directly from the assumption that 'foot' and 'mouth'
are themselves classifiers and require no more classifier before
them, and that 'song' and 'dance' are head nouns and require classi-
fiers in the presence of a numeral quantifier. All the three facts
indicated here argue against. Teng's treatment of 'foot' and 'mouth'
etc. as "cognate objects."
36. C. Y. Ning (p.c.) has suggested that the somewhat deverbalized
rang 'let' may be likewise treated as a COMP, analogous to English
for in purposive clauses:
Ul ni qi-lai Irang [t~ guo-quJ].
you stand-up let he pass
'Please stand up for him to go.'
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Likewise, the preoposition get below is most suitably a COMP:
(11) ta mai shu [gei [wo kan]].
he buy book for I read
'He bought a book for me to read.'
Constructions like (i) and (ii) have been usually treated as a type
of "serial-verb constructions" with rang and get treated as verbs
meaning 'let' and 'give' respectively. Note, however, that in (ii)
the NP 'I' ~ed1ately following gei 1s not the object or recipient
of any act of giving. The sentence does not mean that he actually
gave a book to me, unly that he bought a book so that I could read
it. It is more 'appropriate to analyze the sequence wo kan 'I read'
as a clause complementing gei, in which case 'gel' will not mean
'give,' but has the meaning 'so that.'
37. An example of a phrase- rather than clause-initial COMP is
the de in (i) below, where it heads the AP 'well':
(i) ta tiao de hao~
he dance COMP well
'He dances well.'
Also in U14} and (11.5} the corl:elative conjun~tions reng'ran 'still'
and j iu • then' may he seen as COMPs each heading a VP.
38. An additional piece of support for the view that the de
involved in extent/resultative complement clauses is not what we
have been cal1~ng a modifier marker (PE) may be derived from comparative
facts. In !may, the first de is rendered as either ~ or dioh (see
(l06) and (l07)). The second de. on the other hand, is rendered
as .!.:
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(i) i e pingyiu.
he DE friend
'His friends.'
(ii) i xia e ceh.
he write DE book
'The books that he wrote.'
(iii) jin ho e pingyiu.
very good DE friend
'Very good friends.'
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CHAPTER THREE: PHRASE STRUCTUR~S AND SCOPE RELATIONS
3.0. Introducti.on
This chapter will discuss the relation between phrase structures
and scope phenomena exhibited by quantifiers and other logical
elements. We will indicate that while English is known to allow
various scope ambiguities, Chinese sentences are very rigidly
unambiguous. Although the scope facts in English have led certain
writers (e.g. May 1977) to the proposal of a theory according to which
scope order among two or more quantifiers within a sentence is
basically free, the Chinese facts argue against such a conception of
natural language quantification. Rather, we assume, more tn line
with tradition, that there is a general principle that requires that
quantificational expressions that already stand in a c-command
relation at SS hold the same relation at LF. The distinction between
certain sentences exhibiting ambiguity and certain others exhibiting
no ambiguity in English is derived from the X theory in conjunction
with a proposed rule of restructuring. A slight extension of the sam2
idea allows one to derive an important typological distinction between
Chinese and English from the fact that Chinese incorporat~s an X
structure condition of the form (2.20) while English doe£ not have such
a condition. This way of looking at the typological distinction is
supported by the observation that the distinction cannot be directly
learned, and therefore must be derived from something that is
learnable.
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We will also indicate that an optimal theory should refer to the
hierarchical structure of a given string in determining its scope
properties, rather than at its linear structure. We will adopt,
furthermore, May's (1977) rule of quantifier interpretation (QR) ,
together with the assumption that each application of QR affects the
lowest maximal NP node that dominates a given qllantifier. The output
of this mapping process will be assumed to be subject to the two wel1-
formedness conditions, the Condition on Proper Binding (CPB), which
disallows free variables at LF, and the Condition on Quantifier
Binding (CQB), which disalJ.ows vacuous, non-variable-binding,
quantifiers.
In Section 3.3, we discuss the notion of configurationality and
the internal structure of S in Chinese, a topic that was not dealt
with in Chapter 2. It will be argued that, within a government theory
of configurationality, Chinese is a mixed-type between configurational
and non-configurational languages in that it has a maximal VP and an
INFL, but allows free word order among peripheral elements in certain
phrasal categories.
3.1. Scope Relations
In discussing head-filial constructions in Chinese in 2.4, we
indicated that certain differences in meaning among noun phrases
containing identical prenominal modifiers, or among sentences containing
identical preverbal modifiers, correspond directly to the differences
in left-to-right word order among the modifiers in the noun phrases or
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sentences. We indicated that each word order difference of a modifier
with respect to another is naturally seen as a difference in the
relative scope of modification among the modifiers in question.
It should be obvious that this "scope of modification" is closely
related to, and most likely a special case of, the more general
phenomenon of scope that figures most prominently in discussions of
natural language quantification. This is already clearly the case with
some of our examples in the pre,'io'us section. In any familiar
discussion of natural language quantification, certain adverbial
categories are alway's taken to be quantificational on the basis of
their scope-bearing properties. These include frequency expressions
like changchang 'often', the Jlegative marker bu 'not', and modals like
keneng 'can, possibly' (whether they are treated as adverbs or verbs).
Thus, the difference between the (a) and (b) sentences of (78) and (79)
in Chapter 2 is a difference in scope of quantificational or "logical"
expressions like NEG with respect to others like 'often', 'possibly'.
Similarly, it is natural to consider adverbial clauses or phrases
indicating motivation as "quantificational" in the sense that they can
enter into scope relations with other scope-bearing elernents( cf. Lasnik
1975), and such differences in meaning as shown between (1) and (2)
below we would have also described as those in scope of modification,
on a par with (2.78-79):
(1) Zhangsan meiyou [yinwei ta piaoliang] jiehun
not because she pretty marry
'Zhangsan did not get married because she was pretty.'
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\
(2) Zhangsan [yin~~i ta p~aoliang] meiyou jiehun.
because she pretty not marry
'Zhangsan did not get mar~~ed, because she was pretty.'
According to (1), Zhangsan got marrie~\for some reason other than his
wife's appearance, but accordinr to (2)~\ Zhangsan did not get married
at all, because the woman was (too) pretty~
If the difference between (1) and (2) and those between the (a) and
(b) members of (2.78-79) are matters of scope, there appears to be no
special reason to consider the facts shown by other examples given in
2.4 to be of a fundamentally different type and nature.
Let us now consider the scope phenomena of normal quantifiers. It
is easy to see that quantificational NPs enter into scope relations
among themselves and with other logical ements in a sentence in much the
same way that the different pre-head modifiers we have seen interact
with each other. That is, as has recently been pointed out by S.F.
Huang (1981), the surface word order among the quantificationa! NPs
and lcgical ements directly corresponds to their scope order in a
standard predicate calculus representation of sentences containing such
elements. Thus, in Chinese the sentences (3) and (4) each have a unique
1
unambiguous interpretati.on:
(3) meige xuesheng dou mai-Ie yiben shu
every student all buy-ASP one book
'For every student x, there is one book y such that x
bought y.'
(4) you yiben shu meiyige xuesheng dOll mai-Ie
have one book every student all buy-ASP
'There is one book that every student bought.'
As indicated in the translation, (3) can only mean that each of the
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students bought one book or another, but does not assert that they
bought the same book. If it happened that they bought the same book,
it would be a matter of coincidence, and not the message intended by
the speaker. To get the latter reading it is necessary to topicalize,
or otherwise prepose, the existentially quantified 'one book', as shown
in (4). Clearly the same correspondence b~tween word order and scope
order that we saw in Chapter 2 applies here, except that (3)-(4) involve
NP arguments rather than modifiers. The standard first order logic
2
representations of(3) and (4) are given respectively below:
(5) [ALL X; x a student [ONE y; y a book [x bought y]]]
(6) [ONE y; y a book [ALL X; x a student [x bought y]]]
Standard quantifiers also interact with other logical elements in
exactly the same way. Again, the sentences below are each unambiguous,
. 3
as indicated in the translation:
(7) youyige xuesheng bu mai suoyoude shu.
o~e student not buy all book
'There was a student who did not buy all the books (only
some) .'
(8) youyige xuesheng suoyoude shu dou bu mai.
one student all book all not buy
'There was a student who did not buy any books~'
(9) Bushi suoyoude shu dou youyige xuesheng mai.
not all book all one student buy
'It is not the case that all books were sold to one student
or another.'
(10) meiyou yige xuesh~ng mai-Ie suoyoude shu•
. not one student buy-ASP all book
'No student bought all books.'
(11) suoyoude shu dou youyige xuesheng bu mai.
all book all one student not buy
'For all books x, there is a student that did not buy x.'
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(12) suoyoude shu dou meiyou yige xuesheng mai.
all book all not one student buy
'For all books x, no student bought x.'
The surface order of the three scope-bearing elements, all books, one
student, and NEG, is [E ~ A] inC Z) and [E A~ ] in (8). In (9)-(12),
their surface order is, respectively, ['U A E], [tV E A], [A E '\J ], and
[A ~ E]. The translation in English for each sentence should make it
clear that the scope· interpretation for each sentence directly reflects
the surface order among the scope-bearing elements.
The observation that the surface word order of logical elements
corresponds to the scope order of these expressions in familiar logical
formulae is, of course, not a fresh one. Among others, for example,
Krach (1974) argues that in the unmarked situation this correspondence
also generally obt~ins in English, although, as is well known, the
system of quantification in English is considerably more complicated.
According to Kroch, the unmarked scope order of logical operators in an
English sentence is determined by the following general rule:
(13) General Scope Principle (obligatory) (Krach 1974:145)
If within a simplex sentence there are operators with the
surface order W X Y Z••• , then the operators are indexed in
order of appearance, giving WI X2 Y3 Z4 ••• , and a scope
marker is established as follows:
where V is a quantifier of type V' (e.g., all is a quantifier
of type "universal" or n(A)"),
Where the scope order of operators 1~ a sentence deviates from the
prediction from surface order made by this rule, Kroch proposes a number
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of "scope readjustment rules" which operate on structures derived from
this g~neral principle. Because of the effects of such scope readjust-
ment rules, Kroch argues, the correspondence between surface order and
scope order is often obscured in English. This accounts, among other
things, for the fact that an English sentence like (14) below allows
at least the scope possibilities indicated in (15), in sharp contrast
to the unambiguous Chinese sentences (7)-(12) above.
(14) Every student did not buy one of the books.
(15) a. [A E '" ]
b.[EA'U]
c. [ru A E]
d. [E '" A]
Since scope ambiguities of the sort illustrated here are very
common in English, one has reason to wonder whether there is any real
point in regarding as the normal case the scope order that corresponns
to surface word order, and deriving the vast number of "exceptions" by
means of a number of "marked" rules of scope readjustment. Many writers
have expressed alternative views. Ioup (1975), for example, expli~itly
claims that surface word order is not even a relevant parameter for
scope interpretation. For her, the only parameters that enter into
scope interpretation are: (a) the inherent properties of individual
quantifiers, and (b) the grammatical relations that t~e quantified NPs
may bear in a sentence.
The view that inherent properties of individual quantifiers make
4
a difference is probably not controversial. The innovative part of
loup's theory is that, other than such inherent properties, grammatical
relations alone, and not word order, determine the scope interpretation
of natural language sentences. According to this theory, a quantified
NP that is both the deep and the surface subject has a higher t~nden~y
to._ ~ake w~ide scope than one that is either the deep or the surface sub-
ject. A quantified NP that is either the deep or the surface subject has,
in turn, wider scope than one that is neither. A direct object Q-NP, on
the other hand, tends to take narrow scope with respect to all other
Q-NPs. Ioup bases her theory on a sampling of fourteen languages and
proposes her principle as a universal. Her theory is counterexemplified
immediately, however, by Chinese. S.F. Huang (1981) has given extensive
evidence showing, convincingly I think, that the theory based on
grammatical functions cannot be right for Chinese. For example, in
(3) the universal Q-NP 'every student' bears the (deep and surface)
subject relation, and the existential 'one book' bears the relation
'object' to the verb. This situation is preserved in (4), although
the object occurs in preverbal position. The same obtains in the
sentences (7)-(12). If all that matters were simply grammatical
relations, it would not be clear why a change of word order in these
sentences would make a clear difference in scope interpretation. It is
of course possible to modify the theory based on grammatical relations
so as to accommodate the empirical facts we have seen. One may, as
does loup, stipulate that the NP bearing the discourse function Topic
must have wide scope over a deep and surface subject (and all other
relations), even though it is not a grammatical relation in the ordinary
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sense and may originate, say, as direct object. The point, however, is
not that there is no plausible way to modify the theory so as to
accommodate the counterexamples, but that such ad hoc moves are
unnecessary once we assume a simple account based upon word order.
Furthermore, a theory of scope based on grammatical relations has
nothing to say about the scope facts concerning modals, adverbs,
negation, and the various prenominal modifiers. Even if the notion of
grammatical relations is ex~ended in such a way as to allow general
statements to be made across such scope-bearing elements, it should be
clear from the discussion in 2.4 that no satisfactory scope principle
can be given in terms of the "grammatical relation" that a modal, say,
bears with respect to the "grammatical relation" that NEG bears.
Contrasts such as the one between (16) and (17) with respect to the scope
of the modal adverb (or verb) and NEG certainly have nothing to do with
grammatical relations!
(16) ta keneng bu lai.
he may not come
'Possibly he won't come.'
(17) ta bu keneng 1ai.
he no t may come .
'lIe can't possibly come. 1
Another approach to quantification that differs from Krach's has
been developed in May (1977). According to May, scope interpretation
1s carried out by the application of his Quantifier Raising rule (QR)
on S-structures: 5
(18) Qua~tifier Raising (May 1977):
Chomsky-adjoin a quantificational NP to S.
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Two general conditions are proposed on the wel1-forrnedness of output
representations at LF. The first is the Condition on Proper Binding~
which requires that a sentence may not contain free variables:
(19) Condition on Proper Binding:
Every variable in an argument position of a predicate must
be properly bound.
(A is properly bound by B if A is coindexed with and c-commanded by B.)
The other general condition is the Condition on Quantifier Binding,
which requires that all quantifiers not be "vacuous":
(20) Condition on Quantifier Binding:
Every quantified phrase must properly bind a variable.
.. Since there are no other conditions on the output nor the application
of QR, an S-structure like (21) may be mapped into eithex (22a) or
(22b) representing the [A E) and the [E A] scope orders~ respectively:
(21) Every man saw some woman.
(22) a. [ [Every man]! [ [some woman] . [ t i saw t j ]] ]S S J S
b. [ [Some woman]. [ [every man]i [ t i saw t j ]] ]s J S S
Each of the adjoined Q-NPs in (22) may be directly translated into a
restrictive or generalized quantifier and its trace interpreted as its
bound variable:
(23)
(24)
[s[For every X; x a man] [ [for some y; y a woman] [ x saw y]]]
s s
[ [For some y; y a woman] [ [for every x; x a man] [ x saw y]]]
s s s
In effect, then, May claims that every sentence containing two or more
quantifiers is ambiguous in the unmarked cases, thus denying that there
is any basic correspondence between "matters of form" (word order at SS)
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and matters of interpretation (scope order at LF). May bases his denial
of the correspondence on two fundamental observations in English. One
of them is the ambiguity of the sort we have just seen. Although it is
true that English sentences containing two or more quantifiers are
often ambiguous, there is also reason to consider that the scope order
which corresponds to surface order represents the primary interpretation.
Krach (1974: 179) says that such a conception is supported by two facts:
First, unless scope order incompatibilities associated with
certain lexical items block it, the surface order scope reading
is always present, while other orders mayor may not be. Second,
when a sentence has a surface scope order reading along with
readings based on other orders, the surface scope order reading
is, all other things being equal, the preferred one.
The argument from considerations of primary vs. secondary interpretation
of sentences in English may not be entirely convincing to proponents of
the view represented by May (1977), since "all other things" are often
not equal due to the subtleties involved and the interaction of various
complicating factors. A more convincing argument is available,
however, from languages like Chinese, where ambiguities of the sort seen
in English are entirely lacking, and the only available reading in each
..~~n~en~e is the one in which scope order corresponds to surface order.
In other words, while the scope order that corresponds to surface order
is systematically present in sentences containing two or more quantifiers
in both English and Chinese, any other scope order is not systematically
present in English and systematically absent in Chinese. This fact
casts grave doubts on any theory of quantification which treats scope
order of quantifiers as fundamentally free.
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Another observation that May makes use of to argue for the
insufficiency of surface structure on scope interpretation concerns the
existence of sentences exhibiting what he dubs "inversely-linked
quanitification". In sentences of the form represented by (25), a
quantified NP contains a PP complement or modifier which in turn
contains another quantified NP:
(25) a. Some people from every walk of life like jazz.
b. Each of the members of a key congressional committee
voted for the amendment.
Such sentences are generally interpreted with the quantifier on the
left having narrow scope with respect to the quantifier on the right,
directly inverse to the relative surface order of the two quantifiers.
Thus., (25a) means that every walk of life has some people who like
jazz, and (25b) means that there is a key congressional commrrttee such
that each member in it voted for the amendment. (25a) does not mean
that there are some people such that for every walk of life they are
in, they like jazz, and (25b) does not mean that each person is such
that for some congressional committee of which h~ is a member, he voted
for the amendment. Similarly,. (26) has only the interpretation
according to which the scope order of some, every, and a is directly
inverse of their surface order. 6
(26) Some exits from every freeway to a large California city
are badly constructed.
Baving shown that the surface structure left-to-right order of
quantifiers in sentences like (25)~(26) does not correspond to their
scope order, May then shows that if they are assumed to undergo QR in
LF, there is a simple answer to the otherwise unexplained inverse-
linking of quantification. May assumes that the applicability of QR
is subject to a general condition on analyzability in the form of (27):
(27) Condition on Analyzability
If. a rule ~ mentions SPEC, then ~ applies to the minimal [+N]
phrase dominating SPEC which is not immediately dominated
by another [+N] phrase.
This condition has the desirable consequence, among others, that it
ensures that QR (originally formulated in the simple form "adjoin Q to
S"--cf. footnote 5) will move quantificationa! NPs, not just
7quantifiers. Another consequence can be illustrated with the example
(25a). When QR is triggered by the quantifier~ in the sequence
some people from every walk of life, it is this entire sequence, rather
than some people, that must be moved, regardless of whether the
sequence is analyzed as (28a) or (28b):
(28) a. [ Some [- people [ from every walk of life]]]
np n pp
,
b. [ [ Some people] [ from every walk of life]]
np np pp
In (28a), the minimal nominal node dominating some is the NP node
dominating the entire sequence. In (28b), the minimal nominal node
dominating some is the small NP some people, but this small NP is not
analyzable by QR since it is -immediately dominated by another NP node.
The highest NP node in (28b) is analyzable by QR, however, as is the NP
node of (28a). Therefore, in both cases it is the entire sequence some
people from every walk of life that gets moved when QR applies. On the
other hand, if QR is triggered by the quantifier every, which is
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contained in the PP in the same sequence, only the NP dominating the
sequence every walk of life, and not the entire sequence some people
from every walk of life, is moved. Now, consider the available
interpretation on (25a), according to which every walk of life has
wider scope than some pe~ple from every walk of life:
(29) [s[Every walk of life]i[s[some people from ti]j[s t j like
jazz]]]
This representation is well-formed with respect to the Condition on
Proper Binding (19), since both t i and t j are properly bound, and the
Condition on Quantifier Binding (20), since both the quantifier [every
walk of life] and the quantifier [some people from til properly bind
their variables, ~ and!j' respectively. Therefore, the inversely-
linked representation is derivable from (25a) as a well-formed
representation. On the other hand, consider the interpretation that
is unavailable, one whose representation at LF would be (30):
(30) [[Some people from ti].L[every walk of life]!
S J S
[8 t j like jazz]]]
Although the variable t j is properly bound and the quantifier [some
people from til is non-vacuous; the variable ~i' however, is free, and
the quantifier [every walk of life] is vacuous. In the latter
situation, both the Condition on Proper Binding and the Condition on
Quantifier Binding are violated. The non-inversely-linked reading is
thus correctly predicted to be unavailable.
It 1s fair to say that sentences like (25)-(26) do show the
insufficiency of S-structure for a straightforward statement of scope
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interpretation. Furthermore, they constitute evidence of a most
interesting kind for the existence of a movement process (QR) in the
mapping between SS and LF, although some such process is at least
implicit in any account assuming a quantifier-variable representation
of LF having similar appearance to the syntax of predicate calculus.
It is a general property of all normal legitimate movement rules that
a moved phrase a must land at a position sister to a node dominating
the original position of ~, so as to properly bind its trace.
Therefore, if a phrase A is to be moved out of a more inclusive
phraae B, it can only land at a position c-commanding the more inclusive
8phrase B.
It should be noted, however, that the insufficiency of surface
structure for scope interpretation shown here is no sufficient reason
for the effective claim that surface structure is irrelevant. In fact,
the surface or S-structure representation of" sentences involving
"inversely-linked quantification" is of crucial importance in that the
two quantifiers involved must be dominated by tte same NP node at SS,
with one quantifier appearing in the SPEC position of the highest N
and another embedded within an NP properly contained in the higher NP.
They are not elements that appear i~ just any arbitrary string.
Furthermore, if, in accordance with the Condition of
Ana~~zability (27) or some equivalent condition, we do not look
directly at the two quantifiers in such sentences as (25)-(26), but at
the analyzable NPs containing them, then neither quantificationa! NP
that is subject to QR precedes or c-commands the other in each of
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these sentences at 5S: One of them is internal to, or properly
contained in, the other. It is somewhat misleading, therefore, to call
the kind of quantification structure involved in such sentences
"inversely-linked". The relation of the two Q-NPs is one of containment
9
at SS, but one of c-command or precedence at LF. There is nothing
"inverse" about them. The situation is precisely the same as the one
observed in the following, where a wh phrase is properly contained
in an S at DS, and c-commands or precedes the S at 58:
(31) a. [-[ You saw who]]
s s
b. [; Who i [s did you see till
Given this, it is fair to conclude that although the SS representation
of a sentence involving so-called "inversely-linked" quantification
does not already give an adequate scope representation, its structure
is of direct relevance for the interpretation of scope.
3.2. Characterizing Scope Relations
3.2.1. Linear Representations
We have indicated that sentences involving "inversely-linked"
quantification constitute some support for May's theory, which assumes
the existence of a movement rule (QR) which maps S-structures into
quantifier-variable representations having the essential appearance of
logical formulae used in predicate calculus. We have shown also,
however, that the scope properties of sentences are to a great extent
determined by their S-structure. This generalization concerning the
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essential relevance of S-structure must be captured in any adequate
theory of grammar.
In the notation of predicate calculus, the notion of relative scope
is sometimes defined as the linear ordering of operators. Thus in (32a)
below the universal quantifier is said to have wide scope over NOT,
while in (32b) the situation is reversed:
(32) a. Ax NOT P (x)
"-b. NOT Ax P (x)
Evidently, the simplest way to capture the correspondence between
surface order and scope order is to identify the surface or S-structure
level of representation with the level where scope information is
represented, i.e. to deny the existence of a level of Logical Form
having the appearance of (32). However, due to well known scope
ambiguity facts in languages like English, it is of course impossible
to identify the two levels, if the definition of scope order is as just
given. A natural way to capture the SS 4' LF correspondence, then,
would have to allow both levels of representation but somehow ensure
that LF representations differ only trivially from representations at
SS, only in certain marked cases, and as a general rule must be
identical to the latter. This is, of cours~, what Krach (1974) has
set out to do. Thus, according to his General Scope Principle,
reproduced in (13) above, the Chinese sentence (33 a)(=(3» is mapped
into something like (33b):
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(33) a. meiyige xuesheng dOll mai-le yiben shu.
every student all buy-ASP one book
'For every student x, for one book y, x bought y.'
b. [ALL! ONE2] [meiyige1 xuesheng dou mai-Ie yiben2 shu]
every student all buy-ASP one book
Similarly, the English sentence (34) is mapped into (35) by the general
rule:
(34) Every student bought one book.
(35) .[ALL1 ONE2] [everYl student bought one2 book]
The fact that (34) has the additional reading represented in (36) is,
on the other hand, treated as the result of applying one of his scope
readjustment rules (p. 145 rule (30», which flips the two operators
in (35):
(36) [ONE2 ALL1] [everYl student bought one2 book]
Given this system, there is a very natural way to account for the
typological difference between Chinese, which does not allow a meaning
corresponding to (36) for the sentence (33a), and English, which does.
The scope readjustment rule that effects (36) from (35) may be assumed
to exist as a marked option for English only, while t~e general scope
rule may plausibly be assumed -to be universal, applying across both
languages.
3.2.2. Hierarchical Representations
Note th~lt in Kroch' s tlieory scope order is taken as the linear
relationship between two operators. It is also a common practice, on
the other hand, to assume that formulae like (32) each have a hterarchical
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structure:
(37) a. [Ax [NOT [ P(x)]]]
b. [NOT [Ax [ P(x)]]]
The bracketing shown above can be converted to an equivalent right-
branching tree diagram in the familiar way. As we remarked in
Chapter 2, the notion scope may be defined in terms of the hierarchical
notion "c-command" instead of the linear notion "precede", following
Reinhart (1976). The following is reproduced from (2.68) for
convenience:
(38) A is in the scope of B if A c-commands B, where a c-commands B
iff neither a nor a dominates the other and the first
branching node dominating a also dominates a.
In order to capture the general correspondence between surface structure
and logical structure, Reinhart 1{1976:191) invokes the following
principle:
(39) Reinhart's Scope Principle
A logical structure in which a quantifier binding a variable
~ has wide scope over a quantifier binding a (distinct)
variable Z is a possible interpretation for a given
structure S just in case in the surface structure of S the
quantified expression corresponding to y is in the
(c-command) domain Ii.e., scope] of the quantified
expression corresponding to x.
This principle applies to the Chinese sentence (33a) and correctly
allows it to be interpreted as in (33b) , and similarly to the English
sentence (34), allowing the unmarked interpretation (35). This is
because both (33a) and (34) have a right branching structure, in which
each subject Q-NP asymmetrically c-commands its object Q-NP. Therefore,
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up to now Reinhart's hierarchical account is equivalent to Kroch's
linear account empirically.
Note, however, that Reinhart states her principle of scope as a
bi-conditional. This amounts to denying the existence of a linguistic
level of LF expressing scope relations that are otherwise not already
expressed at SS under the same configurational definition of scope.
Thus, it correctly allows the interpretation (35) on (34), but
incorrectly rules out the reading (36) as non-existing. Reinhart is,
of course, aware of counterexamples like the one presented by the
existence of (36) as a possible reading. She offers two arguments to
explain away such:situations, neither of which, however, applies to the
very case (36) at hand. First, she argues that "most putative examples
of such ambiguities which are discussed in the literature are ones where
one interpretation entails the other" (p. 193). Thus, Reinhart joins
the group of linguists or philosophers (e.g. Kempson and Cormack 1981,
Katz 1980) who regard such cases of ambiguity as cases of vagueness in
interpretation. MOre specifically, a wide scope interpretation on the
i\existential a student in a sentence like (40) entails a narrow scope
\interpretatio~ .Jf the same Q-NP with respect to the universal every
look:
--"
(40) A student bought every book.
bis is because if a certain student bought every book by himself, then
~very book was purchased by at least a student, i.e. this particular
l
IUdent. As May (1977:56£) has correctly pointed out, this explanationd es Dot hold up in the case of sentences like (34) under the
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interpretation (36). Since "every student bought one book or
another" does not entail "there is one book that every student bought",
as a simple point of logic, the entailment explanation should disallow
a reading like (36) on (34).
There is another argument against Reinhart's view from a
typological perspective, derivable by comparing Chinese and English.
Recall that in Chinese there is no scope ambiguity in such simple
quantificationsl sentences as those we have seen. In particular, the
sentence (41) has only the [E A] reading:
(41) youyige xuesheng mai-Ie meiyiben shu.
one student buy-ASP every book
'A student bought every book.'
This sentence, however, does entail that for every book there existed
at least one student who bought it. In other words, the Chinese
sentence (41) is identical to the English (49) in its mathematical or
logical property of entailment, but differs from the latter in its
linguistic property in that although the Chinese speaker may not use
(41) to assert the proposition that every book has at least one student
who bought it, the English speaker may use (40) to assert the same
proposition. If the ambiguity of (41) were really a matter of
vagueness or entailment, there would be no reason to expect that
Chinese and English should differ in the way we have seen. This is,
I think, an argument against any theory that denies the existence of a
linguistic level of LF and attempts to interpret surface structures
directly into semantics, where matters of entail1Jent are also dealt
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with. It argues for the existence of a level of representation (LF)
where the ambiguity in assertion is allowed in certain languages,
though not in others. (Note that since LF is a linguistic level,
properties of LF need not be universal across all languages.)
Another argument that Reinhart presents in support of her theory
is, "the violation [of her principle] is highly restricted with respect
to the NP pairs which tolerate it" (p. 194). She claims that judgments
of ambiguity are hard to obtain if a quantified expression in a VP is
the object of a preposition rather than a direct object. This, again,
has been shown by May not to hold, for the reason that there are just
too many counterexamples, among them the following ambiguous
sentences (May 1977:57):
(42) a. Everyone gave to some cause.
b. Some politician ran on every ticket.
A further inadequacy of Rinehart's account is that certain Q-NPs
do not hold a c-command relationship with each other at SS, but do
enter into scope relations at the level of LF. For example, in the
sentence (43), neither the universal everyone nor the existential
three books c-commands the other:
(43) Everyone's friend bought three books.
Yet the sentence allows a wide scope reading on everyone (at least).
It does not seem to make sense to say that the two Q-NPs do not enter
into any scope relation, as Reinhart's principle would lead her to
predict. To allow the reading in question, one could probably
stipulate that the tenn "quantified expression" used in Reinhart's
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Scope Principle (39) must be understood in such a way that in
sentences like (43) it will take everyone's friend, rather than everyone
in the possessive, as the universal "quantified expression" for the
purposes of her principle. Such a move would be similar in effect to
Ross' (1967) Left Branch Condition or May's (1977) Condition on
Analyzability reproduced above. This has the result that the possessive
everyone is unanalyzable outside of the subject NP, and would in its
natural interpretation seem to require that everyone not have scope
outside of the subject NP in which it occurs. In this case (43) would be
wrongly interpreted in such a way that the subject NP refers to a single
person who is the common friend of everyone's. But the sentence does
not mean this; there need not be a common friend to everyone. (Cf.
also footnote 7.)
Even if this above clearly ad hoc move could be justified, there is
still the problem of May's "inversely-linked" quantification. As noted
"above, May's Condition on Analyzability requires that the only analyzable
existential Q-NP in some people in every walk of life be the NP
dominating this entire sequence. Now if everyone should be stipulated
to be unanalyzable cutside of everyone's friend in (43), then there is
even more compelling reason to consider some people as unanalyzable
outside of some people in every walk of life. As mentioned above,
this means that the two "quantified expressions" in Reinhart's sense)
in this string have only a relation of cont'ainment, but not of
c-command (nor precede). Reinhart's theory is thus insufficient to
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allow a scope relation between every walk ~f life and some people in
every walk of life.
There is extensive further evidence that scope order cannot
possibly be entirely determined by Reinhart's principle (39). As I will
show in Chapter 4 t even in the logically much more transparent sentences
of Chinese, one can find several instances showing the inadequacy of a
purely surface scope account. The most reasonable conclusion to draw
about Reinhart's scope principle, then, is that it should be treated as
a general principle, not an inviolable absolute condition, in the same
way that Kroch's general scope principle is treated. Deviations from
such a principle must be allowed, furthermore, by special exception
conditions, perhaps by adapting some or all of Kroch's scope readjustment
rules.
Suppose that Reinhart's theory is now reinterpreted in this
manner. The question that arises now is what differences exist between
Krach's linear principle and Reinhart's hierarchical principle and
which of the two fares better in the face of these differences. We will
turn to this question in the next section.
3.2.3. Comparing the Two Approaches
Before we discuss where Krach's and Reinhart's accounts work
equally well and where they differ in empirical predictions, I will
first correct an essential inadequacy of Kroch's General Principle as
given in (13), and consider one case where both Kroch's and Reinhart's
accounts fail. What I will say with regard to both of these preliminary
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points owes much to May's (1977) study of sentences involving "inversely-
linked quantificat:lon".
First of all, according to Krech's principle (13), unmarked scope
orders are determined on the basis of the relative surface positions
of quantifiers, and not the position of quantified NPs. However, this
makes a wrong prediction on sentences like (25)-(26), where a quantified
NP properly contains another quantified NP at SSe In the NP some people
in every walk of life,~ precedes every & Therefore, Kroch's.principle
wrongly assigns the scope order [E A] to a sentence containing such
an NP, like (25a), a reading that never exists. The correct reading
[A E] would then have to be derived as a marked case, obviously an
undesirable result. If, on the other hand, we correct'his principle
in such a way that scope order will be assigned on the basis of the
surface order of quantified NPs, at least such sentences as (25)-(26)
will cease to be counterexamples. Since the two Q-NPs involved in such
sentences are in the relation of containment, not in the precedence
relation, his principle says nothing about them, and is therefore not
counterexempl1fied by them. That is, the term "operator" in his rule
(13) must be interpreted as the maximal phrase (of any major category
Nt A, Vt P, where negation may be construed as A '(adverbial) and modals
as V or A, and SPEC is not a major category) which contains a quantifier
or logical element. Rather than construing quantifiers like every,
some, etc., as operators themselves, as is practiced in standard
first order logie, we will follow May (1977), Chomsky (1976), Higgin-
botham (forthcoming), etc., and consider that what appears in the
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operator position of an LF representation is a "restrictive" or
"generalized" quantifier (cf. Barwise and Cooper 1981) containing a
quantifier. Thus, we assume that the LF representation of (44) is (45a)
or (45b), not the representation (46) used in first order logic:
(44) Every man is mortal.
(45) a. [Every man x [ x is mortal]]
b. [[For every x such that x is a man] [ x is mortal]]
(46) [Every x [[x is a man] .... [ x is mortal]] ]
There are at least two other arguments in favor of the conception
of natural language quantification represented by (45), in addition to
the one just noted concerning sentences like (25)-(26). For one thing,
as J. Higginbotham (p. c.) has indicated, the representation (46). says
something more than what (44) is intended to mean by the speaker, while
(45) does not. In particular, (46) says that everything is such that
if it is a man then it is mortal. It says something about non-humans
which (44) says nothing about. (46) may be interpreted as making a
triVially true statement about non-humans. (45), on the other hand,
explicitly lists its domain of discourse to humans only, and is
apparently a better representation of the meaning of the sentence (44).
Another argument for the use of "restrictive" quantifiers, also
due to Higginbotham, concerns contrasts of the following sort:
(47) a. Which man is a bachelor?
b. Which bachelor 1s a man?
(47b) 1s a nonsensical question, since every bachelor is, by
definition, a man, but (47a) is not. Within a system making use of
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restrictive quantifiers, the contrast between (47a) and (47b) is
preserved:
(48) a. [For which x such that x 1s a man] [x is a bachelor]
b. [For whic\l x such that x is a bachelor] [x is a man]
If we do not use restrictive quantifiers, however, both (47a) and (47b)
have the following representation:
(49) [For which x][x is a man and x is a bachelor]
The contrast between (47a) and (47b) is thus obscured in an undesirable
way.
Still another argument for the use of restrictive quantifiers is
that first order logic is, as is well known, incapable of expressing the
meaning of sentences containing such quantifiers as most, more than one-
third of, etc.
(50) Most people live in the suburb.
(51) MOre than one-third of the students have left.
First, there is no standard operator in the vocabulary of first
order logic that can mean most or more than one-third. Furthermore,
even if new operators like MOST, MORE THAN ONE TIlIRD, etc., are invented.
neither (52a) nor (52b) expresses the meaning of (50):
(52) a. MOST x [Ix a person] + [x lives in the s~burb]]
b. MOST x [[x is person] & [x lives in the suburb]]
Similarly, (51) means neither "more than one-third of things are such
that if they are students then they have left," nor "for more than one-
third of things, they are students and they have left". On the other
hand, 1f most people and more than one-third of the students are treated
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as generalized quantifiers occurring in operator position, we have the
semantically correct representation (53) for (50hand (54) for (51):
(53) a. [MOst people x [x lives in the suburb]]
b. For most x such that x is a person, x lives in the suburb.
(54) a. [MOre than one third of the students x [x has left]]
b. For more than one third of x such that x is one of the
students, x has left.
With the inadequacy of Krach's formulation of the General Scope
Rule corrected, sentences like (2~(26) now cease to be counterexamples
to his theory. Note that such sentences are still problems for
Reinhart's rule (39), even if it is now interpreted as a general
principle rather than an absolute condition. This principle disallows
both the "inversely-linked" and the unavailable non-inversely-linked
reading on (25r(26), since it is stated as a bi-conditional. Therefore,
the inversely-linked reading must be derived by a marked rule, an
undesirable result. To prevent the principle from ruling out the
available readings, let us then weaken the principle to a right-to-left
condition, i.e. change "just in case" in (39) to "if".
Now Kroch's and Reinhart's accounts are equivalent with respect to
. (25)-(26) in that they have nothing to say about them. To remedy this
common inadequacy, let us assume, following May (1977), that mappings
between 58 and LF are carried out by a process that takes the explicit
form of a movement rule, i.e. QR. The "inversely-linked" reading will
then be derived as an entirely unmarked case by a free application of
QR, subject to the Condition of Proper Binding and the Condition of
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Quantifier Binding, which prohibit free variables and vacuous quantifiers
at LF. Kroch's and Reinhart's principles, then, may be now rephrased as
the following:
(55) The Linear Condition
If a quantificational or logical expression A precedes another
quantificational or logical expression B at SS, then A also
precedes B at LF.
(56) The Hierarchical Condition
If a quantificational or logical expression A c-commands
another quantificational or logical expression B at SS, then
A also c-commands B at LF.
These conditions may be regarded as a kind of "projection principle",
, similar in nature to Chomsky's (1981a) Projection Principle on thematic
I relations. They represent a kind of "null" or minimal hypothesis about
j
the nature of LF: unless otherwise altered by special (readjustment)
irules, etc., LF and SS representations are identical. The effect on
:QR is thereby assumed to be a trivial one on 55 representations.
Now let us compare the Linear Condition (55) and the Hierarchical
,Condition (56) and consider which of the two is to be preferred. It is
~easy, in fact, to see that the hierarchical account is superior to the
I
jlinear account in a number of ways.
;
Suppose that two quantificational or logical expressions occur in a
~str1ng in the order A preceding B. The Linear Condition will assign A
:wide scope with respect to B regardless of the hierarchical structure;
\that one might assign to the string in which A and B occur. The
;
~1erarch1ca1 Condition will assign A wide scope with respect to B just
~in case the string has a right-branching structure in which A c-commands
i
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B, but will assign narrow scope to A if the string has a left-branching
structure in which Be-commands A. (If the entire string is binary,
dominating only A and B, then it iR both right-branching and left-
branching; the condition will assign it both scope orders.) Thus, the
empirical predictions of (52) and (53) are the same if a given stri~g
has a right-branching structure, but differ if it is left-branching.
In Chapter 2, we indicated that the scope facts concerning
prenominal and preverbal modifiers in Chinese can be accounted for by
either a definition of scope defined in left-to-right linear terms
or in herarchical terms (c-command), as far as the examples considered
there are concerned. In order for the hierarchical definition to work,
it is necessary to assume that prenominal and preverbal peripheral
phrases in Chinese enter into a strictly right-branching tree among
themselves and with their heads. Empirically, then, the hierarchical
and the linear account are equivalent as far as the examples we have
10
considered are concerned.
Note that the two accounts are also methodologically on a par.
The linear account makes a minimal assumption about the structure of a
string, that the elements in a string are arranged just in left-to-right
order. The hierarchical account assumes that these elements are
arranged in a uniform[y right-branching structure, but this assumption
follows free from the X theory, plus the fact that the phrase structure
of any phrase in Chinese 1s subject to the condition (2.20): the head
of a phrase may branch to the left only on the lowest branching level,
and only if the phrase is not of the category N. In all other cases,
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a phrase is always head-final, with itd head always branching to the
right. That is, given a string containing peripherals and a head in
Chinese, the head must occur, in any linear representation, as the last
element in the string, as in (57a), or as the last but one. as in (57b):
(57) a. PI P2 Pn-l p HEADn
11. PI P2 Pn-l HEAD pn
If the asymmetrical scope relations among the elements within a given
string are to be accounted for via a hierarchical definition of scope,
then (57a) and (57b) must be given a hierarchical ptructure. Now, given
that every string must be either of the form (57a) or of the form
(57b) and the general requirement of X theory that every level of
structure must be endocentric, the only possible hierarchical structure
of any phrase is automatically always uniformly right-branching:
[P
n
- l [Pn [HEAD]]]]]]
Therefore, as far as simple sentences and phrasea are concerned, the
correspondence between scope order and surface order in Chinese can be
accounted for in purely linear terms as well as in hierarchical terms.
Note that ··this does not mean that Chinese lacks left-branching struct\l~eS
o:t any sort; it only lacks a left-branching structure as the internal
structure of any single phrase or sentence. If we take into account
also the internal structure of peripheral elements within any given
string, it is possible to have left-branching structures. For example.
the following string has a left-branching structure, which indicates
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both the internal structure of the matrix sentence and the internal
structure of the sentential subject:
(59) [[ Zhangsan lsi] haa]
s s
come ~ood
'That Zhangsan comes is good. 1
Although the structure given in (59) is left-branching, within each
maximal phrase (8 in this case) in it, however, the structure is binary
branching, and there20re tT~vially also right-branching.
Left-branching structures like (59) are where the linear and
the hierarchical accounts differ empirically. One type of relevant
example involves sentences with quantificational expressions in both a
matric clause and a sentential subject, a preverbal clause introduced by
a preposition, a sentential topic, or a ~elative clause embedded in
a preverbal lW:
(60) [[youwuliuge ren xuan zhemen ke] dui dajia dOll haa]
5-or-6 men elect this course to everyone all good
'It will be good to everyone that there are five or six
pe~ple who will elect this course.'
(61) [zhejian shi [[gen Lisi meiyou lai] meiyou guanxi]]
this matter with not come not relation
'This matter has nothing to do with Lisi's not having come.'
(62) [[meige ren dou 1ai] wo bu tangyi]
every man all come I not agree
'That everyone should comet I don't agree.'
(63) [mai-le henduo shu de neige ren] dui meige ren dou her
buy-ASP many book DE that man to every man all very
keqi.
polite,
'The man who bought many books was polite to everybody.'
In each of these s~ntences, there are two logical elements. The one on
the left is embedded within a subordinate clause, and the one on the
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right occurs as a constituent of the matrix clause. Evidently, in none
of these sentences does the logical element on the left have wide scope
with respect to the one on the right. The Linear Condition (55) breaks
down immediately in the face of these examples. The hierarchical
account, on the other hand, is not contradicted by these examples. Since
the logical element on the left does not c-command the one on the right,
the condition (56) does not assign a wide scope raading on the embedded
logical element with respect to the matrix logical element. In this
way, the hierarchical account shoulJ be considered superior to the linear
11
aCCOU!.lt.
Note that the hierarchical account, as it stands, also does not
assign a wi~~ scope reading on the matrix logical element on the right
with r.espect to the embedded one on the left, i.n each of (60)-(63).
This is because the matrix logical el.ement does not c-command the
embedded logical element either. ThE~se sentences, however, are generally
agreed to have the interpretation aC1cording to which the matrix logical
element has wider scope than the embedded logical element •. As a left-
to-right principle, (56) does not prevent this interpretation, but it
also does not guarantee that these sentences have this interpretation.
But the corre~-tscope--interpretationof these sentences can be
easily derived, without the help of the principle (56), if we only
assume that QR applies in LF. There is independent evidence that QR,
when it affects ordinary Q-expressions, has the general tendency of
being clause bounded (cf. Chapter 4 below). Thus, after the application
of QR on these sentences, the logical element which originates from
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[dajiai [[youwu1iuge renj [t j xuan zhemen ke]]
everyone 5 or 6 man elect this course
(64)
t
I
I
\
\
\
i
tlhe matrix clause asynnnetrica11y c-counnands, and has scope over, the
Ilogical element which originates from the embedded clause. The output
I
I
olf QR on (60), for example, is (64):
I
f
!
I du ti dou hao]]
I to all good
~lUS, the hierarchical account not only is not contradicted by sentences
I
i
l~ke (60)-(63), but also correctly allows their interpretations to be
Id~!rived by independent principles.
I
I The second type of examples where the linear hypotltesis breaks down
!
I
bit the hierarchical hypothesis does not includes sentences like (65):
(65) Zhangsan hen bu-gaoxing sanjian shiqing.
very not-happy three matter
'Zhangsan is very unhappy about three things.'
S the negative morpheme bu is a constituent of the lexical verb
c-commands only the stem gaoxing 'happy', but not 'three
th!Oings t _ The linear account, but not the hierarchical account, wrongly
12pr1edicts that the negation has scope over 'three things'. Now, it is
a !fundamental assumption of the Extended Standard Theory that rules of
\
mo~ement that apply at a syntactic (phrasal) level cannot extract
1
makeria1 ft.'om 8 lexical category (the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis) •
i
Th~! only acceptable output of QR on (65), the·cefore, will give 'three
I 13
things' wider scope than 'not' automatically.
I
I
\ Another argument in favor of the hierarchical account is that
\
ce*tain scope facts in English may be made to follow from the hierarchical
I
I
j
ac4·ount as completely normal cases, but must be treated as marked cases
I
\
I
i
under the linear account via some marked scope readjustment rules.
Consider the following sets of sentences, studied in Lasnik (1975):
(66) a. Always John didn't show up.
b. John always didn't show up.
c. John didn't always show up.
d. John didn't show up always.
(67) a. Because he loved her, John didn't marry her.
b. John didn't marry her because he loved her.
(68) a. Many of the problems, I couldn't solve.
b. I couldn't solve many of the problems.
Consider first (66). Among the four sentences in (66), only (66d) may
have two readings. (66a-c) are each unambiguous. In (66a) and (66b),
always must be interpreted as having wide scope with respect to didn't,
and in (66c) always must be interpreted as having narrow scope. Lasnik
indicates that, in a sentence like (66d), if the sentence-final always
is uttered within the same intonation phrase as didn't, the normal
interpretation is for always to have narrow scope with respect to
didn't. The other interpretation, with the scope order inversed, is
readily obtained when there is an intonation break before always.
Within the linear account, the fact that (66d) admits two interpretations
requires a special rule of scope readjustment. To account for such
facts, Krach (1974:146) proposes the following readjustment rule:
(69)
where Y contains an intonation break.
Xl Y Quant +1aux n
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This readjustment rule is ordered to apply to the output of the General
Scope Principle (13), and it flips tlte position of two operators the
first of which is NOT and the second of which can be anything. The
rule is conditioned by the requirement that the negation operator be
separated by the following operator by an intonation break. Thus, the
sentence (66d) will first be assigned the scope order [NOT ALWAYS] by
the General Scope Principle. If there is an intonation break before
always, the sentence is further subject to (69), which turns the scope
order into [.ALWAYS NOT]. The other sentences in (66) may not undergo
the readjustment rule, however, since always does not follow didn't
in (66a) and (66b), and no intonation break may occur between the
auxiliary didn't and the adverb always in (66c).
The drawback of this treatment of (66) is its obvious ad hoc
nature, and the implicit view that the order [ALWAYS NOT] in (66d) is
a marked option of this language. But the readjustment rule is
necessitated within this linear approach, there being no way of getting
the required result. Given such a readjustment rule, one may ask why
a similar readjustment rule does not exist that also affects the scope
order of (66a) and (66b), and ·why the ~readjustment rule applies just in
case an intonation break occurs between the two operators, but not if
14
no intonation break may occur.
Within the hierarchical account, on the other hand, there is
nothing surprising about (66). Since English allows fairly full-fledged
head-initial constructions, the head of a phrase may branch to the left
at any level of phrasal expansion. Thus, in (66d) the adverb always
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may be construed as a right sister of the VP containing the preverbal
didn't, or as a right sister of a smaller VP not containing the
negation:
(70) a. John [[didn't [show up]] always]
b. John [didn't [[show up] always]]
Both structures in (70) are legitimate X structures for English. In
(70a) always asymmetrically c-commands didn't, but in (70b) the latter
asymmetrically c-commands the former. Furthermore, the phrasal
boundary immediately before always in (70a) is of a higher categorial
level than the phrasal boundary immediately before always in (70b);
therefore it is more natural to have an intonation break before
always in (70a) than in (70b). The ambiguity of (66d), then, may be
attributed to the fact that it allows a dual structural analysis.
On the other hand, Dote that none of (66a-c) may have a dual structural
analysis. If we assume that these sentences have a strictly hierarchical
structure (i.e. every branching node is at most binary-branching),
then in order to satisfy the X principle of endocentricity, they
must each have a uniformly right-branching structure:
(71) a. [Always [John [didn't [show up]]]]
b. [John [always [didn't [show up]]]]
c. [John [didn't [always [show up]]]]
What we have said concerning (66) applies equally well to (67)
and (68). (67a) 1s not ambiguous, and the motivational adverbial
clause bas wide scope over the negation operator. (67b) is ambiguous,
however, because the sentence allows a dual structural analysis. In
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one analysis, the negati~n operator asymmetrically c-commands the
adverbial clause, and the sentence means that John married her, not for
reason of love. In the other analysis, the adverbial clause c-commands
the negation, and the sentence is synonymous with (67a).
Similarly, (68a) is entirely unambiguous, since the sentence may
be hierarchically represented only in a strictly right-branching
structure. (68b), on the other hand, is ambiguous. Lasnik remarks
that when a sentence like (68b) is given an intonation in which!
couldn't solve has the contour of an independent sentence, many will be
non-negated. It is natural to assume that, when uttered with such an
intonation contour, the object phrase many of the problems appears in
a position as if it has undergone rightward dislocation (or
extraposition), in a structure like (72a) or (72b):
(72) a. [I [[couldn't solve] many of the problems ]]
b. III couldn't solve] many of the problems)
We see therefore that gn otherwise unexplained fact in English
follows from the hierarchical account of scope and the independently
motivated X cheory o~ phrase structure. It is only sentences like
(66d), (67b) and (68b) that may have ambiguous scope interpretation,
but not the others in (66)-(68). Within a linear account, this fact
would be an accident.
Note that the explanation just proposed also offers a nl.',tural
account of an important typological distinction between languages
like English and l~nguages like Chinese. The Chinese counterpart of
(68b), for example, is entirely unambiguous:
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(73) wo meiyou j1ejue henduo wenti.
I not solve many problem
'I solved few problems'
The only possible interpretation of this sentence has the scope order
[NOT MANY]. This reading is available because the sentence has a
strictly right-branching structure. The sentence does not admit a
structural analysis either of the form (72a) or (72b), however, because,
as we have seen in the preceding chapter, there is a very strict
condition on possible X structures in Chinese, namely the condition
(2.20). The condition says that in any given phrase or sentence, the
head may branch to,the left only on the lowest level of expansion. in
our discussion of the condition, we assumed that it applies at PF as
a filter, and allowed a limited type of violation of this condition to
occur at 58 and in LF. This has to do with constructions like the
following (cf. 2.44-47):
(74) neizhi rna bei ta [=[- qi ~] de hen lei]
that horse by he v v ride till very tired
'That horse was made very tired as a result of his riding it.'
Since only one lexical phrase occurs to the right of a verb in addition
to a trace, and there is otherwise no evidence for the need for ~11owing
any other further violation of the X condition (2.20) at SS or LF, it
1s natural to assume that the only possible exception to the X
condition is of the form (74), in which the postverbal element is a
sister to the V which dominates the V and the trace. That is, the
lexical postverbal phrase must be dominated by the lowest VP node that
15dominates more than one lexical node. Now, if (73) were to allow an
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interprptation with 'many problems' having wide scope over 'not', we
would expect the sentence to have either the analysis (75a) or (75b):
(75) a. wo [;[= meiyou [; jiejue t i ]] henduo wentii ]vv
I not solve many problem
b. [a[s wo [= meiyou [- jiejue ttll] henduo wentii ]v v
I not solve many prohlem
In both cases, the lexical Q-NP is not dominated by the lowest VP node
that dominates more than one lexical element. The absence of ambiguity
in the Chinese sentence (73) thus follows from a plausible principle
concerning the X structures of this language, while the possibility
of allowing ambiguous internretation on the English sentence (68b)
follows from the fact that the language allows ~ much wider variety
of head-initial constructions.
I would like to suggest that many other cases of scope ambiguity
in English may be plausibly accounted for along the same line. For
example, consider sentences like the following:
(76) a. Someone saw everyone.
b. Everyone saw someone.
Although the sentence (68b) r~adily allows an interpretation with
many of the problems having wide scope with respect to couldn't when
there is an intonation break before the object NP, an intonation
break is not always required, in fact, for this interpretation to be
available. The two sentences in (76) may also each have their object
Q-NP interpreted as having wide scope, even though no intonation
break occurs before each object NP. Recall that it is plausible to
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assume that the intonation break that may occur in (68b) is the
result of a vacuous extraposition of the object NP many of the problems
to the right of a VP or to tl.e right of an entire sentence, i.e., an
application of Restructure a, which may be assumed to take place in
Syntax. There seems to be no special reason why the same process of
restructuring may not take place in LF, subject to independent wel1-
formedness conditions.16 If it takes place in LF, it is not expected
to cause any change in the intonation contour of a sentence. Suppose
that this is possible, then, as a free option in interpreting scope.
Then, the inverse scope interpretation is available in the English
sentences (76a) and (76b) and the like, because the result of the
assumed restructuring process is admissible as a legitimate X
structure of this language. The unavailability of the same inverse
scope interpretation in the Chinese counterparts of such sentences,
on the other hand, may again be attributed to the special X structure
17
restriction in this language.
In summary, the hierarchical account embodying something along
the lines of (56) fares better than the linear account for the
following reaSODS. First, it' correctly allows the required
interpretations of complex sentences like (60)-(63) to be derived
without the stipulation required of the linear condition that it
applies to ~implex sentences only. Secondly, it also accommodates
sentences like (65) involving lexical negation. Thirdly, it derives
certain scope facts concerning sentences like (66d), (67b), (68b) as
perfect~y unmarked cases without the need for certain marked scope
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readjustment rules. Fourthly, it offers a principled explanation, in
conjunction with the X theory, for the contrast in English between
the unambiguous (66a-c), (67a) , (68a) on the one hand, 2nd the
ambiguous (66d), (67b), and (68b) on the other. Similarly, it also
offers a principled explanation for the typological distinction between
English-type langagues, which exhibit certain scope ambiguities,
and Chinese-type languages, which do not. The non-existence of scope
ambiguities is related to the existence of the X condition (2.20),
and the existence of scope ambiguities, to the absence of this
condition. Undoubtedly, this theory does not account for all the
scope phenomena in English or all the differences between the two
languages. For example, sentences like (77) have the usual scope
order {NOT ALL], inverse to their surface linear and hierarchical
order:
(77) All cows aren't black.
Furthe~ore, there is- ~ way to derive this reading by restructuring.
What we are claiming, however, is that only such sentences constitute
the genuine marked cases of quantification. A lot of other cases
that have heretofore been derived as marked, can be described as
fal1~ng entirely within the core system.
The las,t point just mentioned also argues against May's (1977)
theory of quantification, in which relative scope of two or more
quant1fiera withj~ a simple sentence is treated as fundamentally
free. The BYS'tematic lang~age-internal distinction between certain
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sentence types in English, and the systematic typological distinction
between English and Chinese, cannot be derived under this assumption.
There is a further, important argument in support of our theory,
from an acquisitional point of view. How does a child learn about
t~e distinction between English and Chinese with respect to scope
interpretation? There is little reason to believe that there is any
direct or indirect evidence, positive or negative, that tells the
child to allow scope ambiguities if·he learns English, and not to
do so if he learns Chinese. This distinction is obviously not
directly learnable, and so must be derived from something that is
learnable. Now, the word-order. more precisely the X-structure,
d1f'ferences between the two languages have to be learnable. The
Chinese-speaking child m'lst learn the condition (2.20), or something
like it (though what actually has to be learned may be less than
(2.20), cf. footnote 10 of Chapter 2). The English-speaking child,
on the other hand, must not acquire (2.20) as a principle of hiD
language. There is, furthermore, good reason to believe that
various kinds of direct and indirect evidence on these word order
facts are available to the child. Our theory derives the scope facts
from this le~rnable aspect of language, and is therefore more
explanatory from the viewpoint of language acquisition.
The arguments we put forth in this section will be strengthened
somewhat when we consider sentences involving "NP-internal"
quantification in Chapter 4 below. In the rest of this chapter we
digress to a discussion of the notion of configurationality.
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3.3. On the Notion of Configurationality
3.3.1. Scrambling and Its Correlates
We observed that the order of adnominal modifiers in Chinese
is syntactically free, as long as each of them occurs before the head
noun. The same observation was made about the order of adverbial
modifiers, also as long as they each precede their head V or V. Such
freedom of word order is an important characteristic of many other
languages of the world. In th~ tradition of generative grammar, this
is referred to as the "scrambling" phenomenon, the term being deriv'ed
from the analysis given for the free yard order (cf. Ross 1967). More
recently, such freedom of word order is identified as a characteristic
of languages referred to as non-configurational (cf. Hale 1980,
1981, 1982, ,Chomsky 1981a, Farmer 1980, Nash 1980).
According to the traditional analysis of word order freedom, a
certain word order is assumed to be basic, and a rule of "scrambling"
operates to yield all alternate orders, as demonstrated in Ross'
(1967) analysis of Japanese, for example. In Chomsky and Lasnik (1977),
the rule of scrambling is assumed to apply in PF, thus treating the
scrambling phenomenon as a stylistic matter. Thus, of the two possible
surface forms (78a~b) below, only one is available at SS and gets
interpreted in LF:
(78) a. Zhangsan de sanben shu
DE three book
'Zhangsan's three books.'
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b. sanben Zhangsan de shu.
three DE book
'Three of Zhangsan's books.'
By contrast, since English does not allow free word order among
prenominal modifiers, as the following shows, the difference between
languages like Chinese and languages like English is taken to be one
between having and not having this PF rule of scrambling.
(79) a. John's three books.
b • *Three John's books.
Note that the assumption that scrambling is a stylistic rule does
not seem to be a right one. This is because although word order is
syntactically free, we have seen that every order difference almost
always entails a difference in meaning. The semantic difference
between (78a) and (78b), for example, is one of specificity, and
this difference even shows up in the form of a grammatical contrest t
as seen below:
(80) a. Zhangsan de sanben shu zai zher.
DE three book at here
'Zhangsan's three books are here.'
b. *sanben Zhangsan de shu zai zher.
three DE book at here
(81) a. *WO yigong kanjian-le dai yenjing de sange xuesheng.
1 altogether"see-ASP wear glasses DE three student
'Altogether, I saw the three students who h3d glasses on.'
b. wo yigong kanjian-le sange dai yenjing de xuesheng.
I altogether see-ASP three at glasses DE student
'Altogether, I sew three students who had glasses on.'
Within the framework in which SS but not PF feeds into LF, therefore,
the scrambling rule must be assumed to be a rule of Syntax.
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A general drawback of the scrambling theory is the arbitrary nature
in the choice of a basic f01~ from two or more alternate word
order possibilities. For example, since both (78a) and (78b) are
well-formed, each llaving a different interpretation, there appears to
be no principled basis to decide which of the two should be the base
form and the other derived from it by scrambling.
A more important drawback of the scrambling theory is pointed out
in Hale (1982). Hale obgerves that languages that allow free word
order often also share certain other properties which distinguish
them from languages that do not allow free word order. That is, a
language that has the property (82a) often has some or even all of
the properties (82b-g):
(82) a. Free word order.
b. The use of discontinuous expressions.
c. Free or frequent "pronoun drop".
d. Lack of the I~-movement transformation.
e. Lack of pleonastic NPs (like it, there, iI, •••• )
f. Use of a rich case system.
g. Complex verb words or verb-cum-AUX system.
18To this list we may add also the following:
(82) h. The lack of standard ECP effects.
Walpiri, for example, may "1~ said to have all of the properties
indicated in (82) (see Hale 1981 and Nash 1980). Japanese is known
to have most of the properties of (82) (see, e.g. Farmer 1980, among
others). It makes good s~nse to ask why certain or all of these
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properties should cluster together in certain languages. It would be
good to have a theory of typology which can derive some or all of
these properties at once from one single parameter, thus explaini~g
their clustering. The scrambling theory, however, does not seem to
offer any explanation on this clustering. According to the scrambling
theC'ry, languages differ with respect to the parameter [± scrambling] •
It is not clear, however, why a language having a scrambling rule
should lack a transformation of NP-movement or should have no
pleonastic NPs.
3.3.2. "Flat" VB. Configurational Structures
As an attempt to tie together some or all of these clustered
properties of "non-configurational" languages, Hale (1982) suggests,
along his own earlier work and others, that the relevant parameter is
to be stated in te~s of the X theory of phrase structure. Take
head-final X structures for example. Hale suggests that the typology
of configurationality may be stated as a parameter of having X
structures defined by both the rule schemata (83) and (84), or having
X structures defined solely by the rule schema (84) alone:
(83)
(84)
=X ... • X
The languages that make use of both (83) and (84) thus have
configurational phrase structures of the form (85), and the languages
that make use of only (84) have non-configurational or flat structures
of the form (86):
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(85)
(86) x
~ale indicates that this typological scheme fits rather
naturally into the theory of government and binding of Chomsky (1981a).
According to one conception of this theory, government may be defined
in 'terms of c-command in the following manner (see Chomsky 1980a:25):
(87) Government
a is governed by a if a is c-commanded by B and no major
category or major category boundary appears between a
and f3.
I
Acqording to (87), the lexical head X of (85) governs its argument B,
but does not govern its argument A. Thus, government can function in
a configurational language to distinguish among the arguments of a
le~1cal head. A subject/object asymmetry, for example, may exist
th~refore in a language using (85). On the other hand, since A and B
:
in ,(86) are sisters of their lexical head, government doe3 not
dis.tinguish between them, and there is no subject/object asymmetry
with respect to government.
As Hale suggests, one way in which government may be related to
the typology of configurationality is to assume that the principle of
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government operates in configurational languages only, but not in
non-configurational languages: the "prii~~;-ple 'clicks on', so to
speak, in two-bar languages; this same principle 'shuts down' in one-
bar languages". Thus, in a configurational language the princi,ple of
thematic role assignment may be plausibly assumed to depend upon
government as defined in (87). Suppose that the theory of thematic
relations provides that a thematic role is directly assigned by a
lexical head (e.g. a ~) to an argument if that position is governed
by the head. Then the argument Ain (85) is not directly assigned a
thematic role, but B is. Suppose further that only positions
governed by a lexical head are obligatory thematic positions. Then
subject positions in English are not obligatory thematic (8) positions,
since they are not governed by a lexical heada From here it follows
that, in a language like English, NP-movement rules like passive may
exist '(assuming that the subject position of a syntactic passive
in English is not a a-position, cf. Freidin 1975, Chomsky 1981a, etc.).
It also follows that certain subjects may be pleonastic or expletive.
In a non-configurational language, on the other hand, since
configuration alone cannot differentiate arguments under government,
all argument positions have the same structural relations to their
lexical head. Th~refore, all argument positions may be assumed to
be a-positions. From here it follows that a non-configurational
language lacks a syntactic rule of NP-movement, and does not allow the
use of pleonastic subjects.
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The distinction between configurational and non-configurational
languages with respect to word order freedom can also be accounted for
19in this system. Suppose that, as a universal principle, arguments
that are thematically closer to their heads cannot stand in a more
distant syntactic relation to their heads than arguments that are not
so closely related to the heads. In a nominative-accusative language,
objects are thematically more closely related to their verbs than
·subjects (see Chomsky 1981a, Marantz 1981 for some discussion). Suppose
that the relative closeness of a syntactic relation is measured in terms
of government~ A and B are syntactically closer to each other if they
hold a relation of government than if they do not hvld such a relation.
Then in a configurational language using structures of the form (85),
the object has to occur in the position of B (in English, Bwould
occur on the right of X), while the subject has to occur in the
position of A. This is the only way to satisfy the requirement.
Therefore, a configurational language does not allow free wo:d order
among arguments like subject, object, etc. On the other hand, in a
non-configurational language having structures of the form (86), Aand
B are equally close (or distant) to the head X as far as government
is concerned. Whether the object should occur in the position of B
or A (and consequently whether the subject should occur in the position
of Aor B) is of no significance. The "scrambling" nature of non-
configurational languages therefore follows.
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3.3.3. A Government Theory of Configurationali~
An important intuition captured in Hale's theory is that an
asymmetry may exist between various arguments of a lexical head in a
configurational language, but not in a non-configurational language.
While Hale assumes that the theory of government "clicks on" in one
typt! of language but "shuts down" in the other, a slightly different
execution of his idea is to assume that the theory of government
operates in both kinds of languages, but that, due to the difference
in structure between (85) and (86), an asymmetry exists only in (85)
but not in (86). In other words, instead of saying that the two
arguments in the non-configurational structure (86) have the same
status because government applies to neither of them, one may say that
they have the same status because government applies to both (i.e.
both are governed by their lexical head according to the definition
(87» •
Note that the lack of asymmetry among various arguments of a
lexical head.in a non-configurational language is derived directly
from the assumption that each phrase iu such a language has a flat,
one-bar internal structure, in which every argument is c-commanded by
its lexical head. If the freedom of word order among prenominal
and preverbal modifiers in Chine se is to be accounted for in the same
manner, 8S an instance of "scrambling", one will need to assume that
the prenominal and preverbal modifiers occur in linear order before
their heads. However, we have indicated that the semantic difference
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entailed by each word order difference is best accounted for as a
difference in scope order of the modifiers, which is in turn best
accounted for by hierarchical representations, in particular by
representing the modifiers in strictly right-branching structures.
We must n~w try to see if this contradiction can be avoided.
I think that a possible way out of this dilemma lies in what
is the proper formulation of government. As defined in Chomsky (1980a).
the notion government m~kes crucial reference to the notion c-command
originally defined by Reinhart (1976). A different formulation:of
government has been suggested by Aoun and Sportiche (1981). Their
definition of government is the following, in effect:
(88) Government (Aoun and Sportiche)
a governs B if and only if ex = XO and every maximal
projection dominating a also dominates a and vice versa.
According to this definition, relative prominence within the same
maximal projection does not matter in order for sovernment to obtain.
Thus, in both the structure (85) and the structure (86), the lexical
head X governs both its arguments. There is no asymmetry among
various arguments of a lexical category under this notion of government,
then, whether the structure of a given phrase j.B configurational or not.
Suppose that we now assume that a possible parameter distinguishing
free word order from fixed word order languages makes crucial
reference, not to whether a language allows Xstructures of more than
one bar in depth or not, but to whether it utilizes the earlier notion
of government formulated in Chomsky (1980a)--the OB (On Binding)
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government, or the formulation of Aoun and Sportiche--the AS government,
for the purpose of theroatir; role assignment. It seems the same resul t
can be obtained even if free word order languages are assumed to have
configurational structures. MOre specifically, assume that fixed
word order languages like English employ the more strict version of
government (i.e. OB government) for thematic role assignment. As
before, objects can be directlye -marked by their lexical heads only
if they are c-commanded by the latter. Therefore, subjects cannot
exchange their positions with the objects:
(89) They destroyed the city.
(90) Their destruction of the city.
On the other hand$ in a free word order language, a-role assignment to
a position P requires only that P be AS-governed by its lexical head,
Dot necessarily OB-governed. Therefore, a subject may exchange its
position with an object and a specifier may exchange its position
with a complement, as far as they occur within the same maxim~l
projection, even though they are not c-commanded by their lexical
head. This gives the scrambling effect. The lack of NP-movement
and the non-existence of expletive subjects may also be derived in
the same fashion. Because AS government allows configurational
sentences, we also allow the differences of scope resulting from
different word orders to be accounted for by a hierarchical
20
representation of ~cope.
Note that the suggestion made here implies that in a language
that allows "scrambling" of subject and obj~ct of a sentence, the
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node S must be considered a projection of V. In other words, there is
no VP in a language such that the VP is properly contained in
an S and is itself a maximal projection. This consequence is
necessary because an argument outside of a maximal VP would not be
AS governed by a lexical verb, and is syntactically more distant from
the verb than an argument i-';l VP. By the requirement that objects may
not stand in more distant relation to their verbs than subjects (where
distance is measured in terms of government), a language with maximal
VP does not allow subjects to occur in VP and objects outside of VP.
The assumption that scrambling languages lack a VP is, of course,
familiar to many working with languages like Japanese. But in tIle
context of our notion of configurationality it should be taken to
mean that such languages have no vnax such that vnax is not a clause.
nAny combination of an argument with V is a verb phrase, a V , where
n mayor may not be maximal. The assumption that Japanese does not
have an S-internal vnax is quite consistent with the fact that th.ere
appears to be no process of VP movement in this language. Under the
usual assumption that only maximal phrases are movable (cf. footnote
7), this is what is expected. By contrast, English is known to have
-maximal VPs internal to SSt as shown by the fact that one may move
VPs:
(91) He said he will come, and come he certainly will.
The fact that English does not allow scrambling of subject and object
of a sentence may therefore be derived also from the assumption that
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VP is a maximal projection in English. However, while it is trlle that
the existence of a maximal VP internal to S precludes scrambling,
it is not the case that the absence of such an internal maximal phrase
always allows scrambling. For example, the N in English is not
generally considered a maximal projection, yet English requires that
the subject of NP always precede its complement, as in (90). There
are two relevant parameters, then, that can determine whether a
language allows free word order or not:
(92) a. Whether VP is a maximal projection.
b. a-role assigned under OB- or AS-government.
If VP is a maximal projection, then a language necessarily has fixed
word order in its sentences. If not, then if a-role is assigned
under OB-government, the language has fixed word order; if under AS-
government then free word order. The noun phrase structures of a
fixed order language like English represent the second possibility
described here: order of words in NP is fixed, though there is no
maximal code in NP comparable to the VP in S; we have to assume
that a-role is assigned in English under OB-goVernment. 2l
Note that whether or not VP is a .maximal projection in a given
language can be partially derived from whether or not there is an
!NFL (or AUX) node in S and whether that node is the head of S. If
INFL is the head of S, then VP is automatically a maximal node, under
the principles of the X theory. If there is no INFL, or if the INFL
is not the head of S, then VP may be u~tural1y assumed to be non-
maximal, with S being a further projection of VP. But one might also
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assume that S is a special category headed by a maximal VP t representing
some deviation from the X theory.
In English, there is some reason for regarding INFL as the head
of S (see Hale 1978~,Chomsky 19818, and Akmajian et a1 1979). This
has the immediate consequence that VP is maximal. Although there are
also some grounds for considering S as a projection of VP (cf.
Jackendoff 1977, Marantz 1980), I will assume the VP-is-maximal
hypothesis, because of the desirable consequences it has on the theory
of binding and the ECP. Now let us consider the internal structure
of S in Chinese.
3.3.4. The·Sentential Structure of Chinese
In Chinese, there is also some evidence for VP as a maximal
node. Assuming that movement may affect only maximal nodes, the
following sentence shows ~hat VP is maximal:
(93) Zhangsan chifan hen hut, zuoshi yidian dOll bu hui.
eat very can work at-all all not can
'Eat, Zhangsan certainly can; but work, he cannot at all.'
Note that although Chinese is not an inflectional language. there
is a little evidence for the postulation of a separate syntactic
constituent of INFL or AUX. There is no morpheme that may be said
to be entirely equivalent to a tense in English, but there exist a
handful of aspect markers which are attached to verbal elements.
Aspect markers like zhe 'progressive', guo 'experiential', etc.
are usually added to lexical verbs:
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(94) ta zai chuangshang tang-zhe
he at bed lie-progressive
'He is lying in bed.'
(95) ta 1ai-guo.
he come-experiential
'He has been here before.'
In such cases, one might assume that the aspect markers are added to
lexical verbs in the word fOLmation component. The situation with
the perfective aspect marker Ie, which appeers in many of our
previous examples and is glossed as ASP, is quite different. As Wang
(1965) has shown, the item Ie alternates with you· 'haver. If there
is a negative marker in the VP, the perfective aspect shows up as you
'have' immediately after the negative but before the lexical verb.
In other cases, the aspect shows up as le attached to the end of a V.
(96) Zhangsan piping-Ie ta.
criticize-ASP he
'Zhangsan criticized him.'
(97) Zhangsan mei-you piping ta.
not-have criticize he
'Zhangsan did not criticize him.'
(98) *Zhangsan you piping ta.
have criticize he
(99) *Zhangsan mei piping-Ie ta.
not criticize-ASP he
(100) *Zhangsan mei-you piping-le ta.
not-have criticize-ASP he
(96)-(97) show that Ie is correctly suffixed to a verb in an
affirmative sentence but appears preverbally in a negative sentence.
(98)-(99) show that the reverse situation is unacceptable, and (100)
that the two items you and Ie are mutually exclusive. As Wang (1965)
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shows, the facts shown by (96)-(100) argue for a syntactic constituent
for the perfective aspect (ASP) preceding both the negati~e and the
main verb, i.e. before the entire predicate, which undergoes a process
similar to Affix Hopping, say in PF, and gets moved to its appropriate
surface position.
A similar type of evidence for Affix Hopping can be derived from
the well known alternation below (cf. e.g. Lu 1975, Chao 1968):
(101) a. ta neng chiwan neiwan fan.
he can eat-up that rice
'He can eat up that bowl of rice. ,
(102) b. ta chi-de-wan neiwan fan.
he eat-can-up that rice
'He can eat up that bowl of rice. '
(102) a. ta bu-neng chiwan neiwan fan.
he cannot eat-up that rice
'He cannot eat up that bowl of rice.'
b. ta chi-bu-wan netwan fan.
he eat-can't-up that rice
'He cannot eat up that bowl of rice.'
In (101), the potential model neng, 'can1 alternates with the potential
infix -de-. In (102), the negated potential model bu-neng 'can't'
alternates with the infix -bu- 'can't'. Note that neng and de
cannot co-occur, nor can bu-neng and bu:
(l03) *ta neng chi-de-wan neiwan fan.he can eat-can-up that rice
(104) *ta bu-neng chi-bu-wan neiwan fan.
he cannot eat-can't-up that rice
There is therefore some motivation for assuming that neng and -de-
are allomorphs of the same INFL element, and so are bu-neng and -bu-.
A process of Affix Hopping will account for their alternation.
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With the evidence for a maximal VP and a syntactic INFL constituent,
I will assume that Chinese and English have essentially the same
sentential structure, namely the skeletal structure below:
(105)
NP
S (=1)
Pred P (= i)
INFL \'P
The predicate phrase is INFL~single bar, and S is INFL-double bar.
This structure differs somewhat from that assumed in Chomsky (1981a),
etc., where S has the structure (106):
(106)
NP
s
INFL VP
The structure (105) is more in line with traditional assumptions, as
in e.g. Chomsky (1965) and earlier work, including work done in
str~Jctl1ral linguistics. One argument for preferring (105) over (106)
is that, intuitively, INFL (AUX) is more closely associated w:J..th
the VP. In traditional immediate constituent analysis, the
first "IC cut" always splits a sentence into the subject and the
predicate phrase. Secondly, the only reason for taking (106) as the
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correct structure, it seems to me, is that we want INFL to govern the
subject, for purposes of Case assignment and the binding theory, etc.
This was necessitated, however, only by the assumption that the
relevant notion of government for :- these purposes is OB-governnlent.
If we assume instead that the relevant notion in these cases is
AS-government (and there is good reason to believe this to be correct,
cf. Aoun and Sportiche 1981, Chomsky 1981a), then the structure (106)
is llot necessary. In (105) '. INFL also AS-governs the subject, since
INFL is XO and th~ subject occurs within a projection of INFL.
While the existence of INFL and VP movement does not fully
support the idea that INFL is the head of S, as in (105), I will assume
it to be the ~ase. The following points constitute further partial
support, and together, I think, they argue strongly for our assumption.
First, the word order between subject and object is fixed in
Chinese. Unlike scrambling languages, r:hinese rrquires the order
i
of SVO. This will follow if VP is maximal. Onel could say that
I
I
the fixed order of words in a Chinese sentence mjay be de.rived from
I
I
the assumption that .6-role is assigned in this l;anguage under OB-,
not AS-government. But recall that peripheral elements within an NP
I
I
are free in order, and. we will want. to assume AS;-government in this
\1
f
case. It will be good to assume that Chinese employs AS-governmeIlt
Ii
for 8-role assignment t:lroughout, but that the f:ixed order of
I
constituents in S follows from VP being Dtaximal,:i for which there is
already independent evidence.
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Secondly, note that in a simple sentence, only the postverbal
object and the subject may be NPs. All other preverbal elements must
be introduced by a preposition or are themselves of a non-NP category:
(107) Zhangsan zai xuexiao ba Lisi da-le.
at school BA hit-ASP
'Zhangsan hit Lisi at school.'
A natural assumption about the preposition ba in all ba-constructions
like (107) is that it exists solely as a Case-marker, in order to
save a structure from the Case Filter, which requires every lexical
NP to be Case-marked. A postverbal object need not be introduced
by a preposition, on the other hand, because it is Case-marked by the
verb. Preverbal phrases cannot be Case-marked by the verb since,
presumably, they are outside of the first maximal VP node dominating
the verb (i.e., they are adjoined to VP). Now, the fact that the
subject need not .be introduced by a preposition shows that it is
already Case-marked. The Case-marker cannot be the verb, as there is
no reason why a verb can Case-mark the more distant subject, but
not the closer preverbal elements. It is natural to assume that an
abstract INFL exists here which governs and Case~marks the subject.
Thirdly, in control structures of the following sort, the embedded
subject position cannot be lexically filled:
(108) wo bi Lisi[PRO 1ai]
I force come
'I forced Lisi to come,'
(109) *we bi Lisii Itai 1ai]
I force he come
The fact that the embedded subject position in (lOB) cannot be
22
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lexically filled can be plausibly derived from the assumption that
this position cannot be Case-marked (see Chomsky 1980a, etc.).
Finally, as we will show in Chapters 6 and 7, extraction of a
subject in Chinese does not exhibit ECP effects, but extraction of an
adverbial phrase does. To account for this fact, we will want to say
that the ECP does apply in Chinese, and for some reason the trace of
a subject always satisfies the requirements of the ECP. For
various reasons given there, we will want to say that the subject is
(properly) governed from within its own clause. Now, if the proper
governor were the verb (i.e. if S were a projection of VP), then it
would be extremely odd that while the more distant subject is properly
governed by the ver~: the less distant adverbial phrases are not.
If we assume that VP is maximal and that INFL is the nead of S, then
government of the subject may naturally be assumed to come from thp
INFL. Since the adverbial clauses are separated from the INFL by
a VP node, they will be correctly prevented from being properly
23governed by the INFL.
Before we end this section, let us consider one further fact of
Chinese: that it does not have pleonastic subjects corresponding to
it, there, 11, etc. Since we assume that VP is a maximal projection.
this fact can no longer follow from the account suggested by Hale,
as adapted here. Assuming that every position governed by a lexical
head is an obligatory thematic position, the VP-is-maximal hypothesis
does not require that the subject in Chinese is a thematic position.
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Therefore, it allows pleonastic subjects here, in principle, although
the language does not have such elements.
But note that nothing in our theory requires that a configurational
language must have pleonastic subjects. The fact that there is no
pleonastic subject in Chinese is no counterexample to the theory.
To account for the fact that English does have pleonastic subjects
bu~ Chinese does not, I will assume that English has the special
property of requiring a subject for every sentence, while Chinese does
not have this special property. In terms of phrase structux~ rules,
this would mean that English has the rule S + NP PredP, while Chinese
has S + (NP) PredP. (Alternatively one might assume that the absence
of pleonastic it in Chinese follows from the fact that in this
language inanimate noun phrases cannot be pronominalized except in
the domain of a preposition, i.e. inanimate pronouns cannot be
phonetically realized in subject position. But this does not extend
to the absence of existential there, if one assumes that existential
there is nn NP whose existential use is "borrowedli from the locative
there. Chinese dges allow a locative'~here to be phonetically
realized: naIi.)
I think this assumption, i.e., that the lack of pleonastic subjects
in Chinese follows from something other than the theory of conf~.guration­
al1ty adapted here, is reasonable. This is supported by the follow1.11g
observation~ If the lack of pleonastic subjects (in Chinese) were
a consequence of the theory of co~figurationality (i.e. the assumption
that Chinese has non-eonfigurational sentential structure), then one
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also expects that there is no NP movement in this language. But, on
the contrary, there is evidence for NP movement in Chinese. For
example, it is possible to have sentences of the following sort:
(110) wei bei ta ku de [t i hen shangxin]
I by he cry till very sad
'I was made very sad as a result of his crying (so much).'
We know that ku 'cry' cannot be passivized alone, being intransitive:
(111) *WO bei ta ku-le.
I by he cry-ASP
'*1 was cried by h;~.'
Therefore, it is most natural to assume, as in Hashimoto (1971),
etc., that (110) is derived from a DS in which the subject we 'I'
originates as the subject of the resultative clause:
(112) [e] bei ta ku de
by he cry till
[we hen shangxin]
I very sad
The process that turns (112) into (110) will be an instance of Maven,
which has the effect of both passive and raising. If this is
reasonable, then, the subject of a passive sentence like (110) is
not a thematic position, and a phonetically full NP occurring there must
inherit its thematic role from' elsewhere. This situation would be
impossible if Chinese were an' entirely non-configurational language.
In short, Chinese is a mixed type between configurational and
non-configurational languages. It has a maximal VP, and therefore
fixed word order for arguments ,,£ a sentence. But it employs AS-
government for thematic role assignment, and therefore allows free
word order among peripheral elements within a noun phrase.
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CHAPTER THREE: FOOTNOTES
1. The 21ement dou in (3) is an adverb meaning 'uniformly, all.'
It indicates that a certain noun phrase preceding it is to be inter-
preted as universally quantified and further that the quantified NP
has scope over the clause that dou occurs in. Dou is therefore a
trigger of universal quantification and a scope marker. The element
you in (4), on the othet hand~ has the force of existential quanti-
fication. It occurs before a preverbal or sentence-initial indefinite
noun phrase. There are two standard treatments of this element in
the literature. It may be treated as forming an existential quantifier
together with an indefinite QP; or it may be treated as the verb 'have'
or 'exist, there is.' (It may also appear as a variant of the per-
fective aspect marker, whose other variant is Ie, glossed as ASP in
our examples.) In what follows I will assume it to be an existential
quantifier. Under the assumption that it is an existential verb,
sentences containing it will be treated as complex sentences. 'One
man' and 'every book' in (i) below may then be taken to o.ccur, respec-
tively, in the matrix and the embedded clause:
(i~ you yige ren mai-le meiben'·,shu
have one man buy-ASP every book
'There was a man who bought every book.'
The scope order IE A] in (1) might then be taken to be due to the
fact that the universal is embedded, though the existential is not.
This will make sentences of the sort (1) less clear examples of the
cla~ that scope order corresponds to the surface order, if one assumes
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that scope of a quantifier is clause-bounded. The other types of
examples given above, as well as the many to be given below, should
be enough to establish this claim, however. Furthermore, as we will
show in Chapter 4, clause-boundedness is only a tendency of quantifier
scope inte~~retation, not an absolute condition. See Tang (1977)
for some dis~uss1on of both treatments of you.
2. Actually, the representation given in (5) and (6) is not
consistent with the standard first order logic notation. (5), for
example, has the entire NPs every student and one book occurring
in operator position and treats them C!1s "generalized quantifiers"
(cf. Barwise and Cooper, 1981). The standard logic notation for
all men are mortal treats only the quantifier all as an operator
binding an open sentence containing a condition~l: Ax [[x is a man
---~ [x is mortal]]. We return below to a brief di8cussion of the
appropriateness of the use of "generalized -quantifiers."
3. Note that the negative morpheme bu appearing in (7) - (9)
and (11) is realized as'the variant mei when appearing immediately
before you, as shown in (10) and (12). For an account of tne bu/mei
allomorphy, see Wang (l967).
4. For example, the quantifier each in English tends to have
wide scope over other quantifiers, 8S is well known, as do any and
vh words. For discussion of some aspects of wide scope quantification
regarding any and wh words in Englitlh, see Aoun, Hornstein and
Sportlche (1981). S. F. Huang (1981) claims that the inherent
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properties of individual quantifiers do not even play a role in
Chinese. This must be considered false, however, on several counts.
For one thing. Huang has observed himself that numerally quantified
NPs tend not to occur in the domain of negation. This is the "positive
polarity" property of such NPs. He also makes a distinction between
henduo 'many' and xud.~ 'a lot of.' saying that the latter is an
assertive ("positive polarity") quantifier. On the other hand, note
that the adverb conglai 'ever.'''unlike yixiang 'always,' is a "negative
polarity" item:
(1) a. ta conglai bu suiwujiao'
he ever 110t ~p
'He never takes a nap.'
b. *ta conglai dou suiwujiao
he ever all nap
'*He ever takes a nap.'
(ii) a. ta yixiang bu suiwujiao
he always not nap
lYe always does not take a nap.'
b. ta yixlang dou suiwuj iao
l,.e always all nap
t 'fie always takes a nap. '
In 4.1.2, we will also show that certain quantifiers homophonous
with wh words in Chinese are "negative polarity" items when they
occur postverbally. Finally, it will be shown in 4.2 that wh quanti-
fiers in Chinese behave on a par with their counterparts in English
in taking wider scope than ordinary quantifiers.
5. Actually, May's rule QR is formulated simply as (1):
(i) Adjoin Q (to S).
This ~le 1s subject to a condition of analyzability, reproduced
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in (27) below, so that when QR is triggered by a certain Q (quantifier),
it will move an entire NP containing the Q.
6. There is, in fact, a reading in which the second quantifier
in each of (25) - (26) has scope internal to the NP which immediately
contains the first quantifier. Thus, (25b), for example, may mean
"Each of the persons who belong to a key congressional committee (or
another) voted for the amendment." The PP of a key congressional
committee, in other worjs, is construed as if it were part of a relative
clause modifying the head NP ~ach of the members. SL~ilarly, (25a)
may have the meaning "some people who (i.e., each of whom) come from
every walk of life like jazz", 81though this reading is hard to get
due to pragmatic reasons, since nobody is so versatile as to hold
every occupation at the same time. (26) may also mean "some exits
which come from every freeway which goes to a large California city
or another ane badly constructed p " althcugh this is pragmatically
absurd, again, because there is no exit that can come from more than
one freeway at the same time. In each of these readings, the quanti-
ficational NP contained in the PP does not h3ve scope over the NP
in which the PP is contained. These readings will be referred to
as the NP-internal scope readings, following F1engo and Higginbotham
(1981). What is relevant in the present discussion is not the NP-
internal reading, but the NP-external reading on the second quantifier
in each of (25 - (26). When both~ and every in (25a) are construed
as having scope over the entire S. only the inverse scope order,
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i.e., [A E] is available, but not the order ll£ which some has scope
over every.
7. I believe that it is possible to claim that there is no need
for a condition on analyzab111ty in the form proposed by May, or any
s~ilar analyzab111ty condition, given that it is possible to derive
the desired results from other independent principles of grammar.
First of all, the formulation (27) has the effect of forcing pied-piping
of an NP in the event that a quantifier occurs within a possessive
of that NP. While such pied-pipin~ is required of overt wh movement
in Syntax, as indicated by (1):
(i) *Whose did you see mother?
there is no evidence, however, that the abstract movement rule of
QR is reqJlried to perform the same. For it is perfectly natural
to ~egard (iii) as the LF representation of (i1), though QR has
apparently moved only a possessive phrase:
(ii) Every stud~t's professor got drunk.
(iii) [Every student x Ix 1 E professor got drunk]]
(i.e., every student is such that his professor got drunk). Even
if pied-piping is required, there is some reason that a pied-piped
structure is subject to a·reconstruction process in L~ (cf. some
discussion below and in Chapter 7). which renders the effect of
pied~pip~g in LF vacuous. What the condition (27) is intended
to do, among other things, is to make sure that a sequence like
some people in every walk of life is moved in its entirety when
QR is triggered by ~, whether that sequence has the structure
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(2Ba) or (28b) in the text; the movement cannot affect just~ or
some people. To prevent QR from moving just some people, one may
resort to the principle that when QR affects a quantifier, it must
mvoe ,",he minimal maximal NP containing the quantifier. In a structure
like (28a), it is reasonable to assume that it is the highest NP node
that is the maximal NP node dominating some. i.e •• in all adjoined
structures the highest node counts as the relevant node. Movement
of some people would be a case of moving a head away from its peripheral.
If one assumes that no movement tuay affect non-ma:..imal nodes, spe-
cifically, heads, then one gets the desired result. But even here.
it is possible to claim that this is not an independent principle.
In Chapter 7 we shall suggest an extension of the Empty Category
Principle of Chomsky (1981a) and assume that move'ment of a head, as
much as movement of an argument, leaves an empty category subject
to the principle ECP. Since the trace of a moved head is not lexically
governed, there being no lexical category to govern it. it must be
locally controlled. But any movement of a head out of an NP will
necessarily leave its trace not locally controlled. Note also that
movement of some from the phrase some people from every walk of life'
is also ~poss1ble, if some, not being an argument of people. is not
considered lexically governed. If this is correct, then we can elimi-
nate the Condition on Analyzability (27) in its entirety. But for
the moment, we will use this condition for expository purposes.
8. If a phrase A is not moved out of a more inclusive phrase B.
then of course it cannot c-command B at its landing site. This is
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the case with the sentences (25) - (26) when the second quantificationsl
NP is construed to have NP-intcrnal scope. Cf. footnote 6.
9. On the NP-internal scope reading, the Q-NPsome people in
every walk of life and the less inclusive every walk of life have
only the relationship of containment, at LF as well as at SSe They
are never in a relation of c-command or precedence, and are not in
any relation of relative scope.
10. The only place where the left-to-right order of constituents
does not correspond to the relative prominence given by a right-
branching structure is in double-object constructions. Observe
that in (i) below, 'everyone' in fact has both a distributive and
a collective (wide scope and narrow scope) reading with respect
to 'two books':
(1) Zhangsan mai-Ie liangben shu get meige rene
buy-ASP two book to every man
a. 'For every man x, Zhan~an' bought two books for x.'
b. 'There were two books that Zhangsan bought for everyone.'
This ambiguity follows directly from the c-command account, because
in double object constructions the two objects c-command each other
as sisters of V (assuming that c-command is relaxed somewhat to
al1o~ an NP object of a preposition (the 'to' in (i» to c-command
across a dominating PP node). This ambiguity does not, however,
follow from the linear account. In the sentence (1:1.) below. where
the tnd1rect object has baen moved leftward, only 8 distributive
read1:na is available on 'everyone', however:
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(ii) Zhangsan mai gei-Ie meige ren liangben shu le.
buy to-ASP every man two book ASP
'For everyone x. Zhangsan bought two books for x.'
In this case, the non-ambiguity does not follow from the c-command
account, and the linear account may be said to playa minor role here,
though it is possible to attribute this lack of ambiguity to the effect
of dative movement. It has been observed that leftward movement rules
have the effect of "promoting" cel:tain constituents into some prominent
status (cf. e.g. Langacker 1974), and it is possible that one of
the promotion effects 1s to give wide scope status to a moved constituent
over a domain it moves over.
Incidentally, note that neither (1) nor (ii) are the most
natural constructions. Many pecple prefer not to place both the
direct and the indirect object postverbally. Instead. they prefer
to use constructions in which the indirect object occurs as a preverbal
PP:
(iii) Zhangsan gel meige ren mat-Ie l:fangben shu.
to every man buy-ASP two book
'For every person x, Zhangsan bought two books for x.'
This preference is natural~y interpreted as the tendency to conform to
the X structure condition of (2.20), thus having ~he Xprinciple take
precedence over the idiosyncratic properties of double-object verbs.
11. Apparently Kroch himself is aware of sentences like (6L) -
(63), whose interpretation cannot follow from the linear account.
Therefore, he is forced to limit the application of the linear
principle explicitly to simplex sentences Usee his general scope
rule reproduced in (13»). The superiority of the hierarchical
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account, then, is that it can be stated in general terms without this
special stipulation.
12. In this case, note that even the stipulation that the linear
account applies only within simplex sentences is not adequate. For
(65) involves only a simple sentence.
13. For the clafm that bu in (65) is part of a lexical category
and for discussion of lexical va. syntactic negation (or contrary vs.
contradictory negation) in Chinese, see Teng (1973b). For general
discussion of this distinction in English, see Zimmer (1964).
14. Actually, for many speakers an intonation break is not always
requried for the [ALWAYS NOT] reading of (66d), though once there is
an iD.tonation break, this appears to be the only available reading.
We return below to the case where no intonation break occurs.
15. In terms of the notion of ilL-contain" in Chomsky (1973), this
means that only the lowest VP node that L-contains the verb may branch
to the left.
16. Among the well-formedness conditions would bet at least, the
i principle of endocentricity and some specific Xprinciples of par-
ticular languages. The Projection Principle on thematic relations
of Chomsky (1981a), however. must be relaxed somehow to allow for
Restructu~e Q. Far some discussion of constraints on restructuring
rules, cf. Stowell (1981).
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17. Under the assumption that restructuriI~g may take place in LF
I
to give rise to certain inverse scope reading~, the hierarchical con-
dition (56) should be revised in such a way th, t it holds, not of SS
and LF, but of the output of restructuring in ~F (before QR applies)
and the LF level:
If a quantificational or logical express: on A c-commands
another quantificaticnal or logical expre sian B
before QR applies, then A also c-commands B at LF.
On the other hand, one might adopt the hypothesis fhat all sentences
allow a dual structural analysis at 58 (and possibly at DS and LF),
i
in a fashion similar to that suggested in Zubizaredta (1982). One
\
\
\
structure pertains to the interpretation of thematic relations and
is subject to the Projection Principle, and the other pertains to
interpretation of scope relations and is not subject to the principle.
Under thi~ hypothesis, the condition (56) may remain as it is. The
stru~ture which pertains only to scope interpretation may, by assumption,
have the option of entering the component of PF. This then has the
effect that an intonation break is not always requried at a place
where it might be expected. I will not try to decide on these two
possibilities, but will simply assume that restructuring may take
place in LF.
Not~, in this connection, that sentences like (i) and (11)
also allow the deeply e4bedded many children to have wide scope over
the negation:
(1) I didn't=see pictures of many children.
(1i) I didn't expect to see pictures of many children.
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Our hypothesis requires that many children be (vacuouslj) right-
dislocated to position c-commanding didn't before QR applies, e.g.:
(iii) [[I didn't expect to see pictures of til many childreni ]
This process is in violation of subjacency, and is not allowed in
Syntax, but since we assume that Subjacency does not obtain in LF
(cf. Chapters 4 and 6), the process may occur in LF.
18. For example, Mamoru Saito (p.e.) has informed me th~t in
Japanese there is no obvious subject/object asymmetry under what
is the analogue of wh movement. This shows the lack of standard
effects of the Empty CatL60ry Principle (ECP), to which we return
in more detail in Chapters 6 and 7. It will be shown that Chinese
also does not exhibit standard ECP effects,·but for reasons given
later we do not assume that this fact falls under the same theory
that accounts for the lack of ECP effects in non-configurational
languages.
19. I am extrapolating somewhat here to illustrate one way Hale's
gen~ral idea ~ay be executed.
20. Note that our conception of thematic role assignment for
non-configurational languages does not capture the fact that objects
in a nominative-accusative language are semantically "closer" in
relation to their verbs than subjects (and that, in ergatic languages.
subjects are "closer" to their verbs). To remedy this inadequacy,
one may adopt Marant~'s (1981) suggestion that each lexical item
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is associated with a (configurational) "thematic (or lexical) structure"
in the lexicon. A non-configurational language may "evaluate," under
government, the thematic roles of both subjects and objects directly,
their relative closeness to the verb being solely expressed in the
lexicon.
21. Although OB government is relevant in English for a-role assign-
m~nt, it sh0!-l~d_.b~ noted that it is AS-government that is 1.7~J.~vant for
the ~inding the~ry and the ECP (see_Chap~ers 5 through 7).
22. T~e adverbs, as is well known, are apparent exceptions. We
assume that they are NPs dominated by PP with an abstract p~
23. We may assume that the VP containing verb and its complement
is a max'imal node and that adverbial phrases are adjoined to VP, forming
furthar maximal categories. Adverbial phrases, then, are not governed
by the INFL, government being blocked by the upper maximal VP node,
nor by the verbal head, government being blocked by the lower maximal
VP node.
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CHAPTER FOUR: SOME MAPPINGS IN LF
4.0. Introduction
In this chapter we discuss a variety of sentence types in Chinese
that involve abstract mapping processes in LF. These include sentences
containing ordinary quantificationa! NPs, wh questions, A-not-A questions,
and cleft sentences. While all these constructions involve instances
of Move a in LF, we assume that quantificational sentences undergo
May's QR, which performs adjunction, whereas wh questions, A-not-A
questions, and clefts undergo abstract wh movement (to COMP) , on a
par with the overt wh movement process.
In 4.1, we extend our discussion in Chapter 3 of quantificational
sentences and consider sentences in which one Q-NP is properly contained
in another. Such constructions give rise generally to two kinds of
scope interpretations: the sentential, or NP-external reading (=May's
inversely-linked reading), and the NP-internal reading. It is observed
that although English sentences involving such constructions are
generally ambiguous between ~he internal and external scope readings,
each of the two readings has a unique structural rendering in Chinese.
After discussing how'NP-internal scope readings are to be derived
in an optimal theory of granJllar, we propose to generali.ze the condition
proposed in (3.56) above into a more general condition accommodating
such constructions. We also propose to explain the typological
distinction between certain'ambiguous English sentences and their
unambiguous counterpa~ts in Chinese by deriving it from the existence
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va. non-existence of the X structure condition (2.20) in Chinese and
English, respectively. The arguments put forth in Chapter 3, based
upon typological considerations and considerations of learnability,
also apply here, and the theory proposed there 1s thus strengthened.
We also consider a number of sentence types that must be treated
within a theory of markedness. In particular, constructions explicitly
marked by the scope adverb dou tend to violate the gEneral requirement
that ordinary quantifiers take the narrowest possible scope. Wh phrases,
furthermore, generally disregard the condition (3.56) (or the general-
ized version gi~en below) ana exhibit wide scope properties. These
marked cases of quantification must be attributed to inherent properties
of individual lexical items.
Although the formation of wh questions in Chinese does not involve
an overt movement process as in English, we argue, in 4.2, that a nat-
ural assumption can be made that such a process exists as a universal
property of language, if not in Syntax then iI~ LF. The typological
distinction between English-type languages and Chinese-type languages
lies, then, in where the rule may apply. It is also argued, in 4.3,
that traditional analyses of conjoined and disjunctive constructions
may be plausibly replaced by the use quantificational schemata. The
same analysis 1s extended to a treatment of A-not-Jt questions and is
shown to allow certain generalizations to be stated in a rather desirable
w~.
Finally, we discuss the formation and interpretation of cleft
sentences. We indicate that cleft formation docs not involve the
overt dislocation of any constituents, nor any overt quantifier-variable
configuration. We propose to analyze the focus marker shi as a copu]a-
tive adverb, and attempt to jUBt.i.y it in favor of other alternatives.
FUrthermore, we also observe that clefted constituents are quantifica-
tiona! in some real sense, and indicate that certain facts may be
naturally accounted for if they, like other quantificational NPs,
are subject to abstract movement in LF.
4.1. Quantificational Sentences
4.1.1. Sentences with Q-NPs Contained in Other Q-NPs
4.1.1.1. Sentential Scope and NP-Internal Scope
As in English, one of the constructions in Chinese whose LF
representations differ non-trivially from their SS representatiOT.1S
is one in which a quantificational expression properly contains another.
Below are two examples of such a construction:
(1) wo mat-Ie [ sange ren de meiben shu]
I buy-ASP np thre2 man. DE every book
'For three men x, I bought every one of XiS books.'
(2) wo mai-le [ meige ren de sanben shu
I buy-ASP np every man DE three book
'For every man x, I bought three of x's book9.'
Each of the bracketed NPs in (1) - (2) contains a quantifier and a
possessive NP which in tum cOIl.tains a quantifier of its own. The
structure of (1), for example, is (3):
(3)
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NPl
~---NP2 ND~ Q0N
sange ren de I I
'three men's'
meiben
'every'
shu
'book'
In other words, NPl , whose QP is 'every,' properly contains NP2 , whose
QP is 'three.' Therefore, NPI and NP2 are not in a relationship of
c-command (or precedence) at SSe The situation is the same with (2),
where the NP whose QP 1s 'three' properly contains the possessive
whose QP is 'every.' "As indicated in the translation, the two Q-NPs
in each of (1) - (2) do hold a relationship of relative scope with
each other. In both cas~, the less inclusiv~ possessive Q-NP is
understood to have wider scop~ than the more inclusive Q-NP containing
the pos~essive. This fact cannot he derived directly from the general
condition given in (3.56), because the condition "applies only to
Q-NPs which hold a hierarchical relationship with each ·other at the
level of SS, in te~s of c-command. This fact can be derived free
of any special condition, however, if we assume that SS representa-
tiona are subject to May's QR, whose application and output are subject
to independent conditions: The Condition on Proper Binding (CPB),
which disallows free variables; the Condition on Quantifier Binding
(CQB) , which disallows vacuous quantification; and the Condition ~n
Analyzability, which requires Q!( to affect the lowest maximal phrase
domdnating a QP. Given this conception of LF, the only well-formed
LF representation derivable from (1) is (4), and that derivable from
(2) is (5):
(4) [ [sange ren]i[s[tide meibec shu]j[s wo mai-le t.]]]
S three men DE every book I buy-ASP J
(5) [s[meige ren]i[s[ti de sanben shu]j[s wo mai-le t j ]]]
every man DE three book' I buy-ASP
(4) can be interpreted as "for three x suet, that x is a man, for every
y such that y is a book of XiS, I bought y." (5), on the other hand,
means "for every x such that x is a man, for three y such that y is
a book of XiS, I bought y." Each of the LF representations (4) and
(5) is well-formed with every trace (variable) properly bound, and with
every quantifier properly binding a trace. QR thus correctly derivee
the LF representations corresponding to the meanings of the sentences
(1) and (2).
Note that the sentences (1) - (2) do not have an interpretation
according to which the more inclusive Q-NP in each of them has wider
scope than the less inclusive possessive Q-NP. This fact follows
directly from the three independent conditions on the output and
application of QR just mentioned. For the LF representations of
this unavailable reading would each contatn a free variable (the
trace t i ) and a vacuous quantifier (the quantifier indexed i):
(6) *[sLti de meiben shu]j[s[sange ren]i[s wo mai-le t j ]]]
(7) *[s[tt de sanben shu]j[s[meige ren]i[s wo mai-le t j ]]]
The situation with sentences like (1) and (2), then, is entirely
on a par with, or rather the Chinese analogue of, what May calls
-.l'.Ju-
"inversely-linked" quantification in Engl:f.sh, which is associated with
sentences like (8) and (9) (=3.25):
(8) [Some people from [every walk of life]] like jazz.
(9) [Every senator on [a key congressional committee]] voted for
the amendment.
The difference between (1) - (2) in Chinese and (8) - (9) in English
is that in the former the less inclusive Q-NP }recedes the head N of
the more inclusive NP. while in the latter the less inclusive Q-NP
follows the head. The latter constitutes cases of "inversely linked"
quantification in May's sense, but the former does not. The term
"inversely linked" is therefore not only somewhat misleading (there
being nothing inverse in that the order of two Q-NPs at LF is derived
from a representation in which they are in a relation of containment);
it is also not general enough in that it refers to what is only a
special case of a mnre general phenomenon.
Let us now consider the following sentences, and comapre them
to (1) - (2):
(10) wo mai-Ie [meiben sange ren de shu]
I buy'-ASP every three men DE book
'I bought every book that belongs to three men.'
(11) wo mat-le [sanben rneige ren de shu]
I buy-ASP three every m~n DE book
'I bought three books, each of which belongs to everybody.'
(10) and (11) differ from (1) and (2) in their SS representations
in the following way. In (10) and (11), the less inclusive p03sessive
Q-NP occurs to the right of the QP of the more inclusive Q-NP, while
in (1) and (2) this situation is reversed. The structure of the
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bracketed NP in (10) has the form (12), which is to be compared
with (3):
(12) NPI~-QP N
I NP~N
meiben~ I'every'.~--------~
sange ren de shu
'three men's' 'book'
This difference in structure at SS gives rise to a difference in
meaning, as can be seen by comparing the translation of (10) and
(11) with that of (1) and (2), respectively. In each of (10)-(11),
the possessive Q-NP is construed to have scope not exceeding the NP
in which it is properly contained. This is the "NP-internal" scope
..
interpretation. on the possessive Q·-NP in the sense of Fiengo and
Higginbotham(1981), an interpretation also available in (8)-(9).
. .'
According to this interpretation, (8) means "some people each of
whom comes from every walk of life like jazz" (though this reading
is hard to get due to pragmatic reasons), and (9) means "every
senator who is on a key congressional committee (or another) voted
for the amendm~nt". The less inclusive Q-.NP is construed as if it
has scope over a relative clause internal to the more inclusive
Q-NP, even though no such internal clause is present in their
respective SS representations.
We have seen that there is a Chinese analogue to the so-called
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"inverAely linked" cases in English_ and that_ like the latter, it
can be accounted for quite straightforwardly under May's rule of QR~
thus providing cross-linguistic support for the conception of LF
embodying this rule. We have also seen that there is a Chinese
analogue to the "NP-internal scope" situation. Unlike the situation
in English, however_structures allowing the internal scope reading
in Chinese are quite different from structures having the external
scope (i.e. the analogue of "inversely-linked") reading. In other
words, while the English (8)-(9) are each ambiguous, neither (1)-(2)
nor (10)-(11) in Chinese are ambiguous: (1)-(2) are uniquely
understood to have external (or sentential) scope interpretation
on the less inclusive Q-NP and (10)-(11) are uniquely understood
to have NP-internal scope interpretation. We now seek to answer
the following questions: First, what is the pI'oper account for
the NP-internal scope interpretations? Second, why is ea~h of the
Chinese sentences (1)-(2) and (lO)-(11) unambiguous while the
English sentencea (8)-(9) are ambiguous?
There are two proposals that we want to compare concerning
the NP-inte~nal scope readings in sentences like (8) and (9).
One of them is made in May (1977) and the other in Fiengo and
Higginbotham (1981).
4.1.1.2. Two Theories of NP-internal Quantificatio~
May's account is as follows. Since he assumes that QR adjoins
8 Q-NP to S but not to any other node, his theory cannot directly
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derive the NP-internal scope reading on (8) or (9). Take (9) for
example. To obtain the NP internal reading on a key congressiona~
committee, there would have to be an S node internal to the NP
headed by senator. May therefore proposes to derive the reading
indirectly, in the following manner. First, let QR apply to (9) and
adjoin the entire NP headed by senator, giving the following
intermediate structure in LF:
(13) [8 [Every senator on a key congressional committee]i
[s t i voted for the amendment]]
If QR reapplies to (13) to affect the less inclusive NP a key
congressional committee and adjoin it to the higher S, "this will
give (14), which corresponds to the external scope or the "inversely
linked" interpretation:
(14) [ [A key congressional committee]! [ ievery senator
s s
(15)
on tj]i [8 t i voted for the amendment]]]
However, assuming that QR is optional, one may choose not to apply
QR to (13), but leave it as it is at LF. Then, at a post-LF stage,
i.e. in LF', (13) is assumed to be turned into (15):
[ Every x [[ x is a senator on a key congressional
s S 8 1
committee]~x voted ~or the amendment)])
In this interpretation, the antecedent clause within the domain of
every x contains the Q-NP a key congressional committee. The
presence of this newly created clause, Si~ enables QR to reapply
and adjoin 'a key congressional committee to it, giving (l~):
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(16) [ Every x [[ [a key congressional committee]
s s s yi
[s x is a senator on y]]-i(sx voted for the amendment]]]
i
This representation corresponds to the NP-internal reading. The
Q-NP ~ key congressional committee has scope over an ~, but the S
is in the scope of th~ quautifier every_ We have mentioned in
Chapter 3 that logical formulae like (16), which May uses. are not
sufficient for all natural language quantifiers. in particular
quantifier like most, more than one-third of, etc. Instead, we
opted for formulae of the form [[Qx; A(x)][B(x)]]. where Qx is a
quantifier, A(x) is a prediction clause indicating the restriction
or extension of the quantifier, and B(x) is the matrix clause.
We may now translate May's account, formulated in terms of
"unrestrictive formulae" of quantification, into a formulation in
terms of "restrictive" or "generalized" quantifiers. To do so, we
will say that at LF, (14) undergoes a rule (or algorithm) of
Quantifier Conversion, which converts it, not into (15), but into
(17):
(17) [s[Every X; [8 X is a senator on a key congressiona~
i
committee]] [ x voted for the amendment]]
s
(The semicolon following every x is to be read as "such that".)
Now, as in (15), a newly created S (the restrictive relative clause
S1) enables QR to apply to a key congressional committee and adjoin
it to this new S, giving (18):1
(18)
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[ [Every x; [ [a key congressional committee]
S s1 y
[8. X is a senator on y]]][ x voted for the amendment]]
1 S
This also corresponds to the NP-internal reading, with the less
inclusive Q-NP construed as having scope over a relative cla~8e
internal to the more inclusive NP.
Fiengo and Higginbotham (1981) account for the NP-internal
readings somewhat differently. They do RO by simply allowing QR
to take N as a possible adjunction site, in addition to S. Assuming
that a possible structure of (9) is (19) below, they allow QR to
adjoin a key congressional committee to N, deriving (20):
(19) [[ Every [- senator [ on [ a key congressional
s np n pp np
committee]]]] voted ~or the amendment]
(20) [[ Every [- [a key congressional committee].
s np n 1
[~ senator on til]] voted for the amendment]
After QR applies to adjoin the entire NP headed by senator to S,
we have (21):
(21) [s [Every [n [a key congressional comrnittee]i
[~ senator on t 1]]]j [8 t j voted for the amendment]]
This LF representation may then, by convention, be converted to (22):
(22) [ [Every x;[[a y; y a key congressional committee] [x a
s
senator on y]]] [ x voted for the amendment]]
s
Namely, for every x such that, for a y such that y is a key
congressional committee, x is a senator on y, x voted for the amendment.
This is equivalent to the representation (16) 01 (18).
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4.1.1.3. NP-internal Sc~pe and the Syntactic Nature of LF
A difference between May's account and the account proposed by
Fiengo and Higginbotham (F&H) is that the former derives the NP-
internal readings in LF' while the latter does it in LF. According
to May (and apparLntly many others working in similar frameworks),
the unmarked cases of sentence grammar are handled within the LF
component, while peripheral, marked cases and aspects of discourse
grammar are handled in a post-LF stage, say LF t • His treatment of
quantification t then, takes the NP-internal reading to be a marked
periphery. There are a number of difficulties with this conception,
however. First of all, if his account is correct, it is natural
to extead it to the Chinese sentences (10) and (11). However,
each of these sentences has only the NP-internal reading. To convey
the external scope reading, one must use sentences of the form (1)-
(2). In an English sentence like (8), some people from every walk
of life like jazz, there might be some ground for the claim that the
NP-internal reading is marked, on the basis of the fact that the
external reading is preferred~ However, since the only reading of
(10) and (11) is NP-internal, and both these sentences are perfectly
grammatical, it is quite unsatisfactory to call that reading marked~
Secondly, there are sentences in English which admit both an internal
and external scope reading, but whose internal scope reading comes
more readily as a normal interpretation. The sentence below is due
tQ J~ H~gginbotham (1980 class lectures):
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(23) Every owner of two dogs has a lot to worry about.
It should sound strange to regard as marked the more accessible
reading, according to which every two-dog owner has a lot to worry
about, and as unmarked the less accessible reading, according to
which there are two dogs whose every owner has a lot to worry about.
Furthermore, most of the examples that May gives to show that an
"inversely-linked" reading is preferred over an NP-internal reading
are such that the latter is less accessible, not because of gram-
matiea! rea8ons, but because of pragmatics. For example, the
sentence (8) does not have a plausible interpretation with the NP
every walk of life having NP-internal scope, because it is hard to
imagine the existence of a person who comes from every walk of life.
It seems that both readings should be regarded as grammatically
available, and derivable in LF, and that pragmatic factors may enter
in a later part of grammar (possibly LF') to mark either as less
acceptable, for example the internal reading of (8) and the external
reading of (23).
To remedy this inadequacy within May's account and maintain
that QR may use only S as an adjunction site, one will have to
somehow allow the NP-internal reading to be derived in LF. One
way this can be done is to allow the process of Quantifier Conversion,
which turns (14) into (17), to apply in LF, not at or to LF. For
example, one may assume that every time QR yields a configuration
of the form [ Q-NP i [ ... t .••• ]], Quantifier ConversionS S 1
immediately turns it into the form [ [Qx; A(x)][ B(x)]]. Suppose
s s
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a Q-NP is cont~ined in the restrictive relative clause A(x), we will
have structures of the form (17) available in LF, and when QR reap-
pliee, NP internal readings are derivable in the same component.
Such readings thus need not be treated as grammatically marked.
A more important difficulty with May's account, however, is
that it crucially relies upon the creation of a new S node to enable
QR to derive NP-internal readings. In the example (9), an S is
created in the form of an antecedent clause of a conditional (the
Si of (15), or in the form of a restrictive relative clause (the
Si of (17». May assumes that such a process of conversion applies
only to configurations of the form [8 Q-NP i [s ••. t i ... l], namely
structures that have undergone QR. Therefore, no conversion will take
place if a sentence has not undergone QR. In such cases, he predicts
that no NP-internal reading is available. But this prediction is
wrong. Consider, for example, sentences like the following:
(24) wo kanjian-le [np neiben meige ren de shu]
I see-ASP that every man DE book
tI saw that book of everyone's'
(25) I heard [John's story about two people].
The NP 'everyone 1 in (24) and two people in (25) each have NP-
internal scope, so that (24) refers to a single book which is the
common property of everyone's, and (25) refers to a single story
which talks about two people. Each of the bracketed NPs is
definite, and neither is quantificational. Therefore, neither is
subject to QR, as is assumed by May, and no conversion process will
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occur on either to create an internal restrictive relative clause
to serve as an adjunction si.te for QR. May's account thus fails to
allow an NP-internal scope reading on ~everyone' or 'two people' in
(24)-(25). Similarly, the following sentenc·e in English is ambiguous
between an internal and an external reading on everybody, as
observed in F&H:
(26) I saw [pictures ()f everybody]
On the external reading, eveIybody has scope over the entire £entence,
so that the s~ntence means that for everybody x, I saw pictures of
x. On the internal reading, the sentence means that I saw pictures
each of which is a (group) pj.cture of everybody. Since a bare
plural NP like pictures of everybody does not contain a quantifier
modifying the head noun pictures, it is generally not subject to QR
in LF~ To obtain the external reading, QR may raise everybody
directly out of the object NP and adjoin it to the S in (26),
giving:
(27) [s[EverybodY]i [8 I saw pictures of till
The problem lies in how to derive the internal reading. Since
pictures of everybody is not affected by QR, no conversiop occurs
on it to create an internal S node. Thus, QR cannot derive the
internal reading at all in May's account.
Let us now consider llow F&H's account can derive the NP-
internal readings on sentellces like (24)-(26). Since they take
N to be a possible adjunction site for Q~, the derivation of an LF
representation corresponding to an internal reading does not require
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Quantifier Conversion to apply in LF, and adjunction to N can occur
regardless of whether the NP dominating N is in operator or in argu-
ment position. Thus, for (24) and (25)~ the following outputs of QR
are derivable:
(28)
(29)
wo kanjian-le [ neiben [-[meige ren]i[- t i de shu]]]np n . nI see-ASP that every man DE book
I heard [ John's[-[two people]i[n- story about t.]]]
np . n 1
These two representations may now undergo conversion into the
following representations:
(30) wo kanjian-le [neiben
I see-ASP that
shi y de Shll]]]
is DE book
x; [ [meige y; y shi ren] [ x
s s
every is man
(31) I heard [John's x;[[two Yj Y is a person] [x is a
sto~y about y]]]
Similarly, (26) may have the LF representation (32):
(32) Isaw [ [-[everybodY]i[- pictures of til]]
np n n .
This representation may also undergo conversion into something like
(36):
(33) I saw [x's;[[every y; y is a person]
[x is a picture of y]]]
Namely, I saw (a plurality of) things x such that, for every y
such that y is a person, x is a picture of y_
It is clear that F&H's approach is empirically more adequate
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than May's as far as NP-internal quantification is concerned.
Note that according to May's theory, NP-internal quantification
is given a rather "semantic" (not "syntactic") treatment in that it
crucially involves a semantic paraphrase rule (i.e. Quantifier
Conversion), whose output is required for the reapplication of
certain instances of QR. In F&H's theory, on the other hand, one
does not need to invoke Quantifier Conversion as a rule. The
crucial assumption is that N is a possible adjunction. Since this
theory refers to such syntactic categories as N but does not rely
on semantic paraphrases, it is more "syntactic" in nature than
May's theory. If we are correct in claiming that F&H's theory
of NP-internal quantification is more adequate, then this says
something interesting about the nature of Logical Form, in particular,
the existence of a linguistic level of representation where syntactic
~onfigurations and syntactic labels like N figure prominently in
determining the applicability of QR and the scope possibilities of
certain constructions, a level where semantic parcphrases do not
play a role. It is true that a rule like QR must refer to a
semantic class, since Q-NPs cannot be identified by configuration
(who, what, for example, do not contain a QP node which will identify
them as Q-NPs, though three books, many people etc. do). However,
it is also fair to observe that the level of LF is a highly syntactic
level, one that is considerably remote from, and cannot be identified
with, the level of real-object semantics (as construed, say, in
model theoretic semantics).
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Consider now how F&H's theory may be incorporated for a
characterization of NP-internal quantification in Chinese. Adapting
a suggestion also made by F&H, I will assume that QR may adjoin a
2Q-NP to the sister of the syntactic category QP, or to S:
(34) QR
Adjoin Q-NP to S or to sister of QP in NP.
In English, the sister of QP is N. Since nominal modifiers are
fixed in order, we know that, even in the absence of an overt QP,
N would be still the sister of QP should the latter occur in overt
form. Therefore, the instantiation of the term "sister of QP" in
English is invariably N. In Chinese, on the other hand,what is the
sister of QP varies from construction to construction. This is
because the order of QP and other nominal modifers is free. Thus,
in the tree (3), the sister of the QP 'every' is the N 'books'.
In (12), the sister of the same QP is the entire N 'three men's
books'. Furthermore, in the absence of an overt QP, we do not
know where the sister of QP would be. A natural assumption we will
make is that when there is no overt QP in a noun phrase in Chinese,
there is simply no "sister of QP", i.e. no ~-internal adjunction
site for QR. 3
4.1.1.4. An Account of the Chinese/English Contrasts
Now let us try to give an answer to the second question set
forth above, namely, why the Chinese sentences (1)-(2) and (10)-(11)
are each unambiguous, while the English sentences (8)-(9), (26), etc"
are each ambiguous. Consider first sentences like (35) and (36):
(35) John bought [everybody's pictures].
(36) Zhangsan mai-Ie [m~ige ren de hua].
buy-ASP every man DE picture
'Zhangsan bought everybody's pictures.'
In both (35) and (36), the Q-NP 'everybody' has only sentential, NP-
external scope. They mean that for everybody x, John (or Zhangsan)
bought x's pictures. Neither sentence can be construed as asserting
that John· (or Zhangsan) bought group pictures each of which has
everybody in it. Neither, in other words, has an NP-internal reading
on the Q-NP. This fact follows directly from the assumption just
made concerning the "sister of QP" be~ng the NP-internal adjunction
site. In English, the adjunction site is N, regardless of whether
a QP is overtly present. In (35), the N dominates pictures, but
not "everybody. If one were to derive an NP-internal reading on (35),
the Q-NP 'everybody' would have to be moved downward aIld adj oined
to the N, giving the following LF representation:
(37) John bought [ ti's[- everybodYi [- pictures]]]np n n
Here everybodyidoes not bind a variable, and ~ is free, in violation
of the CQB and the CPB. The unavailabi.lity of NP-internal reading
on (35) thus follows.
On the other hand, we assume that, in Chinese, the lack
of an overt QP also entails the lack of a sister of QP. Therefore,
there is no NP-internal adjunction site in (36). The sentence is
thus unambiguous in having only a sentential scope reading on
'everybody', as is (35).
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The sentences (35) and (36) are to be compared with (36), which
is ambiguous:
(26) I saw [ [- pictures of everybody]]
np n
Assuming that the object NP has the structure indicated, we see that
everybody may be adjoined to N, or to S. In both cases, the Q-NP
will properly bind its trace, and the trace will be properly bound.
The ambiguity of (26) thus follows.
Consider now (1) and (2), whose NP has the structure (3), In
(3), there is an NP-internal adjunction site, the N dominating
'book' (the sister of 'every'). If the Q-NP 'three men' were to
have NP-internal scope, it would have to be lowered by QR to this
site. This, again, will result in a free variable and a vacuous
quantifier~ in violation of the CPB and the CQB. The LF representa-
tion for the unavailable internal scope reading on (1), for
example, is (38):
(38) *wo mai-le [ t i de[- meiben [ sange rentI buy-ASP np DE n every n three man
[ shu]]]]
n book
We have accounted for the non-ambiguity of sentences like (1) and
(2)_ The ambiguity of (8)-(9), on the other hand, is due to the
fact that there is an N (in addition to S) in these sentences,
to which the relevant Q-NP may be adjoined without violation of
the CPB or the CQB. This is already indicated in (20). Thus the
contrast between (1)-(2) in Chinese and (8), (9), (26) in English
follows from the fact that there is only one "possible" adjunction
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site for the relevant Q-NP in (1)-(2), but two in (8), (9), (26).
(A "possible" adjunction site is here taken to mean the site to
which a Q-NP may be adjoined lvithout violating the CPB or the CQB.
As should be obvious by now, any "possible" adjunction site for a
Q-NP must be a node that dominates that Q-NP. For only if the Q-NP
is adjoined to such a site will it c-command its own trace).
Let us now consider the unambiguous sentences (10) and (11) in
Chinese, which has only the NP-internal reading. As shown in the
structure (12), the sister of QP in NPI is the N dominating 'three
men's books'. The Q-NP 'three men' can be adjoined to thi~ site
in (1), giving the following representation:
(39) wo mai-1e [ meiben [n sange reniI buy-ASP np every th~ee men
[- t i de [ shu]]]]n DE n book
This structure conforms to the CPB and the CQB. The NP-internal
reading is thus available. But note that the representation for the
sentential scope reading also conforms to the CPB and the CQB:
(40) [ [sange ren]i[ wo mai-Ie [ meiben [t i de] shu]]]S three man S I buy-ASP np every DE book
In other words (10) and (11) each have two "possible" adjunction
si~es for the NP-contained Q-NPs ('three men' in (10) and 'everybody'
in (11», but unlike the English examples (8), (9), (26), they
are not ambiguous. The theory of adjunction site just described is
sufficient to ensure non-ambiguity of (1) and (2), but still fails
to ensure the non-ambiguity of (lO)-(ll). We must seek explanation
elsewhere,
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Apparently, the fact that sentences like (10) and (11) have
only an NP-internal reading on the possessive Q-NP has to do with
the fact that the Q-NP occurs within the c-commanding domain of
another QP, and therefore has a closer possible adjunction site, the
sister of QP, than the adjunction site S. A plausible account for
the absence of the external reading in (10)-(11), therefore, is
that QR must obey some appropriate version of a locality condition,
A possible statement of such a condition is the following:
(41) The Locality Condition on QR
QR must adjoin a Q-NP to the lowest "possible"
adjunction site.
"Possible" is, again, to be understood in the sense just indicated.
The condition (41) stipulates that Q-NPs should be interpreted to
have the narrowest possible scope. A related formulation of the
locality phenomenon is given in May (1977), who proposes that QR
is subject to the Subjacency Condition of Chomsky (1973, 1977, etc):
(42) Subjacency
• •• X •••... ] ... ]
No rule may move an element from the position Y to
t~e position X.(or conversely) in the following
structure:
X ••• [
a
where a and B are bounding nodes.
The Subjacency Condition was originally proposed by Chomsky to tie
together a number of the well-known island constraints proposed in
Ross (1967), which govern the application of O\Tert movement of NPs
over variables. As originally formulated, the bounding nodes for
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the condition are assumed to be NP and S, in English at least.
Among other things, this condition has the effects of the Complex
NP Constraint. It is fairly well-known that, in English, a Q-NP
contained within a relative clause may not be construed to have
scope external to the NP containing the relative:
(43) I saw a man who everybody liked.
The sentence does not mean that for everybody x, I saw a man who
x liked, in which case I could have seen several men. The sentence
asserts only that I saw a man such that everybody liked him. To
assign everybody a scope external to the complex NP in which it is
embedded, QR would have to move it in violation of the CNPC or
Subjacency:
(44) [s EverybodYi [8 I saw a man who t i liked]]
Since this configuration is on a par with the ill-formed S-structure
(45), which is normally excluded under the CNPC or Subjacency:
(45) *Whoi did you see a man who t i liked?
May proposes to explain the absence of an external reading on
everybody in (43) by the assumption that, like the syntactic rule of
overt wh movement, QR is constrained by Subjacency.4 This strategy
to tie ~og~ther (43), which does not involve an overt dislocation
of constitutents. with (45), which does, is of course a very
reasonable one, if what was just seen here does represent the whole
picture. And if Subjacency is indeed the right explanation for (43),
it also provides strong evidence for the assumption that quantifier
scope interpretation involves an actual abstract movement rule on
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a par with overt movement processes like wh movement, and therefore
also for the existence of a level of LF where (43) is represented
in a quantifier-variable configuration. This idea of tying together
syntactic and interpretive processes had, in fact, been proposed
much earlier. In his "Repartee", for example, Lakoff (1971a) made
the same observation concerning sentences like (43) and (45) and
argued that quantificational sentences involve a movement process
subject to the CNPC, i.e. his rule of quantifier lowering.
This idea is certainly an attractive one and, if correct,
will be a welcome piece of evidence for the existence of a linguistic
level of LF. HoweveL, after being fascinated by it for a number of
years myself, I am now convinced that considerations for an overall
optimal theory of grammar will require one to ~egard this idea as
the wrong one, but rather to consider the seeming correspondence
between (43) and (45) as an ar ,ident resulting from the effects of
two independent modules of principles whose factual converages
overlap somewhat. In other words, I 'i?elie".7e that there is a basic
distinction between movement in Syntax and movement in LF with
respect to the bounding theory, i.e. Subjacency or the various
island constraints, in that only overt movement in Syntax is
subject to it. Thi&t if correct, is evidence for the autonomy
of Syntax, ag~1nst the generative semanticist hypothesis that
there is no basic distinction between (linguistic) semantics and
syntax, (This, in itself, will not provide evidence for our
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assumption of LF, of course. Rather, evidence for such a level
comes from elsewhere, e.g., inv·ersely-linked quantification t weak
crossover, the ECP, the superiority of a more "syntactic" treatment
of NP-internal quantification, etc). I will present more extensive
arguments to establish the claim on the non-relevance of the bounding
theory in LF in Chapter 6. For our present purposes, note that if
Subjacency as given in (42) were the relevant constraint on QR t it
would wrongly rule out the sentential or NP-external scope readings
on all Q-NPs properly contained in other NPs. Because of this, May
(1977) is forced to make the ad hoc stipulation that, although both
NP and S are bound~ng nodes on overt syntactic movement processes
with respect to Subjacency, only S but not NP is a bounding node on
QR. 5 But note that this stipulation will wrongly allow NP external
readings on the Chinese sentences (10) and (11), whose lack of such
readings is precisely what concerns us at this moment. A somewhat
more adequate account, if one insists on Subjacency, may be to
assume the following:
(46) The bounding nodes for Subjacency are:
a~ Sand NP if movement takes place in Syntax.
b. S and the sister of QP in NP if movement takes place
in LF.
Th~s formulation claims that overt movement and QR obey
"different versions of the same condition". This is, however,
just another way of saying that they obey different conditions,
One might just as well assume that overt movement is subject to
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Subjacency but QR is subject to the locality condition (41), i.e.,
that it adjoins a Q-NP to the lowest "possible" adjunction site.
I believe that a locality condition on QR like (41) plays a
role in LF. I suspect, however, that it is not the crucial or only
condit!on that excludes the external reading on sentences like (10)
and (11), This locality condition might be the right account for
the fact that, in English, an ordinary Q-NP contained in a relative
clause may not have scope external to the complex NP containing it,
as (43) shows. This same condition must not, however, be operative
in Chinese to prevent NP-external readings on certain Q-NPs
occurring" in relative clauses. Consider the following:
(47)
(48)
[ wo kanguo-le [ [ sange ren xie] de shu]]
S I read-ASpnp s three man write DE book
a. 'There are three men x such that I have,
read books that x wrote.
b, 'I have read books each of which was written
by three men. '
[8 wo xihuan [ [ ta piping meige ren] de wenzhang]]
I like np S he criticize every man DE article
a. 'For every man x, I like the articles in which
he criticizes x.'
b. 'I like the articles in which he criticizes
everybody .. '
According to the (b) readings, the Q-NP contained in the relative
clause in each of (47)-(48) has scope over just the relative,
internal to its dominat~ng comple~ NP node. Thus, (47) refers to
books with joint authorship, and (48) refers to articles in which
all concerned are criticized, not just any of them. These are the
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readings normally available in English sentences corresponding to
(47) and (48), like (43), and the only ones. But the Chinese
sentences have the additional interpretation according to which the
embedded Q-NPs each have matrix scope, external to their dominating
complex NPs. Thus, both 'three men' and 'every man' may be in-
terpreted distributively with respect to their head Nt 'books' and
'articles' respectively. The LF representation of (47) under the
reading (47a), for example, is (49), where 'three men' has been
moved across a lower possible adjunction site (the relative clause)
in violation of (41):
(49) [s [sange ren]i[s wo kanguo-le [ [ t. xie de shu]]]
three man I read-ASP np S 1 write DE book
Note that sentences of the sort represented by (50) and (51)
allow only an internal reading on the embedded Q-NP.
(50)
(51)
[[ ta xihuan meige ren] Lisi bu xiangxin]
s s be likes every man not oelieve
'That he likes everyone, Lisi doesn't believe.'
[[ [ ta pipin~ meige ren] de wenzhang]
s np S he criticize every man DE article
hen youqu.
very interesting
'Articles in which he c~iticizes everyone are very
interesting.'
These sentences indicate that the locality condition (41) may be
operative in preventing QR from raising 'every man' across a possible
adjunction site, the sentential subject in (50) and the relative
clause in (51). If the matrix clause contains the scope adverb
dou 'all, uniformly', however, the externel reading becomes possible.
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Compare the unambiguous (51) with the ambiguous (52):
(52) [[ [ ta piping
s np s he criticize
dou hen youqu.
all very interesting
meige ren] de wenzhang]
every man DE article
a. 'For everyone x, articles in which he criticizes
x are very interesting.'
b. 'Articles in which he criticizes everyone are
very interesting.'
Another example of the sort represented by (52) is (53):
(53) [s[np[s meige ren mai] de shu] we deu bu kan]
every man buy DE book I all not read
a. 'For every man x, I don't read books that x buys,'
b, 'Books that everyone buys, I don't read.'
Accord~ng to the external ~ead~ng (53a) , the only books that I read
are those that nobody buys, According to (53b) , I only don't read
the most popular kinds of books, those that everyone buys. In the
LF representations of (52a) and (53a), 'everyone' has been moved
across a possible adjunction site in violation of (41),
However we account for the distinction between the unambiguous
(50)-(51) on the one hand and the ambiguous (47)-(48) and (52)-(53)
6
. on the other, what is clear is that S is not in general an
"absolute barrier" on the application of QR, at least not in
Chinese. On the other hand, the adjunction site "sister of QP" is,
as far as I know, always an absolute barrier. We have seen t'his
to be the case with (10) and (11), where the Q-NP in question is
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contained in an object NP. The same is true when the containing
NP is in subject position:
(54) [ meipian dajia de wenzhang] dOll hen youqu.
np every everyone DE article all very interesting
'Every article jointly written by everyone is very
interesting.·
'Everyone' in (54) cannot have an external reading in the presence
of a c-commanding QP meipian 'every' (and a dominating "sister of
QP" as a possible adjunction site). Witness also the contrast
between (.55) and (56) below, where the Q-NP in question is contained
within a relative clause whose head is quantified:
meige ren] de meipian wenzhang]
every man DE every article
(55)
(56)
[ [ ta piping
np s 'he criticize
don hen youqu.
all very interesting
8, 'For every man x. every article in which he criticized
x is very interesting.~
b, 'Every article in which he criticized every man is
very interest~ng. '
[ meipian [ "ta piping meige ren] de wenzhang]
np every R he criticize every man DE article
dOll hen youqu.
all very interesting
'Every article in which he criticized every man is
very interesting.'
(55) is ambiguous between an external and an internal reading on
the Q-NP 'every man' with respect to the bracketed complex NP, but
(56) is uniquely interpreted as having only internal scope, Also
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(57) is ambiguous, but not (58):
(57)
(58)
wo mai-le [ [ sange ren xie] de meiben shu]
I buy-ASP np 8 three man write DE every book
a. 'There are three men x such that every book x
wrote I bougl)t.'
b. 'I bought every book that three men WTote. 1
wo mai-le [ meiben [ sange ren xie] de shu]
I buy-ASP np every S three men write DE book
'I bought every book that three men wrote.'
I would like to suggest that the asymmetry between the two
adjunction sites S and "sister of QPu with respect to the locality
condition (41) has to do with a separate conditio~ which has the
effect of making a "sister of QP" a stronger barrier on QR than an
S. This condition may be given as -(59):
(59) If a quantifier phrase QP i c-commands another quantifier
phrase QPj at SS, then QPi also c-commands Q~ at LF.
Given that QP is a constituent of NP, if QPi c-commands QPj , then
the two QPs must share at one dominating NP noae (although QP j is
also dominated by a less inclusive NP not dominating QP i ). (59),
therefore, applies exclusively to configurations in which one
Q-NP is properly contained in another, constructions that concern
us in this section. The condition says that in the configuration
described, the scope of the less inclusive NP (whose QP is QPj in
(59» must be internal to the more inclusive NP (whose QP is QP i in
(59». Thus. consider the sentences (10), (11) and (54). The
bracketed NP in ~ach of these sentences has the form (60) (=(12»:
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(60)
NP1
-,Pi
meiben
'every'
N2
~
QPj ren de
I 'man's DE'
s'ange
'three'
N
~1
I
shu
'book'
Since this situation violates the
Since Qfi c-commands QPj in (GO), this structure is subject to the
condition (59). If QR adjoins NP2 to N in (60), QP i still c-
commands QP. in the output representation, in accordance with the
J
condition (59), as is seen in the representation (39). On the
other hand, if the possessive NP in each of these sentences is
adjoined to the (root) S node, an output representation like (40)
will result, representing the external scope reading, in which QP i
no longer c-c~mmand QPj "
condition (59), the unavailability of the external reading on (10),
(11), and (54) follows.
Similarly, we also account for the lack of ambiguity in
sentences Itke (56) and (58), In (56) the QP meipian 'every1
c-commands the QP meige 'every' -in· ·the relative clause', and in (58)
. the QP meiben ~every' c-~o~an~~·the QP sange 'three'. ....Th~:r~fore,
in each sen~ence the embedded Q-NP containin~ the c-command QP must
have .scoP~ internal to the NP containin~ the c-commanding QP. The
structu~e of the bracketed NP in (58). for example~ has the form (hi):
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(61)
meiben
'every'
QP jI
sange
'three'
r
ren
'men'
f
shu
'book'
There are two "possible" adjunction sites for NP2 : the S node of
the relative clause and the N. sister to QPie Two legitimate
output representations may be derived by QR, therefore, dependlng
upon whether NF2 goes to the S or to the N:
(62)
(63)
wo mal-le [ meiben [-[ [sange ren]i[ t i xie.]]I b ASP np n S three man Suy- every WT1te
de shu]]
DE book
wo mai-le [ meiben [- [sange ren]i [n [s t i xie]I buy-ASP np every n three man write
de shu]]]
DE book
The structural difference between (62) and (63) is semantically
immaterial, however. They both can be taken as meaning the
following:
(64) wo ma1-Ie [ meiben X; [[sange y; y shi ren]
I buy-ASP np every three is man
[x sh1 y xie de shu]]]
is write DE book
That is, I bought every x such that, for three y such that y is
a person, x is a book that y wrote, where the NP "three y; y is a
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· person" is internal to the NP headed by 'every x'. Therefore,
whether QR derives the representation (62) or the representation (63),
it derives the internal reading. On the other hand, the external
reading is excluded under the condition (59), since the output for
such a reading has the embedded QP j sange 'three' moved out of the
c-commanding domain of the QP i meiben 'every'.
(65) *[ [sange ren]i[ wo mai-le[ meiben t i xie de shu]]]S three man S I buy-ASpnp every write DE book
Note that the condition (59) has nothing to say about the
sentences (55) and (57). Since neither of the two QPs within the
bracketed NP of (55) or of (57) c-commands the other at 55, (59) does
not require either to be in the scope of the other at LF. Take (57)
for example, The bracketed NP has the structure (66) at ss, in
which neither QPi nor QPj c-commands the other.
(66)
s
~
NP2 xie de~e'DE
QPj NJ. Is nge ren
'three' 'man'
~QPt NI ,
meiben shu
'every' 'book'
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There are two adjunction sites for NP2 in (66), the S of the relative
clause and the N dominating 'book', which is the sister of QP i . The
latter adjunction site is not's "possible" one, however, with respect
to the CPB and the CQB. The S node is a possible one, and ad-
junction of NP2 to it will give (57) the following output:
(67) wo mal-Ie [ [[sange ren]i[ t i xie]] de meiben shu]I buy-ASP np S three man S write DE every book
This representation is equivalent .to the representations (62) and
(63) in what it means. The crucial point here, however, is that (57)
may also have an external reading. This possibility can be derived
if we assume that the S of the relative clause in (66) is cot an
absolute barrier to movement by QR (at least not in Chinese). This
will allow QR to optionally adjoin the NP 'three men' to the matrix
clause S of (57), giving (68):
(68) [ [sange ren]i [ wo mai-Ie [ t i xie de meiben shu]]]S three men S I buy-ASP np write DE every book
Since the derivation of this structure does not violate the
condition (59), the ambiguity of (55) and (57), as opposed to the
lack of it of (56) and (58), follows from this condition. It should
also be clear that (1) and (2) are on a par with (55) and (57) in
having an external reading each, since in the structure of the NP
in (1) below (=3», neither QPi nor QPj c-commands the other:
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(69)
NFl
QP~eI 'man DE
sange
'three'
N
~QP- NIi,
meiben shu
'every' 'book'
(The only difference between (1)-(2) and (78), (80) is that,
unlike the latter, (1)-(2) are each unambiguous, having only the
external reading, But we have seen already that this is due to the
fact that the only NP~1nternal adjunction site in (69), the N node
sister to QPi' is not a "possible" one.)
We hav~ given an answer to the question as to why sentences
like (lO), (11), (77), (79) and (81) in Chinese are not ambiguous
in hav~ng only an internal read~ng each. This is done in terms of
the condition (59). The plausibility of this ex~lanation increases
when we observe that this condition is extremely similar in
appearance to the condition we proposed in Chapter 3 to account for
the general correspondence between SS and LF with respect to the
scope interpr~tation of quantificational expressions in sentences,
namely the coudition (3.56). A difference between (59) and (3.56)
is that (59) concerns NP-internal quantification, while (3.56)
concerns sentential quantification. The explanatory value of these
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two conditions can be seen when we observe that they are somehow
conflatable, thus suggesting the existence of a more general principle.
Note that (59) may be seen as a partial "complement" to the condition
(3.56). The latter refers to the structural c-comrnand relation
between two quantificational NPs or expressions, while the former
refers to the structural c-command relation between two quantifier
phrases. (59) applies precisely in one case where (3.56) does not
apply. When one quantificational NP is properly contained in
another, the two Q-NPs are not in a relationship of c-command, so
(3.56) is silent. At this point (S9) comes into play. Let us now
give the following general condition:
(70) The General Condition on Scope Interpretation
Suppose A and B are both QPs or both Q-NPs or
Q-express!ons, then if A c-commands B at SS,
A also c-commandR B at LF.
If the explanation we have offered is reasonable, we are now
left with the task of explaining why, unlike the Chinese sentences
(l)-(2), (10)-(11), etc., English sentences like (8), (9), (26)1 etc"
are each am~iguous(
One plausible answer, I would like to suggest t lies in the
assumption that the NPs contained in (8)-(9), (26) and the like may
each have two structural analyses: one comparable to the structure
(3) and the other comparable to (12). More specifically, I propose
that NPs hav~ng the linear structure (Det)-N-PP in English may be
analyzed hie, lrchically either as [ [ (Det) NlPP], or as
np np
(72)
(71)
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[ (Det)[- N PP]], before QR applies. In the first of these two
np n
structures, the PP is placed in a modifier position in construction
with the entire preceding sequence, while in the second structure
the PP is placed in a complement position in construction with the
preceding N, but not with the determiner. Thus, the sequence some
people from every walk of life has either (71a) or (7Ib) as its
structure, and the sequence pictures of everybody has either (72a) or
(72b):
a. [ [ some people] [ from [ every walk of life]]]
np np pp np
b. [ Some [- people[ fro~ [ every walk of life]]]]
np n pp np
a. [ [ pictures] [ of [ everybody]]]
np np pp np
b. [ [- pictures[ of [ everybody]]]]
np n pp np
If this suggestion can be justified, then it is egsy to see why
English sentences with Q-NPs properly contained within other NPs
may have either NP-internal or sentential scope on the less
inclusive Q-NPs, while correspond~ng Chinese sentences may not.
In the structure (71a) , the Q-NP every walk of life is not dominated
by an N node. The only N outside of this Q-:.i: is the one dominating
people, which is the sister of QP~. But this Nis not a
"possible" adjunction s'ite for every 'walk of life, since it doesn't
dominate it. Therefore, the Q-NP must be adjoined to a node outside
the entire Nr in (ila), and get interpreted as ha\1ing NP-external
scope, or sentential scope if this NP is contained in a sentence
like (8). This situation is exactly like that with the Chinese
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sentences (1)-(2), etc. On the other hand, in the structure (lIb),
every walk of life has a possible NP-internal adjunction site, the
N that dominates it. Therefore, it may be adjoined to the Nt giving
a representation for the internal reading. This situation is like
that with the Chinese sentences (10)-(11), etc. If we further
assume the universality of the General Condition on Scope Interpre-
tation (70), in particular the subcase equivalent to (59), then the
Q-NP every walk of life may have only the internal reading in the
structure (7Ib), in which the QP some c-commands the QP every. On
this account, then, Chinese and English do not differ in any major
principles of scope assignment. The situation with the sequence
pictures of everybody may be similarly treated. Everybody has only
external scope in (72a), and only internal scope in (72b).
Of course, the type of explanation we are proposing makes
sense only if the claim can be justified that R sequence of the form
(Det)-N-PP has two possible structural analyses as indicated in (71)
and (72) at some level of representation before QR applies. I will
t~y to establish this claim in two steps. First, I will indicate
that both structures as represented in [ "NP PP] and [ (Det)
np np
[- N PP]] are possible, legitimate structures in Englisl.. Secondly,
n
I will propose that noun ph~ages of either of these two forms may
optionally undergo Restructure a and take on the other form before
QR applies.
The claim that there are two possible positions for PP within
.' .' . . • .• . , '. . \l • . . • .' .. I '.
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NP is in fact relatively well accepted. In the literature on phrase
structures, both positions for PPs have been proposed, each with
equally good reasons. For example, the structure ( NP PP] is
np
assumed in Chomsky (1955), Emonds (1976), Reinhart (1976). The
structure [ (DET) [- N PP]] is argued for by Chomsky (1970), and
np n
assumed in Jackendoff (1977), among many others. It seems that
the truth is not that one or the other gives the only correct or
possible position for PP in NP, but that both positons are base-
generable. Thus, on the basis, among others, of the following
~
paral'lelism between verbs and nouns:
(73) a. They destro~ed the city.
b. ~eir destruction of the city.
1"'
\ -
c..'frThey destroyed.
d. *Their destruction.
Chomsky (1970) argues that the PP 'of the city in, (73b) has the
status of an N complement, just as the NP the city in (73a) is a
complement in V. This argues for the structure [ (Det)[- N PP]].
np n
On the other hand, certain PPs which have the status comparable to
relative clauses are not complements in the Eense that of the city
is in (73b). Just as relative clauses in English are usually re-
presented in the structure [ NP S], it is reasonable to represent
np
the PPs in the examples below as modifiers. not as complements,
in the struct~re [ NP PP):
np
(74) a. Their books on the table.
b. The men from the city.
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It has been suggested by Chomsky (1981a) that the existence of
both positions for PP also explains the contrast below:
(75) a. Their discussion of each other's problems.
b. *Their tables in each other's rooms.
Since discussion takes complements, the structure of (75a) may be
assumed to be [ their [- discussion of each other's problems]].
np n
But since table does not take complements, the structure of (75b)
is more likely [ [ their tables] in each other's rooms]. The
np np
relevant difference between the two forms is that in (75a) each
other is c-commanded by its antecedent their, while in (75b) it is
not. In accordance with the Binding Theory (to which we return in
Chapter 5), this difference in structure directly leads to their
difference in wel1-formedness. More specifically, since the Binding
Theory requires that anaphors like each other must be c-commanded by
their antecedents, if (75a-b) are given the structural analyses
suggested, with. their c-commanding each othe~ in (758) but not in
(75b), then their contrast in well-formedness follows.
If both [ NP PP] and [ (Det)[- N PP]] are possible NP
~ . ~ n
structures in English, this enables us to make the following proposal.
Each string of the form (Det)-N-PP base-generated in either of the
two forms optionally undergoes restructure a and takes on the other
form before QR applies. That is, a string base-generated in the form
(76a) may end up as (76b) before QR applies, and a string base-
generated in the form (778) may end up as (77b):
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",~" :
(76) a. [The [election of no men]]
b. [[The election] of no men]
(77) a. [[The men] from the city]
b. [The [men from the city]]
As one way to execute this change in structure, we may assume that
the PP of no men undergoes extraposition and adjoins itself to the
right of the dominating NP in (7Fd j. On the other hand, the
determiner ,the in (77a) may be assumed to move itself up and get
adjoined with the dominati~g NP, followed by appropriate relabelling.
In this way, the scope ambigulty of (8), (9), and (26) in English
7
arises from their structural ambiguity. The lack of ambiguity of
the Chinese sentences (1)-(2), (lO)-(11),'etc., on the other hand, is
accounted for, not by the assumption that the language has no rule
of restructuring, but as a result of the fact that such a process is
inapplicable in these cases under the principles of the X theory.
Recall that a minimum requirement on restructuring (or movement) is
that its output must be a possible X structure in a given" language.
Since Chinese noun phrases are strictly head-final, whatever
Restructure ~ may do to a noun phrase, it must always produce a
result that is strictly right-branching in hierarchical structure.
None of the noun phrases in (1)-(2)p (10)-(11), etc., may therefore
have more than one structural analysis, nor more than one scope
interpretation. The constrast between Chinese and English, in other
words, follows from their difference in having or not hav1ng the X
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filter proposed in Chapter 2 (2.20). The contrast is on a par with
what we saw in Chapter 3 between the unambiguous (78a-c) and the
ambiguous (78d):
(78) a. Always John didn't show up.
b. John always didn't show up.
c. John didn't always show up.
d. John didn't show up always.
Recall also that we assumed the ambiguity of (79) in English to be
due to the possibility of reanalyzing its base structure (80a) as
(BOb); whereas the non-am~iguity of the Chinese sentence (81) follows
from the X filter, which prevents the reanalysis:
(79) I didn't see many students.
(80) a. [I [didn't (see many-students]]]
b. [I [[didn't see] many student]]
(81) wo meiyou kanjian henduo xuesheng.
l not see many student
'I saw few students.'
(82) a. [wo [meiyou (kanjian henduo xuesheng]]]
I not see many student
b. *[wo [ [meiyou kanjian] henduo xuesheng]]
I not see many student
This contrast in presence VB. absence of ambiguity shows up as a
contrast in acceptability when the object NP takes what is called
in Linebarger (1980) a "positive polarity item", such as sey!!:"al
or the Chinese equivalent haojige~
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(83) I didn't see sevpral people.
(84) ?*wo meiyou kanjian haojige rene
I not see several man
Our theory relies on the assumption that there exists a rule
of Restructure a in English. As we have already seen, there is
reason to believe that Restructure a does take place in Chinese.
Furthermore, a number of plausible proposals have been made in the
literature wpich postulate the existence of such a restructuring
process, cf. Rizzi (178b), Weinberg and Hornstein (1981). The
so...cal1ed "subject-to-object" raising may also be seen as a case of
R~structure a (the difference between the two approaches under current
debate being in what should be taken to be the correct output structure).
Chomsky's (1977) rule of PP extraposition may also be seen as a special
case of such a rule, if we consider all vacuous movements to be instan-
ces of restructuring. There seems, then, to be not much of a question
on the possibility that a process of restructuring may happen with
structures like (76) and (77). Although we do not have overt evidence
for the assumption that restructuring takes place in the structures dis-
cussed, it should be noted that, as is often the case, the real evidence
for a theoretical hypothesis lies in its explanatory value. Our theory
ties together the following otherwise unrelated phenomena of Chinese and
English: first, the existence in Chinese VB. the non-existence in
Engl1sb. of an Xstructure filter having the form (2.20); secondly, the
am~igu1ty va. Don-ambiguity of sentences like (78)-(82); and thirdly,
the ambiguity VB. non-ambiguity of sentences in which one Q-NP is pro-
perly contained in another. We may regard the process of restructuring
as one way for speakers to "make mistakes" within certain limits
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(minimally, within the limits allowed by Xprinciples). In both the
kind of structures discussed in Chapter 3 and those discussed here,
English speakers can "make mistakes" and derive scope ambiguities in
certian constructions, since the language allows 8 full range of left-
branching i structures. The Chinese speakers have no way of making
similar mistakes, however, since the language has the i structure condi-
tiOD (2.20) and does not allow left branching structures. The precise
value of our theory, in this regard, is that it enables certain prin-
ciples of scope interpretation to apply across different language and
derives certain typol~gical differences in a principled way.
Furthermore, as we have remarked in Chapter 3, the typological
distinction between English and Chinese with respect to scope inter-
pretation of sentences considered there cannot be learned directly, and
therefore must be derived from something learnable. Exactly the same
point applies to constructions considered in this section. Our theory
8is thus quite explanatory from the viewpoint of learnability.
Before we conclude this section, I would like to indicate that
there is an interesting piece of additional evidence for the theory
defended here over one that does not employ the condition (70). Con-
sider sentences of the sort given in:
(85) a. Everybody in two California cities voted for
some politician.
b. All the students of two professors have to solve
three problems.
Take (85a) for example. The DS representation of this sentence is
(86) :
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s
(86)
everyone in
VP
~
V pp
/\
i ~
voted for some politician
Everybody who is in two California
cites voted for a politician or ahoth~r~
In"this con~iguration. Nrk c-commands NPj , NPk properly contains
NPi , but neither NPi nor HPj c-commands or properly contains the
other. Let us consider what are the possible readings that the
sentence may have. There are two possible readings that we want to
exclude from further consideration. These are the ones accord~ng
to which the NPi two California cities has scope internal to NPke
These two possibilities are theoretically allowed, because we
assume that NPk may have the structure given in (86) at S8 (if it
does not undergo restructuring). or may be represented as [ [-
np n
everybody [ in two California cities]]], in which two Californiapp
cities has a dominating N as a "possible" adjunction site. That
is, theoretically, we ought to allow both the reading [[ki]j] and
the reading [j [i ill:
(87) a. [[k i] j):
b. [[k i] j]: There is a politician that everybody who
is in two California cities voted fort
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The sentence (85a), of course, does not have either of these two
readings. But this 1s clearly due not to any grammatical principle,
but to the real world pragmatic reason that nobody can be in two
California cities at the same time. In what follows, we will
consider only situations where the NP two California cities has
sentential, i.e. NP-external scope. There are six logical pos-
sibilities: [k i j], [k j i], [j k i], [1 k j], [j i k], and 11 j k].
The first three possibilities, in which the more inclusive NPk has
scope over the less inclusive NP i , are ruled out by the two well-
formedness conditions CPB and CQB, since the LF representations
derived for such readings would contain free variables and vacuous
quantifiers, The three unavailable readings are listed below;
(88) a. *[k i j]: Everybody 'is such that for two California
cities in which he is, he voted for some
politician.
b. *[k j i]: Evex-ybbdy' x such that, for some politician y,
for two California cities z, x voted for y.
c. *[j k i]: For some politician y, everybody is such that
for two California cities in which he is, he
voted for y.
The other three possibilities, according to which NP i has scope over
NP
k
, do satisfy both the CPB and the CQB. Therefore, according to the
theory of May (1977), which does not incorporate a condition along the
lines of (70), all the three readings are available. However, as far
as my informants have been able to determine, only the two readings
[i k j] and [j i k] exist for this sentence, not the reading [1 j k].
That is, (85a) may mean (89a) or (89b), but not (8ge):
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(89) a. [1 k j]: There are two California cities such that
everybody in each of the cities voted for
one politician or another.
b. [j i k]: There is a politician who everybody in two
California cities voted for.
c. *[1 j k): For two California cities x, for some politician
y, everybody in x voted for y.
In other words, suppose the two California cities have one thousand
residents each. Then, according to (89a), (85a) means that each of
the two thousand residents .referred to voted for one politician or
another. There could be two thousand politicians voted for, each getting
exactly one vote, though this extreme situation is unlikely, and in
all likelihood, many residents voted for the same politician. According
to (89b), (85a) talks about one politician only, who got two thousand
votes. Both these two readings may be asserted with the sentence (85a).
However, the sentence cannot be used to assert (89c), according to
which there are two California cities such that all the residents of
each of the two cities, A and B, voted for one and the same politician,
but-the politician elected by residents of A need not be the same person
as the politician elected by residents of B. In other words, (85a)
cannot be used to assert that two politicians were voted for, each
getting exactly one thousand votes. There is, of course, nothing odd
pragmatically about this last situation, but speakers agree generally
that it cannot be the situation that (85a) is intended to describe.
Similarly, (8Sb) can mean either that two professors are such that
all of their students have to solve some three problems or other, or
that there are three problems each of which all the students of two
professors have to solve. But the sentence does not assert that there
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are two professors each of whom has three problems for all of his students
to solve. Again this last situation is pragmatically no problem; in fact,
it represents the most usual situation in which a professor gives the same
problems for all of his students.
Note that the unavailable reading is allowed in an account like May's.
Consider now how this reading may be ruled out, and the other two may be
ruled in, in our theory. Consider the structure (86). If this structure
does not undergo restructuring, then before QR applies, NPk c-commands NPj "
Therefore, (70) requires that NPk has scope wider than NP j " Furthermore,
given the CPR and the CRQ, NP
i
, which is contained in NPk , must have scope
wider than NPk • This structure, then, gives rise to only one reading, the
reading [1 k j]. On the other hand, if the structure (86) undergoes
restructuring, say 1f the NP some politician is vacuously moved to the
right and gets attached to the S node, then NP. will c-command NPk andJ
have scope over NPk if restructuring takes place before QR appliese Since
NPk contains NPi' NPj must also c-command NPie Therefore, (70) requires
that if NPj has scope over NPk , then it must also have scope over NPi :
only [j i k] is possible, but [*1 j k] is' not. This is precisely what
we want.
In the rest of this section, I will turn to a brief discussion of
some sentences for which I have not been able to obtain very firm native
speaker judgments. I will assume that the subtle differences indicated
below are correct and consider their consequences for our theory. What
I will say, of course, depends upon the correctness of the subtle judgments.
Consider first the following sentences:
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(90) [Each report of[two accidents]i]k has been received by
[someone1jo
(91) [Someonelj has read [each report of [two accidents]i]k'
(92) [John [didn't]j see [every picture of [five students]i]k'
Sentence (90) has the same form as (85a) and (8Sh). in which NPk containing
NPi occurs as the subject and NPj occurs as the objecto In (91) and
(92), on the other hand, NPk containing NP i occurs in object position,
and the Q-expression identified as i occurs preverbal1y, as subject in
(91) and as AUX in (92). Our account of sentences like (95a-b) requires
that if i has scope over k and k properly contains 1. then i must also
have scope over!, whether ~has scope internal or external to k. In
other words, the scope order [1 j k] is not possible, where 1 intervenes
between i and k. This, as we have indicated, is true of the sentences
in (85). It is also true of (90): The sentence does not assert that
for two accidents, say A and B, A has someone that has received each
report concerning A, and B has another person that has received each
report concerning B. Besides its internal readings on NP i , (90) may
have the scope order [1 k J]: there are two accidents each report of
which has reached someone or. another; or the order [j i k]: some single
person is such that there are two accidents each report of which has
reached him. But is seems very hard to get the scope order [1 j k].
Is this also true of (91) and (92)?
It turns out, as far as I have been able to determine, that both
(91) and (92) do allow the reading [1 j k], contrary to our prediction.
For example, (92) can mean that there are five students who John didn't
see every picture, i.e., many who John only saw some pictures of. (91)
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also seems to be capable of asserting that there are two accidents each
of which some single person has read all reports of. That this reading
is available is evidenced by the fact that (91) can be used as an answer
to the question (93), and (92) as an answer to (94):
(93) How many accidents has someone read each report of t?
(94) How many students didn't John see every picture of t?
In (93), how many accidents, which corresponds to NP i of (91), has the
widest scope. Furthermore, someone may have scope wider than the··object
NP each report of t. It has, in other words, the scope order [i j k].
If (91) can be an answer to (93), then it is natural to conclude that
it also is the scope order [1 j k]. The situation is similar with (94).
These two counterexamples can be explained away, however, in the
manner I am about to describe, and to the extent that this explanation
is correct, they in fact constitute further support for our account~
The crucial difference between (91) and (90) is that in (91) NPk is in
postverbal position while in (90) it occurs preverbally. Given the
principles of Xtheory, then, there is a possibility to restructure
(91) in such a way that NPi occurs outside of NP~, c-commanding both
NPk and NPj , while NPk is c-commanded by NPj , while no such possibility
exists for (90). MOre specifically, suppose we assume that NP i of (91),
two accidents~ and NP i of (92), five students, each may undergo vacuous
extraposition (Restructure a ) and get adjoined to the S node, c-commanding
everything else in the clause. Thus, (90) - (92) may take on the
structure below, after restructuring:
(94) [Someonej has read [each report of tili] two accidentsi .
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(95) [John didn'tj see [every picture of ti]k] five students i "
Since NP i c-commands NP j , and NP j in turn c-commands NPkt in both (94)
and (95), the reading [i j k] is derivable in accordance with (70). The
sentences (91) and (92) therefore are not problems for our theory but in
fact support it.
4.1.2. Other Quantificational Sentences
I have discussed at considerable length the sc~pe properties of
sentences in which one Q-NP is properly contained in anoth~r, and tried
to justify what I believe to be an optimal theory. With respect to NP-
internal quantification, the SS --> LF mapping performed by QR in Chinese
is a trivial one in that the c-command relationship between two QPs at
SS is preserved at LF, unuer the condition (70). The mapping that derives
NP-internal readings in English is also relatively trivial, although
certain sequences may undergo optional restructuring before QR affects
them. These are the cases where one could do without QR: one could
simply define scope relations in terms of non-quantifier-variable, or
quantifier-free, representations at 55 (or in some cases at 'a level
following Restructure a). With respect to the external readings, however r
the mapping between 55 and LF is less trivial. In both languages,
structures that give rise to external readings are those in which the
condition (70) is irrelevant, since for any two QPs or any two Q-NPs,
A and Bt neither A nor Be-commands the other. Here QR plays a crucial
role by deriving a well-formed configuration in which a less inclusive
Q~NP has scope external to, and wider than, its containing Q-NP. In
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this section we will briefly look at a few other cases where QR performs
a non-trivial mapping.
One such case concerns sentences like the following:
(96) [s[np[s ta piping meige ren de wenzhang] rang xuduo ren
he criticize every man DE article make many man
shengqi]
angry
'Articles in which he criticized everyone made many men
angry.'
(97)
(98)
[ zhejian shi gen [ Lis1 buneug lai] meiyou guanxi]
S this matter with S cannot come no re12tion
'This matter has nothing to do with Lis1's not being able
to come.'
[8[8 youwuliuge ren xuan zhemen ke] dui meige ren
5-or-6 elect this course to every man
dou hac]
all good
'That five or six people elect this course will be good to
everyone.'
In each of these sentences, there are two Q-expressions, one in the
matrix and the other in the embedded clause. Neither Q-expression
c-commands the other at 55 or at any point prior to the application
of QR. The condition (70) is therefore irrelevant. In each of these
sentences, the matrix Q-expresston has one possible adjunction site:
the matrix S; and the embedded Q-expression has two t the matrix and
the embedded S. If we assume that these sentences represent the unmarked
situation with respect to the locality condition (41), i.e., that an
ordinary Q-expression takes the narrowest possible scope, then the
correct scope representations of these sentences will be derived by
QR, with the matrix Q-expression c-commanding the embedded one at LF,
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though· not at 55. This is also a case where QR plays a crucial role.
Another case, also mentioned in Chapter 3, concerns sentences like
the following:
(99) Lisi hen bu-gaoxing sanjian shiqing.
very not-happy three thing
'Lisi is very unhappy about three matters.'
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the fact that this sentence has the scope
order [E NOT] for the Q-expressions bu 'not' and 'three matters' falsifies
the linear hypothesis (3.55~. The hypothesis (70) embodying c-command
is not contradicted. but has nothing to say either. Given the Lexical
Integrity hypothesis, however, the desired scope order is i.mmediately
derived upon a simple operation of QR.
Consider now sentences like (100):
(100) [me~e reni de meige pengyou]k dou mai-Ie sanben shu ..
every man DE every friend all buy-ASP three bookJ
'For everyone's every friend x. x bought three books.'
This sentence has only the interpretation according to which the possessive
NPi 'everyone' has scope over the object NPj 'three books.' At SS,
neither NPi nor NPj c-commands or properly contains the other. Therefore,
the direct structural relation bet~een these two NPs does not guarantee
the desired result with NPi having wide scope over NPj , However, there
is an indirect relationship between them which gives the right resu:t)
namely the fact that NP i is properly contained in NPk and NPk c-cDmmand~
NPj . By May's two well-formedness conditions CPB and CQB, and the fact
that there is no adjunction site internal to NPk for NP i , NP i must have
wider scope than NPk • Furthermore, by the condition (70), NPk must
have scope wider than NPj • Therefore, NPi has scope over NPj . In this
connection, consider now the following:
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(101) [meige reni de pengyou]k dou mai-Ie sanben shui.
every man DE friend all buy-ASP three book
'For everyone x, x's friends bought three books.'
The scope relation between NPi and NP j in this sentence is the same as
that in (100). The only difference between (100) and (101) is that in
(100) NPk is quantificational, while in (101) it is not. "Everyone's
friends' is unquantified, on a par with 'John's friends,' or with mass
nouns and bare plurals, though it contains a quantified poss~ssive. We
have assumed all along that unquantified NPs like bare plurals are not
subject to QR in LF. The main reason that such unquantified NPs behave
more on a par with definite descriptions and names than with quantifica-
tional NPs with respect to certain properties that motivate the rule of
QR in LF. For ~Aample, J. Higginbotham (1980 class lectures) has indicated
that the sentence (102) is more on a par with those in (103) than with
those in (104) under "weak crossover,,:9
(102) ?Theiri teachers love students i ·
(103) a. His i teacher loves John ..l.
b. His i teacher loves the student i .
c. Their i teachers love the students i .
(104) a. *Hisi mother loves everyone i .
b. *Who i does his! mother love t i ?
It seems that NPs like 'everyone's students' also behave more on a par
with non-quantificational NPs:
(lOS) ?Theiri teachers love everyone's studentsi .
Judgments concerning the sentences (102) and (105) are, however, quite
subtle, and probably one should not base any theory crucially on them.
In order to decide on how to account for (101), we will have to consider
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both possibilities. Either NPs like the NPk in (101), 'everyone's
friends,' are subject to QR in LF, or they are not. Suppose they are,
then there is no problem with (101). Precisely as in (100), NPk in
(101) must have scope wider than NPj , and NPi must have scope wider
than NPk • Therefore, NPi must have scope wider than NPj at LF t though
neither c-commands or properly contains the other at SSe The problem
arises when we suppose that such NPs are not moved by QR in LF.
I would likp to suggest that this problem can be solved by adopting
the view, common among Montague grammarians, that all NPs, quantificational
or otherwiee,.are represented as variables at some level of representation
(cf. Partee 1975, Dowty 19~8, among much other work). The only crucial
assumption made in this study that differs from this view is that only
quantificational NPs are moved before the level of LF, other NPs being
moved at.a later stage, say in LF'. (Therefore, properties that dis-
tinguish Q-NPs from names are accounted for at LF, not at LF'.) Thus,
1f bare plurals are not subject to QR in LF, then they are subject to
movement in LF' by an LF' analogue of QR, or lambda conversion. If so,
the problem posed by (101) may be solved by assuming that the general
condition (70) also applies to bare plurals.
Sentences like (100) and (101) constitute another case of non-trivial
mapping in LF (and LF
'
) in that the scope relation between NPi and NPj
at LF (or LF') corresponds to no c-command relation of these two NPs at
SSe As in the other two cases reviewed, what we see Is that there are
sentences whose scope properties a condition like (70) has nothing to
say ahout.
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Note that none of the three cases reviewed so far contradict any
principle we have proposed, either the correspondence principle (70)
or the locality condition (41) (which requires Q-NPs to take the narrowest
possible scope). These are, therefore, unmarked cases of quantification.
There are also marked cases of quantification that do contradict the
princfples we have proposed. One marked case is exemplified by sentences
like (52) - (53), which allow a reading in violation of the locality
condition (41), as we noted. For example, (53) has the two readings
corresponding to the two representations (106a) and (106b):
(53) [ [ [ meige ren mail de shu] wo dOll bu kan]
s np s
every man buy DE book I all not buy
a. 'For every man x, I don't read books that x buys.'
b. 'Books that everybody buys, I don't read.'
(106) a. [ [meige ren]i[ [ [t i mail de shu] wo dOll bu kan]]s s np s
not readevery man buy DE book I all
b. [[ [[meige ren]i[ t i mai]] de shu] wo dOll bu kan]s np s s
not readevery man buy DE book I all
In the representation (106a), QR has moved the Q-NP meige ren 'every
man' across an S node, a possible adjunction site, in violation of the
locality condition (41). Compare the sentence (53) with (107), which
has only an internal reading on 'every man.'
(107) [[ [ meige ren mail de shu] wo bu kan]
s np S every man buy DE book I not read
'Books that every man buys, I don't read.'
The only 55 difference between (53) and (107) is that in the former
there is a scope marker, dou 'all, uniformly,' that occurs in the matrix
clause, while in the latter no such scope marker occurs. The culprit
of the violation of the locality condition (41) in (53a), therefore,
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is this scope marker. When a sentence is not marked with dOll, as in
(107), the locality condition is respected. The contrast between (53)
and (107) fits rather naturally into a theory of markedness, if we
assume as is standard, that the overt presence of a marker (i.e., dou)
contributes to the marked property of a string while the absence of
a special marker represents what is unmarked with respect to general
principles of grammar.
Another form in which the overt presence of dOll contributes to
the markedness of given constructions involves a violation of the corre-
spondence principle (70). The type of construction I have in mind
involves the use of a special class of elements whose properties deserve
a brief discussion. These items have two primary uses, as "wh-words"
10
or as quantifiers equivalent to any in English in many ways.
(108) as
question as
examples words quantifiers
abei 'who' 'anybody'
sheme 'what' 'anything'
na 'which' 'any'
heshi 'when' 'any time'
na11 'where' 'any place'
zeme 'how' 'any way'
weisheme 'why' 'any reason'
A-not-A (e.g., 'whether A 'no matter
lai-bu-lai) or not' whether A
come-not-come or not'
All of these items may be used as wh-question words in any environment,
except when such a use is excluded by independent principles of grammar.
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The use of these items as quantifiers t however t is subject to very
strict restrictions. Basically, there are only two contexts where
these items may be used as quantifiers. The first is what is commonly
called the "affective" context, i.e., an appropriate position in a
negative sentence, a yes/no question t an A-not-A question, or a con-
ditional clause. In this case, in other words, they are "negative
polarity items" (cf. Klima, 1964). In the standard cases they occur
within the c-commanding scope of a negative marker, or within the scope
of a verb affected by the use of 'if' or the yes/no, or A-not-A question
form (all of which give the verb a less than positive interpretation).
For example, (109) and (110) are ambiguous in that the underlined words
may be interpreted as either question words or as quantifiers, since
they occur within the domain of 'not':
(109) ta bu xiang chi sheme (1)
he not want eat what/anything
a. 'What didn't he want to eat?'
b. 'He didn't want to eat anything.'
(110) Zhangsan bu renwei ni hui xihuan.shei (1)
not think you will like who/anyone
a. 'Who didn't Zhangsan think that you will like?'
b. 'Zhangsan didn't think that you will like anyone.'
In the following example, the word sheme occurs within a conditional
clause. Like (109) - (110), this sentence can also be interpreted
as quantificational or as a question:
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(Ill) ruguo ta xiang chi sherne, ta hui gen ni shuo (1)
if he want eat what/anything he will with you say
a. 'What is the x such that if he wants to eat x, he will
let you know?V
b. 'If he wants to eat anything, he will let you know.'
When in the context of a yes/no question involving the particle rna,
as in (112), or an A-not-A question, as in (113), each of the words
in (108) may be used as quantifiers also:
(112) n1 xiang chi sheme ma?
you want eat anything PRT
'Would you like to eat anything?'
(113) ni xiang-bu-xiang chi sheme?
you want-not-want eat anything
'Would you like to eat anything?'
Unlike (109) - (111), however, (112) - (113) cannot be interpreted
as wh questions. But this is due obviously to the fact that, if sheme
were interpreted as what, (112) - (113) would be each a multiple question
on the pairing between a choice of the value of what and a choice between
yes and no in the yes/no or disjunctive question. Although multiple
questions of the sort exemplified by (114) are perfectly grammatical,
those having the form (112)-(113) must be excluded" for entirelv separate
r~asons which have nothing to do with whether a given word like sheme
occurs in an affective context. Thus, in contrast to (114), (115) -
(116) are also unacceptable even though shei is not in the domain of
an affective element:11
(114) shei mai-le sheme?
who buy-ASP what
'What bought what?'
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(115) *shei xiang chi pingguQ rna?
who want eat apple PRT
'*Does who want to eat apples?'
(116) *shei xiang-bu-xiang chi pingguo?
who want-not-want eat apple
'*Do who want to eat apples or not?'
The second context in which the items in (108) may be used as
quantifiers is when they occur in a position preceding the scope marker
don, which marks universal quantification:
(117) sbel dou xihuan ta.
anyone all like he
'Everyone likes him.'
X dou.
(118) lni sheme shihou] lai dou keyi.
you any time come all o.k.
'It will be all right whenever you come.'
(119) [ni mai-bu-mai neiben shu] dOll meiyou guanxi.
you buy-not-buy that book all no matter
'It doesn't matter no matter whether you buy that book
or not.'
It is pretty well known that the presence of the scope marker dou in
a sentence in Chinese indicates that a certain NP preceding it must
be interpreted as universally quantified. In general, a universally
quantifiable term is a term whose extension ranges over two or more
objects. In (117) and (118)~ 'anyone' and 'any time' are each univer-
sally quantifiable. So is the element mai-bu-mai, which has extension
ranging over the two choices mai 'buy' and bu mat 'not buy.' Plural
NPs followed by dou are also universally quantifiable:
(120) neixie ren dou hen youqu.
those man all very interesting
'All those men are very interesting.'
(121) [Lta xie] de shu] wo dou kane
he write DE book I all read
'All books that he WTote, I read.'
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A term whose extension ranges over a singleton set, however, is not
quantifiable by dou. Thus, a singular NP like 'that book' or a pro-
12position like 'that he arrived' cannot be so quantified:
(122) *neiben shu dOll hen gui.
that book all very exvensive
'*That book is all very expensive.'
(123) *[ta lai-le] dOll hao.
he come-ASP all good
'*That he arrived is all very good.'
This explains why (117) - (119) are each unambiguous. Since there
is only one universally quantifiable element preceding dOll in each
of these sentences, shei, sheme shihou, and mai-bu-mai cannot be used
as question words. If there are more than one quantifiable elements
before dou, we expect to find ambiguity, as is indeed the case in
(124) - (125):
(124) [ [sbei xie] de shu] ni dou xihuan (?)
who/anyone write DE book you all like
a. 'Who is the x such that all the books that x wrote,
you like?'
b. 'For all x, the books that x wrote, you like.'
(125) [sbel de meiben shu] ni dOll xihuan (1)
who/anyone DE every book you all like
a. 'Whose every book do you like?'
b. 'For all x, you like x's every book. t
shu 'book' is universally quantifiable in both (124) and (125), since
in (124) it may be taken to be plural, and in (125) it has its own
universal QP. If both universally quantifiable elements preceding
dou are of the type given in (108), several possible readings are
available. Consider:
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(126) [[she! tou-Ie sheme] dou meiyou guanxi.
who/anyone steal-ASP what/anything all no relation
a. 'No matter who stole what, it doesn't ma~ter. '
b. 'Who is the x such that no matter what x stole, it
doesn't matter?'
c. 'What is the x such that no matter who stole x, it
doesn't matter?'
The reading most easily obtained is (126a), according to which both
shei and sheme are universally quantified. Or, in other words, what
is quantified is something whose extension ranges over all possible
pairings between 'anyone' and 'anything': i.e., for all pairings <x,Y>,
x a person and y a thing, it doesn't matter that x stole y. This is
a case of "multiple quantification" on a par with multiple interrogation
which we have just seen in connection with (114). The two other readings
indicated in (126) are also available, although for some reason, they
are not so readily obtained. Thus, according to (126b), shei is 'who'
,
and shcme is 'anything'; according to (126c), the situation is reversed.
According to (126b), (126) is a question to which (127) may be an appro-
p~iate answer; and according to (126c), (128) may be an appropriate
answer:
(127) [Zhangsan tou-1e sheme] dOll meiyou guanxi.
steal-ASP what 1,,' all "no matter
'Whatever Zhangsan stole, it doesn't matter.'
(128) [shei " ·tou-Ie neiben shu] dou meiyou guanxi.
anyone steal-ASP that book all no matter
'It doesn't matter whoever stole that book.'
In summary, the items listed in (108) may be used as question
words unless independent principles prevent them from being so used.
Their use as quantifiers, however, 1s strictly limited to two situations.
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When in neither an affective context nor a position followed by dou,
all of these items must be used as question words. Compare (113) and
(117) with the following, respectively:
(129) ni xiang chi sheme?
you want eat what
'What do you want to eat?'
(130) shei xihuan ta?
who like he
'Who likes him?'
Note that when the items in (lOB) are used as quantifiers, they
behave on a par with any in English. When they occur in an affective
context, they may be taken as existential in meaning, i.e., "not anything"
::: [NOT E], as in (131). When ill the position before dou, they are
universal, equivalent to what is called a free-choice or non-polarity
any, as in (132).
(131) I didn't eat anything.
(132) AnythinR will do.
It is apparently not an accident that in both English and Chinese, the
free~choice universal and the negative polarity existential quantifier
are homophonous. It is natural to try to treat these as one single
morpheme, thus denying there' is anything homophonous here. Since [NOT E]
is logically equivalent to [ALL NOT], an easy way to do this is to say
that all occurrences of any are universal, and that a negative polarity
anx takes wide scope over the negative or other affective element that
c-commands it at SSe This is the position held by Quine (1960), etc.
This amounts to the claim that all negative polarity any's are marked
cases of quantification with respect to the correspondence principle
(70). Thus, given (133), QR turns it into (134), which is equival~nt
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to (135):
(133) ta bu xiang chi sheme.
he not want eat anything
'He doesn't want to eat anything.'
(134) [s[sheme]i[s ta bu xiang chi till
anything he not want eat
(135) [[meige x;
every
x shi dongxi][ta bu xiang chi xl]
is thing he not want eat
However, a difficulty with this approach is that it cannot be extended
to other affective contexts than the context of a c-commanding negative
morpheme. For example, this approach would give (136) the representation
(137), which may be converted to (138):
(136) ni xiang-bu-xiang chi sheme?
you want-nat-want eat anything
'Do you ~ant to eat anything?'
(137) [ [shemeli[ ni xiang-bu-xiang chi till
S anythingS you want-not-want eat
(138) [[meige X;
every
x shi dongxi][ni xiang-bu-xiang chi t.]]
1is thing you want-not-want eat
What (138) says is: "For every x. do you want to eat x or not?" There
are two possible appropriate answers to this question, which Inay be
taken to· jointly define its meaning (cf. below for more discussion):
(139) Yes, for every x~ I want to eat x.
(140) NOt for every x, I don't want to eat x.
However, although these two are both appropriate answers to the question
tlfor every x, do you want to eat x or not?," only one of them is an
appropriate answer to (136), namely only (140). Thus, saying no to
the question (136) is to assert that one wants to eat nothing, which
is what (140) says. But saying yes to the question asserts only that
one wants to eat something, not necessarily everything. But the answer
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(139) does commit one to this latter unintended reading. Therefore,
taking the polarity any as a wide scope universal quantifier will fail
with sentences like (136).
A number of arguments against taking the polarity any as a wide
scope universal quantifier have been produced in Linebarger (1980) and
Carlson (1980), and I believe that a correct theory should take it as
an existential, having narrow scope with respect to the negative or
afiective element c-commanding it as SSe This is the view originally
suggested in Klima (1964). In other words. negative polarity any, in
both Chinese and English, is not a marked case of quantification with
13
respect to principle (70). The LF representation for (136) should be some-
thing like (141), with the A-not-A operator c-commanding 'anything' in
accordance with (70) (cf. below):
(141) [YES/NO [SOMETHINGi[you want to eat til]]
(108) in negative contexts, however. This is exemplified by sentences
like (142) and (143):
(142) [[ni bu xiang chi sheme] dou meiyou guanxi],
you not want eat anything all not matter
keshi zhewan fan yiding yao chi.
but this rice sure must eat
'For all x, it doesn't matter that you don't want to
eat X; but this bowl of rice, you must eat.'
(143) [ [ta shuo ta bu renshi sheil wo dou xiangxin] ,
be say he not know anyone I all believe
jiushi bu xiangxin ta bu renshi wo.
just not believe he not know I
'For all x, I believe that he said he didn't know X;
I just don't believe that he didn't know me. '
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At SS, sheme 'anything' and she! 'anyone' occur each in the c-commanding
domain of bu 'not' in the embedded clause. According to principle (70),
sheme and she! should be in the scope of 'not,' and interpreted existen-
tially. Note, however, that the clause in each of these sentences is
followed by dOll in the matrix. As just mentioned, the presence of dou
requires something preceding it to be interpreted as universally quantified.
In each of (142) - (143), there is only one quantifiable element, i.e.,
sheme and shei, respectively. There is a "clash," so to speak, bet"'!een
the requirement of dOll and the requirement of principle (70). As the
translation shows, dou wins out. The LF representations of the relevant
parts of (142) and (143) are, respectively, (144) - (145):
(144) [[sheme]i[[bui[ni tjxiang chi ti]]dou meiyou guanxi]], •...
anything not you want eat all no matter
(145) [[shei]i[ta shuo [bui[ta tjrenshi til]] wo dou xiangxin]], ....
anyone he say no~ he know I all believe
In each representation, the indefinite quantifier c-commands the negative,
directly violating (70). The sentences (142) - (143) thus must be
regarded as marked cases of quantification. Again, the markedness may
be naturally related to the presence of the scope marker dou. Without
this marker the principle (70) is fully respected, as can be seen by
comparing (142) with (146).
(146) [n1 bu xiang chi sheme] meiyou guanxi.
you not want eat anything not matter
'It doesn't matter you don't want to eat anything.'
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4.2. Wh Questions
4.2.1. Wh W~rds as Q-NPs
·When we say that. a sentence like (147) has the LF representation
(148) or (149), what is it that the representation says of the meaning
of the sentence?
(147) Everybody arrived.
(148) [s[everybodY]i[s t j arrjved]]
(149) .[s [All x; x a person] [8 x arrived]]
It is common practice to say that a quantifications! structure like (148)
or (149) represents the truth conditions of the sentence (147). It is
a shorthand, in other words, for all the sentences or propositions that
satisfy the truth conditions that are related to each other by some
logical connective, such as the conjunction or the disjunction. In
particular, the structure (149) is a shortltand for the conjunction of
all sentences which result from substituting a value for x in the open
clause [x arrived], i.e., conjunction of [Bill arrivedl, [John arrived],
[Mary arrived], etc. Likewise) a representation like (151) or (152)
says of (150) that what it means is a disjunction of the instances of
[x arrived], where x is a person.
(150) Somebody arrived.
(15l) [s[SomebodY]i[s t i arrived]]
(152) [ [Some X; x a personj{ x arrived]]
s s
The LF representation for the sentence two men arrived, furthermore,
may be said to abbreviate a disjunction of sentences each of which is
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a conjunction of exactly two sentences satisfying [x arrived]. A similar
semantics may be given for similar quantification structures.
Given this simple conception of the meaning of quantificational
sentences, let us now consider the meanings of questions. A natural
way to look at a wh question, for example, is to consider that it consists
of a presupposition having the form of a quantificational sentence and
a focus indicating the speaker's request for a specification on the value
of the quantificational element in the presupposition. Thus, the question
(153):
(153) Who arrived?
may be decomposed into the presupposition "Somebody arrived" 811d the
request "Give me the identity of somebody." (In early transformational
grammar, the DS of a qUE:stion like (153) is simply "Somebody arrived,"
with somebody containing the feature [+wh], which distinguishes it from
ordinary quan~ificat1onal sentences.) Since "Somebody arrived" is a
disjunction of instances of the schema [x arrived], a wh question may
be regarded as just a special type of disjunctive questions. Given a
proper semantics. a question like (153)' may ge given the LF representa-
tion (154), as suggested in Chomsky (1975), etc.
(154) [[Which X; x a person] [x arrived]]
Thus, while a quantifications! structure like (149) or (155) defines
the conditions under which a given sentence is or may be true. an LF
representation like (154) may be said to define the conditions under
which a given sentence is or may be an appropriate answer. The meaning
of a question. then, may be anelyzed in terms of the meanings of possible
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answers to it. Thus, it is apparent that (155) may be an appropriate
answer to (153), since John falls within the extension of a person, and
the sentence is an inatance of the schema [x arrived].
(155) John arrived.
But neither (156) nor (157) are appropriate answers to (153). In (156),
the table does not fall within the extension of a person, and in (157)
the sentence is not an instance of the schema [x arrived]:
(156) #The table arrived.
(157) UJohn found a map yesterday.
Note that the representation (154) is directly obtainable from the
S-structure of (153) by a simple algorithm (i.e., Quantifier Conversion),
since who has already been moved to COMP, binding its trace.
(158) [Who i It! arrived]]?
As is well known, the formation of a wh question in Chinese does not
involve the overt dislocation of a wh word. This is already obvious
from the several ex~mples we have seen in 4.1.2. Since we have assumed
that quantificational sentences are subject to QR and since wh questions
are quantificat10nal in' the sense just indicated, there is little reason
not to assume that wb questioI1S l:1.ke (159) also have a similar quantifier-
variable representation at LF, as in (160) or (161):
(159) ni kanjian-le shel?
you see-ASP who
'Who did you see?'
(160) [[shei]i[ni kanjian-1e till
who you see-ASP
(161) [[Nuige x; x shi ren][ni kanjian-le xl]
which 1s man you see-ASP
! '
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4.2.2. Move Wh in Chinese
A typological view inherent in this way o~ looking at questions
in languages like Chinese is that language families do not differ with
respect to whether they have a wh movement rule or not; rather, all
languages are as~umed to incorporate such a rule as a substantive uni-
versal, but may differ in where they use the rule, in Syntax or in LF.
A consequence of this conception of linguistic typology is that it allows
a simple statement of the fact that all languages have the same seman-
tics of questions, though they may each have a different syntax of such
sentences. Thus, while (159) differs vastly in overt form from its
English counterpart "Who did you see?," it has an LF representation
practically identical to the LF of the latter. Another consequence
is that wh words in Chinese (as in English) are treated as scope bearing
elements, on a par with ordinary Q-NPs. The scope bearing property
of wh words may be illustrated as follows. Consider (162) - (164):
(162) [Zhangs&n wen wo [shei mai-le shu]]
ask I who buy-ASP bOGk
'Zhangsan asked who bought books.'
(163) [Zhangsan xiangxin [she! mai-Ie shu]]?
believe who buy-ASP book
'Who does Zhangsan believe bought books?'
(164) [Zhangsan zhidao [shei mai-le shu] ] (1)
know who buy-ASP book
a. -'Who does Zhangsan know bought books?'
b. 'Zhangsan knows who bought books.'
The only surface difference among tnese sentences is in the choi~e of
the matrix verb. In (162), ~ 'ask' belongs to a class of verbs that
require an interrogative complement. In (163), xiangxin 'believe' does
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not permit an interrogative complement. In (164), zhidao may optionally
take an interrogative complement. As the translation shows, this single
difference in the choice of the verb is responsible for the fact that
(162) must be interpreted as a statement taking an indirect question,
(163) must be interpreted as a direct question embedding no indirect
questions, and (164) may be interpreted as either. It makes good sense
to ask how the very different meanings of the vi~tually identical (162)
and (163), as well as the ambiguity of (164), may be represented in an
optimal grammar. One natuLa! approach to this question is to look at
an indirect question like (162) as a sentence in which the question word
has scope over the embedded clause, and a direct question like (163)
as one in which the question word has scope over the matrix clause, while
in (164) the wh word may take either scope., The scope bearing property
of a wh word is a direct consequence of the fact that it corresponds "-
to an indefinite quantificational expression (e.g., somebody) in the
presupposition of a wh question. 'In (162), the matrix subject Zhangsan
asked who bought the book. There is a presupposition of the existence
of some person who bought the book. This presupposition, in the context
of (164), can only be in the 'mind of the matrix subject, and not in the
mind of the speaker of the entire sentence. The sentence does not mean
that there is someone who bought the book whose identity Zhangsan sought.
This is the same thing as saying that someone (and therefore who, which
presupposes it) has scope over the embedded clause in (162), not the
matrix clause. The situation is different from an ordinary declarative
sentence containing someone. Consider an example of the latter type:
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(165) John believes that someone bought the book.
There is an "opaque" reading on someone in this sentence as well as a
"transparent" reading, as is well known. In the former case, someone
has scope over the embedded clause, and the existence of someone is not
asserted by the speaker but is true only in the belief of the matrix
subject John. Under the transparent reading, the speaker asserts that
there is someone x such that John believes that x bought the book. In
This case someone has scope over the entire matrix sentence. A further
distinction between the two readings is the following. According to
the narrow reading, someone exists 1n the belief of the matrix subject
whose identity the matrix subject has ~ special idea about. According
to the wide scope reading, however, the id~ntity of the existing person
is unknown only to the speaker of the entire sentence, but is understood
to be definite in the matrix subject's belief. Now, compare the meaning
of (165) to that of (163), where shei 'who' occurs in place of someone.
There is again a presupposition of the existence of someone in this
sentence, but this presupposition is uniquely understood to be in the
mind of the speaker, not in the belief of the matrix subject in (163).
Rather, the speaker assumes that the identity of the buyer of the book
is a definite one in the belief of the matrix subject. In other words,
in (163), the presupposed someone (and therefore ahei' 'who') has matrix,
not embedded scope. It is easy to see that in (164) the presupposed
someone may be scopally ambiguous.
The scope facts just explained here are well known to anyone
dealing with the semantics of wh questions in English. They are readily
given in the surface or S-structure representations of such questions,
and require no special movement in LF to derive appropriate scope
representations. But precisely the same facts obtain in Chinese,
where the wh words are unmovede A natural, unified description of
these facts is available if we postulate the existence of an abstract
wh movement rule in Chinese:
(166) [Zhangsan wen wo [[sheil! [t1 mai-Ie shu]]]
ask I who buy-ASP book
(167) [[sheili[Zhangsan xiangxin [t i mai-Ie shu]]]
who believe buy-ASP book
(168) a. [[shei]t[Zhangsan zhidao [t i mai-Ie shu]]]
who know buy-ASP book
b. [Zhangsan zhidao [[shei]i[t i mai-Ie shu]]]know who buy-ASP book
Independent principles of grammar will ensure that she! 'who' will
not be moved out of the embedded clause in (166), must be so moved
in (167), and mayor may not be so moved in (168). It is apparent
that these principles are universal linguistic properties. Verbs of
asking, like wen 'ask,' xiang-zhidao 'wonder,' in Chinese or any other
language. require the presence of a question quantifier or quasi-
quantifier in its (immediate) domain. Non-interrogative verbs like
xiangxin 'believe,' renwei 'opine,' tangyi 'agree,' etc., on the other
fI
hand, do not allow a question quantifier having sole scope over their
complement, and this is apparently also true of their counterparts
in other languages. Something universally true may also be said of
verbs like zhidao 'know,' jide 'remember,' which permit but do not
require a wh-quantified clause as a complement. These universal selec-
15tional restrictions may be stated in the following simplest form:
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(170) a. Interrogative verbs: [+ [+wh]]
b. Non-interrogative verbs: [+ [-wh]]
c. Optional interrogative verbs: [+ ([+wh])]
These restrictions cannot be stated purely in terms of a verb and a
question quantifier in its argument position. For in (162) - (164).
a wh word occurs in an argument position within a clause following a
verb of any of the three kinds. The desired distinction is made once
the restrictions are made in terms of a verb and a question qua~t1fier
in COMP or operator position, at L~, as in (166) - (168).
It should be noted that ambiguity of sentences like (164) and
differences between (162) and (163) alone are no sufficient evidence
for the postulation of abstract wh movement. This is also true of
the rule QR, It probably does not take more than a few moments' thought
for anyone to come up with alternative mechanisms that have approxi-
mately the same empirical effects. For example, one might propose
abstract devices that coindex a wh word with a c-commanding empty COMP
and define scope in terms of results of such coindexing. thus claiming
that one has the ability to do without movement. This alternative
would be attractive if this coindexing has the same properties as those
of other known, independently motivated coindexing devices. Note,
however, that it is not always the case that the elements of a coindexed
par must hold a c-commanding relation. For exam~le, the relation between
a promoninal and its antecedent need not be one of c-command:
(171) a. When I saw him, John was tired.
b. His mother loves John.
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c. Everyone's mother loves him.
d. [PRO arriving on time] is expected of every student.
There is no possibility, however, for a wh word to be coindexed with a
non-c-commanding COMP, for no wh word may have scope over a domain which
does not 'properly contain it. The coindexing required of wh in situ,
in other words, must be distinguished from that inO\folved in pronominal
coindexing. There are two kinds of coindexing, then. But this is just
another way of saying that there are two kinds of devices involved,
coindexing and movement. Furthermore, note also that when a wh word
LS properly contained in an rw, the more iIlclusive NP never has scope
wider than the wh word.
(172) ni mai-Ie [[she! de] meiben shu]?
you buy-ASP who DE every book
'Whose every book did you buy?'
As with the case of May's inversely linked quantification, a movement
analysis will ensure that shei 'who'· has wider scope than the more
inclusive NP she! de meiben shu 'who-DE-every-book,' since only (173a),
but not (173b), satisfies the well-formedness conditions CPB and CQB.
(173) a. [[shei]i[[ti de meiben shu]j[nt mat-Ie t j ]]]
who D~ every book you buy-ASP
b. *[[ti de meiben shu]j[[shei]t[ni mat-Ie t j ]]]DE every book who you buy-ASP
On the other hand, a coindexing device in place of QR or abstract wh
movement would derive two representations both of which are well-formed
with respect to CPB and CQB. though only (174a) represents the available
16
readitlg:
(174) a. [i [j lni mai-le [[shei]i de meiben shu]j]]]
you buy-ASP who DE every book
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b. [j [1 [ni mai-le [[shei]i de meiben Shu]j]]]
you buy-ASP who DE every book
The point is not that one cannot develop certain conditions to ensure
the desired result. But the effect of coindexing plus such conditions
would be precisely the effect of movement. But if the device of movement
is already available, as is assumed in standard treatments of ordinary
wh questions in English, there is then no reason to invoke a coindexing
device doing exactly the same thing. Assuming that what is involved
is really movement in LF, on the other hand, represents a generalization
of the rule Move a, thus resulting in a desirable simplification of the
rule by eliminating a restriction on where the rule may apply.
An important consequence of the postulation of movement of a wh
word or a Q-NP is that such elements have the status of empty categories
at the level of LF, on a par with other empty cateogires that are gen-
erated in Syntax. There is extensive evidence that the empty categories
created in LF do behave on a par with those crea~ed in Syntax with
respect to the Empty Category Principle (ECP). In Chapter 6, we discuss
some of the proper~ies' of the empty categories, and in Chapter 7 we
extend the ECP to cover a wide range of data in both Chinese and English,
accounting for certain formal similarities in question interpretation
in these lang~ages. If the analysts adopted there is correct, then
this constitutes important evidence for the existence of a level of
LF construed as the output of such abstract movement processes.
The approach we are taking here on wh questions in Chinese (and
in all languages without wh movement) is an extension of some recent
treatments of multiple questions in English. Consider a question
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like (175):
(175) Who bought what?
The situation associated with this question is usually the following.
The speaker knows that someone in the domain of discourse bought some-
thing in the domain of discourse. Suppose that someone x has extension
ranging over the set of three individuals {John, Bill, Mary}, and that
something y has extension ranging over the set of three things {the book,
the pen, tha pencil}. What the speaker knows is that some or each instance
of ~ bought some instance of y, but he does n0t know the exact pairing
between the instances of x and the instances of yand, by uttering (175),
he requests information on the exact pairing. In orher words, he wants
to know, of the nine possible ordered pairs defined by <x,y> which repre-
sent the nine possible instances of [x bought y], which pairs represent
the true instances of [x bought y]. Thus, an appropriate answer to (175)
may be (176):
(176) John bought the book, Bill bought the pencil, and
Mary bought the pe~.
In other words t the question (175) may ~e paraphrased as:
(177) For which pairing <x,y>, x a person and y a thing,
x bought y. .
The wh word what 1s treated as a quantifier on a par with who, though
only the latter occurs in quantifier position in SS. The form (177)
may be directly obtained if we assume that in (175) the unmoved what
undergoes movement in LF, giving rise to a structure with both who
and what occurring in operator position. Such a representation is
already hinted at in Chomsky (1973), and is assumed in various other
work, e.g., Williams (1977), Hirschbuh1er (1978, 1981), etc. We may
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assume that the wh movement in LF takes the form of adjunction to S,
as in (178), or that, like the syntactic rule of wh movement, it involves
movement into COMP. In this case, it may be Chomsky-adjoined or daughter~
adjoined to COMP, as in (179a-b):
(178) [; Whatj [; whoi [s t i bought t j ]]]?
(179) a. [-] What [comp whoi]][s t i bought t j ]] ?scamp j
b. [- [ What whoi][s t i bought t j ]]?scamp j
These representations may then b~ translated into something like (177).
A plausible formulation of this procedure is given in Higginbotham and
May (1981).17 (Note that the order of what and who in (178) - (179)
18is opposite to their order in (177), but this is inconsequential.)
The representations (178) and (179) differ in some consequences, but
we will ignore them for the moment. Just as the wh words in Chinese,
syntactically unmoved wh words in English also show scope ambiguities
(though those already syntactically moved do not). This has been SllOwn
in Baker's well known work (1970).
(180) Who remembers where we bought what?
The question may be construed aD an ordinary direct inquiry on the
identity of the matrix subject who. In this case, the embedded co~ple-
ment is an indirect multiple question on the pairing between where
and what. The question can also be construed as a direct inquiry on
the pairing between who and the embedded unmoved wha~, in ~hich case
the embedded clause is an ordinary indirect question on the value of
where. Thus, under the first interpretation, (180) may have (181)
as an appropriate answer, while under the second interpretation. (182)
may be appropriate:
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(181) John does. John remembers where we bought what.
(182) John remembers where we bought the book, Bill remembers
where we bought the pencil, etc.
(181) may be naturally seen as an instan~ e of the LF (183), where what
c-commands the embedded clause and (182) an instance of the LF (184)
with what c-commanding the entire matrix clause:
(183) [; Whoi [s t i remembers [;[what j wherek ]
[s WP. bo.ught t j t k ]]]]?
(184) [s[Whatj whoi][s t i remembers [5 wherek
[s we bought t j t k ]]]]?
It will be obvious from our later discussion that while Chinese questions
have somewhat different properties ftom English questions, due to prin-
ciples that apply only in the Syntax but not in LF, they share identical
properties with the syntactically unmoved wh words in English as involved
in multiple questions.
4.263. The Wide Scope Property of Wh Words
We have witnessed the scope bearing properties of wh words in
Chinese. Let us now discuss their relative scope relations with respect
to other scope bearing elements and mong themselves. Consider the
sentences below:
(18S) me1ge ren dou mai-Ie sheme?
every man all buy-ASP what
'What did everybody buy?'
(186) yousange ren mai-le sheme?
three man buy-ASP what
'What did three men buy?'
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Each of these sentences contains an ordinary Q-NP and a wh quantifier.
At SS, the w~ quantifier appears within the c-commanding scope of the
subject Q-NP. According to (90), the wh quantifier 'waat' should have
narrow scope with respect to the subject Q-NP. However, as the trans-
lation shows, this turns out not to be the case. In (185), the subject
NP meige run 'every man' is ~nterpreted collectively, and not distribu-
tively, with respect to the object NP ~heme 'what,' exactly as the
relation between everybody and what in the English translation. Thus,
to (185), (187) may be an appropriate answer, but noc (188):
(187) meige ren dOll mai-Ie shu.
every man all buy-ASP book
'Everybody bought books.'
(188) nZhangsan mai-Ie shu, Lisi mai-Ie bi,
buy-ASP book buy-ASP pen
Wangwu mat-Ie hua.
buy-ASP painting
'Zhangsan boug'ht books, Lisi pens, Wangwu pai.ntings.'
The answer (188) would be appropriate to a question like (189), in
which the distributive adverb ~ 'respectively, each' occurs in place
of dou 'all.' In this case (187) becomes inappr~priate as an answer:
(189) meige ren ge mai-Ie sheme?
every man each buy-ASP what
'What did each man buy?'
Similarly. (186) has the existential 'three men' interpreted collec-
tively with respect to the object 'what' and is more appropriately
answered with an indication on something that everybody bought, not
with a list of things associated with each person. Sentences (185)
- (186) thus constitute counterexamples to the general condition (70),
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and must be regarded as marked cases of quantification with res~ect to
this condition.
In the examples below, an embedded wh word has wide scope over a
matrix Q-NP, again in violation of (70)~
(190) meige ren dou shuo shei zui congming?
every man all say who most clever
'Who does everyone say is the most clever?'
(191) meig~ ren dOll xiwang ni gen she! jiehun?
every man all hope you with who marry
'Who does everYQne hope that you will be married to?'
We have seen in 4.1 that Q-NPs like meige ren 'everybody,' liangge ren
'two men,' etc. may violate the locality condition (41), which requires
them to take the narrowest possible scope, under certain circumstances,
but such Q-NPs were sho~~ to obey the condition (70) more strictly. For
example, Q-NPs that occur in the domain of a QP in NP must have NP-
internal scope, even though the same NPs may violate the locality con-
dition under certain ci=cumstances. Now note that wh quantifiers need
not have scope internal to an NP even If they occur in the surface domain
of a QP. In fact, wh words may have only sentential, and therefore
NP-extercal scope:
(192) Zhangsan mai-le sanben she! de shu?
buy-ASP three who DE book
'Who did Zhangean buy three books of?'
It SS, shei 'who' occurs in the c-commanding domain of sanben ithree'
in (~92). However, it must be construed as having scope outside of
the domain of 'three,' as the sentence is not only grammatical, but
means the same thing as (193), whose SS has the wh word occurring outside
the c-commanding domain of 'three.'
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(193) Zhangsan mei-le shei de sanben shu?
buy-ASP who DE three book
'Whose three books did Zhangsan buy?'
Who in "Whose three books did Zhangsan buy?" has sentential scope, with
the sentence meaning for which person x, Zhangsan bought x's three books
The shei 'who' in (192) also must be construed to have sentential scope.
One might try to maintain that shei in (192) does have internal scope
within the NP sanben she! de shu 'three-who-DE-book; and that when wh
movement takes place in LF on the basis of 'who,' it obligatorily pied-
pipes the whole NP into operator position~ This not only creates a
problem on what is the meaning of an NP when it contains a wh word
having scope internal to it, but also creates a prublem on how sentences
like the following may be ruled out in principle:
(194) *Zhangsan mai-Ie neiben shei de shu?
buy-ASP that who DE book
'*Who did Zhangsan buy that book of?'
This sentence may be ruled out under the Specificity Condition proposed
in Fiengo and Higginbotham (1981) (oJ:: .:the"Name Constraint" in May (1977) t
the "Complete Constituent Constraint" in Gueron (1980», which prohibits
specific NPs from containing a free var~able, or from containing a Q-NP
having scope external to the specific NP. If wh words were allowed to
have NP-internal scope, there would be no way to rule out (194). There-
fore, wh words must always have sentential scope. The grammaticality
of (192) thus constitutes a marked case of quantification with respect
to the condition (70).
The marked nature of wh with respect to (70) extends beyond ordinary
Q-NPs. They also have wide scope over such other logical elements as
frequency adverbs, negation, and modals which c-cornmand them at 58:
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(195) Zhangsan changchang mai sheme?
often buy what
'What does Zhangsan often buy?'
(196) Zhangsan bu xiang mal sheme?
: - ho't ~"lint, -buy what
'What doesn't Zhangsan want to buy?'
(197) Zhangsan keneng mai sheme?
may buy what
'What might Zhangsan buy?'
Given these wide scope properties of wh words, we must conclude that
the condition (70) must be considered a general, but not an inviolable
condition governing scope assignment. The condition must allow room
for inherent properties of lexical items li~e wh words as marked cases.
Note that these words are exceptional with respect to (70) not only
when they interact with with Q-NPs or Q-expressions of other types. They
may also disobey (70) when they interact with each other. For example,
either of the two embedded wh words below may be construed as having
matrix scope, with the other of the two construed as having embedded
scope:
(198) ni xiang-zhidao [shei mai-Ie sheme]?
you wonder who buy-ASP what
a. 'Who is the x such that you wonder what x bought'l'
b. 'What is the x such that you wonder who bought x?'
According to (198b); the wh word 'what' has wider scope than 'who, '
though it is c-commanded by the latter at SS. That the sentence has
at least the two readings indicated is indicated by the fact that either
(199) or (200) may be an appropriate answer to it:
(199) wo xiang-zhidao Lisi mai··le sheme.
I wonder buy-ASP what
'I wonder what Lis! bought.'
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(200) wo xiang-zhidao shei mai-Ie shu.
I wonder who buy-ASP book
'I wonder who bought books.'
Although we have assumed that wh words get moved in Chinese in LF, we
have not indicated whether the abstract wh movement is a special case
of QR, namely adjunction to S, or is a different rule from QR, one that
is an extension of the syntactic rule of wh movement, or some other rule.
I would like now to assume, adopting a suggestion made in Aoun, Hornstein,
and Sportiche (1981), that the LF movement takes the same form as the
syntactic rule of wh movement. That is, it involves movement into COMP.
Besides the arguments given in Aoun et al., there are the following
advantages to such an assumption. First, if abstract wh movement were
to perform adjunction, in a way analogous to QR, one might expect wh
words to have NP-internal scope, since QR has the two adjunction sites
S and "sister of QP." But, as we have just !ndicatea, wh words cannot
have NP-internal scope, but only sentential scope. This can be derived
freely from the assumption that, like the syntactic rule of ~h movement,
the LF rule also involves movement into COMP. Since only Ss have COMPs
but not NPs, it automatically follows that wh words may have only sen-
tential scope but no NP-internal scope. The same argument applies to
the assumption that the LF movement involves adjunction to S, as sug-
gested in, say, Williams (1977), Hirschbuh1er (1978, 1981), etc. If
wh can be adjoined to S, there is no immediately clear reason why it
cannot be adjoined to NP. Secondly, though we may stipulate that wh
words have the exceptional property that they do not obey the condition
(70), this does not automatically give us the result that they almost
always have wider scope than ordinary Q-NPs and other non-nominal
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Q-expressions like adverbials, modals, and negation. This is because
although wh words may violate (70), nothing is there that requires them
to violate the condition in the face of other c-commanding Q-expressiona.
On the other hand, if movement of wh words is assumed to be into COMP,
and movement by QR involves adjunction to S or "sister of QP," then wh
words must have wider scope than the other Q-expressions. Thirdly, given
the adopted assumption, there is at least the possibility of relating
the marked nature of wh words with respe~t to (70) in a plausible way.
It may be, in other words, because wh words may have only COMPs as their
landing sites that the condition (70) must be relaxed for them. Within
an S-adjunction analysis, there is no clear reason why wh words are more
likely to violate (70), or have uniquely wider scope than ordinary Q-
expressions. An S-adjunction analysis, furthermore, is ad hoc in the
choice of S in prder to assign wide scope to wh words, while a movement-
into-COMP analysis is a simple extension of the rule that applies in
Syntax in deriving relative clauses and non-multiple wh questions in
English.
4.3. Conjunction, Disjunction, and A-Not-A Questions
4.3.1. Conjunction
In the beginning of 4 .. 2, we rEtmarked that a quantifications! schema
is an abbreviation for some appropriate logical connection of sentences
which are its instances. Thus [All X; x a person [x arrived]] abbre-
viat.es, semantically, the sentence "A arrived~ and B arrived, and C
arrived, •••• " A sometJhat shorter version of the sentence is U[A and
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Band C ••• l arrived," with a conjoined subject NP. Consider now an
actual sentence of this type:
(20l) [Zhangsan gen Lis!] dOll mai-Ie shiben shu.
and all buy-ASP ten book
'Both Zhangsan and Lisi bought ten books.'
Sentence (201) means that each of Zhangsan and Lisi bought ten books,
so that a total of twenty books (at most) were bought. The sentence
has the paraphrase below, which consists of two sentential conjuncts:
(202) [ [ Znangsan mai-Ie shiben shu],[ Lisi (ye) mai-le
s s sbuy-ASP ten book (too) buy-ASP
shiben shu]]
ten book
'Zhangsan bought ten books, (and) Lis1 bought ten books.'
How might a theory of grammar correctly account for a sentence like
(201) having the interpretation (202)1 There are two appraoches that
we want to consider. The first approach directly takes (202) to be
the DS representation of (201). According to this traditional approach,
(201) is derived from (202) via the rule of Conjunction Reduction of
Ross (1967). This analysis was suggested for Chinese in work as early
as Wang (1967). The rule is assumed to delete the VP in the left con-
junct of (202), the result of which will be (201) after a series of
relabelling and rebracketing takes place. Similarly, the sentence
(203) with a conjoined object can be derived from the conjoined S (204)
by successively applying Conjunction Reduction. First, the rule deletes
the subject of the right conjunct of (204), resulting in (205) with
a conjoined VP. Then the rule applies again to delete the right conjunct
VP in (205), resulting in (203).
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(203) wo kanjian-le [Zhangsan gen Lisi]
I see-ASP and
'I saw Zhangsan and Lisi.'
(204) [ [ we kanjian-le Zhangsan],[ we (ye) kanjian-le Lis!]]
S S I see-ASP S I (too) see-ASP
'I saw Zhangsan t (and) I saw Lisi.'
(205) [ wo [ [ kanjian-le Zhangsan] [(ye) kanjian-le Lis!]]]
S I vP vP see-ASP (too) see-ASP
'I saw Zhangsan, and saw Lisi.'
Within the framevork of grammar we are assuming, there are several
possible ways to instantiate this traditional approach. For example,
one might assume that the same rule Conjunction Reduction still exists,
but in the PF component. This is what Sjoblom (1980) suggests. In
this case, the sentences (201) and (203) exist only in PF, and are
represented by the full forms (202) and (204) at DS, SS, and LF. Another
w~y to instantiate the traditional approach is to base-generate empty
elements at the "deletion" sites and eml>loy interpretive coindexing
devices that have the effects of Conjunc~tion Reduction. Still another
way is to ppstulate an LF analogue of th.e reduction rule. Thus one
may assume that (201) and (203) are base-generated in their surface
form, but that a rule of copying, say akin to the derived VP rule of
Partee (1975) and Williams (1977), will derive represenations of the
form (202) and (204), respectively. The original conditions on the
application of Conjunction Reduction may be similarly adapted into
19the copying analogue.
The second approach to the semantic interpretation of sentences
like (201) is to assume that such a sentence is base-generated in its
surface form, and the conjoined NP is subject to QR in LF. Thus, for
(201) we have (206) after QR applies:
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(206) [ [Zhangsan gen Lisi]i[s t i dOll mai-Ie shiben shu]]
S and all buy-ASP ten book
On the basis of the pres~nce of dou 'all,' the QR-ed NP [Zhangsan and
List] will be interpreted as [for both x; x is one of the set {Zhangsan,
Lisi}.
(207) [ [meige X; x E {Zhangsan, Lisi}][ x mal-Ie shiben shu]]
s s
every buy-ASP ten book
It is clear that this schema is equivalent to the conjoined sentence
(202).
There are two arguments in favor of the second approach just
outlined over the more traditional approach embodying Conjunction
Reduction or some equivalent variant thereof. First of all, a QR
analysis can do everything that the Conjunction Reduction analysis
can do, but there are things that the former analysis can do but that
the latter cannot. It is well known that phrasally co~joined NPs
must be base-generable, given symmetric predicates lik~ collide, meet,
etc. and their counterparts in other languages (cf. Lakoff and Peters,
(1969):
(208) Zhangsan g~n Lisi hux1ang piping.
and mutually criticize
'Zhangsan and Lis1 criticize each other.'
(209) *[[Zhangsan huxiang piping]
mutually criticize
[Lisi huxiang piping]]
mutually criticize
In the example (210'. the conjoined subject must also be base-generated
since, in contrast to (201), it asserts that only a total of ten books
were bought.
(210) [Zhangsan gen Lis1] mat-Ie shiben shu.
and buy-ASP ten book
'Zhangsan and Lisi bought ten books.'
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Given that conjoined NPs must be base-generable, there is no special
reason why a structure that is derivable by Conjunction Reduction cannot
be generated without the rule. Furthermore, sentences like the following
can be interpreted by QR to have the meaning of conjoined sentences,
but not generated by Conjunction Reduction, since there is no non-
arbitrary conjoined source for 'they':
(211) tamen dou mai-Ie shiben shu.
they all buy-ASP ten book
'They all bought ten books.'
Secondly, the interpretation of conjoined phrases into conjoined
sentences is subje~t to con6itions that are typically related to movement
rules but not to deletion rules. In particular, certain conjoined
phrases behave on a part with empty categories that are created by
rules of movement (either in Syntax or in LF). For example, the Spe-
cificity Condition of Fiengo and Higginbotham (1981). to which we return
~n Chapter 5, requires that a specifi~ NP may not contain a free variable.
It is apparent that the contrast below has to do with the specificity
and non-specificity of the subject NP of each sentence •
. (212) [np[s[np Zhangsan han Lisi] xihuan] de shu] wo dou xihuan.
and like DE book I all like
a. 11 like all the books that Zhangsan and Lisi (both) like.'
.b. 'For both x, x is Zhangsan or Lis!, I like books that
x likes.'
(213) [np[s[np Zhangsan han Lisi] xihuan] de neixie shu] wo dou
and like DE those book I all
xihuan.
like.
'1 like those books that both Zhangsan and Lisi like.'
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(212) is ambiguous with the conjoined NP 'Zhangsan and Lis!' interpreted
either collectively with respect to the head of the subject NP headed
by 'books,' or distributively. In the collective (narrow scope) reading,
the entire subject NP headed by 'books' is quantified by dou, and in
the distributive reading, the conjoined NP 'Zhangsan and lis!' in the
relative clause is quantified by dou. But (213) is not ambiguous; it
can only have a collective reading on the conjoined NP. The distributive
reading will be ruled out under the QR analysis, since the desired reading
requires the creation of an LF representation where the trace of 'Zhangsan
and Lisi' is left free in the specific NP headed by 'books':
(214) *[ [Zhangsan gen Lisi]i[ [ t i xihuan de neixie shu]S and s np like DE those book
[ wo dou xihuan]]
s I all like
If the definite plural subject in (213) is replaced by a definite
singular, the result will be an ungrammatical sentence:
(215) *[np[s[np Zhangsan han Lis!] xihuan] de neiben shu]
and like DE that book
wo dou xihuan.
I all like
This is, of course, due to the fact that there is no universally
quantifiable NP preceding dou except the embedded conjoined NP, and
that quantifying it out of the specific NP domain necessarily violates
the Specificity Condition. Note that within a Conjunction Reduction
analysis, the conjoined NP 'Zhangsan and Lis!' would be the leftovers
of the deletion process, at any rate not an empty element even if what
is involved is an LF copying analogue of the deletiun rule. The point
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is not that one cannot imagine ways to obtain the facts indicated in
(212) - (215) under the Conjunction Reduction analysis, but that lvhatever
alternatives are proposed, they will simply duplicate precisely the
effects of the already available option involving QR and the Specificity
Condition.
4.3.2. Disjunction
What we have said concerning the treatment of conjunction -applies
also to disjunctive constructions. Thus, (216) may be analyzed either
along the lines of Conjunction Reduction to give its interpretation
indicated in (217), or it may be analyzed as involving existential
quantification, as shown in (218):
(216) [Zhangsan huozhe Lis1] hui lai.
or will come
'Zhangsan or Lis1 will come.'
(217) [[ Zhangsan hut lai] huozhe [8 Lisi hui lai]]
S S will come or will come
'Zhangsan will come, or Lisi will come.'
(218) a. [s[Zhangsan huozhe Lisi]i[s t i hui lai]]
or will come
b. [ [youyige X; x E {Zhangsan, Lisi}][ x hut 1a1]]
S one S will come
However t only the QR will derive the meaning repr~sentation of (219)
straightforwardly, though Conjunction Reduction is irrelevant here:
(219) youren hui lai
someone will come
'Someone will come.'
As we remarked earlier, wh questions may be regarded as a special type
of disjunctive questions, with a wh word like who taken as an existential
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wh quantifier ranging over individuals. Again, the analysis of wh
questions cannot involve Conjunction Reduction, though ordinary dis-
20junctive questions may be analyzed in either way.
(220) [Zhangsan haishi Lisi] hui lai?
or will come
'Will Zhangsan or Lisi come?'
(221) [[ Zhangsan hui lai] haishi [ Lis! hui lai]]?
S S will come or S will come
'Will Zhangsan come or will Lisi come?'
.(222) a. [s[Zhangsan haishi Lisi]i[s t i hui lsi]]
or will come
~. [~[neige x; x E {Zhangsan, Lisi}][
which S
x hui lai]]
will come
As in the case of conjoined structures, the interpretation of disjunctive
questions is subject to the Specificity Condition. This is easily
accounted for under an analysis involving abstract wh movement t taking
an interrogative disjunction as a wh-quantifier:
(223) ni zui xihuan [[Zhangsan haishi Lis!] de shu]?
you most like or DE book
'Do you like Zhangsan's books or do you like Lisi's books?'
(224) *ni zui xihuan [[Zhangsan haishi Lisi] de neiben shu]?
you most like or DE that book
'*Do you like that book of Zhangsan's or that book of
Lisi's?'
The question (224) is ill-formed because its intended LF representation
contains a variable free in a specific NP following wh movement in
LF of the disjunction 'Zhangsan or I~si':
(225) *[-[Zhangsan haishi Lisi]i[ ni :zui xihuan [ t i deS s lik np DEor you most e
neiben shu]]
that book
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4.3.3. A-Not-A Questions
A special type of disjunctive question in Chinese is what has been
called the "A-nat-A" question, of which we have seen a number of examples.
It is a kind of yes/no question, taking a disjunctive form requesting
the addressee to identify either the affirmative or the negative from
its two disjuncts. The simplest way of forming an A-not-A question is
as follows. Place the negative morpheme bu to the left of a VP, then
reduplicate the VP or a leftmost portion thereof and place the copy to
the left of the negative. Thus, given the sentence (226), an A-not-A
question may take any of the forms given in (227) (phonological facts
show that the reduplicated copy forms a constituent with the negated
original, i.e., [[A] [not A]l):
(226) ta xihuan ni.
he like you
'He likes you.'
(227) a. [ ta [ [ xihuan ni][ bu xihuan nil]]?
S he vP vP like you vP not like you
'Does he like you or not like you?'
b. [ ta [ [[ xihuanl[ bu xihuan]] nil]?s vpvv . vhe like not like you
'Does he like [you] or does the] not like you?'
c. [8 ta [ [v[?[? xi-)lbu xi]]-huan] nil]?
he vP 11- not 1i- -ke you
'Does [he] or doesn't he like you?'
tn. (227a), we have a coordinate VP consisting of the disjunction 'likes
you' and 'doesn't like you'; in (227b) we have a disjunctive V 'likes'
or 'doesn't like'; and in (227c) we have a disjunction of the first
syllable of the verb xihuan 'like': [[xi-][bu xi-)] '11-' or 'doesn't
11-' (the syllable xi- is meaningless by itself). Again one could derive
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each of these A~not-A questions as a result of applying Conjunction
Reduction to a full-fledged disjunctive question, as suggested in Wang
(1967) for Mandarin Chinese and Lin (1974) for Arnoy. Thus, the DS
representation of all of (227a-c) might be (228)=
(228) [[ ta xihuan nil (haishi)[ ta bu xihuan nill
s s she like you or he not like you
'Does he like you or doesn't he like you?'
(227a) can be obtained by applying the reduction rule once to (228).
(227b) and (227c) can be obtained as a result of iterative application
of the same rule to (228) and (221b), respectively. However, in the
face of our arguments above, the existence of a rule of Conjunction
Reduction seems extremely dubious. And here we have an additional
argument against the Conjunction Reduction analysis. It is entirely
natural to have an A-not-A form in which the disjuncts are lexical
verbs or even mere portions of lexical verbs, but such structures
are rarely acceptable in ordinary coordinate structures of the form
[[A] and [B]] or [[A] or [B]], where A ~ B. Thus, although coordinate
VPs are very common, as shown in (229) - (230), coordinate Vs are
quite unnatural, as shown in (231) - (232):
(229) Zhangsan [zhong gua (ye) mai gua]
grow melon (too) buy melon
'Zhangsan grows melons and sells melons.'
(230) Zhangsan [xie shu (llaishi) mai shu]?
WTite book (or) sell book
'Does Zhangsan write books or sell books?'
(231) *Zhangsan [[zhong (ye) mai gua]
grow (too) sell melons
'Zhangsan grows and sells melons.'
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(232) *Zhangsan [[xie (haishi) mail shu]?
write (or) sell book
'Does Zhangsan write or does he sell books?'
Therefore, even if Conjunction Reduction were involved in the derivation
of A-not-A questions like (227a), which has the coordinate vp. it could
not be involved in the derivation of (227b) and (227c), which have a
coordinate V and even a coordinate node whose constituents are less
than a lexical V.
Furthermore, the interpretation of A-not-A questions also appears
to be subject to conditions that are typically associated with movement
rules and the distribution of empty categories created by such rules.
In Chapter 7, in particular, I will argue that the interpretation of
A-not-A questions obeys the ECP. The correctness of this will neces-
sarily require an analysis involving a~stract movement of some constituent
to operator position, ruling out the Conjunction Reduction analysis as
implaus,t.ble.
There are two Dossible ways to instantiate the idea of LF movement
here. On the one hand, one might assume that the [A-nat-A] constituent
is base-generated, just as other ~oordinate phrases involving conjunction
or disjunction. The base generated A-not-A is th~n 8ub)ect to wh move-
ment or QR in LF. This assumpti~n, how2ver, is not satisfying for the
reason just nQted.
In this connection, consider also the following paradigm, whose
relevance to the argument was poinced out to me by Ken Hale:
(233) ta xihuan ni bu xihuan ni? (= 227a)
he like you not like you
'Does he like you or doesn't [he] like you?'
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(234) *?ta xihuan ni bu xihuan?
he like you not like
(235) *ta xihuan ni bu xi·-?
he likes you not 11-
The paradigm (223) - (235) shows that forward deletion (or ellipsis)
is possible if what is deleted is the second subject, with the second
VP left untouched. Forward deletion is impossible, however, if what
is leftover (or deleted) is a lexical item or part of a lexical verb.
It seems to be a typical feature of deleting or elliptical rules that
they at least do not affect mere portions of lexical categories, in
accordance with the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis. The presence of
the grammatical (227b) and (227c) therefore suggests that it is extremely
unlikely ~hat they involve any deletion or ellipsis.
Furthermore, the interpretation of A-not-A questions also appears
to be subject to conditions that are typically associated with movement
rules and the distribution of e~pty categories created by such rules.
In Chapter 7, in particular, I will argue that the interpretation of
A-not-A questions obeys the ECP. The correctness of this will neces-
sarfly require an analysis involving abstra~t movement of some constituent
to operatcr position, ruling out the Conjunction Reduction analysis
as implausible.
There are two possible ways to instantiate the idea of LF movement
here. On the other hand, one might assume that the [A-nat-A] constituent
is base-generated, just as other coordinat~ phrases involving conjunction
or disjunction. Tl~e base generated A-not-A is then subject to wh move-
ment nr QR in LF. However, this hypothesis is implausible for the
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following three reasons. First, if the [[A][Not All forms in (227)
were all base-generated, th~n they would be base-generated either in
the Syntax (DS) or in the Lexicon(by lexical rules). They cannot be
formed in the lexicon, because (227a) shows that they can be construc-
tions larger than lexical categories. They also cannot be formed in
the Syntax, because (227c) shows that they can be constructions smaller
than lexical categories. Therefore they cannot be base-generated.
Secondly, even if one assumes that (227a) involves base-generation
in the Syntax, while '(227c) (and perhaps also (227b» is formed by
lexical rules, note that they must be generated by context sensitive
rules. This is because, as we have shown with examples like (231)
and (232), for a coordinate construction having lexical or smaller-
than-lexical categories as its conjuncts, the form [[A] [bu B]] ~ith
A~B is not acceptable; the only acceptable coordinate constructions
of the type must have two identical conjuncts (except for the negative
morpheme). But ordinary base rules (in so far as one assumes that
they exist) are usually context-free. Thirdly, if forms like [xi-bu-xi]
are formed by lexical rules, the negative morpheme in it should be
on a par with negative morphemes involved in "lexical negation," not
on a par with "syntactic negation." The former type of negatj.on is
often observed to be contrary negation. as in (hen) bu-gaoxing '(very)
unhappy.' The latter type is contradictory negation, as in btl (hen)
gaoxing 'not (very) happy.' If the A-not-A forms are formed in the
lexicon, one ~ight expect to find some instances of contrary negation
here. But surely the A-not-A questions are questions on the choice
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of~ and its contradictory negation, no. This suggests that the A-not-A
forms are not formed itl the lexicon. 21
A more plausible alternative is to assume that the [A-not-A] form
is the result of some phonological rule of reduplication applying on
the basis of some appropriate feature of modality. Note that the [A-
not-A] form occurs exactly where one would find 'not' in an ordinary
negative sentence, and furthermore t)~an when the form occurs, no 'not'
may appear elsewhere. It is obvious then that the not in [A-nat-A] is
the same not in negative sentences. ~ )pose we say that both Eat and
[A-not-A] are realizations of some constituent indicating the affirmative/
negative modality, the constituent AFF. If AFF is [+affirmative], then
it is ~pelled out as zero, as in affirmative sentences. If it is
[-affirmative], then it is spelled out as bu 'not.' If it is not
specified for [+affirmative], it is [+Q], quantificational ranging
over [+affirmative] and [-affirmative]. For mnemonic purposes, let
us use the feature [+A-not-A] instead of [+Q]. Suppose now that the
feature [+A-not-A] triggers a syntactic or phonological rule of redupli-
cation having the following form:
(236) A-not-A Reduplication
[+A-not-A] [ X Y] --> [ [[Xl [bu xl 1 Y]
vp vp not
Thus before A-not-A Reduplication applies, we may have a structure
like (237);
(237) [8 ta [+A-not.-A] [vp xihuan ni]]
he like you
The result of applying (236) on (237) will be any of (227a-c) depending
on whether 'li-,' 'like,' 'like you' is taken to be X in the structural
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description of the rule (236). We may assume t;at the rule takes place
in PF, in which case all of (227a-c) have the form (237) at SS, and in
LF, the modality constituent containing [+A-not-A] undergoes movement,
yielding:
(238) [[+A-not-A]i[ta t i xihuan nil]he like you
The [+A-not-A] constituent may then be interpreted as a quantifier
ranging over the two members [A] and [Not Al, i.e., [+affirmative]
and [-affirmative]. An [+A-not-A] constituent may be [+wh] , if used
in A-not-A questions, or [-wh], in which cases it will be used as lany,'
in particular the free choice [+universal], as indicated in 4.1.2 (cf.
(108» •. (238) may be converted into (239):
(239) [[For which X; x E {[+A],[-A]}][ ta x xihuan nil]
S he like you
If (237) occurs as an embedded subject sentence followed by dou, as
in (240), then the A-not-A would undergo QR rather than wh movement
and gets interpreted as a universal quantifier as in (241':
(240) [ [ ta [+A-not-A] xihuan nil dOll meiyou guanxi]
S S like you all 1£0 matter
'Whether or not he likes you~ it doesn't matter.'
(241) a. [ [+A-not-A]i[~[s ta t i xihuan nil dou meiyou guanxi]]S he like you all no matter
b. [ [For both X; x € {[+A],[-A]}][ [ ta x xihuan Ili]
x x x he like you
dou meiyou guanxi]]
all no matter
The approach taken here, embodying a phonological rule of
reduplication, is particularly appealing for the reason that often
meaningless fragments of a lexical category may be incorporated
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into an [A-not-A] form. It is well known that phonological reduplication
processes typically do not obey the requirements of the Lexical Integrity
Hypothesis. They look at the phonological properties of their input
structures but do not care if they are meaningful. Therefore, forms
"like [xi-bu-xi] fit into this theory most naturally.
We assume that the A-not-A constituent undergoes LF movement,
leaving a trace (variable) behind. This assumption is supported by
the observation just mentioned that interpretation of A-not-A questions
obeys the ECP. Another argument for this position is that the assumed
movement can go long distance. This is what crucially distinguishes
Chinese A-not-A questions from English yes/no questions and embedded
questions involving whether ( ••• or not) (direct yes/no questions
may be assumed to contain an abstract whether in the matrix COMP).
Consider the following examples:
.(242) wo xiang-zhidao [Lisi lai-bu-lai].
I wond~r come-not-come
'I wonder whether Lis! will come or not. v
(243) ta shuo [Lisi lai-bu-lai]?
he say come-nat-come
'Did he say that Lisi will come, or did he say that Lisi
won't come?'
(244) ta zhidao [Lisi lai-bu-1ai] (?)
he know come-not-come
a. 'He knows whether Lisi will come or not.'
b. 'Does he know that Lisi will come, or does he know that
Lis! won't come?'
Exactly as with our earlier examples of wh questions, A-not-A questions
exhibit scope properties on a par with the quantifier some inherent
in their presuppositions. Thus, [lai-bu-lai] 'come-not-come' has embedded
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scope in (242), matrix scope in (243), and is scopally ambiguous in
(244). Note that in none of these sentences can the A-not-A operator
be construed with the predicate of the matrix clause, whether it has
embedded or matrix scope. For example, although in (243) [lai-bu-lai]
has matrix scope «243) being a direct question), the question is not
on whether he did or didn't say that Lis! will come, but on whether,
according to what he waid, Lis! will come or not. On the contrary,
the following question in English is not a question on the yes/no
modality of the embedded clause:
(245) Did he say that John will come?
This question asks whether he did or did not say that John will come,
not whether he said John will come or he said John will not come.
Thus, although saying yes to (245) commits one to the proposition
that he did say that John will come, 8ayillZ ~ to the same question
does not commit one to the p~oposition that he said that John will
not come. He might, in other words, have said nothing at all. On
the contrary, saying no to the question (243) in Chinese does commit
one to the proposition that he said that Lisi will not come.
The fact in English might be consist~nt wi.th the assumption that
whether does not bind a variable, so that it must always be construed
with the predicate of the clause where it occurs. The same assumption
cannot be made with the A-not-A operator, however. If the operator
is not required to bind a variable. there will be no way to distinguish
an LF representation in which the operator originates from the matrix
clause from one in which it comes from the embedded clause.
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4.3.4. A Note on Non-Objectual Quantification
If the arguments just giveI.. for the assumption that A-not-A operato!'s
bind variables at LF are correct, then we have an interesting piece of
eviden~e fOT a theory according to which variables can be of any syntactic
category, and that movement of non-NP categories also leaves traces.
It has sometimes been suggested that adjuncts like why, how, etc.
do not need to leave traces under their movemen~. Such categories are
often not nominal, and if they are assumed not to leave traces, one might
be able to propose a restrictive theory of movement, requiring only NPs
to leave traces. Furthermore, a trace theory on adjunct movement is at
any rate not a" necessary consequence of the Projection Principle. (Cf.
Stowell, 1981, for some discussion of this proposal.) This amounts to
the proposal that movement of an adjunct is allowed to change its rela-
tion with a predicate. Thus, one may start at DS with a structure like
(246):
(246) You wonder [he bought what why].
After what is moved to the embedded COMP and why moved to the matrix
COMP, we have (247):
(247) Why do you wonder [whati [he bought t i ]]?
Therefore, although why starts out as an adjunct of the embedded clause,
it gets interpreted in (247) as an adjunct of the matrix clause. Since
it does not leave a trace of why, this "meaning changing" derivation
is allowed. Since transformations are allowed to change meanings in
our framework at any rate, this assumption is not implausible. On this
account, then, (247) may be derived from a DS like (246), or from a
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DS like (248), in which why starts out from the matrix clause:
(248) You wonder [he bought what] why.
S~ntences involving when, where, how, etc. might be similarly treated.
In the face of our arguments concerning A-not-A questions, however,
there is reason to require non-arguments like A-not-A to bind trac~s
in LF. If so, then the proposal that why, etc., do not bind traces
becomes less compelling. Furtherm~re, we have alRo direct reason for
the assumption that thdge adjunct phrases also bind traces. First of
all, note that senctences like (249) and (250) are ambiguous, with
why, where being construed with either the embedded clause or the
matrix:
(249) Why do you think he left?
(2S0) Where did you say that he worked?
Moreover, in (251)-{252), on which day and how are even better
construed with the embedded clause:
(251) On which day do you say that he will be here?
(252) How do you think hs will be able to pay?
If the movement of adjuncts like why and on which day is assumed to
leave a trace. then the facts we have seen here may be easily
accounted for. The ambiguity of (249)-(250) may be accounte~ for by
the fact that the trace of why or where c~n be located in the D.atrix
or in the embedded clause. The embedded clanse construal on on
which day and how in (251)-(252) may be repres~nted by a trace in the
embedded clause.
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In the Chinese examples below, furthermore, note that weisheme
'why' and nalf 'where' must be construed with the embedded clause
only, where they occur at SS:
{253} ni renwei [ta weisheme bu 1ai]?
you think he why not come
'WhYi do you think that [he will not c~me til?'
(254) ni shuo [Lis! zai nali zuoshi]?
you say at where work
'Wherei do you say [Lisi worked til?'
If movement of 'why' and 'where' does not leave a trace behind, it will
be impossible to distinguish LF representations of (253)-(254) from
those of (255)-(256):
(255) ni weisheme renwei [ta bu 1ai]?
you why think he not come
'WhYi do you think that [that he will not come] t i ?'
(256) ni zai nali shuo Lisi zuoshi?
you at where say work
'Wherei did you say [that Lisi worked] t i ?'
Finally, as we will argue in Chapter 7, the impossibility of construing
why in (247) with the embedded clause may be attrib~ted to the ECP,
which makes crucial reference to the existence of a trace left by why.
The conclusion to draw from here is that there is good evidence
for a "strong version" of the condition 'against vacuous quantifi-
cation, i.e. May's (1977) CQB, Condition on Quantifier Binding -- .
"strong version" ia the sense that it must be extended to non-nominal
quantifiers appearing in linguistic representations.
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4.4 Cleft Sentences
4.4.1. Th~ Construction
Another construction in Chinese which may be analyzed as irlvo·lving
a kind of non-objectual quantification is the cleft sentence. An
example of such a construction is given below:
(257) Zhangsan shi mingtian dao Niuyue QUe
be tomorrow to N.Y. go
'It is tomorrow that Zhangsan will go to New York. (
In this sentence the time phrase 'tomorrow' is preceded by the copula
abl. As the translation shows, what immediately follows the copula
is taken as the focus of the sentence, with the rest of ths sentence
"backgrounded" (to use a term of Schachter 1972), i.e. taken as the
presupposition. In the English translation, the focus and the pre-
supposition are separated in structure, with the focus "it is
tomorrow" preceding and asymmetrically c-commanding the presupposition
"that Zhangsan will go to New York". It is pretty well agreed that
there is a structural dependency between the focus and a position
within the presupposed clause. That iS t the English counterpart of
(257) has the structure (258a) or (258b) at some level of representation:
(258) a. It is tomorrowi [that John will go to New York til.
b. It is tomorrowi [[OPt that] [John will go to New York til.
(The OPi in (2Sab) stands for an abstract operator i.n COMP binding the
trace '~i. It might perhaps be assumed to originate as .tomorrow in
the position of ~i with the feature [+wh]t along the li~es of Chomsky
(1977).) In either case it is fairly reasonable to assume that there
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is some quantifier-variable relationship between the focus and the
gap in the presupposition. The situation with the Chinese sentence,
however, is quite different. A cleft sentence differs from a non-cleft
only in the presence VB. absence of the focus indicator, the copula
shi. Once this marker is removed, (257) has the exact appearance of an
ordinary non-cleft sentence:
(259) Zhangsan mingtian dao Niuyue qUe
tomorrow to N.Y. go
'Zhangsan will go to New York tomorrow.'
The simplest way of looking at cleft sentence formation, then, is to
say thac it inserts the marker ~hi directly in front of the constituent
in focus. 22 There has been some controversy over the analysis of
clefts in the literature but I think thi8 is the best way of looking
at them. That is, they involve no overt dislocation of the focus in
Syntax and consequently, unlike their English counterparts, do not
exhibit a quantifier-variable configuration at SSe This conception
of cleft formation is particularly appealing for the reason that
every prevez'bal maximal phrase as well as the verb phrase itself can
be put into focus with an immediately preceding shi while the exact
order of constituents in the entir~ sentence is preserved. Thus, all
of the sentences in (260) are well-formed cleft sentences:
(260) &. shi wo mingtian yao mai neiben shu.
be I tomorrow want buy that book
'It is I who want to buy that book tomorrow.'
b. wo shi mingtian yao mai neiben shu.
I be tomorrow want buy that book
'It is tomorrow that I want to buy that book.'
c. wo mingtian shi yao mai neiben shu.
I tomorrow be want buy that book
'It is want to buy that book that I will tomorrow.'
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These sentences differ in where the focus marker shi occurs. Once shi
is removed, all of (260) are reduced to the non-cleft (261):
(261) wo mingtian yao mal neiben shu.
I tomorrow want buy that book
'I want to buy that book tomorrow.'
On the other hand, note how different the English translations are from
each other in their surface form. The only restriction on cleft
formation is that no postverbal phrase may be clef ted by sim~ly
inserting shi, although the English counterpart involving a postver'bal
. .
gap is apparently well-formed. Thus contrary to the well-formed (262)
in English, the Chinese example (263) is not acceptable:
(262) It is that booki that I want to buy t i tomorrow.
(263) *WO mingtian yao mai shi neiben shu
I tomorrow want buy be that book
We retcrn to this problem below. Before discussing what an optimal
theory of Chinese clefts should be, it should be noted that what we
are going to discuss does not include focalizing constructions of the
following sort, the so-called pseudo-clefts:
(264-) a. [wo mingtian yao mal de] shi [neiben shu]
I tomorrow want buy DE be that book
'What I want to buy tomorrow is that book.'
b. [neiben shu] shi Cwo mingtian yao rnai de]
that book be I tomorrow want buy DE
'That book is what I want to buy tomorrow.'
(265) a. [mingtian yao mal neiben shu de] shi Cwo]
tomorrow want buy that book DE be I
'The person who wants to buy that book tomorrow is me.'
b. Cwo] shi [mingtian yao rna! neiben shu de]
I be tomorrow want buy that book DE
'I am the person who wants to buy ~hat book tomorrow.'
These psuedo-cleft sLntences differ from the clefts that we want to
discuss crucially in that they do involve some structural gap in one
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position and ::\ structur31 depelldency between t:he focus and the gap.
In (264a) and (265a), what appears after the copula shi is the psuedo-
clef ted focus, and what appears before it is a free relative whose
23
empty head is coreferential with the focus. There is an overt
structural dependency between the focus and the relativized gap in the
free relative. Thus, (264a) may be represented as something like
(266):
(266) [np[s wo mingtian yao mai til de [eli] shi [neiben shu]i
I tomorrow want buy DE be that book
The empty head [eli' or the entire free relative headed by it, stands
in an equative relation to the focus 'that book'. The relation between
the empty head and the relativized gap (the trace~) is a quantifier-
variable relation. Since pseudo-clefts are equational sentences, the
order of subject and complement of shi can be reversed. Therefore
(264b) and (265b) are also well formed pseudo-clefts. The structural
properties of pseudo-clefts, then, are on a par with relativized
constructions, and since, like the latter, they involve overt
quantifier-variable configurations, they do not enter into our discus-
sion of mapping processes in LF, inasmuch as the structural relations
present at 55 are carried onto LF without significant change.
4.4.2. An LF Account of Clefts
Now, let us consider how cleft sentences in Chinese should be
dealt with in an optimal theory of grammar. I will spell out my
proposal first, then try to provide arguments in its favor over other
alternatives. I will assume that the copula shi is a focus operator
(henceforth shi will be glossed as FO), dominated by the element EMP,
the emphatic modality. It is therefore treated as an adverb, on a par
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with modals, negation, etc. A cleft sentence is a simple sentence
that contains EMP, just as a negative sentence is one with AFF con-
taining the feature [-affirmative], and an A-not~A sentence is one
with AFF containing [+A-not-A]. There is no overt movement, nor
antecedent-gap or quantifier-variable relation involved at the level
of SSe In LF, a maximal phrase immediately following the focus
operator is incorporated into EMP, and is treated as the focused
constituent. Thus, (260b), for example, may have the structure (267)
in LF:
(267) [ wo [ shi maingtian][ yao
slemp FO tomorrow vPwant
mai neiben shu]]
buy that book
It has been observed sometimes (~.g. Paris (1979» that the entire
sequence following shi may also be taken as the focus. In this case
the entire sequence is incorporated into EMF. (Alternatively, this
incorporation may be carried out by coindexirtg.) Similarly, the
focus in (260b) may be the subject alone, or the entire sentence. In
the latter situation we have an emphatic sentence meaning "It is the
case that I want to buy the book tomorrow".
I will further assume that in LF the elements dominated by EMF,
i.e., the focused constituent and shi, are subject to abstract wh
movement. Thus (260b)' has the following representation at LF:
(268) [-[sb! mingtian]i[ wo t i yao rnai neiben shu] ]s s bookFO tomorrow I want buy that
The moved category [abi mightian] 'FO-tomorrow' may be converted to
the operator "For x=tomorrow", or simply left as it is, on a par
with the predicate "it is tomorow such that" in English. Thus we
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derive an operator-variable configuration at LF, in analogous form
to the cleft sentence "It is tomorrowi that I want to buy that book
t .. in English. Like the English counterpart and like the pseudo-cleftsi
in both languages, the cleft sentence in Chinese is also structurally
dichotomized into the two portions focus and presupposition.
The representation given in (268) is, I think, a fairly reasonable
one. A sentence like (260b) does contain the presupposition that I
want to buy that book at some time. Like the presupposed someone in
a question containing who, this presupposed indefinite noun phrase is
quantificatiollal, i.e. existential. Therefore, representing the focus
as a variable at LF is just as reasonable as representing who as a
variable. Chomsky (1976) has argued that, in English J a constituent
bearing focal stress should be treated as a variable at LF. Thus
the sentence (269) with focal stress on John has the LF representction
(270):
(269) His mother loves JOHN.
(270) [[For x=John] [his mother loves xl]
Chomsky's argument is that focally stressed NPs behave on a par with
Q-NPs like someone» everyone, and wh phrases, in contrast to names
like (unstressed) "John, the student, etc., under "weak crossover":
(271) The woman hei loved betrayed John!.
(272) a. *Whoi did the woman bei loved betray t i ?
b. *The woman hei loved betrayed everyone i -
c. *The woman he! loved betrayed someone i -
d. *The woman he i loved betrayed JOHN i -
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Chomsky sug~ests that the contrast between (271) and all of (272)
can be accounted for if, like wh phrases, Q-NPs like everyone and
someone and focally stressed constituents like JOHN (but not definite
terms and names) are subject to movement -- though their movement
necessarily takes place in LF. At LF, (272b-d) are represented by
quantifier-variable configurations on a par with (272a):
The contrast between (271) and all of (272) is then accounted for by
the "Leftness Condition", which applies to '(273) but not to the LF
representation of (271) (Chomsky 197.6: 201):
(274) The Leftness Condition
A variable cannot be the antecedent of a pronoun to
its left.
One might ask further why focally stressed constituents should behave
on a par with Q-NPs and wh phrases. We have seen that wh phrases are
a kind of Q-NPs, so the fact that (272a-c) pattern alike in contrast
to (271) is perhaps no surprise. But why does a focally stressed
definite' NP behave on a par with Q-NPs and vh phrases rather than
with non-stressed definite NPs? I think that a plausible answer to
this question is pr~cisely that focally stressed NPs~ really
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quantificational in the presuppositions of the sentences in which
they occur. That is, (272d) has the presupposition (275), where
someone appears in the place of JOHN:
(275) The woman he i loved betrayed someone!.
The reason why (272d) is ill-formed with the anaphoric relation
indicated, then, is precisely the same reason that rules out (272c),
as well as (272a-b) as ill-formed.
In this-connection it is interesting to note that the focused
constituent in a cleft sentence of Chinese also behaves on a par with
wh phrases and other Q-NPs, in contrast to names and definite
descriptions, in analogous "weak crossover" constructions. In (276),
the pronoun ta 'he' in the subordinate clause may take the matrix
subject Zhangsan as its antecedent, but in none of (277) may the same
anaphoric relation obtain, where the matrix subject is 'who', 'everyone',
'someone', or the clefted Ishi Zhangsan':
(276) [tai de mama builai de shihou], Zhangsani yijing sui-Iehe DE mother return DE time already sleep-ASP
'When his i mother came back, Zhangsani had already gone
to bed.'
(277) a. *[ta de mama builai de shihou], shei i yijing sui-Ie?hei DE mother return DE time who already sleep-ASP
'When his i mother came back, whot had already gone to bed?'
b. *[tai de mama huilai de shihou],meige renidou sui-Ie.he DE mother return DE time every man all sleep-ASP
'*When his! mother came back, everyone i had
already gone to bed.'
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c. *[tai d.e mama huilai de shihou], youreni yij ing sui-Iehe DE mother return DE time someone already sleep-ASP
'*When his i mother came back, someone! had lalready goneto bed.'
d. *[tai de mama huilai de shihou], shi Zhangsan ihe DE mother return DE time FO
yijing sui-Ie.
already sleep-ASP
'*When hisi mother came back t ZHANGSANi (not anyone else)had already gone to bed.'
One might observe that the sentences in (277) need not really involve
any "crossover"» since it is possible to claim that each of the matrix
subjects there probably does not have scope over the subordinate
clause, i.e., that it does not get moved across the preceding pronoun
to the root clause. As the English sentence below shows, the wh
phrase is not moved across the subordinate clause.
(278) When his mother came in, who! [t i was sleeping]?
In other words, 0ne might maintain that the il1-formedness of (277a-d)
is not due to the leftness condition, but due to the fact that the
pronoun does not occur in the c-commanding domain of the matrix
subject at LF, and therefore cannot be interpreted as bound to it.
The well-formedness of (276), on the other hand, is due to the fact
that names l~ke Zhangsan usually take the widest possible scope ~n
an utterance, and therefore the pronoun does fall within the scope
of Zhangsan in (276). The relevant point hel~, however, is still
why a focused definite NP like shi Zhangsan has to take narrow scope
on a par with wh phrases and other Q-NPs. This is strong evidence
that the focused element following shi is quantificationsl in a very
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real sense, and if other quantificational elements are subject to
movement in LF, so should clef ted elements be.
There is further evidence that the clef ted constituents following
shi do not always take wide scope even though they are clef ted
definite NPs. Thus, exactly as wh phrases, A-not-A phrases, and Q-NPs,
the shi-phrase may have either embedded scope or matrix scope in a
sentence like (279):
(279) [Zhangsan xiangxin [shi Lisi mingtian 1a1]]
believe FO tomorrow come
The focus Lisi may be construed as indicating the emphasis given by
the speaker of the entire sentence, but it can also be construed as
indicating the emphasis in the belief of t~e matrix subject, i.e, the
"speaker", 80 to speak, of the embedded clause. Thus, (279) corresponds
to the two English sentences:
(280) a. It is Lisii that Zhangsan believ'es t i will come tomorrow.
b. Zhangsan believes that it is Lisi! that t i
will come tomorrow.
According to the first interpretation, the speaker presupposes the
existence of someone who will come tomorrow, and asserts that he is
Lisi. According to the second interpretation, the existence of
someone is in the belief of the matrix subject. The ambiguity of
(279) can be accounted for, therefore, if we simply allow shi Lisi
to be moved to either the embedded or the matrix COMP, exactly as in
the case of'wh words or A-not-A constituents embedded under an optional
interrogati',e matrix verb like 'know' or 'remember'. Thus, corres-
ponding to (280a-b), (279) has the two LF representations:
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(281) a. [[shi Lisi]i[Zhangsan xiangxin [t i mingtian lai]]]FO believe tomorrow come
b. [Zhangsan xiangxin [[shi Lisi]i[ti mingtian lai]]]believe FO tomorrow come
By contrast, note that in a sentence like (282), where Lisi is not
focused, there is no scope ambiguity on it; it has only the wide, i.e.
matrix scope.
(282) Zhangsan xiangxin [Lisi mingtian 1ai].
believe tomorrow come
'Zhangsan believes that Lisi will come tomorrow.'
Finally, again, note that the distribution of clef ted focuses and
their interprEtation are subject to restrictions that are typically
associated with movement rules and empty categories. Some of these
restrictions are indicated in my (1982) paper and they are argued in
Chapter 7 below to fall under the ECP. Again the correctness of this
hypothesis strongly supports our analysis.
4.4.3. On the Analysis of SHI
It remains now to justify our analysis of the cop~la shi as a
focus operator having the status of an ad~~rb on a par with negation
and modals.
Many writers have discussed how the shi in cleft sentences is to
be treated, but none has called it an adverbial serving as a focus
operator. There are basically two approaches to the analysis of shi.
On the one hand, some writers treat shi in clefts as a main verb, on a
par with the shi in pseudo-clefts. Thus, a cleft sentence, like a
pseduo-cleft, is a copulative sentence. This approach is taken by
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Hashimoto (1969, 1971), Ross (to appear), among others. Thus, (260b)
has the structure below:
(283) [ wei [ [shil[ PRO! mingtian yao rna! neiben shu]]]
S I vP v be S b h b ktomorrow want uy t at 00
Such an analysis ~f clefts is, I think, both semantically implausible
and syntactically problematic. It is semantically implausible, because
a cleft sentence like (260b) does not have the meaning of an ordinary
copulative sentence: it is neither equative, nor does it indicate
class-inclusion, as ordinary copulative sentences may do. Since no
copula is used in ordinary adjectival sentences like (284) below
in Chinese:
(284) wo hen gaoxing.
I very happy
'I am very happy.'
it is also unmotivated to postulate (283) as a copulative structure
of predication. Furthermore, there are several syntactic difficulties
associated with this analysis, as Teng (1979) has correctly pointed
out. To mention just one, consider what the structure of (260a)
would be, in which the subjeect is preceded by sbi. Either we have a
subjectless sentence like (285), or one with the matrix subject Equi-
NP-deleted by the complement subject, like (286):
(285) [ 0 [ [ shill wo mingtian yao mai neiben shu]]]
s vP v S I tomorrow want buy that book
(286) [8 PROi ,[ [v shills wO i mingtian yao mai neiben shu]]]vP be I tomorrow want buy that book
The structure (285) shows a copulative sentence with the element to the
right having nothing on the left to be equated with. to be inclusive
of,or to predicate upon. The structure (286) requires a most
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implausible type of deletion, or control, theory, by which a c-commanding
subject is deleted or controlled by an antecedent in its domain.
Teng (1979) himself suggests a rather attractive alternative to
the copulative-sentence approach, though, due to difficulties he noted,
he did not adhere to it. According to his suggestion, the underlying
structure of a cleft sentence is a simplex sentence having the exact
form of a non-cleft, except that the focused constituent contains the
diacritic feature [+focus]. The element shi is then treated as a
phonetic spellout of this feature, which places it to the left of the
focused constitutent-. This approach is particularly appealing for the
reason that practically every constituent can be put into focus, and
it is free from all the difficulties associated with the complex-
sentence approach.
There are two important difficulties associated with this simplex
sentence analysis also, however. Before pointing out these difficulties,
I will discuss a fact which Teng indicates as an "insurmountable
difficulty" with this analysis. Teng says that since shi is treated
as a focus marker spelled out on the basis of [+focus] contained in a
focused constituent, it is not a verb. But shi can enter into scope
relations with negation and modals:
(287) a. Zhangsan shi mingtian bu qu.
FO tomorrow not go
'It is tomorrow that Zhangsan will not go.'
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b. Zhangsan bu shi mingtian qUe
not FO tomorrow go
'It is not tomorrow that Zhangsan will go.'
(288) a. shi Zhangsan keneng mingtian lai.
possibly tomorrow come
'It is Zhangsan who will possibly come tomorrow.'
b. keneng Zhangsan shi mingtian lai.
possibly FO tomorrow come
'Possibly it is tomorrow that Zhangsan will come.'
Teng assumes, along with work done in generative semantics (cf.
Lakoff, 1971a), among others), that the ability to enter into scope
relations with other categories is a defining property of predicates.
Clearly, under this assumption, the cleft sentences can have no simplex
sentence analysis -- his proposal is simply incompatible with his own
assumptions. But this assumption is not necessary, and is now believed
by most to be ill-motivated. According to this assumption, all
quantified NPs are also predicates, since they exhibit scope properties.
As we have seen in Chapter 2, scope phenomena happen not only with
quantificational NPs, but also among modifiers of NPs. To be
consistent, one would have to analyze all nominal modifiers also as
higher predicates -- including relative clauses, determiners,
possessives, etc., although I believe no one would want to do so. But
note that, once we drop the hypothesis that ability o~ entering into
scope relations is necessarily the property of predicates, the
"insurmountable difficulty" simply does not arise. As focused
constituents are quantificational in the sense we have indicated, they
of ,course, are expected to exhibit scope properties and interact with
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other scope bearing elements. The faLt that they are scope-bearing
elements therefore does not argue against adopting a sin.plex sentence
analysis. The real difficulties with this analysis are the following.
First, as noted above, one important restriction on cleft
formation is that no postverbal phrase may be clef ted. If shi is
simply a phonetic spellout of [+focus], and there is obviously no
reason why a postverbal NP cannot contain [+focus], then there is no
principled reason why no postverbal element may be clef ted.
Secondly, this treatment of shi takes the item to be totally
unrelated to the copula used in equative and class-inclusion sentences.
Every writer who has made a proposal on cleft sentences certainly will
not fail to suspect that clefts and pseudo-clefts involve the same shi,
or at least that the two shi'a are closely related. and I think there
is good reason to believe that this intuition is correct.
Consider now how our treatment of shi as an adverb fares with the
tWQ approaches just discussed. First of all, we adopt a simplex
sentence analysis, and are therefore free from the difficulties
associated with the complex sentence analysis.
Secondly, we explain why a postverbal element cannot be clef ted.
Since the position of an adverb in Chinese is preverbal, just as
negation, medals, time adverbs, etc., are, as we have seerl throughout
this study, it is of course the case that shi can never occur post-
verbally between a verb and its complement. The ill-formedness of
(289)(=(263» 1s simply on a par with (290), which has a postverbal
negative:
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(289) *wo mingtian yao mai shi neiben shu.
I tomorrow want buy FO that book
(290) *wo mingtian yao mai bu
I tomorrow want buy not
neiben shu.
that book
This, I think, is a very strong argument in favor of our hypothesis
over the phonetic-spellout approach suggested in Teng (1979).
Thirdly, we also have an explanation for the fact that shi may
enter into scope relations with negation and modals, in fact also with
other adverbs. We have already seen throughout that adverbial elements
like negation, modals, and certain others may occur in free word order
and enter into scope relations with each other. Shi is simply another
such quantificational adverb which has the property of bearing scope.
Finally, we can also capture the fact that the shi used in clefts
is the same as, or closely related to, the shi used in pseudo-clefts
and other copulative sentences. Note that in order to relate the two
instances of'shi, it is not necessary to say that they are both verbs
or main predicates. (Taking this to be the necessary condition seems
to be the crucial mistake of those who insist on the complex sentence
analysis). What we are claiming is that the copula functions as a main
verb in pseudo-clefts and other copulative sentences, but as an adverb
in clefts. Both are instances of the copula: the copulativ~ verb
and the copulative adverb. This is entirely consistent with current
views on many other matters. For example, the element gaoxing
'happy, happily' is used as a main predicate ( or stative verb) in
(291a), as an attributive adjective in' (291b) , and as an adverb in
(291c):
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(291) a. wo hen gaoxing.
I very happy
'I am very happy.'
b. hen gaoxing de rene
very happy DE man
'Very happy men.'
c. ta hen gaoxing de lai-le
he very happily DE come
'He came happily.'
Furthermore, consider the sequence yang Ii 'use-force'. In (292a) it
is a VP, but in' (292b) it is apparently adverbial in function aad
usually described as a PP,
(292) a. ta yang-Ie Ii Ie.
he use-ASP force ASP
'He has used force.'
b. ta yong Ii da WOe
he use force hit I
'He hit me with force (forcefully).'
It is well known that a lot of prepositions in Chinese are derived
historically from verbs. That PPs almost always occur preverbally
undoubtedly has to do with the fact that they originate from the
first part of a so-called "serial verb construction" having the
linear form V-NP-V-NP, in which the second V (as da 'hit' in (292b))
is taken to be the "center of predication" (i.e. main verb) and the
first V is taken to be adverbial in function. Indeed, there are
sentences which can be anlayzed either way, depending on what they
mean. Consider (293):
(293) ta na ~dao qie cal
he take knife cut vegetable
8. 'He took a knife and cut the vegetable.'
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b. 'He took a knife and then cut the vegetable.'
c. 'He took a knife to cut the vegetable.'
d. 'He cut the vegetable with a knife.'
As Li and Thompson (1974) have argued, according to the two readings
(293a) and (293b), the two subsequences 'took a knife' and 'cut the
vegetable' should be analyzed as two VPs in coordination. According to
(293c), they are best analyzed as constituting a structure of
complementation, with 'cut the vegetable' taken as a purpose clause.
On the other hand, note that, according to (293d), they are best taken
to constitute a structure of modif~cation, with 'took a knife' analyzed
as an adverbial PP, i.e. 'with a knife'.
In other words, there are many lexical items whose categorial
status is not fully specified in the lexicon, but take on specific
features only in context. There is, of course, a very natural account
in" the X theory. Thus,~ 'use, with' is [-N], but [+V] in the
lexicon, and takes on [+V] in (292a), but [-V] in (292b). Similarly,
~ 'take, with' is [-N] in the lexicon, [+V] in (293a-c) but [-V] in
(293d). Given this, it is entirely natural to say that shi is [+V]
in the lexicon, unspecified for [+N]. In the context of cleft
sentences, it is taken to be [+N], and is an adverb, In the contex~
of a pseudo-cleft or a copulative sentence, it is [-N], i~e. a main
verb.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FOOTNOTES
1. The NP a senator on y in the clause x 1s a senator on~ is
not subject to QR,.since it is a predicate nominal, a non-referential
expression.
2. F&H's actual suggestion is to have QR adjoin a Q-NP to the
"sister of SPEC," where the SPEC of S is COMP and the SPEC of NP is
its determiner or QP. As we have seen in Chapter 2, topicalized
phrases in Chinese occur to the right of COMP whenever the latter
is present. If QR were to adjoin a Q-NP to the sister of COMP, we
would force such a Q-NP to hvae scope over topics, though the actual
interpretation of sentences seems to be that the Q-NP usually has
scope narrower than topics.
3. An equally natural assumption could be that every nominal
node could be a possible NP-internal adjunction site, since if an
overt QP were present it could be anywhere preceding the head. This
assumption, as will become clear easily, will not serve our purpose.
4. In fact, May proposes to construe Subjacency as a condition
on output representations at LF. We assume that it is a condition
on the application of Move a (in Syntax), for reasons to be noted
in Chapter 6.
s. May's reasoning for this assumption is as follows: Since
QR adjoins Q-NPs only to S, not to NP, only S but not NP is a bounding
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node on QR. This reasoning is not clear to me, since wh movement moves
elements only to COMP (as a sister to S), but not to NP either, why
are both NP and S bounding nodes for wh movement (in Syntax)?
6. We will suggest later that the presence of dou is one factor
contributing to markedness. This accounts for (52) and (53), though
not for (47) - (48).
7. Three points to note here: First, as noted above in Chapter 3.
the Projection Principle must be somehow relaxed for cases involving
restructuring, though one might entertain the alternative to allow
dual stru~tures at every level of syntactic representation, one per-
taining to thematic relations and subject to the Projection Principle,
and one pertaining to scope relations but not subject to the principle.
Secondly, the restructuring hypothesis i~ also needed in F&H's
theory. Considerations of thematic relations require that every senator
on some congressional committee has the structure [NP PP], where the
N dominating senator does not dominate the PP containing some con-
gressional committee. But the existential Q-NP does have NP-internal
scope. To derive the internal scope reading, F&H will also need to
assume that the string may be analyzed as IDetI- N pp]J.
n
Thirdly, in Chapter 3, footnote 17. we mentioned that given
the assumption of restructuring, the condition (3.56) should be more
precisely formulated as holding, not between SS and LF, out between
the output of restructuring (before QR applies) and LF. The same
qualification applies here.
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8. Ken Hale told me that, when presented with the sentences (1)
- (2) and (10) - (11) in Chinese, he already had the feeling that each
of them is unambiguous, and that (1) - (2) have external scope, while
(10) - (11) have internal scope readings. And he had never "learned"
this from others.
9. The term "crossover" is due to Postal (1971), on the basis
of the fact that a wh phrase has been moved, crossing over a "corefer-
ential NP":
(i) *Who i did he i say I saw t i ?
Wasow (1972) distinguishes two kinds of crossover. "Strong crossover"
involves the movement of a wh phrase (in our framework, also other
quantificational NPs) across a c-commanding coindexed pronoun; "weak
crossover" involves movement across a non-commanding pronoun. Strong
crossover is exemplified by (i) above, and wea~ crossover is exemplified
by the sentences in (104).
10. For some discussion of other uses of the words listed in
(lOB), see Cheng (1980).
11. In treatments of negative polarity. any in English, it is
usually assumed that any must occur, in the usual cases, within the
c-commanding domain of an affective element. Linebarger (l~~O),
moreover, shows that any has to occur within the immediate domain
of an affective element. The Chinese counterpart of 'ever,' conglai,
is also a negative polarity item, but interestingly enough, it is
required to have an affective element in its c-commanding domain, but
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ts itself not required to be in the domain of the latter.
(1) ta conglai bu xiyen.
he ever not smoke
(ii) *ta conglai xiyen.
he ever smoke
(iii) *ta bu conglai xiyen.
he not ever smoke
12. In the following sentence. dou is preceded by singular NPs only:
(i) neiben shu we dou kan wan le.
that book I all read up ASP
'I have finished reading that entire book.'
What is un1versa~ly quantified here 1s not 'that book' as a singleton
set. but l all parts of that book.' (i) thus means that I have read
every chapter or page of that book. A similar interpretation on 'that
book' in (122) is impossible. however. since one cannot normally say
'every part of that book is very expensive.' Similarly. in (123).
one cannot ~alk about parts of a ,proposition like 'that he arrived.'
This is the reason· why (1) is well-informed, but (122) and (123) are
not. Similarly, in (i1), the adverbial of time 'always' together
with the following dou means 'at all times':
(11) wo yixiang dOll bu xiyen.
I always all not smoke
'I never smoke.'
A special type of construction involving dou that is often noted is
the so-called lian••• dou••• construction:
(11i) lian Zhangsan dou lai-le.
even all come-ASP
'Even Zhangsan came.'
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(iv) lian yiben shu ta dOll bu yao.
even one . book he all not want
'He doesn'·t want even one book/a single book.'
I think a plausible analysis of these sentences can also treat them
as involving universal quantification, thus accounting for the existence
of dou here. But what is universally quantified is not the single
person Zhangsan in (iii) or the single book in (iv). Rather, what
is quantified seems to be a large number of persons or objects implied
in the sentences, the least expected of which being Zhangsan, one
book, etc. So (iii) means,· by fmplication, that all of a lot of other
~people came, Zhangsan's coming being less expected than the other
. ..
people's coming. (iv), sfmilarly, means, by fmplication, that he
does not want any other number of books, not two books, three books,
etc. For some discussion of the semantics and syntax of the lian •••
dou••• construction, see Paris (l977), Hou (1979).
13. Since any cannot be one single morpheme as a universal
quantifier, a plausible assumption is to regard it as an "archimor-
pheme,u which is specified for I+Q], quantificaticnal, but unspecified
for I+universal], or [+existentialJ.
14. For a formal treatment of the semantics of questions and
quantifiers see Higginbotham and May (l981).
15. Gr:lmshaw (.1979l ind.icates that there are "concealed questions"
of the following sort:
(i) He asked the name of the student.
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Although the verb requires an interrogative complement, there is no
overt wh in the sentence that satisfies the requirement of (170a).
A possible way to maintain the conditions in (170) ~ight be to suppose
that at some level of representation (say, LF'), the name of the
student is represented as [for which x [the name of the student is
xl]. I have .DO especially appealing solution of this and must leave
it as a problem.
16. See van Riemsdijk ana Williams (1981) for treatment of
quantifier scope in this manner.
17. Higginbotham and May (1981) propose the rule of Absorption,
by which a string of ~ quantifiers is turned into an ~-ary quantifier.
18. Since wh words are existential in their presup~os1tion, on
a par with something, someone, etc., [SOMETHING SOMEONE] is
logically equivalent to [SOMEONE SOMETHING]. Therefore, {WHAT WHO]
and {WHO WHAT] are also logically eqUivalent.
19. For example, Conjunction Reduction must obey the following
directionality constraint: If two identical elements branch to the
~ight in the input phrase marker, then the element on the left gets
deleted_ If ~~ey branch to the left, then the one on the right gets
deleted.
20. The Chinese rendering of (~ither••• l or is huozhe, and that
of (whether••• ) ·or is haishi.
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21. The same consideration also argues for a syntactic rule of
infixation for the potential forms chi-de-wan 'can eat up,' and chi-
bu-wan 'cannot eat up,' discussed in 3.3.4.
22. The cleft sentences in Chinese are often described as the
shi••• de constructions, since they often take the form of (1):
(1) ta shi qunian jiehun de
he be last-year marry de
'It was last year that he got married.'
A fairly plausible treatment of de in (i) is to regard it as the
perfective aspect, a variant of le (cf. Dragunov 1958, Teng 1979).
As such it can appear as an infix (if Affix Hoppin,g moves it from
INFL into the verb jiehun 'marry'):
(11) ta shi qunian j ie-de-hun.
he be last-year mar-ASP-ry
~It was last year that he got married.'
(1i) is on a par with (iii), where Ie appears in place of de:
(iii) ta shl qunian j ie-Ie-hun.
he be last-year mar-ASP-ry
'It was last year that he got married.'
If qunian 'last year' is replaced by 'next year,' the perfective is
inappropriate and both (11) and (ii1) become ill-formed:
(iv) *ta shi mingnian j ie-de-hun.
he be next-year mar-ASP-ry
'*It is next year that he got married.'
(v) *ta shi mingnian jie-le-hun.
he be next-year mar-ASP-ry
'*It is next year that he got married.'
Whether or not this treatment of de 1s correct will not be our concern
here, nor will it affect what we have to say below. In what follows
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I will stick to cleft sentences containing no de.
23. The term "headless relative" has sometimes been used in the
literature to refer to what we call free relatives here, such as the
complement clause in i like what you gave me. The term "headless
relative" is more generally used to refer to relative clauses of the
type observed in Navajo and Imbabura-Quechua (see Platero 1978, Cole
1982). in which there is no overt gap in the argument positions.
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CHAPTER FIVE: ANAPHORA AND BINDING
5.0. Introduction
In Chapters 3 and 4, we have investigated aspects of the syntax
of Logical Form as they pertain to the interpretation of sentences
containing scope-bearing elements. Another topic that figures pro-
minently in discussions of the interactions of Syntax and Logical
Form is anaphora. Recent advances in the theory of anaphora have
greatly improved our understanding of this phenornenon in language.
In Chosmky (1981a), the central issues of anaphora are accounted for
under the binding theory. This chapter will investigate certain
aspects of this theory as an aspect of UG, especially as it applies
to Chinese and English. After a brief introduction to how the binding
theory works in 5.1, we discuss some outstanding problems of the
theory as currently formulated. These concern sentences in which
pronouns and anaphors may co-occur. A minimal modification is
suggested in 5.3 to reformulate the notion of "governing category"
so that the domain for defining anaphor-bindi~g and the domain for
defining pronominal disjoint reference are not identical, though they
overlap to a great extent.
In 5.4 we examine in some detail the properties of controlled
PRO and definite empty pronominals in Chinese. It is indicated that
the distribution of PRO in Chinese is consistent with the binding
theory and that Chinese is best described as a pro-drop language,
which requires some modification of the pro-drop parameter heretofore
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conceived.
Section 5.5 contains a discussion of the interpretation of the
binding theory as a theory of coreference and suggests, following
Evans (1980), that it should be interpreted as a theory of anaphoric
dependency. A general principle of anaphoric dependency is that a
referential dependent may not c-command its antecedent. With respect
to pronoun anaphora, this principle is strengthened to account for
certain facts in Chinese which have heretofore been taken to justify
a separate principle involving the linear notion of precedence. We
argue that the superficial notion of precedence is not the right one
for the description of pronoun anaphora in a sentence grammar of
Chinese, but that a more strict hierarchical notion than c-command,
is involved.
The last section addresses the question on the relation between
definite pronoun anaphora and quantificational pronominal binding.
The two types of pronouns are seen to be the same in many respects
but differ in others. Som~ discussion of the special properties of
pronominal binding is carried out, as well as how an optimal theory
should treat of them. It is indicated that they fit rather naturally
into a theory of grammar in which both types of pronouns are tre~ted
on a par at 58 but differently in LF. Finally, we address the ques-
tion on why quantificational1y bound pronouns have the properties
discussed. As an attempt to explain why they must occur within the
scope of their antecedents at LF and obey the Specificity Condition ~.
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we suggest informally that these need not be the special properties
of such pronouns, but that proper names and other referential NPs may
be seen to exhibit the same properties if they are assumed to also
undergo movement in LF', though not in LF.
5.1. How the Binding Theory Works
The stan~ard formulation of the binding theory provides the
conditions in (1) to be satisfied at an appropriate level of gram-
matical representation (Chomsky 1981a:188):
(1) Binding Theory
a. An anaphor is bound in its governing category.
b. A pronominal is free in its governing category.
ic. An R-expression is free.
Here, "bound" means "A-bound", i.e. c-commanded by and co-indexed
with ,an element in argument position, position of a subject, object,
etc., and "free" means "A-free", i.e. not A-b(_~J.lld. When ex is bound
to B, it is interpreted as coreferential with B; when a is free with
respect to B, the two elements are interpreted as disjoint in
reference. An anaphor is defined as a category that lacks independent
reference ann thus includes reflexives, reciprocals (the lexical
anaphors) by definition and, by assumption, NP traces or traces of
"local" movement as involved in passives, etc. A pronominal is a
category that may be referentially independent or may depend upon an
antecedent for its reference, and it includes the class of pronouns,
whose use may"be deictic or anaphoric. An R-expression or referential
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expression is referentially independent, and it includes all other NP
types, e.g. names in the Fregean sense and name-like lexical NPs and,
by assumption, wh-traces or traces of so-called "long distance" move-
ment as involved in topicalization, etc. The original core notion of
"governing category" is defined as follows:
(2) Governing Category
a is the governing category for 8 if and only if a is
the minimal category containing a and a governor 0~ e,
where a = NP or S.
In the original formulation in Chomsky (1981a), "government" is
defined in a way very similar to the formulation given in Chomsky
(1980a), i.e. the "OB-government" referred to in 3.3. For the
purposes of this review I will assume the formulation given in Aoun
and Sportiche (1981), i.e. what we referred to as "AS-Government"
earlier:
(3) Government (Aoun and Sportiche 1981)
o
a governs Bif and only if a = X and every maximal pro-
jection dominating a also dominates Band vice versa.
Adopting this formulation will facilitate our discussion below without
1going into details that are irrelevant to our concern. According to
k 0 0 AOthis definition, a governor may be a lexical category Ii eN, V t ,
oP , but not a phrasal category. INFL, if it contains the feature
[+tense] and/or the agreement feature [+AGR], may be assumed to be of
the category [+V]o and/or [+N]o, and be a possible governor. This
definition requires that no governor may govern out of or into a
maximal category. oThus, a V governs its complements, and so does nn
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o
or A e INFL governs the subject of a sentence, as well as
the VP. This is the case on the assumption that S (and S) are pro-
jections of INFL:
(4) S(=1)
~ -=COMP 5(=r)
~ -NP PredP(=I)
~
INFL VP
Since VP is a maximal projection, a verb, transitive or intransitive,
does not govern its subject, nor an adjunct phrase not dominated by
VP. On the other hand, since there is no maximal projection internal
to an NP, the subject of NP is governed by the head N, though
nothing outside of the NP is. Furthermore, although a governor may
govern its complement, it cannot govern any element that is properly
contained in the complement, in the unmarked cases.
Thus far understood, the binding conditions in (1) account for
a fairly wide range of phenomena concerning anaphora in natural
language. In English, for example, they account for the following
data:
(5) a. [The menisaw thern~elvesi/each other i ]
b. [The meni were seen til
c. *The meni said that [themselvesi/each other i would come]
d. *The meni were said that [tf would come]
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e. *The men1 said that [I saw themselvesi/each other!]
f. *The meni were said that [I saw til
(6) a. *[The menisaw them1]
b. The meni said that [theYi would come]
c. The meni said that [1 saw themi ]
(7) a. *[Hei saw the man!]
b. *Hei said that [1 saw the mani ]
c. *The man, [hei saw til
d. *The man, hei said that [I saw til
e. *The man who [hei saw til came
f. *The man who he i said [1 saw til came
In (Sa) the governor for the lexical anaphor themselves/each other
is saw, and in (5b) the governor for the trace is seen; therefore
(Sa) and (5b) are the governing categories for the anaphors in
question. Since they are bound within these categories, the sentences
are well-formed in accordance with (Ia). In (Sc-d) the relevant
governor is the embedded INFL and in (5e~f) it is the embedded verb
saw. Therefore, in each of these sentences the governing category
for the anaphor is the embedded clause. The sentences are ill-formed
by (1a) since in each of them an anaphor is not bound in its governing
category. Similarly, in (6a) them is disjoint from the men since by
(lb) it must be free in (6a), and in (6b-c) no disjoint reference
interpretation 1s required because the pronouns are already free in
the embedded clause, their governing category, in accordance with
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(lb). Fjnal1y. in (7) an R-expression (the NP the man in the wh-trace
left by topical1z8tion or relativization in (7c-f) is bound. Since
an R-expression must be free (everywhere) by Ie), these sentences
are ill-formed whether it is bound in its governing category (7a,c,e)
or outside of that category (7b,d,f).
The binding theory illustrated above is supported by the follow-
ing data in Chinese, and to that extent qualifies as a valid principle
of UG. With the exception of (Sc-d) and (6b), which will be taken up
in the next section, the Chinese counterparts of all the sentences
2in (5)-(7) show the same properties:
(8) &.
b.
c.
d.
(9) a.
b.
(10) a.
[Zhangsani kanjian-le ziji1].
see-ASP self
'Zhangsan saw himself.'
[Zhangsani be! wo kanj!an-le ttl.by I see-ASP
'Zhangsan was seen by me.'
*Zhangsani shuo [ni kanjian-le ziji].
say you see-ASP self
'*Zhangsa~ said that you saw himself.'
*Zhangsani bei.wo shuo [ui kanjian-le til.by I say you see-ASP
'*Zhangsan was s~id that you saw. I
*[Zhangsani kanjian-le tail.see-ASP he
'*Zhangsani saw himi" ,
Zhangsani shuo [ni kanjian-le tail.say you see-ASP he
'Zhangsan said that you saw him.'
*[ta~ kanjian-le Zhangsantl.
1he see-ASP
'*Hei saw Zhangsani .'
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b. *tai shuo [ni kanjian-le zhangsani ).he say you see-ASP
'*Hei said that you saw Zhangsani • '
c. *Zhangsan, [ta i kanjian-le til.he see-ASP
'*Zhangsan, hei saw t i .'
d. *Zhangsan, tai shuo [n1 kanjian-le til.
be say you s~e-ASP
'*Zhangsan, he! said you saw t i .'
e. *[[tai kanjian t i de] neige ren] lai-le.he see DE that man come-ASP
'*The man who hel saw t i came.'
f. *[tai shuo [ni kanjian t i de] neige ren] lai-lehe say you see DE that man come-ASP
'*The man who hei said that you saw t i came.'
The examples we have seen above represent cases where the governing
category for an NP is S. The binding theory also holds cross-
linguistically in the following sentences, where the relevant
category is NP:
(11) a.
b.
c.
d.
I saw [the men'si pictures of themselvesi/each otheri ].
I saw [t~e citY'si destruction til.
*The meni saw [my pictures of themselvesi/each otheri ].
. 3
*The citYi was seen [our destruction til.
(12) a. *1 saw [the men'si pictures of them].
b. The meni saw [my pictures of them].
(13) a. *1 saw [his! pictures of Johni ]·
b. *Hei saw [my pictures of John].
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The three sets of sentences (11)-(13) provide evidence for (la-c)
respectively, as do their counterparts in Chinese:
(14) a. wo bu xihuan [Zhangsani dui zijii de taidu].I not like to self DE attitude
'I don't like Zhangsan's attitude towards himself.'
b. *Zhangsani bu xihuan [wo dui zijii de taidu].
not like I to self DE attitude
'*Zhangsan doesn't like my attitude toward himself.'
(15) a. *we> bu xihuan [Zhangsani dui. tai de taidu].I not like to he DE attitude
'*1 don't like Zhangsan'si attitude toward himi .'
b. Zhangsan1 bu xihuan [wo dui tai de taidu].
not like I to he DE attitude
'Zhangsan doesn't like my attitude toward him.'
(16) a. *WO bu xihuan [tai dui Zhangsan i de taidu].I not like he to DE attitude
'*1 don't like hisi attitude toward Zhangsani .'
b. *tai bu xihuan [wo dui Zhangsani de taidu).he not like I to DE attitude
'*Hei doesn't like my attituJe toward Zhangsani .'
5.2. Some Problems with the Binding Theory
An important claim made by the binding theory illustrated in 5.1.
is that the positions in which anaphors are bound are precisely those
positions in which pronouns are free. This is apparent from the
conjunction of (la) and (lb), with the notion governing category
defined uniformly for anaphors and pronouns as in (2). This prediction
is correct in the examples reviewed so far. Thus, whereas (Sa-b) are
well-formed, (6a) is not; and where (5c-f) are not well-formed, (6b-c)
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are. Similarly, in Chinese, (Ba-b) are well-formed while (9a) is
not, with the situation reversed in (Be-d) and (9b). The same holds
true in (11)-(12) in English and (14)-(15) in Chinese, with anaphors
and pronouns occurring in mutually exclusive environments.
As has been noted in many places (e.g. Chomsky 1980 and 1981a),
however, the theory runs into some difficulty with respect to sentences
like the following, where a possessive NP can be an anaphor or a
proximate pronoun:
(17) a.
b.
(18) a.
b.
The meni saw [their own/each other'si pictures].
The meni saw [their i pictures].
The men! saw [their own/each other'sl pictures of the
girl].
The meni saw [theiri pictures of the girl].
Furthermore, although certain speakers find (19a) slightly better
than (19b), both these sentences are acceptable and in any case the
difference between them has a very different status from the sharp
distinction between the grammatical and ungrammatical sentences
4given above.
(19) a. The meni saw [the pictures of themselvesi/each other i ].
b. The meni saw [the pictures of themi ].
The same problem illustrated in (17)-(19) also exists in Chinese,
as (20) and (21) show:
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(20) a. Zhangsani kanjian-le [zijii de shu]
see-ASP self DE book
'Zhangsan saw his own books.'
b. Zhangssni kanj 1a.n-Ie [ta i de shu]see-A~:P he DE book
'Zhangsan saw hj~s books. '
(21) a. Zhangsani zhi xlhuan [neiben guanyu zijii de shu].
only like that about self DE book
'Zhangsan likes only that book about himself.'
b. Zhangsani zhi ,~ihuan [neiben guanyu. tSj de shu]
only like that about he . DE book
'Zhangsan likes only that book about him.'
In each of these sentences an anaphor or a pronoun occurs within an
NP which, according to (2) and (3), 1s its governing category. In
particular, in (17)-(18) and (20), an anaphor or a pronoun occurs
as the possessive of an NJ). By the definition of governm~nt Biven
in (3), the possessive is governed by the head N. In (1~) and (20, an
anaphor or a pronoun occurs as the complement of an N or of a pre-
position in NP. According to (3), the head N or the preposition is
the governor. In each of these sentences, then, the bracketed NP is
the governing category for the anaphor or pronoun and its governor.
Therefore, (1) requires all pronouns to be free and all anaphors to
be bound within the NP. However, only half of these sentences are
correctly predicted by the theory (1). In particular, the (b)
sentences have their pronouns free in the bracketed NPs in accordance
with (lb), but the (a) sentences have anaphors occurring in the same
position also unbound, in violation of (1a). Therefore. if the binding
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theory embodying (1)-(3) is correct, it will be necessary to treat
the (a) sentences of (17)-(21) as somewhat marked constructions, to
be accommodated in a periphery, not core, grammar.
To overcome the above problem, Chomsky (1981a:211f) proposes to
redefine the notion governing category as in (22), along with the two
independent principles (23) and (24), as well as the notion of
accessibility (25):
(22) Governing Category
a is a governing category for a if and only if a is the
minimal category containing a, a governor of 8, and a
SUBJECT accessible to B.
(23) AGR is co-indexed with the NP it governs.
(24) *fy ... Z; ••• ], where y and Z; bear the same index.
(25) Accessibility
a is accessible to B if and only if both (a) and (b):
(a) a is in the c-command domain of a. 5
(b) assignment to Bof the index of a would not violate
the wel1-formedness condition (24).
The principle (23) is independently motivated as a device for ex-
pressing the subject-verb agreement phenomenon, and at least some
proper version of (24) may be" independently motivated to rule out
6
strings involving "referential circularity" such as:
(26) *[A picture of it/itselfi]i
(27) *1 saw [her own! friend]i.
The term SUBJECT is technically .defined as the "most prominent nominal
element" within an NP or S, and includes AGR of a clause that contains
it, and the subject in the ordinary sense (the NP of S or NP of NP).
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This formulation has the advantage of reducing the Nominative Island
Condition (NIC) and the (Specified) Subject Condition (SSe) of
Chomsky (1980) (or their respective predecessors) into one single
principle (which could now be called the "Specified SUBJECT Condition"),
overcoming certain problems as explained in Chomsky (1981a).
It should be easy to see that the (a) sentences of (17)-(21),
which present problems for the binding theory, in particular the
condition (la), now fall under the theory. Thus, in these sentences,
the bracketed NP does not qualify as a governing category for the
anaphor contained in it because, although it contains the anaphor
and its governor, it does not contain a SUBJECT accessible to it.
In (19a) and (21a), this is clear because the NP has no SUBJECT.
In (17a), (18a) and (20a), it has a SUBJECT, but the SUBJECT is
the anaphor itself. Therefore, it does not c-command the anaphor,
and by (25a), it is not accessible. The governing category for the
anapbor, therefore; is not the bracketed NP. On the other hand,
the S dominating the bracketed NP in each of these examples is the
governing category for the anaphor in question, since it contains
a subj~ct which c-commands the anaphor and could be coindexed with
the latter without violating the wel1-fo~edness filter *[1 ~ .. i ... ]
(24). Since in each case the anaphor is bound in this category,
the theory correctly predicts these sentences to be good.
The theory also accounts for all the sentences considered in 5.1.
The bracketed S in (5e-f) or (Be-d), or the bracketed NP in (11) and
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(14), for example, is each a governing category for the anaphor
it contains, since it contains an accessible subject, the subject
of the clause of the NP, which c-commands the anaphor and coindexing
the subject with the anaphor would not result in an [1 ••• i ... l
configuration in violation of (24). Therefore the sentences are
good just in case an anaphor is bound in it. In (Sc-d), furthermore,
the bracketed S is also a governing category since it contains an
accessible AGR. The AGR element in the embedded clause of (Sc),
for example, is accessible to the embedded subject anaphor, because
it c-commands the latter (AGR being the head of S, cf. footnote 4),
and coindexing the two elements would not violate (24). The
structure of (Sc), after the agrement rule (23) applies, is (28a).
If we were to coinindex AGR with the embedded subject anaphor, what
we would get would be (28b), which does not violate (24):
(28) a. The men said that [[themselves/each otherl i AGRi
would come]
b. The men said that [[themselves/each i AGRiother] i i
would come]
Since AGR is accessible to themselves/each other in (28a), the
clause of the AGR is a governing category for the anaphor. The
condition (la) requires that the anaphor must be bound in the clause.
(5c-d) are ill-formed, therefore, since they each have an anaphor
unbound in the governing category.
This formulation of "governing category" has the further ad-
vantage that it predicts correctly the possibility of long-distance
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7binding of an anaphor, as shown below:
(29) TheY i expected that [.[ pictures of each other!] would8 np
be on sale].
(30) TheYi expected that [s*[np* each other'sipictures] would
be on sale].
(31) TheYi expected that [ .for[ **[ • pictures of each other iS .. s np
to be on sale] would be possible].
(32) They! expected that [8* for [s**[np* each other'siP1ctures]
to be on sale] would be possible]
(33) TheYi expected that [s.for [8** each otherito come] would
be possible]
(34) TheYi expected that [s.1t would be possible for [8**
[np* pictures of each otherito be on sale]]
(35) They! expected that [8* it would be possible for [s**
[np* each other's! pictures] to be on sale ]]
(36) TheYi expected that [s* it would be possible for [s**
each otherito come]]
In all these examples, only the matrix clause qualifies as a governing
category for each other. None of the NP*s in (29)-(36) is a govering
category, as we just saw. The S** of (31)-(36), similarly, is not a
governing category, since it contains no AGR and its subject properly
contains, but does not c-command, each other. The S* of (29)-(33)
does contain an AGR as a SUBJECT, but since this SUBJECT is coindexed
with the NP* of (29)-(30) and the S** of (31)-(33) in accordance
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with the agreement rule (23), further coindexing the AGR with each
other would violate the well-formedness condition (24). The same
applies to (34)-(36) under the natural assumption that the subject
it of their S*s is coindexed with the S**.
Note ~hat although Chomsky's reformulation succeeds in ac-
counting for a fairly wide range of sentence types involving anaphors,
the problem posed by the conjunction of (la) and (lb) persists.
This·is true not only in (17)-(21) where the same position may be
filled by an anaphor or a proximate pronoun, but also in (29)-(36),
since substitution of each other by them in these sentences results
in equally grammatical sentences (with the qualification noted in
footnote 4).
(37:) TheYi expected that pictures of them! would be on sale.
(38) TheYi expected that their i pictures would be on sale.
(39) They! expected that for pictures of themi to be on
sale would be possible.
(40) They! expected that for their i pictures to be on sale
would be possible.
(41) They! expected that for them! to come would be possible.
(42) TheY i expected that it would be possible for pictures of
themi to be on sale.
(43) TheYi expected that it would be possible for their i
pictures to be on sale.
(44) TheYi expected that it would be possible for them!
to come.
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The same problem also exists in the following sentences in Chinese:
(45) a. Zhangsani yiwei [[ zijii de xiangpian) zui haokan].hi k s np self DE it n p cture most pretty
'Zhangsan thinks that his own pictures are the most
beautiful.'
b. Zhangsani yiwei [[ tat de xiangpian] zui haokan]think s np he DE picture most pretty
'Zhangsan thinks that his pictures are the most
beautiful.'
(46) a. Zhangsani shuo [a[s zijii you mei you qian] mei guanxi].
say self have not have money not matter .
'*Zhangsan said that whether himself has money or not
didn't matter.'
b. Zhangsani shuo [8[S tai you mei. you qutan] me! guanxi].
say he have not have money not matter
'Zhangsan said that whether he has money or not doesn't
matter.'
Note that the problem shown by (46) exists only in Chinese, with
'self' and 'he' both acceptable, but not in its English counterparts.
As shown by the translation, English allows only 'he' in its counter-
part to (46b), but not 'himself' in its counterpart to (46a). This
has to do with the fact that the NIC is irrelevant in Chinese. More
examples showing ~h1s point are given below:
(41) a. Zhangsani shuo [~ijl1 hui lsi).
say self will come
'*Zhangsan said that himself will come.'
b. Zhangsani shuo [tal hui 1ai].
say he will come
'Zhangsan said that he will come.'
(48) a. Zhangsani qipian-le [ [ zijii zui xihuan] de Duren].
cheat-ASP np S self most like DE woman
'Zhangsan cheated the woman that hi~self loves most.'
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(48) b. Zhangsani qipian-le [ [ ta. zui xihuan] de nuren].
cheat-ASP np s he1 most like DE woman
'Zhangsan cheated the woman that he loves most.'
(49) a. Zhangsani bei wo faxian [5 t i tou-Ieqian Ie].by I find steal-ASP money ASP
'*Zhangsani was found by me t i has stolen money.'
b. Zhangsani bei wo faxian [ ta i tou-Ie qian Ie].by I find S steal-ASP money ASP
'Zhangsan had it found out by me that he stole money_ '
In (47) both 'self' and 'he' can occur in an embedded finite clause
complement. In (48) both can occur in subject position of a relative
clause. Andin (49) both the NP-trace and 'he' can occur in a finite
clause.
It may be observed that the existence of sentences lik~ the (a)
members of (46) - (49) presents problems for older versions of the
binding theory in particular the NIC of Chomsky (1980a) and its prede-
c~ssor in Chomsky (1973, 1977), which rules out their counterparts
in English. This is, however, not the case in the present formulation
of a governing category involviug the technical notion of SUBJECT.
As George and Kornfilt (1981) have pointed out, it is the presence
of agreement in a clause that. determines opacity. This idea is already
integrated into the formulation by Chomsky. It is pretty well known
that there is no subject-verb agreement in Chinese, though the exis-
tence of aspect markers like -Ie may justify a syntactic constituent
of INFL (cf. 3.3). This fact fits rather well into the new formulation
embodying the George-Kornfilt theory. Whether or not a clause is
finite in Chinese, its INFL does not contain [+AGR]. It then follows
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that a subject has no accessible SUBJECT in its own clause. Anaphora
is therefore possible with an anaphor in subject position of an
embedded clause as in (47a) and (49a). and can even go long distance
as in (46a) and (48a), completely in line with the theory under
consideration. The wel1-formedness of the (a) sentences of (45)
- (49) is therefore not a problem: they all fall under (la). The
problem is, rather, why the (b) sentences, in which an anaphor has
been replaced by a pronoun, are not ruled out bv (lb).
In short, there is a systematic set of sentences that resist the
binding theory one way or the other under either definition of a
governing category, as in (2) or as in (22). In the former case, the
problem arises with the possibIlity of long distance anaphor-binding
and, in the latter case, it arises with the non-existence of dis-
jointness of reference. In either case, half of the sentences fall
under the theory of core grammar and the other half outside of it,
treated as marked constructions. As Chomsky notes, comparative
study should. prove helpful in d~termining between the marked/unmarked
~tatus of certain constructions under investigation. Whllt is
properly treated as "marked" in one language, in other words, should
not be expected to occur systematically in another, especially
typo~ogically remote, language. But the comparative evidence fro~
Chinese and English reveals exactly what one would not expect, as we
have seen. The most reasonable conclusion to make is that neither
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the constructions excluded by (1a) under the formulation (2) of the
notion of a governing category, nor the constructions excluded by
(lb) under the formulation (22) are marked. Rather, the binding
theory must be somehow reformulated so as to accommodate both cons-
truction types in both languagesc
Besidep the empirical problem we have just seen, there is also
a conceptual problem with the binding theory. Although the formu-
lation (22) has a number of desirable properties, there is a question
on why the notion of an acces~ible SUBJECT should be involved in the
definition of a governing category for both an anaphor and a pronoun,
with accessibi.lity defined in terms of c-command and the wel1-
formedness condition (24). The existence of a SUBJECT for an anaphor
generally implies the existence of a potential antecedent for the
anaphor (though the reverse is not true in cases where a non-subject
8is the antecedent). Therefore it makes sense to ask whether that
SUBJECT is an accessible potential antecedent in terms of c-command
and the wel1-formedness condition. It is well known, however, that
alth~ugh c-command is a normal requirement on the antecedent of an
anaphor, it is Dot required of the antecedent of a pronoun.
(50) a. *Each"other'si pictures pleased the me~~
b. Their1 pictures pleased the men!_
(51) a. *Pictures of the menipleased each otheri -
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b. Pictures of the men! pleased themi -
In view of these examples, one may wonder why a SUBJECT accessible to
a pronoun has to c-command it at all.
Furthermore, since an anaphor needs to have an antecedent, a
theory of anaphors is to provide environments in which coreference
is possible. In searching for' an antecedent for an anaphor within
its governing category, it therefore makes sense to see if the
SUBJECT could be coindexed with the anaphor without violating the
wel1-formedness condition *[i ••• i ... ], i.e. whether the SUBJECT
could be its "possible antecedent". If it is not a possible ante-
cedent, then an anaphor will have to look upward into a more in-
clusive domain. However, the situation with pronouns is different,
since pronouns need no antecedents. As Lasnik (1976) has argued,
a theory of pronouns should say nothing about when coreference
is possible or how it is to be determined, but only when disjoint
reference is required. This 1s already integrated into the binding
condition (lb), which says only ~hat a pronoun has to be free in
its governing category, but says nothing about what its antecedent
, '
~ight be outside of the governing cat~gory. Therefore, there is
no motivation to see if a SUBJECT could be a possible potential
antecedent for the pronoun. If one were to coindex a SUBJECT with a
pronoun and obtain a [1 ••• i ... ] configuration in violation of (24),
all this would mean would be that the SUBJECT could not be a possible
antecedent. But this is perfectly all right since the pronoun needs
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no antecedent; in fact (lb) requires the SUBJECT not be its antecedent.
So there is no reason to look upwards into a more inclusive domain
to see if a higher SUBJECT could be a possible antecedent. Nor is
there any need to look for a "disjoint referent" for a pronoun. In
the sentence "He 1s here", 'he is neither bound nor "anti-bound" by
any NP. In short, the conceptual problem with the formulation (22)
is that, although there 1s some good motivation for assuming that a
governing category for an anaphor must contain an accessible SUBJECT,
there appears to be no similar motivation for making the same as-
sumption about the governing category for a pronoun.
5.3. A Modification
The preceding discussion should make it clear that the older
b1nd~ng theory embody~ng (2) as the definition of a governing
ca~egory works well with pronouns, as far as the sentences we have
seen are concerned, while the newer theory embodying (22) works well
with anaphors. If we juxtapose the empirical and the conceptual
problems just noted, a simple idea suggests itself: the domain for
defining anaphor binding and the domain for defining pronominal non-
coreference are not identical, though they overlap to a large extent~
One way to instantiate this idea is to assume that the binding
conditions are as follows:
(52) Binding Conditions
a. An anaphor is bound in its lower governing category
with an accessible SUBJECT.
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b. A pronominal is free in its governing category.
where "governing category" is defined as in (2), with the stipulation
that a = NP or S. There are a number of difficulties with this
formulation t however. Instead, I would like to propose a different
instantiation of the same idea. I will assume that the binding
conditions are as they are in (la) and (lb), but that the notion of a
governing category takes the form of (53):
(53) Governing Category
a is a governing category for a if and only if a is the
minimal category containing at and a SUBJECT which, if
Ban anaphor, is accessible to B.
I will first indicate how the modification embodying (53) may solve
the empirical and conceptual problems we have noted t and then show
that this formulation is superior to the alternative indicated in (52).
Consider, first, all the sentences which constitute the paradigm
examples of the binding theory, examples (5)-(16). In each of these
examples, in the very minfmal category a that contains B (8 an
anaphor or a pronoun)t a governor of a, and a SUBJECT, the SUBJECT
is accessible to B. Therefor~, in these examples, the govern~ng
category for an anaphor is also the governing category for a pronoun
in the same position. Thus, the bracketed clause in each of (6) is
a governing category for the pronoun contained therein t because it
contains not only the pronoun, its governor, but also a SUBJECT
(the subject of the bracketed clause in (6a) and (6c), and the AGR
in the embedded clause of (6b». Note that this SUBJECT is also
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accessible to the pronoun; therefore, the same domain also qualifies
as the governing category for an anaphor if the pronoun is replaced
by the latter, as in (5). The binding conditions (la) and (lb)
therefore correctly require pronominal disjoint refereence where
anaphor binding is possible, and rules out anaphor-binding where
pronominal coreference is possible. The same applies to (11) and
(12), where each bracketed NP is the governing category for the
anaphor or pronoun it contains. it is easy to see that the same
applies to Chinese examples, where pronouns and anaphors are mutually
exclusive.
This complementary distribution of pronouns and anaphors breaks
down when a certain category contains a (6 a pronoun or an anaphor),
a's governor, and a non-accessible SUBJECT. If a is a pronoun, this
category is its governing category, but if a is an anaphor, this
category is not, but a more inclusive category is. Therefore, both
a pronoun and an anaphor may occur free in this category, satisfying
(lb) and (la) respectively. We claim that this is the situation
with all the sentences that we have seen to present problems for
the binding theory. Note that the definition (53) requires the
governing category for an anaphor to contain an accessible SUBJECT.
Therefore, all the sentences that involve long-distance anaphor
binding (i.e. the (a) sentences of (17)-(21) and the sentences (29)-
(36) present no problem; they readily fall under (53) as they do
under (22). In each case, only the root clause qualifies as the
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governing category for the anaphor it contains. Likewise for the
(a) sentences of (45)-(49) in Chinese, under the assumption that the
INFL in Chinese contains no [+AGR]. What we need to account for now
is the (b) sentences of (17)-(22), (45)-(49), and the sentences
(37)-(44). According to (53), the governing category of a pronoun
must have a SUBJECT. Since the only categories that have SUBJECTs
are NP and clause (including "small clauses" of the sort studied in
Stowell 1981). Let us consider first the clausal nodes, Sand S.
Suppose that the minimal clause containing a pronoun or an anaphor
and its governor is finite, then in English it contains AGR. Consider
the following configuration:
(54) [- COMP [ NPl AGR [ V NP2]]]s s vp
As defined by Chomsky, a SUBJECT of a domain is a nominal element
which is most prominent in the domain. "Most prominent in D" here
is intended to mean ltc-commanding everything else in D". Thus, in
the finite S of (54), NPl is a SUBJECT, since it c-commands every-
thing else in S. AGR is also a SUBJECT, since it is the head of S
and under the notion of c-command mentioned in footnote 5 it also
c-commands everything else in.S. Thus a finite S always has two
SUBJECTs. A finite S, on the other hand, has only one SUBJECT, which
is the head AGR. The subject NPl is not a SUBJECT of S because it is
nottbehead of S and therefore does not c-command the eOMP. By the
m1nimal1ty requirement on the definition of a governing category,
in a structure like (54), S is always the governing categ~~y for NFl
and NP2- Now consider the case of an infinitival clause~
(55) [; for [8 NP1 to V NP2]]
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S in (55) is the governing category for NPZ' because it contains
NP2, its.governor (V), and the subject NP1 - However, S is not a
governing category for NPl , whether NP1 is an anaphor or a pronoun,
because it does not contain its :governor. S, furthermore, is also
not the governing category for NPl , because it contains no SUBJECT
(the NPl , though a subject, is not a SUBJECT eince it does not
c-command the COMP for). Therefore, neither S nor S is a governing
category for the subject of an infinitival clause. If an infinitival
clause is embedded as a complement, the embedding S will be the governing
category for the infinitival subject, as in (56):
(56) a. TheYi prefer [; for [8 each other! to come]]
b. *TheYi prefer [; for [8 them! to come]]
Since the matrix S is the governing category for both the anaphor
in (55) and the pronoun in (56b), the contrast between (56a) and
(56b) follows. In the following configurations, the situation is
different:
(57) They expected that [s.[for NP* to come] would be possible]
(58) They expected that ~s*it would be possible [for NP* to come]]
In both cases, S* contains a SUBJECT, but the SUBJECT is not acces-
sible to NP*. If NP* is a pronoun, S* will be its governing category,
as given in (53). This immediately accounts for (41) and (44) above.
Similarly, the grammaticality of the (b) sentences of (46)-(49) in
Chinese is accounted for. In each of these sentences, the most
deeply embedded clause is finite. Although the INFL of this embedded
clause does not contain AGR, it is reasonable to assume that its [+V]
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feature enables it to govern its subject pronoun. This appears
to be independently necessary since otherwise the subject of any
finite clause would be ungoverned. The most deeply embedded clause
also contains a SUBJECT, the subject pronoun itself, though it is
not accessible to itself. Therefore, this embedded clause is the
governing category for the pronoun subject, which is free in it in
accordance with (lb).
Now, consider the minimal NP node containing a pronoun. Two
cases are involved in such a situation:
(59) a. [ pictures of them]
np
b. [ their pictures]
np
Although the NP pictures of them does not have an ordinary subject
(NP of NP), it does have a SUBJECT. the head noun pictures, which is
of course the most prominent nominal element in the whole noun phrase
(59a). ~e pronoun them is governed by of (or by the head pictures).
Therefore, the NP (59a) is a governing category for the pronoun them,
in which it must be free. This accounts for (19b), (2Ib), (37), (39),
(42), in all of which a pronoun is free in its governing category in
accordance with (lb). Finally, consider the structure (59b). Here,
both the pronoun subject their and the head pictures are SUBJECTs.
The head pictures is the governor of their. Therefore, their
pictures is the governing category for their. This accounts for
(17b), (lSb), (20b,) t (38) J (40) J (43), and (45b). We thus account
for all the problematic sentences in £u11.
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(Note that the head pictures in their pictures and pictures of
them is not accessible to their or them because it is natural to assume
that the index of a head noun is percolated to the top of the entire
NP, and coindexing the head with their or them would result in a [i •.• 1
••• ] configuration. in violation of (24.)
Note that the conceptual problem noted in 5.2 also disappears
under the account (53). Since only anaphors need to search for
antecedents but not pronouns, it is irrelevant wnether a SUBJECT is
accessible to a pronoun or is a potential antecedent. This is already
what (53) says.
Now let us compare the modification proposed here in (53) with
that indicated in (52). It is clear that, as far as the empirical
problem posed by the sentences discussed above i~ concerned, (52)
also gives the right results. Thus, long distance binding of an
anaphor by the subject of the root clause is ~ossible in (29)-(36) as
well as in the Ca) sentences of (17)-(21) and (45)-(49), because in
each case the root clause is the lowest governing category with an
accessible SUBJECT. The sentences (37)-(44) and the (a) sentences
of (17)-(21}-and (45)-(49) are also acceptable with a pronoun bound
to each root subject, because there. is already a lower governing
category (without an accessible SUBJECT) in which the pronoun is free.
MOreover, in the paradigmatic cases (5)-(14), anaphors and pronouns
are correctly predicted to be mutually exclusive, because in each of
these sentences the first governing category also has an accessible
SUB~ECT.
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The conce~tual problem with respect to the relevancy of an
accessible SUBJECT also disappears under the account (52), as is
evident.
A basic difference between (52) and our (53) is that, according
to (52), the sole existence of a SUBJECT is taken to be irrelevant in
the domain for pronominal non-coreference, while according to (53),
it is only accessibility that is taken to be irrelevant, the existence
of a SUBJECT being required of the governing category for both pronouns
and anaphors. Since only NPs and clauses may have SUBJECTs, the
requirement of a SUBJECT in the definition of a governing category
for both pronouns and anaphors, as in (53), makes it unnecessary to
stipulate that a ,governing categf,ry must be NP or S. But a definition
of governing category that does not require a SUBJECT must make the
stipulation, as in (2) and (52). (52), in other words, leaves the
question unanswered on why NP and S are possible governing categories
and not other categories, while (53) derives this from the fact that
only these categories have SUBJECTs.
A related point here is that only under the formulation (53) is
there a natural way to tie together the NIC and the sse of Chomsky
(1980). To use the older terminology, with respect to anaphor binding,
the NrC and sse are reduced to the "Specified Accessible SUBJECT
Condition" under both (52) and (53). But with respect to disjoint
reference of pronouns, the Nrc and the sse are reduced to the "Specified
SUBJECT Condition" only under (53), but not under (52). This is
another conceptual disadvantage of (52).
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Thirdly, and this is most important, the formulation (52) loses
an important consequence of the binding theory concerning the distri-
bution of PRO, namely the theorem (60):
(60) PRO is ungoverned.
Chomsky assumes that PRO is a pronominal anaphor for the reason that it
is on a par with both a pronoun and an anaphor. In the sentence (61),
PRO is like an empty pronoun on a par with the pronoun in (62), where
the pronoun may be interpreted as bound to John:
(61) John expects [[PRO to come]]
(62) John expects [that [he will come]]
However, PRO is also like an anaphor in that it must have an antecedent
9
wherever it can. Unlike the pronoun in (62), PRO in (61) must be
interpreted as havi~g John as its antecedent. Now, according to (la)
and (lb), if PRO has a governing category, then it must be both bound
and free in its governing category, a contradiction. By reductio ad
absurdium, then, PRO cannot have a governing category. There are two
situations in which PRO may fail to have a governing category: when
PRO appears in an ungoverned position, and when PRO is governed but
has no accessible SUBJECT. Now consider the following sentences
(due to Luigi Rizzi):
(63) a. *Pictures of each other are on sale.
b. *Each other's pictures are on sale.
In (63a) and (63b), neither the subject NP containing each other nor
the root sentence is a governing category for each other accord~ng
to (22), since neither contains a SUBJECT accessible to each other.
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The~binding theory thus fails to rule out (63)t since an anaphor needs
to be bound only if it has a governing category. To remedy this
inadequacy, then, the following auxiliary definition of a governing
category, suggested by Norbert Hornstein, is needed:
(64) The root sentence is a governing category for any element
that is governed.
Given this independently needed definition, if a PRO is governed t it must
always have a governing category whether it has an accessible SUBJECT
or not. Therefore, PRO must be always ungoverned. This theorem,
derivable free as a consequence of the binding theory, is a desirable
one. Thus, PRO can only appear in the subject position of an
10infinitival or a gerundive clause:
(65) John tried [[PRO to go]].
(66) John preferred [[PRO going alone]]
The following sentences may be ruled out as a result of PRO being
governed in violation of the binding theory:
(67) *John said that I know PRO.
(68) *John saw pictures of PRO.
(69) *John saw PRO's books.
(70) *They said that for PRO to come would be possible.
(71) *John said that books on PRO would be on sale.
(72) *John said that PRO's books would be on sale.
Now. consider the formulation (52). Since it requires an anaphor
to be bound in a governing category with an accessible SUBJECT and
a pronoun to be free in its governing category (with or without an
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accessible SUBJECT). the two conditions (52a) and (52b) jointly rule
out (67), but not any of (68)-(72). In (67), the embedded clause is
the governing category for PRO as an anaphor since it contains an
accessible SUBJECT: it is also the goverl1ing category for PRO as a
pronominal. Therefore, (67) is ill-formed since PRO in it cannot
satisfy both (52a) and (52b). In all of (6R)-(72), however, PkO can
satisfy both (52a) and (52b). Here, as a pronominal, PRO may have as
its governing category (without an accessible SUBJECT), a domain that
is smaller than the root sentence. As an anaphor, PRO must take the
root sentence as its governing category. In eachof (68) -(72), PRO is
free in the smaller governing category in accordance with (52b) and
bound in the larger governing category in accordance with (52a).
These sentenceo are wrongly admitted by (52). In other words, one
cannot derive the theorem that PRO is ungoverned from (52).
One might try to derive the facts indicated in (68)-(72), no.t
by the binding theory under (52), but by a separate requirement that
PRO cannot be Case-marked. While it is probably a matter of fact that
PRO cannot be Case-marked, note however that this fact can be readily
derived from the theorem that PRO is ungovt~ned, if one assumes that
Case is assigned under government (cf. Chomsky 1980a, 1981a).
Furthermore, the requirement that PRO is not Ca3e-marked cannot follow
free from any other principle in the absence of the theorem that PRO
is ungovern~d, while the requirement that PRO is ungoverned follows
free from the original binding theo'cy. Still more fmportant, although
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all ungoverned positions are not Case-marked, not all non-ease-marked
positions are ungoverned. For example, the positions of NP traces
are not Case-marked, though they are governed, in fact properly
governed in the sense of the ECP:
(73) Johni seems [9 t i to be honest]
(74) Johni was ridiculed t i - ·
If PRO need only be non-Case-marked, one would expect the following
to be well-formed:
(75)
(76)
*It seems [ PRO to be honest]
s
*It was ridiculed P~o.
where PRO is taken to have arbitrary reference on a par with the
PRO in (77):
(77) *It is unclear what PRO to do.
It appears, then, that there is a serious drawback to the
formulation (52) as a modification of the binding theory. It remains
now to show that (53) does not have this drawback and that it still
has the desired property from which to derive the theorem that PRO
is ungoverned.
It is relatively easy to see that (53) does have this
desired property. According to the definitinn given in (53), the
governing category for an anaphor must have an accessj.ble SUBJECTa
Since PRO is an anaphor (i.e. a pronominul one), if it has a governing
category, then the governing category must always have an accessible
SUBJECT. (Conceptually. this is what we would expect. Since PROs
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do look for antecedents, accessibility is relevant.) The fact that it
is also pronominal does not make it possible for a PRO to have also a
governing category without an accessible SUBJECT, since PRO is both
anaphoric and pronominal, not either anaphoric or pronominal. Since
both the st~icter requirement (that it has an accessible SUBJECT) and
the looser requirement must be satisfied by PRO, the stricter
requirement must always be satisfied. Therefore, if a PRO has a
governing category at all, it has one governing category at most. Now
the conditions (Ia) and (lb) require PRO to be bound and free in this
single category. Q.E.D.
5.4. On PRO in Chinese and the Pro-Drop Parameter
5.4.1. The Distribution of PRO: Some Problems
In the preceding section, we saw that there is good reason to
adopt a minimal modification of the binding theory from which the
theorem continues to follow that PRO is ungoverned. The theorem allows
PRO to occur as the subject of an infinitival or a gerundive clause,
but prohibits its occurrence as a complement to a V, N, A, P. It
also disallows PRO in the subject position of a finite clause:
(78) *PRO will come.
(79) *John told me that PRO will come.
This is because the subject of a finite clause is governed by its INFL.
The same theorem also rules out PROs in subject position of an NP:
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*PRO's books, etc., since the subject is governed by the head N, N
(unlike VP) not being a maximal projection.
Let \\s now consider the distribution of PRO in Chinese. As in
English, we also do not allow PRO to occur as the complement of a verb
or a preposition:
(80) *Zhangsani shuo ni kanjian-1e PROio
say you see-ASP
'zhangsani said that you saw PROio'
(81) *Zhangsani gen PRO bu shouo
with not familiar
'Zhangsan is not familiar with PRO.'
The following string must also be consideren ill-formed with a PRO
following the adjective or stative verb 'happy':
(82) *Zhangsan hen gaoxing PRO.
very happy
'Zhangsan is very happy [over] PRO.'
Although the string 'Zhangsan is very happy' is grammatical, it is not
intended to convey the message that there is something or someone over
which he is happy (he certainly can be happy just about nothing).
Furthermore, the representation (83) must be considered i~l-formed,
as 'trees' certainly do not ne~d to belong to anyone:
(83) *Zhangsan kanjian-le [PRO (de) shu]
see-ASP DE tree
'*Zhansan saw PRO's trees.'
A possible counterexample to the claim that there can be no PRO subject
in NP involves what 19 called the "inalienable possessive" construction:
(84) Zhangsan zai xi shou.
at wash hand
'Zhangean is washing hands.'
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(85) Zhangs3~ baba hen youqian.
father very rich
'Zhangsan, [his] father is very rich.'
Here, the noun phrases shou 'hands' and baba 'father' are uniquely
understood. to mean Zhangsan's hands and Zhangsan's father respectively.
One may plausibly argue that there is a possessive controlled PRO.
However, by making this assumption we lose an explanation on why
(80)-(83) are ill-formed exactly as their English counterparts are.
Furthermore, in sentences like the following the hypothesis of a
controlled PRO looks as implausible as that in (82) and (83):
(86) Zhangsan kanjian-le sholl Ie.
see-ASP hand-ASP
'Zhangsan saw hands.'
It appears to be more natural to account for the inalienable possessive
constructions in a theory of pragmatics, not a theory of grammar.
Thus, due to the real world fact that hands usually have to belong to
someone, especially when used in the context 'John is washing hands',
speakers usually make inference about whose hands they are, though in
a context like 'John saw hands' it becomes unnecessary to make any
similar inference. In this way we can still maintain that PRO must
11be ungoverned.
As regards the subject position.of a non-finite clause, the
thecrem also correctly allows PRO to occur in it in Chinese:
(87) wo zhunbei [PRO mingtian 1ai]
I prepare tomorrow come
'I expect to come tomorrow.'
(88) wo quan Zhangsan [PRO bu mai zheben shu]
I p!rsuade not buy this book
'1 persuaded Zhangsan not to buy this book.'
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Although tense in Chinese is not systematically marked, there are still
ways to distinguish what is intuitively a finite clause from a noo-
finite clause. The embedded clauses in (87) and (88) are non-finite
because they cannot take modals like hui 'will'. The following sentence
is out even though there is. semantically speaking, nothing incompatible
in the use of future modality:
(89) *WO zhunbei [PRO mingtian hui 1ai]
I prepare tomorrow will come
If the verb 'prepare' is replaced by 'predict', hui 'will' is admitted:
(90) wo yuliao [ta mingtian hui lai]
I predict he tomorrow will come
'I predict that he will come tomorrow.'
Furthermore, the embedded clause in (88) cannot take the perfective
aspect marker you (a variant of Ie, cf. 3.3):
(91) *wo quan Zhangsan [PRO mei you mai zheben shu]
I persuade not ASP buy this book
'*1 persuaded Zhangsan not to have bought the book. '
The data we have seen in Chinese up to now show that PRO is in
complementary distribution with lexical NPs. Compare (87)-(88) with
(92)-(93):
(92) *WO zhunbei [wo mingtian 1ai]
I prepare I tomorrow come
'*1 am prepared I to come tomorrow.'
(93) *WO quan Zhangsan [ta bu mal zheben shu]
I persuade he not buy this book
'*1 persuaded Zhangsan he not to buy this book.'
This is expected. given the Case theory, according to which an NP is
assigned Case by its governor. Since PRO can have no governor, a
lexical NP occurring in a position where PRO is permitted will not get
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Case. The sentences (92) and (93) are then ruled out by the Case
Filter (cf. Chomsky 1980a):
(94) Case Filter
*NP, NP lexical, unless NP has Case.
When ~e turn to finite clauses in Chinese, however, the
complementary distribution of lexical NPs and PRO seems to break down.
(95) a. Zhangsan shuo fta xiawu hui 1ai]
say he afternoon will come
'Zhangsan said that he will come this afternoon.'
b. Zhangsan shou fziji xiawu but 1a1]
say self afternoon will come
'Zhangsan said that he will come this afternoon.'
c. Zhangsan shuo [Lisi xiawu hui lai]
say afternoon will come
'Zhangsan said that Lis! will come 'this afternoon.'
d. Zhangsan shuo [[e] xiawu hui lai]
say afternoon will come
'Zhangsan said that he will come this afternoon.'
(96) a. Zhangsan shuo [[ta you-mei-you qian] meiyou guanxi]
say he have-not-have money no matter
'Zhangsan said it doesn't matter whether he has money
or not.'
b. Zhangsan shuo [[ziji you-mei-you qian] meiyou guanxi]
say . self have-not-have money no matter
'Zhangsan said it doesn't matter whether he has money
or not.'
c. Zhangsan shuo [[Lisi you-mei-you qian] meiyou guanxi]
say have-nat-have money no matter
'Zhangsan said it doesn't matter whether Lisi has
money or not.'
d. Zhangsan shuo [[[e) you-mei-you qian] meiyou guanxi]
say have-not-have money no matter
'Zhangsan said it doesn't matter whether he has money
or not.'
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The (a-c) sentences above show that their most deeply embedded clauses
each admit a lexical NP, whether an anaphor, a pronoun, or an R-
expression. The (d) sentences show that the same position admits an
empty category. 3ince this empty category may be interpreted as taking
the matrix subject Zhangsan as its antecedent, and since the antecedent
has its own thematic role (agent of the matrix verb), the empty
category is not a trace. If we assume that empty categories are either
traces or PRO, then the empty category in (95d) and (96d) is a PRO.
The existence of lexical NPs in the same position thus contradicts the
binding theory, in particular the theorem that PRO must be ungover~ed.
Observe also the following:
(97) a. Zhangsani shuo [[eli mingtian buneng 1ai Ie]
say tomorrow cannot come ASP
'Zhangsan said that he cannot come tomorrow.'
b. Lisii , Zhangsan shuo [[eli mingtian buneng 1a1 Ie]
say tomorrow cannot come
'Lisii , Zhangsan said t i cannot come tomorrow.'
(98) a. Zhangsani ku [de [eli hen shangxinl
cry till very sad
'Zhangsan cried so much as to become really sad.'
b. Zhangsan ba wei ku [de [elihen shangxin]
BA I cry till very sad
'Zhangsan cried so much as to get me very sad.'
The empty category in (97a) may be interpreted as bound to the matrix
subject, and so is that in (98a)~ So in both cases this category is
PRO. In (97b), the empty category is bound to the topic, a non-
thematic position. In (98b), the empty category is bound to the ba
object. Since the matrix verb 'cry' is intransitive, it assigns only
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the role agent to its subject, and the ba object must inherit its
thematic role from the empty category it binds. Therefore, in (97b) we
have a wh-trace, and in {98b) we have an NP-trace (a case of subject
raising). According to the ECP, traces must be properly governed.
Again, the possibility of having a PRO here contradicts the binding
theory.
One way to get out of this dilemma is to assume that the pronominal
empty category we have seen in these examples are not PROs, but pure
empty pronouns, i.e. pronominal ~-anaphors. This category is what
is called the "small pro" in Chomsky (1981b). The existence of such a
category is certainly not excluded a priori, if empty categories (and
lexical categories) are classified on the basis of the two features
[+anaphoric] and (+pronominal]. Chomsky indicates that in the best
of all possible worlds. one may assume that all four possibilities
exist, the non-existence of certain possibilities being excluded by
universal or specific, but independent, principles of 12grammar:
(99) Features Lexical NPs Empty NPs
a. [+anaphoric, -pronominal] each other, NP-tl'ace
reflexives
b. [+anaphoric, +pronominal] -lacking- PRO
c. [-anaphoric, +pronominal] pronouns pro
d. [-anaphoric, -pronominal] other lexical wh trace and
NPs other
variables
The category pro under (99c) is then treated on a par with pronouns,
and under the binding theory, it can be governed and have a governing
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category in which it is free. If this is the case with the sentences
we have seen in (95)-(98), then no problem arises.
This idea, I think, is on the right track. But before we see
how it may be put to work for us, it is necessary to sort out a few
other facts and exclude cases that must llot be brought under this idea.
First of all, note that the empty category in (95d), (96d), and (97a)
need not be construed as bound to its matrix subject. When it is
unbound, it has a definite reference, referring to someone outside of
the sentence, the reference being determined in pragmatic contexts.
This is a property that distinguishes a pro from PRO, which usually
has arbitrary (or variable) reference when it has no antecedent (as
in "it is unclear what PRO to do"). Furthermore, Chinese allows
sentences of the following sort:
(100) [el lai Ie.
come ASP
'He c.ame.'
The referent of ,the empty NP is again definite, determined pragmatically.
Also, note that a string phonetically identical to (80) with an empty
NP in object position is perfectly natural in a discourse like the
following:
(101) a. Q: Lisii , shei kanjian-le t i ?
who see-ASP
'As for Lisi, who saw [him]?'
b. A: Zhangsan shuo [ni kanjian-le [ell
say you see-ASP
'Zhangsan said that you saw [him]].'
The only difference between (lOlb) and (80) is that the empty NP in
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(lOIb) is understood to refer to Lisi, the topic in the preceding
question (lOla), and not to the matrix subject ~hangsan. Again, the
reference of the empty category i~ (lOlb) is definite, unlike an
arbitrary PRO. As is well-known, strings corresponding to (100) and
(lOlb) in English are ill-formed:
(102) *[e] came.
(103) *John said that I saw [e].
The fact that the empty category in (95d), (96d), (97a), and (100),
(lOlb) may have definite reference outside of the sentence might be
taken to be evidence that each instance of the empty category is
indeed a pro , and to support the claim that pro can occur in
Chinese in general. However, there are two basic qifficulties with
the claim that each empty category in these sentences is a pro.
First, it has been observed by Taraldsen (1979 ) that the so-called
pro-drop phenomenon (i.e., the existence of pro) happens only in
languages with sufficiently rich inflection. In languages like
Italian, there are ~nough agreement features in INFL that enable
one to identify, to some ext~nt, the content (reference) of a
subject pronoun after it drops. Subject pronoun drop is thus
possible, as the deletion is somewhat recoverable. But oeject
pronouns cannot drop, because the language has no object-verb
agreement, and deletion of the object pronoun would leave its content
unidentifiable from the context. English, on the other hand,
does not have sufficient inflection to license subject pronoun
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drop, nor of course object pronoun drop. So the language has no
pro. This appears to be a plausible and principled way of looking
at the pro drop phenomenon. However. if both the empty NPs in
(100), (lOlb) and those in (95d), (96d), (97a) are pro's, we will
lose this explanation. One would have to say that Chinese may
have a pro which need not be identifiable from the rest of a
sentence in which it occurs, since Chinese is even less inflectional
than English. The question that needs -to be explained is why
English cannot be a language just like Chinese, allowing both
subject and object pronouns to occur in the capacity of a pro.
Secondly, note that the sentence (lOlb) is acceptable only if
the empty category refers to something outside of the entire
sentence in which it occurs. It cannot, in particular, refer to
the matrix subject Zhangsan, as (80) shows. This is extremely
strange if the empty category is a pro, a pronominal non-anaphor.
As an empty pronoun, it should be expected to be capable of refer-
ring to the matrix subject on a par with lexical pronouns. Compare
the ungrammatical (80) with the perfectly grammatical (104):
(104) Zhangsani shuo [ni kanjian-le tat]
say you see-ASP ·he
'Zhangsan said that you saw him.'
These two difficulties cast grave doubt on the assumption that the
empty element in (lOlb) is a pro.
The clue to the status of the empty NP in (lOlb) is that it
refers to a discourse topic, which is introduced in the preceding
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sentence (lOla). As has been argued by Li and Thompson (1976), the
notion of topic is more prominent in Chinese-type languages than in
English-type languages. (For the latter, the notion subject is
more prominent. As they point out, this explains, among other
things, that English but not Chinese requires pleonastic subjects.)
Tsao (1977) has further argued that topic is more of a discoursal
notion than of a sentential notion, so that Chinese-type languages
are more "discourse-oriented" than English-type languages. Now,
note that the discours~ consisting of the question-answer pair
(lOla) and (lOlb) constitutes the domain of a "topic chain". The
gap of (lOlb) refers to the topic of (lOla), which is also the
topic of the entire discourse. Consider the following discourse,
13
which constitutes an even longer topic chain:
(105) zuotian lai-le yige Xiangsheng.
yesterday come-ASP one Mr.
[e] goa-gao-de.
tall-tall
[e] dai-le yifu j inbian de jinshi yenjing. wo
wear-ASP one gold-rim DE near-sight glasses I
wen Lisi ren-be-renshi (e] • Lisi shuo ta bu renshi [e] •
ask know-not-know say he not know
Zhangsan shuo ta Tenshi [e] • ta shuo Xiaozhang gaosu ta
say he know he say principal tell he
yihou, cai zhidao [ e] shi Xiaozhang de pengyou. [e].
after then know is principal DE friend
xing Li.
surname
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'Yesterday came a gentleman. [He] was quite tall. [He]
wore a pair of near-sighted glasses in gold rims. I
asked Lisf if he knew [him]. Lisi said he did not know
[him]. Zhangsan said that he knew [him]. He said
after the principal told him, he realized that [he] was
the principal's friend. [He] is surnamed Li.'
In all the sentences except the first, there is an empty NP which
referes to the "Mr." referred to in the topic sentence. This Mr.
is the topic of the entire topic chain. (The topic of a discourse
may be introduced in the topic position of the first sentence in
a topic chain, as in (lOla), or it may be introduced by way of a
presentative sentence, as in (lOS).) The fact that the empty
category in (lOlb) cannot be interpreted as A-bound to the matrix
subject is strovg indication for an analysis in which it is treated
as a wh trace A-bound (non-argument bound) to an abstract NP in a
topic position of its own sentence, namely, the topic position of
(lOIb), and the topic position of each of the sentences except the
first in (105). The topic in (lOlb) and in the sentences in (105)
is phonetically invisible because it has been, in Tsao's terms,
deleted by "identical topic deletion", or in our terms, a PRO.
(It is in fact not relevant whether it is a PRO or trace or what-
ever other empty category, since it occurs in operator (A) position
and does not enter into the definition of a trace as opposed to a
PRO or pro, cf. Chomsky 1981a Chapter 6. We may simply designate
it as OP, an operator.) Thus, the sentence (lOlb) may be re-
presented as (106):
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(106) [OP! [Zhangsan shuo [ni kanjian-le til]]
say you see-ASP
Likewise for all the sentences containing [e] in (105). Such
sentences are, then, "open" sentences in the sense that thflir OP is
variable in reference though the empty category in argument position
is a bound variable. These "open" sentences may then 'be assumed
to undergo a discoursal rule of "predication" akin to the one
suggested in Chomsky (1981b), by which the OP is coindexed with a
topic in discourse. The difference between the grammatical (lOlb)
in Chinese and the ungrammatical counterpart in English may then
be taken to illustrate the parameter that distinguishes so-called
discourse-oriented languages from non-discourse-oriented languages.
Simply put, a non-discourse-oriented language like English does nol
allow a free OP within a root sentence, while a discourse-oriented
14language like Chinese does.
This way of looking at the facts of (lOlb) f.nd (105) seems to
me to be on the right track. If so, then we can even say that the
empty category in (lnO) is also a wh trace bound to a free OP (the
real topic of a discourse need not be linguistically present; it
may be deictical1y determined). Also, the empty category in (95d),
(96d) and (97a) may be so treated when it is interpreted as
referring to something outside of its root sentence. What we are
left with that must be accounted for i~ the empty category in (95d),
(96d) , (97a) when it refers to the matrix subject, as well as the
15
emrty category in (98a), which must refer to the matrix subject.
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Let us now concentrate on just this case. For convenience, let us
take another example here:
(107) Zhangsani shuo [[eli xiawu meiyou kong]
say afternoon no leisure
I Zl!angsan said that the has no time this afternoon. '
Is the [eli a PRO? If yes, we are back to the same position,
facing a contradict:J.on presented by the binding theory. There is
a possibl~ way to get out of this situation, but it is not very
attractive. We may stipulate that the INFL of a finite clause in
Chinese is an optional. governor, and if we assume the ECP, an
optional proper governor. That is, when the subject position of
a finite clause in ~hinese cont~ins a trace or a lexical NP, the
INFL will properly govern it. but when PRO appears there,
INFL will not. Besides the obvious stipulative nature of this
solution, note that the notion of optionality employed here is a
different one from what is usually assumed. Generally, optionality
refers to the application of a rule or the optional presence of an
element in the structural description of a rule or a condition.
However, in our situation we are not talking about the optional
lJresence of a governor, but f':he "optional '" ability of an element
to Lovern or ~ot to govern. Government, in this case, seems to
be taken to refer here to a ~rocess, not a configuration, but the
latter seems to be the usual notion of governm~nt. Furthermore,
note that if the subject position of a finite clause in Chinese
:I.s taken to he optionally governed, then it is possible to obtain
the effects of wh movement without actually moving elements, thereby
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violating Subjacency, if the typology of an empty category is
locally determined as proposed in Chapter 6 of Chomsky (1981a) (cf.
also Chapter 6 below). In particular, suppose that, regardless of
its derivational history, an empty category is PRO (or pro) if and
only 1f it is free or locally bound to an element with an independent
thematic role, and a trace if and only if it is bound to a non-
thematic position. Consider the sentence:
(108) Lisii , Zhangsan shuo [[eli xiawu meiyoll kong]
say afternoon no leisure
'Lisii , Zhangsan said t i has no time this afternoon. '
Whether [eli is base-generated at DS (a PRO), or originates as Lisi
plus [+wh] (cf. Chomsky 1977), at the level where it is coindexed
with the topic (or an abstract OP in COMP to be coindexed with the
topic), either at SS or LF, it is automatically identified as a wh
trace or variable, not a PRO. Consider now (109a) and (109b):
(l09) a. Lisii , tai shuo [[eli xiawu meiyou kong]
say afternoon no leisure
'Lisii , hei said hei has no time this afternoon.'
b. Lisii , taj shuo [[eli xiawu meiyou kong]
say afternoon no leisure
'Lisiit he. said t i has no time this afternoon.'J ·
In (109a), the empty category is locally A-bound by the matrix
subject, which is in t~rn coindexed with the topic. It is therefore
a PRO. In (10gb), the empty category is locally bound to the topic;
therefore it is a wh trace. If we assume that the subject of a
finite clause is a position of optional government, this has the
result that the empty category may be generated in any way, with
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or without movement. At the time it is identified as PRO it will be
ungoverned and if identifie~ as a trace it will be properly governed.
Note that if the empty category in (109a) has been generated by
movement, it will have involved a case of "strong crossover". The
fact that the sentence is grammatical thus may be taken as support
for the view that empty categories are functionally and locally
determined as well as for the optionality of government in finite
clause subject position. By contrast, note that "strong crossover"
involving a trace in embedded object position is always ill-formed,
as the sentence below shows.
(110) *Lisii , tai shUQ wo kanjian-le [eli-he say I see-ASP
'*Lisii , he i said that I saw t i .'
This is ruled out because, as in English, the object position in
Chinese is obligatorily governed.
Having shown that the assumption involving optionality of
government has some possible merit, I would like to show now that
the merit does not exist. Plainly, if the subject position is
optionally governed, then one may expect to find free violations
of Subjacency just in case an empty element is base generated in
the subject position of a clause within an island but gets co-
indexed with an element in non-thematic position. This prediction
is false.
(Ill) *Lisii , wo xihuan [ [[eli wail de shu]I like np S buy DE book
'*Lisii I like the book that t i bought.'
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(112) *Lisii , wo zhidao [ [[eli da-le Zhangsan] de shiqing] Ie.I know np S hit-ASP DE matter ASP
'*Lisii , I have known about the fact that t i hit Zhangsan.'
If the subject of the relative clause in (Ill) and the subject of the
noun phrase co~plement clause in (112) are optionally governed only,
then the empty category they contain may be generated at DS as PRO,
where it is ungoverned, and when it is coindexed with the topic Lisi
it will be identified as trace, and gets properly governed. Since
no movement is involved, Subjacency cannot ~ule out (111) and (112)
and the like. It would be necessary, then, within the optionality
assumption, to envoke a principle that says that an optionally
governed position is always governed once it is governed at DS and
always ungoverned if ungoverned at DS, or to construe government as
a process of, say, assignment of "government indices" which would
be preserved throughout derivations. In either case, the ad
hocity is obvious.
Another solution that might be suggested to deal with the
empty category in (107) and the like is to assume that the [eli
is actually a lexical pronoun at every level of representation
where the binding theory is relevant, at least at SS, but that at
PF it is a zero. That is, there is a pronoun deletion rule operating
in PF which eliminates the NP node dominating [eli in its entirety
under appropriate conditions. While such a deletion rule is not
a priori impossible. its ad hoc nature is again obvious, especially
in view of the fact that certain deletion rules in PF have been
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argued to be dispensable in recent works (e.g., Chomsky, 1981a,
Aoun 1979) under a notion of "visibility". In the absence of
independent motivation, such a deletion process is highly suspect.
5.4.2. The Pro-Drop Principle
I would like to take the position that the empty category in
(107), as well as that in (95d), (96d), (97a) and (98a) when
interpreted as bound to the matrix subject, is a small pro, and
claim, in effect; that Chinese is a pro-drop language. I will
assume that the requirement that a pro must be identified in context
does not require it to be identified only by INFL in a given
language. Rather, I aesume that the requirement takes the following
form:
(113) The Pro-drop Principle
A .P.!.2. must be identified by its closest SUBJEC:T.
SUBJECT, again, is the "most prominent nominal element" of a given
domain, as originally defined by Chomsky. That is, it is, the
subject or AGR of a finite S, the AGR of a finite S, or the head N
of a noun phrase. Since I allow the identifying element for a"pro
to ., be either AGR or an ordi~ary subject, I claim that Ta.raldsen' s
generalization that only heavily inflt.:cted languages al10.w pro
drop tells only part of the story. Let us first see how the
principle gives us the desired results.
Take Italian first. Since the language has subject--overb
agreement in a finite clause, the minimal SUBJECT above a subject
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is the AGR contained in its INFL. In accordance with (23), the AGR
is coindexed with the subject. According to (113), if the subject
occurs in the form of a pro, it must be identified by the coindexed
AGR. Since the AGR is sufficiently rich il1 this language to
identify its content, pro is allowed.
Consider now English. Again, the minimal SUBJECT above a
subject in any finite clause is the AGR of the clause immedi~tely
containing the subject. (113) therefore requires the AGR to
identify the subject in case the latter is a pro. However, the AGR
in English is not sufficiently rich to identify its content.
Therefore, no pro may occur in English.
On the other hand, consider now Chinese. Since the INFL of
a Chinese finite clause does not contain AGR t the minimal SUBJECT
above the subject of an embedded clause is the subject of the
~ediately superordinate clause. Therefore a pro can occur in the
position of the subordinate clause subject just in case it is co-
indexed with (and hence identified by) the superordinat~ clause
subject. This immediately g~ve~ us (107) and all of (95d), {96d)t
(97a) and (98a), under the interpretation according to which the
[e] is anaphoric to the matrix subject.
Our account thus says that the pro drop phenomenon may happen
in one of two types of languages. Either a language with a very
rich agreement system, or a language without agreement at all. On
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the other hand, a language with a rather meager system of agreement,
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such as English, does not allow pro drop.
According to this view, we simply assume that the INFL of a
Chinese finite clause is an (obligatory) governor, and that its
subject is always governed. Thus we are free from the difficulties
just noted concerning the optionality of government. In fact,
we may even say that INFL in Chinese is a proper governor, since it
is in some real sense truly lexical. l~at is dominated by INFL
in Chinese is often true lexical categories, like you 'have' (the
perfective aspect), zai 'at' (the progressive), hui 'will', etc.
All of these elements occur preverbally as independent lexical
categories, not as affixes. MOst of the aspect markers in Chinese
are also derived historically from lexical categories; though they
are now only suffixes. Furthermore, most INFL elements also can
occur as independent verbs. For example, the same written word
for Ie can be a verb meaning 'to finish' (pronounced 1iao). The
experiential aspect of guo in laiguo 'to have come" can be a verb
meaning 'to pass.' The progressive aspect 'zhe' in zuozhe 'sitting'
can be an adjective or stative verb meaning 'attained' (pronounced
zhao). By contrast, the suffixes -s, -ed, -ing, etc" cannot be
used as independent lexical items. Therefore, the INFL in Chinese
has much more lexical content to it than the INFL in English. It
is thus natural that INFL in Chinese can be a proper governor but
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not the INFL in English. This has the consequence that all subject
traces in Chinese are properly governed from within a finite clause.
There is then no subject/object asymmetry under movement. In
Chapter 6, we show this to be the case. The fact that the lexical
nature of a Chinese INFL corresponds to proper government appears
to lend some support to the formulation of the ECP, whose definition
refers crucially to the notion of "lexical government."
We continue to assume that when an empty NP occurs free in a
sentence but with a definite reference fixed outside of the root
sentence, it is a wh trace. Such an empty NP cannot be pro
because there is nothing with which it is coindexed that can
identify it.
As before, the subje~t of an infinitival clause must be filled
by ·PRO, not pro, since o··:lly pro can be governed.
As a pronominal nOll-anaphor, E£. is free in its governing
category (the finite clause in wbich it is the subject) and bound
in ·th~ next higher clause to the superordinate clause subject.
Therefore, all the sentences' containing pro we have seen satisfy
the binding theory, in particular the condition (lb).
A question may <~lrise now as to why a pro cannot occur in an
object position as we have seen. As formulated in (113), the con-
dition on ~ro does allow it to occur in object position. However,
such a pro will be ruled out by the bind:tng theory, ..Ln particular
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(lb). Since the minimal SUBJECT above an object is its
subject, (113) requires that an object pro be identified by the
subject of its own clause. ~ut (lb) requires that a pronominal be
free in its minimal governing category, which is the clause contain-
ing the subject. An object pro will then lead to a contradiction,
and, again by reductio ad absurdium, there can be no object pro in
Chinese. The same applies to English and Italian. The only
language that allows an object pro will be one with object-verb
agreement, or with object clitics, in which case the object AGR or
clitic will be its SUBJECT and identifier (cf. Chomsky 1981b).
Under our assumption of (113), we also rule out pro'3 in NPs:
(114) *John saw [pro's trees].
(115) *Zhangsan kanjian-le [pro de shu] Ie.
see-ASP DE tree ASP
'*Zhangsan saw pro-s trees.'
This is because the minimal SUBJECT of such a pro is the head noun
of the NP. But the head noun cannot be its identifier, since
co1n~ex~ng the two of them will result in *[1 ••• 1 ••• l, a case of
referential circularity, on ~ part with (116):
(116) *1 saw [ther own]i friend]i.
Finally, ou~ theory also makes an interesting prediction
concerning the status of an empty subject within a sentential
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subject. Consider the following examples;
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(117) [ [ [e] xiyan] youhai]
S S smoke harmful
'Smoking is harmful.'
(lIB) [ [ [e]~ xiyan] ba Zhangsani hai can le.a s ~
smoke BA victimize grevious ASP
'Smoking brought Zhangsan a miserable disaster.'
Our theory predicts that the [e] in each of (117) and (118) is a
PRO and not a pro, nor a wh trace. It cannot be a wh trace, since
if it were a wh trace it would have to be bound by an abstract OP
in the root clause. The movement that results in its status as a
wh trace is blocked, however, by Subjacency (cf. footnote 14 and
Chapter 6). This prediction is correct:
(119) *Zhangsani , ~s[s t i xiyan] youhai]
smoke harmful
'*Zhangsani , that t i smokes is harmful.'
(120) Q: n1 ren-bu-renshi Zhangsani ?you .know-not-know
'Do you know Zhangsna?'
A: wo renshi [eli- *[tel i xiyanl youhai.I know smoke harmful
'I know [him]. That [he] smokes is harmful.~
The relevant point here is that [e] ift (117) and (118) also cannot
be pro. This 1s because there is no available identifier for it
in these sentences. In particular, if sentential subjects are not
considered to be dominated by NP nodes, then a EEo in the subject
position of a sentential subject in Chinese has no SUBJECT above
it. If sentential subjects are considered to be dom~nated by NP ,
the only potential identifier of the pro will be this dominating
NP. But again this NP cannot be its identifier due to the well-
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formedness condition *[i ••. i ... l.
Is this prediction borne out? I think it is. First of all,
note that the [e] in (116) has arbitrary reference, 'not definite
reference. It is a generic sentence on a par with "Smoking is
harmful" in English. Although in (118) the [e] is bound to Zhangsan,
this is consistent with its being a PRO, a controlled PRO. Secondly,
note that the sentential subjects cannot contain elements that make
them finite. The following sentences are ill-formed:
(121) *[[[e] xi-Ie yan] youhai]
inhale-ASP tobacco harmful
'*That [e] has inhaled tobacco is harmful.'
(122) *[[[e]i xi-Ie yan] ba Zhangsani hai caninhale-ASP tobacco BA victimize grevious
Ie.
ASP
'*That [~]i has smoked has brought Zhangsan a miserable
disaster. '
One cannot claim that sentential subjects in Chinese cannot be
finite at all, for the following sentences, whose sentential sub-
jects contain lexical subjects, are finite:
(123) [[Lisi xiyan] ba ~o hai can Ie.
smoke BA I vic timize gre\fiollS ASP
'That Lisi smokes/smoked has brought me a miserable
disaster. '
(124) [[Lisi xi-Ie yan] .ba wo hai can Ie.
inhale-ASP tobacco BA I victimize grevious ASP.
'That Lis! has smoked has brought me a miserable
disaster~'
The contrast between (122) and (124) clearly shows that a finite
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sentential subject is possible, only that it cannot contain an empty
subject, if finite. Although there is no overt marker of finiteness
in the sentential subject in (123), it is still possible to claim
that it is finite here, since there is no special marker for the
habitual simple past or simple present:
(125) Lisi (changchang) xiyan.
(often) smoke
'Lis! (often) smokes/smoked.'
In other words, while anon-finite clause may not be marked for
finiteness, a finite clause need not be marked for finiteness. In
short, the il1-formedness of (121)-(122) follows from our theory,
in the following way. It cannot be a pr~, because it has no
qualified identifier. It cannot be a wh trace, as (119)-(120) shows.
It also cannot be an NP-trace, because it is not locally A-bound,
in violation of (la). Finally, it also cannot be PRO, since its
clause is finite, and it is governed. All possibilities are ex-
eluded. Again, note that we have another piece of evidence against
the hypothesis that the subject position of a finitE; clause is
optionally governed. If this were the case, (121) and (122) would
be grammatical with the [e] be~ng ungoverned PRO.
Another piece of evidence for our theory may be derived from
an interesting contrast between sentences with sentential subjects
and those with adverbial clauses. Consider the following:
(126) Zhangsani suiran meiyou kong, [eli haishi lai-le,though no time still come-ASP
'Though Zhangsani had no time, [he]i came nevertheless.'
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(127) [eli suiran meiyou kong, Zhangsan i haishi lai-Ie.though no time still come-ASP
'Though [he]i had no time, Zhangsani came nevertheless. '
The [e] in each of (126) and (127) is not a trace, since its
antecedent Zhangsan occurs in a thematic position. Therefore, it is
a pronominal. It is not a PRO, furthermore, because its position
can be lexically filled in (127), and conversely.) Furthermore,
the perfective -Ie in both shows the finiteness of the clause in
which it occurs. Therefore, the [e] in question is a pro.
Consider (127) first. The pro in the adverbial clause is coindexed
with the subject of the matrix clause. The matrix subject is the
minimal SUBJECT above the [e] t altho,;gh it does not c-command it,
Coindexing the [e] and Zhangsan also does not rEsult in an
[1 ••• i ..• l configuration. This is the crucial difference between
(127) and (121). In the latter there is simply no SUBJECT or the
only SUBJECT does not qualify as an identifier because of
*[1 , •• i ..• l. It seems that a E!£L like a lexical pronoun or a
PRO, does not have to be strictly c-commanded by its antecedent or
i,lentifier, though unlike a lexical pronoun, it does search for an
identifier. a kind of antecedent (th~ugh AGR is not an antecedent
in the strict sense). Therefore, we can reasonably assume that
the identifier of a pro need only "weakly c-command" the pro,
where A "weakly c-commands" B if and only if the node immediately
dominating A c-commands B. This accounts for the difference
between (121) and (127) immediately. The difference between (121)
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and (126) also follows, since in (126) the identifier is the subject
of the adverbial clause which does c-command the [e] in the matrix
subject position. On the other hand, the difference between (122)
and (126)-(127) can be assumed to be due to the fact that in (122)
the identifier Zhangsaniis located within the PP ba Zhangsan.
It therefore neither c-commands nor weakly c-commands the [e].
That the identifier of a pro needs to be sufficiently close to the
pro by at least weakly c-commanding it is supported independently
by the following ~entences:
(128) suiran Zhangsan. nl~iyou kong, ta. haishi lai-le.
1 1though no time still come-ASP
'Though Zhangsani had no time, he came nevertheless.'
(129) *suiran Zhangsanimeiyou kong, [eli haishi lai-1e.
though no time still come-ASP
'Though Zhangsani had no time, he i came nevertheless.'
(129) differs from (126) only in that in (129) suiran 'though' occurs
to the left of Zhangsan but in (126) the latter precedes the former.
In (126) Zhangsan "weakly c-commands" the [e] which it identifies,
but in (129) it does not, since it is not immediately dominated by
the top node of the adverbial clause. This di=ference directly gives
rise to the ill-formedness of (129) •. (128), on the other hand, is
well-formed because we have a lexical pronoun, not a pro.
Before we end this section, let us make the observation that
although the occurrence of a PRO in a non-finite clause is obligatory,
the occurrence 0f pro is often optional. We have seen this to be the
case with (95d) and (96d), since the position of pro in each of them
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can be replaced by a prox:l.mate lexical pronoun, as is shown by (95a)
and (96a). The same also applies to (97a), whose pro may be replaced
by 'he':
(130) ~hangsani shuo [tai mingtian buneng lai-le]
say he tomorrow cannot come-ASP
'Zhangsani said that hei cannot come tomorrow.'
The same can be observed with the pro in (126), which may be replaced
by 'h.e':
(131) Zhangsani auiran meiyou kong t ta i haishi lai-le.though no time he still come-ASP
'Though Zhangsani had no time, he! came nevertheless. '
Notice, however, that the E!0 in the resultative clause of (98a) may
not be replaced by 'he':
(132) *Zhangsani ku [de tai hen shangxin]
cry DE he very sad
'Zhangsan cried so much as to make llimself very sad.'
The sentenc~ (132) is well-formed only if it means that Zhangsan cried
so much as to make some~ne else very sad. This suggests that some
principle of "economy," akin to the "Avoid Pronoun" principle of Chomsky
(1981a) or the rule of "obviation" proposed in Hale (1978) for Irish
or in Jeane (1978) for Hopi, may be involved here. Intuiti~ely, when
the antecedent of a pronoun is "too l:lose" to the antecedent, and when
pro is a possible alternative to the pronoun, avoid the use of the
pronoun. The relevant diffe~ence between (95d), (96d), (97a) on the
one hand and (98a), (132) on the other, is that the former involve
an object complement clause, while the latter involve a resultative
clause. The former involves what Me! (1972, 1978) calls a "verb com-
plement" dominated by Vand the ls\:ter involves what he calls a "verb
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phrase complement" dominated by V. t)ne might plausibly assume that it
is this latter fact that rules out (132)~ where the 'he' is one step
closer to its intended antecedent than the 'he' in (95d)t (96d)t etc. 18
However, I am not able at this stage to formulate a precise principle
that guarantees when the "Avoid Pronoun" principle has to apply. There
are other sentences which seem also to suggest the same principle, such
as (133) - (134):
(133) *Zhangsani yi jin men, tal jiu fangsheng da ku.
once enter door he then let-voice big cry
'As soon as Zhangsani entered, hei burst into a loud cry.'
(134) Zhangsani yi jin men, ~r~ jiu fangsheng da ku.
once enter door then let-voice big cry
'As soon as Zhangsani entered, he i burst into a loud cry.'
Again, (133) is well-formed only if interpreted as saying that when
Zhangsan stepped 1n, someone else started to cry. There is certainly
nothing pragmatically implausible about the situaticn described by
(133) with the intended anaphoric relation indicated, ~s is evidenced
by the well-formedness of (134). The contrast between (133) and (134),
it seems, involves the same principle of avoiding th~ use of a lexical
pronoun. Note t however, that the sentence (133) is completely on a
par with the well-formed (131). (133) involves the correlative yi ... jiu
'as soon as ••• then,' and (131) involves the correlative suiran•.. haishi
'though••• nevertheless.' There seems to be no reason at all to give
these two sentences two types of structural analysis. Nor is there any
obvious factor that distinguishes between the two. I do not have the
slightest idea of what is going on here and must therefore leave the
problem, though I suspect that one will have to attribute it to purely
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idiosyncratic lexical properties.
In summary, we have seen that the distribution of PRO in Chinese
is completely in line with the binding theory assumed and modified here.
The existence of an apparent object PRO follows from a parametric dif-
ference between discourse-oriented and non-discourse-oriented languages.
The occurrence of the "pro-drop phenomenon" is governed by the principle
(113) (perhaps with the requirement tha the identifier of a~ (at
least) weakly c-commands the pro). There seems to be a principle of
economy avoiding the use of lexical pronouns. though the exact formulation
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of this principle must await further work.
5.5. On the Non-Coreference Rule
5.5.1. Coreference and Referential D~pendency
Our discussion of the binding theory has been centered upon anaphor
binding and pronominal disjoint reference, which we assume to fall under
(Ia) and (lb) in conjunction with the definition for a governing category
given in (53). Now we turn to the non-coref~rence rule (Ie), repeated
below:
(1) c. An R-expression is free.
An R-expression is an NP that is neither pronominal nor anaphoric in
nature. Thus lexical noun phrases like John, those women, the boy you
~w yesterday, etc., are R-expressions. (Ie) says that such expressions
cannot be c-commanded by co-indexed NPs occurring in argument position.
This has the effect of ruling out (7a) and (7b) in English and (lOa)
and (lOb) in Chinese. In Chomsky (198la), R-expressions are aIr) assumed
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to include wh traces. This allows (Ie) to rule out all the other
sentences in (7) and (10), each with a wh trace A-bound.
In each of the sentences in (7) and (10), the violating A-binder
of an R-expression is a pronoun. As formulated, the principle is
also intended to rule out sentences in which an R-expression is A-bound
by another R-expression, such as the ones below:
(135) *John likes John.
(136) *John loves John's mother.
(137) *John thinks that I like John.
Or their counterparts in Chinese:
(138) *Zhangsan xihuan Zhangsan.
like
'*Zhangsan likes Zhangsan.'
(139) *Zhangsan xihuan Zhangsan de mama.
like DE mother
'*Zhangsan likes Zhangsan's mother.'
(140) *Zhangsan renwei wo xihuan Zhangsan.
think I like
'*Zhangsan thinks 1 like Zhangsan.'
On the other hand, the principle is intended to allow sentences like
the following, in which neither of two coindexed R-expressions c-command
tl-Ie other: .
(141) ?John' s1 mother loves John!"
(142) ??Before you met Johni , 1 had known Jahoi for some time.
(143) ?ruguo Zhangsani xian 1ai, wo jiu ba shu gel Zhangsani .if first come I then BA book give
'?1£ Zhangsan comes first, I will give the book to Zhangsan.'
There are.8 number of problems associated with the principle (Ie).
however. ~or one thing, many speakers do not reject the sentences
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(135) - (140) as outright ill-formed on a par with sentences violating
(la) or (lb). See, for example, Evans (1980). Moreover, as a para-
phrase to the sentence "Everybody likes himself," one can utter the
perfectly grammatical (144):
(144) John likes John, Bill likes Bill, Mary likes MaLy.
Or, as a reply to the mul tiple question "Who loves whose motller," one
may say (145):
(145) John loves John's mother, Bill loves Bill's mother, etc.
In both (144) and (145), the first occurrence of John, Bill, Mary c-commands
the second occurrence. By contrast, the sentence "*John loves him"i i
is just outright unacceptable. Furthermore, as a way to clarify the
reference of he in (146), one can utter (147) in violation of (Ie),
but not (148) m violation of (la):
(146) John told Bill that he will come.
(147) John told Bill that John will come.
(148) *John told Bill that himsel: will come.
It is true that violation of (Ie) is fully permitted only in situations
of the sort just d~~cribed, and that empha,tic stress is often required
on the second occurrence of John, Bill, !1ary in (144), (1 145), and (147).
However, it remains true that while violation of (Ie) is possible under
such circumstances, violation of (la) and (lb) is never possible.
Secondly, note that even the sentences (141) - (143) are not entirely
natural, though they do not violate (Ic). Chomsky (1976) has indicated
that sentences like (149) are unnatura!, not because of Clny grammatical
principle but because of a pragmatic principle that tells one to avoid
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repeating a name in a position "too close" to a coreferential name:
(149) ??John is here. Will John shoot?
But the pragmatic principle of avoiding repetition does not apply in
situations where clarity is needed:
(150) John and Bill are here. Will John shoot?
It seems that the status of (141) - (143) is on a par with (149). Since,
as just mentioned, (135) - (140) are not outright ill-formed for many
speakers, they are probahly better marked as "1*", namely treated "as
just one step less natural than (141) - (143). It is plausible to con-
sider that one aspect of the "closeness" of two NPs ifl a given string
has to do with whether or not they hold a relationship of c-command.
Suppose we say that when two terms A and B hold a relationship of
c-command, they are closer to each other than when they hold no such
relationship (cf. Chomsky, 1980a, appendix; Rosenbaum, 1967). Then
the relative unnaturalness of (135) - (140) over (141) - (143) may
follow from the same principle of avoiding repetition. And again,
where clarity is called for, as in (144), (145), and (147), that
principle does not apply. Therefore, the difference between (135) -
(140) and (144), (145), (147) is completely on a par with the difference
between (149) and (150). There is, then, no reason to invoke a principle
in the form of (Ie) to rule out (135) - (140), but allow (141) - (143)
and (149).
But if we dispense with (Ie), how does one rule out the sentences
in (7) and (10), in particular (7a-b), (lOa-b)? One might propose
that although R-expressions may be A-boUijd by other R-expressions,
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they cannot be A-bound by pronouns. But ev~~n this is not correct. Evans
(1980) has given the following exampLe, where the second occurrence of
John is c-commanded by the coindexed he:
(150) What do you mean John loves no one? He i loves John i .
Observations concerning sentences of the sort we have just discussed
requirF I think t a re-interpretation, along the lines argued for in
Evans' (1980) paper, of what the binding theory is supposed to mean.
The standard interpretation of the binding theory is usually that when
two terms are coindexed t they are interpreted as coreferential, or are
intended to be coreferentia1. This interpretation, however, is not
adequate to both rule out (7) and (10) and also rule in the sentences
we have just discussed, including (151). In (151), !lei and the c-commanded
Johni are not only interpreted a~ coreferential; they are also intended
by the speaker to be coreferentia1. So are the coindexed pairs of
R-expressious in the ~xamples (135) - (140), etc. As Evans argues,
the relevant notion that a grammatical theory needs is not coreference,
but the notion of referential dependency. Although the two occurrences
of John, Bill, Mary, in (135) - (140), etc. are coreferential, neither
of them is interpreted as necessarily taking the other as its antecede~~
in the sense that it has to pick up its reference from it. Since John,
for example, is referentially independent, it may simply be the case
that both occurrences of John refer independently to the same person P
in the real world. Similarly, in the sentence (15a) neither he i nor
John! need to be referentially dependent on the other. Johni in the
second sentence is referentially independent, as before, referring to
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some P in the real world. He i , on the other hand, may be referentially
dependent, but not necessarily on the John! that it c-commands; rather,
it may pick up its reference from the first occurrence of John in the
preceding sentence, which again may independently refer to the same P
in the real world. Therefore he! and John! may be coreferential without
either being referentially dependent on the other. Now, consider sen-
tences like (7a-b) and (lOa-b), or (152), when uttered out of context:
(152) *Hei saw Johni -
As is well known, a pronoun may be used deictically, i.e., without a
linguistic antecedent. In "He came," the speaker may refer to some
person that he points to, for example, whose name need not appear in
linguistic contexts. When a name coreferential with the pronoun appears
in linguistic context, however, the usual interpretation is that the
pronoun picks up its reference from that name. In other words, when
a linguistic antecedent is available, one does not go further out of
the linguistic context to identify a non-linguistic antecedent to fix
its referen~e. Thus, in both (151) and (152) he is interpreted to have
a linguistic antecedent from which it picks up its reference. The only
difference is that in (151) he need not pick up its reference from the
.J.2!m. that it c-commands, while in(152) it must, since that is the
only occurrence of John there is. It appears, tl.en j that the most
plausible formulation of th~ non-coreference rule should take the form
(153):
(153) The Principle of Referential Dependency
A referential dependent may not c-command its antecedent.
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This i~, of course, a generalization of Reinhart's (1976) pronoun rule,
which prohibits a pronoun from c-commanding its antecedent. The dif-
ference here is that "antecedent" is now understood to mean the term
upon which another term referentially depends. Furthermore, we have
used the general term "referential dependent" to inci.ude not only pro-
nouns, but also other categories which may or mus~ have antecedents:
anaphors J PROs, pro's. This more general formulation is clearly desirable
20though it is vacuous in the case of anaphors:
(154) *Each other i said that the meni would come.
(155) *PROi _ to meet the mani was a pleasure.
(156) *~ shuo Zhangsani mingtian 1ai.
say tomorrow CGme
'*~ said Zhangsani will come tomorrow.'
The principle (153) is only slightly different from that already given
21in Evans (1980) • See also Higginbotham (forthcoming) and Bach and
Pal:tce (1980) _ This will then rule out (la-b), (lOa-b), and (152),
while admitting ~11 the sentences in (135) - (140), (141) - (143),
(144) - (145) and (147), as well as (149) - (151). In the latter
sentences no necessary referential dependency is involved; therefore,
no rule will rule them out, if we eliminate the condition (Ie) from
the theory of grammar_ This leaves the sentences (7c-f) and (IDc-f)
still to be accounted for, those sentences that involve what is called
strong crossover, each with a pronoun c-commanding a coindexed wh
trace. Below are some more examples:
(157) *Johni , he i saw t i -
(158) *Johni , he i said that I saw t i -
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Chomsky's original formulation of (Ie) assumes that wh traces are
R-expressions on a par with names, in order to rule out sentences
like (157) - (158) on a par with sentences like (152) and (159):
(159) *Hei said that I saw Johni .
However, wh- traces are not R-expressions in every true sense, since,
unlike true R-expressions, they have to be A-bound, i.e., bound to
COMP positions, though not A-bound. In this sense, they are also
a kind of anaphor •. Furthermore, since we now re-interpret the binding
theory in terms of referential dependency, the assumption that wh
traces are R-expressions will no longer serve the purpose that it
is intended to serve, i.e., to rule out (7c-f), (IDc-f), and (157) -
(158). In (158), for example, Johni , hei and ~ are coj.ndexed. The
principle (153) prohibits hei from picking up its reference from~,
which it c-commands. The assumption that ~ is an R-expression will
prohibit ~ from picking its reference from hei . As a semi-referential
expression, it must be allowed to pick up its reference f~om its
A-binder, the topic Johni . (A true R-expression cannot even be A-bound.)
However, there is nothing that prevents he i from picking up its reference
from the topic Johni - Such a situation must clearly be allowed for
any const~uctions using the resumptive pronoun strategy:
(160) Johni , I like himi -
Therefore, hei in (158) need not referentially depend upon~. No
known principle of grammar need be violated by (158). The assumption
that wh traces are R-expressions thus fails to rule out sentences
involving strong crossover.
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There is a natural way to rule out strong crossover without the
assumption that wh traces are R-expressions, however. According to
Chomsky (1981b) and Chapter 6 of Chomsky (1981a), the typology of empty
categories is locally determined. An empty category that is locally
bound is a pronominal (PRO or pro) (cf. Chapter 6 below). As observed
by D. Sportiche, cases involving strong crossover are, under this con-
ception, simply ruled out by independent principles regarding cases
~
involving illegitimate-PROs or pro's·. Take (157) and (158) for example,
22~ is locally bound to hei , whi.ch has its own thematic role. Therefore,
what is indicated as t i is in fact not a trace, but a pronominal, PRO
or pro. It cannot be a PRO, because it is governed. In (158)t it also
cannot be a E!£L since the pro-drop princip~e (113) requires that a
pro be identified with its closest SUBJECT, ~ in this case, but it 1s
not coindexed with I. In (157) the empty cat,~gory can be a pro, since
it is coindexed with its closest SUBJECT, but (157) is independently
rulfld out by (lb), with a pro, a pronominal, not free in its governing
category. Similarly, the sentence is also ruled out:
(161) *Johni , he! said [eli will come tomorrow.
The ~mbedded [e] cannot be a trace, because it is locally a-bound.
Therefore, it must be either PRO or pro. It cannot be PRO, because
it is governed, by INFL. Also it cannot be pro, because it is not
identified with its closest SUBJECT, the embedded AGR. All possibilj.ties
are excluded, hence the 111-formedness of (161). On the other hand,
as we have indicated in the above section, Chinese allows some cases
of strong crossover. In particular, strong crossover configurations
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are acceptable just in case the empty category left by wh movement
occurs in the subject position of a finite clause and is coindexed
with the immediate superordinate clause subject:
(162) Zhangsani , tai shuo [s[e]i xiawu meiyou kong]he say afternoon no time
'Zhangsani , hei said [hei ] had no time this afternoon.'
This is because, although the [el cannot be a trace (being 9-bound)
nor a PRO (being governed), it can be a legitimate pro, since its
local binder is its closest SUBJECT, there being no AGR in the embedded
clause. In all other situations, strong crossover configurations
are ruled out:
(163) *Zhangsani , tai shuo Cwo renshi [eli]he 'say I know
'*Zhangsani , hei said that I know [eli].'
(164) *Zhangsani , tai yiwei [ wo shuo [8 (eli xiawu meiyouhe think S I say afternoon no
kong]]
t~e
'*Zhangsani , he i thinks I said [eli had no time this
afternoon.'
(165) *Zhangsani , tai shuo [s[np[S[e]i renshi t j ] de renj ] 1ai-1e].he say know DE man come-ASP
'*Zhangsani , hei said that the manj that [e] knows t j has
come.'
(163) is out, as before, since [eli is not identified by its closest
SUBJECT,!. (164) is a130 out, bec~use it is identified with the subject
of a non-immediately superordinate clause. In (165), the [eli occurs
in the subject position of a relative clause. As a pro, It has to be
identified by its closest SUBJECT, which in this case would be the head
of the relative clause, ~' the most prominent nominal element within
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the relativized construction. Since it is not so identified, the sentence
231s ruled out.
The view about the binding theory that we have adopted here entails
a directionality on the anaphoric relations between tw~ terms. This
is reminiscent of the traditional transformational view of pronominaliza-
tioD, as ~epresented in, say, Langacker (1969), Ross (1967, 1969). This
directional view is explicitly represented in Higginbotham's (forthcoming)
work, where inste~~_of the transformational rule "Pronominalize NP A
on the basis of NP B," he proposes the interpretive rule "Link X to Y,"
whose 0Utput has the form (166):
I :J,(166) *He saw John.1: ,
If X is linked to Y, then X is interpreted as dependent on Y, and Y is
the antecedent of X. Therefore, to rule out a sentence like (166), it
will be necessary to rule out both directions of referential dependency.
In particular, John cannot be linked to he because John is referentially
independent and cannot have an antecedent. He cannot be linked to John
because of (153). Higginbotham gives further arguments for adopting
this linking mechanism on the basis of plural bound pronouns with split
quantificational antecedents, and I think that his theory is on the
right track, although there are also problems that have yet to be
24
solved that arise under this theory. While accepting this directional
view, I will, however, continue to use the standard coindexing mechanism
for expository purposes, avoiding the more cumbersome linking reprc-
sentations. Now let us turn to Chinese data and examine the adequacy
of (153) as applied to t~1s language.
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5.5.2. Pronoun Anaphora in Chinese
Our examples (lOa) and (lOb) already show that something like (153)
is necessary also for Chinese. But is this a sufficient condition?
That is, is it always possible that if a pronoun does not c-command
an NP, tlte NP may be taken as the antecedent of the pronoun? In English,
this seems to be the case, as argued in Lasnik (1976), Reinhart (1976):
(167) His i mother saw Johni .
(168) When hei came in, Johni was very tired.
When we turn to Chinese, it turns out that failure of a pronoun to
c-command an NP is no sufficient condition for the latter to be the
antecedent of the former. Consider the following sentences:
(169) a. *[tai de mama] xihuan Zhangsani .he DE mother like
'Hisi mother likes zhangsani .'
b. [Zhangsani de mama] xihuan tai.DE mother like he
'Zhangsan'si mother likes him!.·t
(170) a. *[ [da-1e tai de] ileige ren] dui Zhangsani hen buhit-ASP he DE that man to very not
keqi.
polite
'The man thathit him! was very impolite to Zhangsan i -'
b. [fda-Ie Zhangsani de] neige ren] dui tai hen buhit-ASP DE that man to he very not
keqi.
polite
'The man that hit Zhangsani was very impolite to himi.~
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(171) a. *[tai neng-bu-neng 1ai] dui Zhangsani mei guanxi.he can-nat-can come to no matter
'Whether hei can come or not doesn't matter to Zhangsani .'
b. [Zha~gsani neng-bu-neng 1ai] dui tai mei guanxi.
can-not-can come to he no matter
'Whether Zhangsani can come or not doesn't matter to hirn i .'
(172) a. *[[wo kanjian tai del shihoul, Zhangsani zai dazi.I see he DE time at type
'When I saw himi , Zhangsani was typing. I
b. [[wo kanjian Zhangsani de] shihou], tai zai dazi.I see DE time he at type
'When I saw Zhangsani,he i was typing.'
(173) a.*[buguan tai xi-bu-xihuan], Zhangsani dOll dei lai.
regardless he like-not-like all must come
'Regardless of whether he i likes it or not, Zhangsan ihas to come.'
b. [buguan Zhangsani xi-bu-xihuanl, tai dou dei 1ai.
regardless like-nat-like he all must come
'Regardless of whether Zhangsani likes it or not, he ihas to come.'
In each of these sentences, neither the pronoun ta 'he' nor its antecedent
Zhangsan c-commands the other. If (153) is to be strengthened to be
a biconditional, i.e., if a pronoun may referentially depend upon an
NP if and only if it does not c-command the NP, then we should expect
all of the sentences to be well-formed. However, each of the (a)
sentences is ill-formed, thuugh the (b) sentences are well-formed.
On the other hand, note, that the English counterparts of these sentences,
as indicated in the translations, are all well-formed. This indicates
that while failure of a pronoun to c-command an NP may be sufficient
for the pronoun to be referentially dependent upon the NP in English,
it is not in Chinese.
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On their first appearance, the (a) sentences differ from the (b)
sentences in that in each of the former the pronoun precedes the ante-
~edent, while in each of the latter the pronoun follows the antecedent.
Note also that.inthe sentences (lOa) and (lOb), the pronoun also precedes
its 3ntecedent. One common analysis of the data, which is similar to
the oldest analysis of pronominal anaphora in the generative literature,
is to assume that the notion of precedence plays a crucial role here.
This idea was proposed in Langacker (1969), Ross (1967, 1969). The idea
was to play a crucial role in dete~ining the pronominalizability of
an NP in coordinate structures:
(174) a. Johni arrived yesterday, and hei left today.
b. *Hei arrived yesterday, and Johni left today.
However, other than coordinate sentences, there is little evidence in
English that the notion of precedence is important in determining pro-
nominal interpretation. Since conjoined sentences are on a par with
two or more independent sentences, the principle that accounts for
(174) may be considered a discourse principle, not a principle of sen-
tence grammar. If so, then the only relevant principle of sentence
grammar is that of c-command. This is the position of Reinhart (1976).
In view of the sentences in Chinese we have just seen, the idea would
be to make the notion of precedence a relevant principle in Chinese.
The parameter that distinguishes between Chinese and English would then
be whether the linear notion of precedence or the hierarchical notion
of c-command is relevant. The view that the precedence principle is
crucial for Chinese is common among Chinese grammarians, in particular
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Tai (1973), for example, and was adopted in my (1979). In Mohanan
(1981), it is assumed that the precedence principle is universal)
and that some languages, such as English but not Chinese, allow a
second possibility involving the hierarcl~ical notion of c-command.
While this view may be correct to a large extent, and is apparently
held by many people, there are two basic difficulties with this
approach. First, although the (a) sentences of (170) - (173) are
ill-formed with a pronoun occurring in a sentential subject or an
adverbial clause, they become well-formed if the pronoun is further
embedded as the .possessive of an NP:
(175) a. [[da-Ie [tai de mama] de] neige ren] dui Zhangsan ihit-ASP he DE mother DE that man to
hen bu keqi.
very Ilat polite
'The man that hit his i mother was very impolite to
Zhangsani • •
b. [[tai de mama] neng-bu-neng lai] dui Zhangsani me!he DE mother can-nat-can come to no
guanxi.
matter
'Whether or not his i mother can come does not matter toZhangsani ·
f
c. [wo kanjian [tal' de mama] de shihou], Zhangsaoi zaiI see he DE mother DE time at
dazi.
type
'When I saw hisi mother, Zhangsani was typing.'
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d. [buguan [tai de mama] xi-bu-xihuan], Zhangsan i dou
regardless he DE mother like-nat-like all
dei lai.
must come
'Whether his i mother likes it or not, Zhangsani has to
come. •
A second set of syst~matic counterexamples to the precedence hypothesis
is offered by relative clauses involving the resumptive pronoun strategy_
Since relative clauses precede their heads in Chinese, resumptive pro-
nouns neceseari1y precede their antecedents.
(176) [[WD sung-Ie tai yiben shu] de neige reDi ]I send-ASP he one book DE that man
"The man that-! gave a book to.'
(177) [[wo ba tai da-le yidun de] neige reni]
I BA he hit-ASP once DE that man
'The man that I gave a beating to.'
These two problems seem to me to persist also in other languages
that superficially do not allow backward pronouns. For example,
MDhanan (1981) has indicated that sentences corresponding to those
in (175) in Malayalam are also better than those corresponding to
(170) - (173). Furthermore, though the superficial ban on backward
pronouns is often reported in a lot of SOV languages, the relative
clauses of these languages present systematic counterexamples whenever
they involve resumptive pronouns. Mamoru Saito (p.e.) has also
informed me that in Japanese, the two facts we have just observed
in Chinese also obtain. For example, corresponding to the ill-formed
(a) sentences in (169) - (173), the following sentences in Japanese
are also out:
tukarete ita.
was-tired
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(178) a. *kare-no hahaoya-ga John-o mita.
he mother saw
'His i mother saw Johni .'
b. *kare-ga kaette kita toki, John-wa tukarete ita.
he returned time was-tired
'When he i returned, John! was tired.'
c. *kare-ga okosita ziken-ga John-o noyamaseta.
he caused accident worried
'The accident that hei caused worried John i .'
However, if the pronoun 'he' in (178b) and (178c) is further embedded
as a possessive, the sentences also become well-formed, on a par with
(175a-d):
(179) a. kare-no hahaoya-ga kaette kita toki, John-wa
he mother returned time
'When his i mother returned, John i was tired.'
b. kare-no hahaoya-ga okosita ziken-ga John-o nayamaseta.
he mother caused accident worried
'The accident that his. mother caused worried John .. '
1 1
Furthermore, Japanese also allows resumptive pronouns to occur to the
left of their heads:
(180) a. soko kara John-ga yatte kita tokoro.
there from came place
'The placei that John came from [there i ].'
b. kimi-ga watasi-ga kare-o sitte iru to emotta hita.
you I he know know COMP thought person
'The person i that you thought I know [him i ].'
(Sentences like (180a) have been given in KUDO (1973), where it is
indicated that 'there' is used as a pronominal form for 'place.' In
fact similar constructions also exist in Chinese.~
The contrast between the well-formed sentences in (175) and their
counterparts in (170) - (173) shows that the depth of embedding--a
hierarchical notion--is relevant. In trying to deal with the contrast,
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it will be desirable to have a solution that also accommodates (176) -
(177). Suppose we define "cyclic-c-command" in terms of the notions
cyclic node and c-command, as follows:
(181) Cyclic-c-commanrl
A cyclic-c-commands B if and only if:
a. A c-commands B, or
b. If C is the minimal cyclic node (NP or S) that dominates
A but is not immediately dominated by another cyclic
node, then C c-commands B.
For an illustration of the notion cyclic-c-command, consider the (a)
•
sentences of (169) - (173). In (169a), the pronoun 'he' does not
c-command Zhangsan. However, the NP dominating it, i.e., 'his mother'
does. Therefore, the pronoun 'he' cyclic-c-commands its antecedent
Z~angsan by the definition (lBlb), with C=NP. Similarly', in (17la)
and (173a), the pronoun 'he' does not c-command Zhangsan, but the S
which dominates the pronoun t i.e. t the bracketed sentential subject
or adverbial clause:. does c-command Zhangsan by (181b), with C=S. In
(170a) and (172a), 'he' also does not c-command Zhangsan. Furthermore,
the first S dominating 'he' does not c-command Zhangsan either, but
since this S is immediately dominated by an NP t it does not qualify
as the cyclic node C of (18Ib); rather it is the immediately dominating
NP that qualifies. This NP does c-command Zhangsan. Ther~fc:e, 'he'
also cyclic-c-commands its antecedent in these sentences by (181b),
with C=NP.
Consider now the sentences in (175). In all of these sentences,
the NP ta de mama 'his mother' is the minimal cyclic node dominating
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the pronoun 'he' (in 'his'). This NP is, furthermore, not immediately
dominated by another NP node. Therefore, this NP is the node C referred
to in (181b). However, neither the NP 'his mother' nor the pronoun 'he'
c-commands the antecedent Zhangsan in any of (175). Therefore, 'he'
does not cyclic-c-command its antecedent either by the definition (181a)
or by (181b).
The solution to the problem posed by (175) that I am suggesting
should by now be clear. Instead of making precedence a strict require-
ment on antecedent-pronoun relations in Chinese, which would be wrong
in view of (175), I suggest that Chinese obeys an even stronger hierar-
chical condition than English. That is, to the general principle (153)
we add the language-specific condition on Chinese, though not on English:
(182) Condition on Pronominal Anaphora in Chinese
A pronoun may not cyclic-c-command its antecedent.
The (a) sentences of (169) - (173) are all ill-formed because in each
case the antecedent Zhangsan is cyclic-c-commanded by the pronoun 'he'
or 'his.' The sentences in (175), on the other hand, are well-formed
because in none of them the pronoun either c-c0mmands or cyclic-c-
commands its antecedent.
A natural ques~ion that arises about the condition (182) is whether
it can be generalized into a general condition on all anaphoric rela-
tions in Chinese, on a par with the universal condition (153), restricting
the position of PRO, pro, etc. with respect to their antecedents. If
this is the case, then (182) can be collapsed with (153) into (183),
where the pazenthesized material is taken as a parameter distinguishing
Zhangsan ...
1
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Chinese-type languages from English-type languages:
(183) A referential dependent may not (cyclic)-c-command its
antecedent.
As it turns out, however, this generalization on (182) is not correct.
For both PRO and pro ~ust be allowed to cyclic-c-command their
antecedents:
(184) [[PROi xiyan] hai-Ie
smoke victimize-ASP
'Smoking brought Zhangsan a misfortune. •
(185) [pro. deng-le s8nge zhongtou yihou], Zhangsan i shuizhao-le
1. wait-ASP three hour after asleep - ASP
'After [he i ] had waited for three hours, Zhangsan i fell asleep.'
In view of this, I will regard (182) as a special requirement solely
on the position of lexical pronouns with respect to their antecedents
in Chinese.
Incidentally, the well-formedness of (184) ~nd (185) also shows
that the position of PRO or pro need not obey any precedence principle.
We have seen that (182) correctly excludes the (a) sentences of
(169) - (173). It also correctly admits the (b) sentences. In all
of the latter sentences, the pronoun 'he' does not c-cornrnand the pre-
ceding antecedent Zhangsan. Moreover, the only cyclic node containing
the pronoun is the root S, which properly contains, but does not
c-command, Zhangsan. Therefore, the pronoun does not cyclic-c-command
its antecedent under the provisions of (181b). Neither (153) nor (182)
is violated, then, and all of the (b) sentences are well-formed. Thus,
according to the view adopted here, the well-formedness of the (b)
sentences is not a consequence of the fact that the pronoun happens
to follow its antecedent.
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Note that, according to (181b), if the cyclic node minimally
containing a pronoun is immediately dominated by another cyclic node,
it is the latter cyclic node that counts as the relevant node C for
the definition of cyclic-c-command. We have seen that this special
requirement plays a crucial role in excluding (170a) and (172a).
Without this requirement, (l70a) and (1728) would be wrongly admitted,
since the minimal cyclic node containing the.pronoun in each of these
sentences does not itself c-command the antecedent of the pronoun.
This special requirement also plays a crucial role in admitting
relative clauses with resumptive pronouns, namely constructions of
the sort illustrated by (176) - (177). In (176), the minimal cyclic
node that contains the resumptive pronoun 'he' is the S of the relative
clause itself. However, this S is immediately dominated by another
cyclic node, namely the NP node containing both the relative and the
head. Therefore, it is the NP node that is relevant for definition
of cyclic-c-command in (181b). But, again, this NP does not c-command
the antecedent of the resumptive pronoun (i.e., the head), since it
properly contains it. Therefore, the resumptive pronoun does not
cyclic-c-command its antecedent. (176) is therefore well-formed.
Likewise for (177). The special requi~ement in (181b) that the
relevant cyclic node is not immediately dominated by another cyclic
node is crucial here, because without this requirement the relative
clause S in each of (176) and (177) would be the relevant node.
Since the relative clause does c-command its head, (176) and (177)
would be wrongly excluded.
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The same special requirement in (lalb), furthermore, also plays
a crucial role in accounting for the following fact. Although the
(a) sentences of (170) - (173) are considerably improved once the
pronoun in each of them is embedded as a possessive (as shown by the
wel1-formedness of the sentences in (175», the same strategy of further
embedding the pronoun in (169a) does not improve its status:
(186) *[[t~. de mama] de pengyou] xihuan Zhangsan ..
he1 DE mother DE friend like 1
'His mother's friend likes Zhangsan.'
In fact, the sentence remains ungrammatical no matter how deeply embedded
h · 25t e pronoun 1S:
(187) *[[[[tai de mama] de pengyou] de didij dE laoshi]he DE mother DE friend DE brother DE teacher
xihuan Zhangsani .like
'Risi,mother's friend's brother's teacher likes Zhangsan.'
The reason is that in constructions like (186) and (187), only the
highest NP containing the pronoun is the relevant cyclic node f for
(18Ib). All intermediate NP nodes do not qualify as C because they
are each immediately dominat~d by another NP. (We assume that the
subordinator de is inserted in PF, cf. Chapter 2.)
The formulation (l8Ib) is further supported by the contrast between
the well-formed (175) and the ill-formed (188):
(188) *[[[da-!e ta i de] neige ren] de mama] dui Zhangsan ihit-ASP he DE that man DE mother to
hen bu keqi.
very pot polite
'The mother ofthe.man who hit himi was very impolite toZhangsani -'
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In both (175) and (188), the pronoun is more deeply embedded than in
(170) by exactly one pair of brackets. In (175), the added pair of
brackets immediately contains the pronoun but is not immediately domi-
nated by another NP; therefore, this added NP node is the C of (181b).
In (188), the added pair of brackets are the outermost brackets which
immediately contain the NP which immediately dominates the S containing
the pronoun, so this added node is also the C referred to in (181b).
But while the added node in (175) does not c-command Zhangsan, the
added node in (188) does. The addition ofthe:node in (188) therefore
does not make the senten_.~ better than (170).
While judgments concerning the data here are subtle in some cases,
it seems to me that the proposed account, or something like it, is on
the right track. I also suspect that the Japanese data may be treated
along the same lines. At any rate, it is clear that a principle based
solely on the superficial notion of precedence cannot be sufficient
for precisely the set of facts we have presented. Furthermore, if
our account is correct, the need for a precedence principle may be
eliminated for at least these cases. This provides support for the
theory of Reinhart (1976), which for the first time eliminates reference
to linear word order in a syntactic account of anaphora.
Our discussion in this section, however, is not intended to deny
the obvious: precedence does have a role in discourse anaphora in
language. Evidently, within a stretch of discourse in any language,
the fact that a pronoun does not c-command or cyclic-c-command an NP
is no sufficient guarantee nor necessary requirement for the latter
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to be its antecedent. Rather, the relevant principle seems to be for
a pronoun to follow its antecedent. Any linguist or non-linguist who
has gone through data like the coordinate structures in (174) will not
fail to make the observation that precedence plays a role here. But
it seems that the precedence principle should be restricted to a uni-
versal theory of discourse, and need not be assumed in sentence grammar.
Rather, what is relevant in sentence grammar is the less obvious, and
therefore more interesting, hierarchical notion of c-command or cyclic-
c-command.
5.6. Definite Pronoun Anaphora and Pronominal Binding
5.6.1. Some Similarities
Our discussion of the theory of binding has up to now been concerned
with anaphoric relations holding between a referential dependent and
a definite antecedent, like the man, John, etc. The antecedent is
truly referential in the sense that it may denote an object in the
real world. In this section we want to discuss a different type of .
anaphoric phenomenon, in which the antecedent is itself non-referential.
i.e., quantificational. Compare the (a) and (b) sentences of (189)
and (190).
(189) a. Johni loves bis i mother.
~
b. Everyone i loves his i mother.
(190) a. Zhangsani shuo [ta i mingtian yao 1al].
say he tomorrow want come
~Zhangsanl said that hel wants to come tomorrow.'
b. shei i shuo [ta mingtian yao i lai]?
who say he tomorrow want come
'Who said that he. wants to come tomorrow?'i 1
In the (a) sentences, the pronoun has a name as its antecedent, John
in (189a) and Zhangsan in (190a). Since John and Zhangsa~ ea~h denote
some person in the real world, the pronouns he and ta also each have
a reference, namely the reference of John and Zhangsan respectively.
In the (b) sentences, however, the antecedents everyone and shei 'who'
each do not denote any person in the real world, i.e., they each do
not have 8 referEnce. Therefore, the pronouns which depend on them
also do not have a reference. What a Q-NP like everyone or who "deno~es"
is a set of possible references (i.e., its extension), and a pronoun
that is construed as dependent upon the Q-NP is said to "denote" whatever
the Q-NP would denote should a value be given from among its possible
references. Because of this difference in referentiality, it has been
customary to regard the two types of pronouns discussed here as different.
Pronouns whose antecedents are .names are called "pronouns in coreference,"
since they refer to the same objects that their antecedents refer to.
Pronouns whose antecedents are quantificational, on the other hand, .
are called bound variables. Thus, (189b) and (190b) have the following
interpretations, in which the pronouns are represented as variables,
having the same value as their antecedents upon each instantiation of
the schemata:
(191) [For every X; x a person] [x loves XIS mother]
(192) [neige X; x
which
shi ren] [x shuo [x mingtian yao 18i]
is man say tomorrow want come
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l~ile this distinction on the basis of referentiality is
reasonable, there is a sense in which it appears to be unnecessary
and even misleading. At the least, the alleged distinction should
not be overemphasized. There are two ways in which a pronoun may
be coreferential with a name. On the one hand, the pronoun may
be used deictically, in which case it happens to denote the same
object in the real world as the name. On the other hand, the pronoun
may be used anaphorical1y, irr which case it picks up its reference
from the name, i.e., is referentially dependent upon the name. Our
discussion in the preceding section, based to a large extent on Evans'
(1980) study, has made it clear that the binding theory, as it per-
tains to pronouns, should be construed as placing restrictions, not
on the coreference possibilities of a pronoun with another NP, but
on the possibilities of referential dependency of a pronoun upon
that NP. For example, the condition (153) (or the binding condition
(Ie» should not be used to exclude (151) on the reading that he!
is coreferential with the second occurrence of John, which it c-cornrnands
but only the interpret~tion according to which the pronoun referentially
depends upon this occurrence of John. Similarly, in the following
example (adapte~ from Higginbotham, 1981):
(193) John admired him. The only person John admired is John.
Therefore, John admired himself.
John and him are referential in the first sentence, though him is
used deictically. The condition (lb) must not be used to exclude
(193) on the coreferential reading, though it should prevent him
from being used anaphorical1y in this Lontext, picking up its reference
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from John. It seems then that grammatical theory should concern itself
solely with the second way in which a pronoun comes to be coreferential
with a name, namely when it is used as a referential dependent upon the
name.
But if the only so-called "pronouns in coreference" that we should
be concerned with are the pronouns which referentially depend upon names,
then there is little ground to regard them as fundamentally different
from those that are called bound variables, those whose antecedents are
quantificational. That is, such "pronouns in coreference" are '81so a
kind of bound variable-- they are bound variables whose values are what-
ever the names denote. If his! in (189a) is construed as referentially
dependent upon Johni , then if Jo~ni denotes the person I just talked to
three minutes ago, so does hist ; and if Johni denotes the person we saw
streaking this morning, so does his i ; etc. Both types of pronouns are
bound variables, either variables bound to referential antecedents or
variables bound to non-referential antecedents. The difference between
the two types of pronouns with respect to referentiality is a simple
consequence of the difference between their antecedents.
We have remarked that both types -of bound pronouns are semantically
on a par, as bound variables. Syntactically, they also share many
properties. For example, conditions on definite pronoun anaphora
are also conditions on pronouns as bound variables. (To be more
prec::'se) poss1bilit~.es of binding constitute a proper subset of pos-
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sibil1ties of coreference, or overlapping reference. ) A pronoun
can be construed as bound to a Q-NP only if it can be interpreted
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as referentially dependent upon a name in place of that Q-NP_ Thus
the wel1-formedness of (189b) and (190b) entails the wel1-formedness
of (189a) and (190a), respectively. On the other hand, the 111-
formedness of (194a) also entails the il1-formedness of (194b):
(194) a. *Johni loves himi .
b. *Everyonei loves himi .
This shows that both kinds of pronouns obey the binding condition (lb).
For the intended interpretation in (194), a reflexive must be used;
again in both cases:
(195) a. Johni loves himself i -
b. Everyone! loves himself i .
Similarly, a reflexive pronoun must be bound in its governing category
in accordance with (la), again whether its antecedent is referential
or quantificationa!:
(196) a. *Johni likes Bill's pictures of himself i -
b. *Everyone i likes Bill's pictures of himself!_
Furthermore, the effect 0'£ (153), which we assume in place of (Ic),
is seen on both type~ of pronouns:
(197) a. *He said Joboi would come.i
b. *He said that everyone. would come.i 1
The same holds true of (182) on Chinese:
(198) a. *tai de mama xihuan Zhangsani .he DE mother like
'Hisi mother likes Johni _'
b. *tsi de mama xihuan sheii?he DE mother like who
'*Whoi does hisi mother like?'
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(199) a. *wo kanjian ta i de shihou, Zhangsan i zai dazi.I see he DE time at type
'When I saw himi , Zhangsani was typing.'
b. *wo kanjian tai de shihou, meige reni dOll zai dazi.I see he DE time every man all at type
'*When I saw him everyone i was typing.',
This demonstration of the shared properties of the two types of
pronouns is not intended to obscure the fact that they also differ in
a number of ways. Semantically, we have noted their difference with
respect to referentiality, which is a consequence of the difference
in referentiality between their antecedents. Syntactically, they also
exhibit certain differences, which we will turn to directly. Therefore,
any adequate theory of anaphora must be capable of capturing the gen-
eralization that these two types of pronouns are identical in some
respects, but different in others. Ideally, we would like to be able
to derive their similarities from the assumption that they are indeed
the same elements, at least at some level of grammatical representation.
Their differences, on the other'hand, would then be derived from one
or a small number of principles that pertain to the difference between
the different types of antecedents that they depend upon. In Chomsky
(1981a), there is a natural way to capture this generalization. The
binding theory embodying (la-c) applies at the level of SS on configu-
rations involving all kinds of anaphoric expressions without T!gard
to whether the antecedent in a given anaphoric configuration is refer-
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ential or quantificat1onal. With the condition (Ie) now replaced
by (153) (and (182) for Chinese), the same effect can be achieved,
obviously, if we also have (153) {and (182» applied at this level
without regard to the nature of the antecedent of a given pronoun. On
the other hand, the syntactic differences between the two types of pro-
nouns are derived from principles that apply ill or at LF. Since the
mapping between 55 and LF affects, by assumption, only quantificational
expressions, sentences containing Q-expressions are turned into repre-
sentations different in non-trivial ways from sentences containing no
such expressions. The syntactic differences between the two types of
pronouns can be derived, therefore, if certain principles are assumed
that are sensitive to the existence of the LF mapping rules or to the
output representations of such mapping rules. We now turn to these
syntactic differences in both Chinese and English and discuss their
treatment in some detail within this scheme.
5.6.2. Some Properties of Pronominal Binding
One important feature of pronouns co~strued as bound to quantifi-
cational antecedentn that has often been observed is that the pronouns
must occur within the scope of the quantificational antecedents. See,
for example, Chomsky (1976), May (1977), Higginbotham (1980a), and
Evans (1980). Consider well known facts of the following sort:
(200~ a. If everyone doesn't show up, I will be mad.
b. ~If everyonet doesn't show up, I will be mad at himt .
In (200a) everyone has scope over the embedded if clause, so that the
sentence me~ns that if every person x is such that x doesn't show up,
I will be mad; not that every person is such that if he doesn't Show
up I will be mad. In (200b), him cannot be construed as a variable
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bound to everyone. The reason is generally agreed to be that him occurs
occurs in the matrix clause outside of the scope of everyone. On the
other hand, in the following sentence, everyone has scope over the
matrix clause, and binding of him to everyone is possible:
(201) Everyonei thought that I was mad at himi-
In Higginbotham (1980a), it is observed that sentences of the following
sort exhibit ambiguity on the relative scope of the two Q-NPs some
student and every paper that he write~, but only if he is not construed
as a variable bound to some student.
(202) Some studenti enjoys reading every paper that hej writes.
On one reading, there is some student who enjoys reading every paper
that John, say, writes. On the other reading, every paper that John
writes has one student or another that enjoys reading it. However,
if he is construed as a variable bound to some student, with i=j in
(202), only the first reading, [ E A], is availaole. As Higginbotham
indicates, within a framework that embodies May's QR, there is a very
natural account for this fact. The LF representation for the [A E]
reading on (202), after QR applies, is (203):
(203) [Every paper that hej writes]k[some student] rei enjoys
reading ~]]]
If he is construed as bound to some student i , hej = 2 i " It is natural
to regard hei on a par with the empty category ~ leftover by QR,
since both of them are bound variables in a real sense, semantically.
If so, with hej = ~i' (203) may be represented as (204):
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(204) [Every X; x a paper that y writes] [some y; y a student]
[y enjoys reading x]]]
In (204), the first occurrence of y is a free variable, not being
c-commanded by the quantifier some y. This is in violation of May's
Condition of Proper Binding (CPB). The unavailable bound variable
reading on the [A E] scope order in (202) is thus naturally ruled out
without the need for any ad hoc principle.
This account assumes the existence of a rule that turns a pronoun
coindexed with a Q-NP into a variable on a par with traces left by wh
movement or QRt or a convention that tells one to look upon such pro-
nouns and the traces as "the same" elements. This move apparently also
will account for the ill-formedness of (200b). The following contrast
is clearly also derivable from the CPB:
(205) a. Application letters from every prospective student.
1
must be accompanied by his/her signature, duly
authenticated by a notary public in his/her i area
of residence.
b.~*That application letter from e~ery prospective
student i must be accompanied by his/her i signature,duly aufhenticated by a notary public in his/her i
area of residence.
Binding of his/her to every prospective student is possible in (205a)
because every prospe~tive student may have sentential scope, thus
c-commanding bib/her at LF. The sequential scope reading is ruled
out in (205b), however, since the universal Q-NP is contained within
a specific NP and cannot have scope external to that NP, due to the
Specificity Condition (mentioned in Chapter 4. cf. below for more
discussion). The Q-NP may therefore have only NP-internal scope and
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occurs within the subject NP of (205b) where it fails to c-comrnafid
his/her, now construed as a variable, in violation of the CPB.
The fact that a pronoun as a bound variable must occur within
the scope of its quantificational antecedent is apparently true also
in Chinese, except perhaps that there is even clearer evidence for
it here. The contrast in (206) below is clearly induced by placing
the scope adverb dou in the matrix clause in (206a) but in the embedded
relative clause in (206b):
(206) a. [ [ meige reni shoudao] de xin] shangmian dou younp s 1every man receive DE etter top all have
tai taitai de mingzi.
he wife DE name
'FQr every person x, letters that x received have
x' s wife t s name on them. I
b. *[ [ meige rent dou shoudao] de xin] shangmian
np S every man all receive DE Ie t ter top
you tat taital de mingzi.
have he wife DE name
'*Letters that everybodYi received have hisi wife's
name on them.'
In (206a), the scope adverb dOll occurs in the matrix clause and thus
indicates that the Q-NP every man may have matrix scope, where the
pronoun ta occurs. In (206b) the scope adverb occurs within the
relative clause and requires the Q-I~ to have embedded scope internal
to the subject NP, where it falls to c-command the pronoun. The
contrast between (206a) and (206b) is thus very clearly due to the
CPB.
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Another well known property of pronouns as variables bound to
Q-NPs is that they exhibit the "weak crossover" phenomenon. This
phenomenon is discussed in Postal (1972), Wasow (1972), Cole (1974),
and has been under intensive study in recent years. The most notable
recent works on this subject include Higginbotham (1980a, 1980b)
and Chomsky (1976) (cf. also Koopman and Sportiche, 1981; Chomsky,
1981b). As we have mentioned in Chapter 4, this phenomenon has to
do with asymmetries of the sort illustrated below:
(207) a. The woman he! loved betrayed John!.
b. *Who! did the woman he! loved ~etray t i ?
c. *The woman hel loved betrayed everyone i -
d. *The woman he! loved betray~d someonei ·
e. *The woman hei loved betrayed JOHWi •
(207) shows that failure of a pronoun to c-command its antecedent,
in accordance with (153), 1s sufficient to allow the intended ana-
phoric relation if the antecedent is a name (207a), but not if the
antecedent is quantificationa! (207b-e). Similarly, in Chinese,
failure of aJtpronouIl to cyclic-c-coDDDand its antecedent in accordance
with (182) is sufficient for definite pronoun anaphora but not for
quantificational pronominal binding:
(208) a. [ da-le tal de mama de neige ren] dui Zhangsani
np hit-ASP he DE mother DE that man to
hen bukequi.
very impolite
'The man that hit his i mother was very impolite toZhangsan1 • '
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b. *[ da-1e tai de mama de neige ren] dui sheil hen
np hit-ASP he DE mother DE that man to who very
bukeqi?
impolite
'*Wh0i was the man that hit hisi mother very impolite
c. *[
np da-le tai de mama de neige reo] dui meigehit-ASP he DE mother DE that man to every
rent dOll hen bukeQi.
man all very impolite
'*Tbe man that hit his i mother was very impolite toeveryonei ~,
d. *[ da-le tat de mama de neige ren] dui yige rent
np hit-ASP he DE mother DE that man to one man
hen bukeqi.
very impolite
'*The man t~t hit hisi mother was very impolite to
someone!_
(209) a. [s tai de mama neng-bu-neng 1ai] dui Zhangsanihe DE lOOther can-nat-can come to
meiyou guanxi.
no matter
'Whether or not his! mother can come doesn't matter
to Zhangsani .'
b. *[ tal de mama neng-bu-neng 1ai] dui sheil meiyou
S he DE mother can-nat-can come to who· no
guanx1?
matter
'*Whether or not hist mother can come doesn't matterto who i ?
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c. *[5 tai de mama neng-bu-nalg 1ai] dui meige rent
he DE mother can-nat-can come to every man
dOll meiyou guanxi.
all no matter
'*Whether or not hisi mother can come doesn't matterto everyone!.'
d. *[9 tat de mama neng-bu-neng 1a1] dui yige rent
he DE mother can-nct-can come to one man
meiyou guanxi.
no matter
'*Whether or not his i mother can corue doesn't matterto someonei.'
The asymmetry between names and quantificational NPs with respect to
their ability to bind pronouns 1s accounted for in Chomsky (1976) by
the Leftness Condition, which prohibits a pronoun from taking a vari-
able on its right as its antecedent, where a variable is a trace that
results from overt wh movement, QR, or abstract wh movement. This
ties together certain siDdlarities between constructions involving
overt movement and constructions involving no such movement, and
constitutes important motivation for the LF mapping rules QR and
abstract wh movement, and also evidence for the existence of the
level of LF.
As we have mentioned, it 1s natural to regard pronouns interpreted
as bound to quant1ficational NPs as on a par with the moved traces
of QR and wit movement, i.e., as beth being the same empty categories
at LF. This view enables Koopman and Sportiche (1981) to propose
the Bijection Principle in place of the Leftness Condition:
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(210) Bijection Principle (Koopman and Sportiche, 1981)
Every A-position is locally bound by at most one A-position.
Every A-position locally binds at most one A-position.
Given the CPB, which requires every variable to be bound, and the CQB,
which requires every quantifier to be non-vacuous, the effect of the
Bijection Principle is the requirement that the relation between A
binders and variables is a one-to-one relation: An operator binds
one and only one variable, and a variable is bound to one and only
one operator. This represents a strengthening of the CPB and the CQB.
It rules out sentences involving weak crossover in the following way.
After QR and the rule of FOCUS have applied and the bound pronouns
are turned into variables, (207b-e) have the following representations:
(211) a. [For which X; x a person] [the woman x loved hetrayed xl
b. [For every x; x a person] [the woman x loved betrayed xl
c. [For some x; x a person] [the woman x loved betrayed xl
d. [For x=John] [the woman x loved betrayed x]
In each of these representations, there are two occurrences of the
variable x in the open sentence [the woman x loved betrayed xl. Neither
of these two occurrences of x c-commands the other. Therefore, both
are locally bound to the quantifier [For which X; x a person], etc.
The quantifier-variable relationship here is not one-to-one, but one-
to-two, in violation of the Bijection Principle. On the other hand,
a sentence 11lt.}~ (212), which does not involve weak crossover, has the
LF representation (213):
(212) Everyonei thought that he! was great.
(213) [For every X; x a person][x thought that x was great]
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The second occurrence of x in the open sentence [:K thought that x was
great] is locally bound to the first occurrence of x, which is in turn
locally bound to the quantifier. Therefore, th,e local quantifier-
variable relationship obtaining in (213) is one-to-one, in accordance
with the Bijection Principle. (The second occurrence of x, though
semantically & variable, is syntactically a small pro by definition,
since it is locally bound to a thematic position and it is governed.
Such a small pro should be allowed in LF, also in English, though not
at SSe Aoun (1982) has made the suggestion that as a way of identifying
a small pro (in addition to (113», one may spell it out phonetically.
This means that a pro identified this way is simply equivalent to a
lexical pronoun at SS or PF. It makes a difference only in LF, depend-
ing upon whether a pronoun is turned in to an empty category and is
locally bound to a thematic position.)
The Bijection Principle appears to be quite plausible and fairly
natural. It has a number of very interesting _:)nsequences, as indicated
in Koopman and Sportiche (1981), and especially in Chomsky (1981b).
Among other things it has the advantage of eliminating the peculiar
left-to-right asymmetry inherent in the Leftness Condition. Thus,
the Bijection Principle also accounts for sentences of the following
sort in Chinese, the grammatical status of which 1s first observed
in Higginbotham (1980a):28
(214) a. Zhangsani de mama . hen xihuan ta i .DE mother very like he
'Zhangsani mother likes himi very much.'
b. *Sheii de mama hen xihuan tat?
who DE mother very like he
'Whose! mother likes him!?'
c. *meige rent de mama dOll hen xihuan tai -
every man DE mother all very like he
'Everyone's! mother likes him!.'
d. *youyige rent de mama hen xlhuan tai -
one man DE mother very like he
'Someone'si mother likes himi .'
e. *shi Lisi! de mama hen xihuan tat-
FO DE 100 ther very like he
'It is Lisi whose! mother likes himi _'
Take (214b) for example. Neither 'who' nor 'him' c-commands the other.
'Him,' furthe~~re, does not cyclic-c-command 'who.' So nothing rules
out this sentence at SSe At LF, (214b) is turned into (215):
(215) [neige X; x shi ren][x de mama hen xihuan xl
which is man DE mother very like
If the second occurrence of x in the open sentence 'x's mother likes x'
still retains its identity as a pronoun, the Leftness Condition cannot
rule out the sentence, since the pronoun occurs to the right of the
variable. But if it is taken as a variable, as in (215), the Bijection
Principle will rule it out on a par with the other sentences that
involve genuine crossover, as in (207) - (209).
The Bijection Principle, as it stands, still has a number of
problems, though the problems do not appear to be unsolvable. One
problem is that it is formulated as a well-formedness condition at
LF. As Higginbotham (1980a) points out, the Leftness Condition cannot
be construed as an output condition. The same holds true of the
Bijection Principle. The relevant examples given by Higginbotham
are of the sort illustrated by (202). The relevant LF representation
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of (202), with hej construed as bound to some student! (i=j), is (216):
(216) [Some student] [every paper that x writes] [x enjoys
x y
reading y]
This is a configuration that violates the Bijection Principle at LF,
with some student x locally i-b1ndin~ two occurrences of x, but the
reading represented in (216) is perfectly available. As Higginbotham
(1980a, forthcoming) argues. examples like (202) require that the
relevant condition (the Leftness Condition or the Bijection Principle)
must be construed as placing restrictions on the application of the
rule that identifies the pronoun as a variable (he --> x, or the
reindexing rule proposed in Higginbotham (1980a». But this problem
with the Bijection Principle can be corrected, say, by requiring
that there is at least one possible derivation from SS to LF where
the immediate output of this reindexing rule obeys the Bijection
Principle.
A second problem with the Bijection Principle is the fact that,.
in English, sentences of the following sort are fairly acceptable to
many speakers:
(217) a. Whosei mother loves himi ?
b. Everyo4e'si nother loves himi .
c. Someone'si mother loves himt .
These are completely on a par with the Chinese examples (214b-d) in
structure, although the latter are not acceptable. There is, further-
more, a systematic contrast beoween the {a) and (b) sentences below:
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(218) a. ?Which picture of which student i pleases himi most?
b. *Which picture of which studenti does be1 like?
(219) a. ?Which picture of which student of which teacher!
pleases hert ?
b. *Which picture of which student of which teacheridoes shei like?
Smltences like these, especially the relative wel1-formedness of (219a),
(219a), show quite clearly that the Bijection Principle must be
weakened somehow, at least for English. (They also show that the
condition on possible interpretations on pronouns as bound variables
cannot be stated solely in terms of SS: that a Q-NP must c-command
the pronoun at this level, as proposed in Reinhart (1979a).) A more
adequate theory should, I think, state it along the Itnes of the
notion of accessibility of Higginbotham (1980b) (see also Higginbotham,
forthcoming, foran_improved version of this notion. According to
Higginbotham's theory, a parameterized notion of "weak accessibility"
is made available for English, but not for Chinese, thus accounting
for the systematic differ.ences between these two languages.
While sentences like (217) - (219) constitute some problems for
the Bijection Principle, one can still maintain that it holds of the
unmarked cases of language. (It 1s equivalent to the notion of "strong
accessibility" in Higginbotham (1980b).) Sportiche has also observed
that French is more on a par with Chinese in that sentences corre-
sponding to (211) ~ (219) in French are not acceptable to him. This
suggests that the Bijection Principle does represent the unmarked
cases of pronouns as bound variables. English is marked to some
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extent, on the other hand, in that it allows limited violations of
the principle under the provisions of "weak accessibility."
The third distinguishing property of quantificationally bound
pronouns 1s that such a pronoun cannot occur within a specific NP
with its quant1ficational antecedent occurring outside of that NP.
Compare the following sentences:
(220) a. Some student i enjoys reading [every paper that he i wrote].
b. *Some studeni enjoys reading [that paper, which he! wrote].
(221) a. Every student~ should respect [every professor that he!
has learned tnings from].
b. *Every student i should respect [Professor Smith, who he!has learned th~gs from].
(222) a. Who! likes [which story about him i ] ?
b. Who! likes [every story about him!]?
c. *Who i likes [this story about him!] ?
d. *Who i likes [that story about him i ] ?
(223) a. meige rent dou mai-Ie [tat xihuan de shu]
every man all buy-ASP he like DE book
'Everyone i bought the books that he i liked.'
b. *meige ren i dou mai-Ie [neiben tai xihuan de shu]
every man all buy-ASP that he like DE book
'*Everyone i bought that book, which he i liked.'
The distinction between the well-formed and the ill-formed sentences
is apparently due to the specificity vs. non-specificity of the bracketed
NPs. In each of the ill-formed sentences, the bracketed NP contains
something which makes it necessarily specific in reference: the demon-
stratives this, that, and the proper nam~ Professor Smith, all of which
are "rigid designators" (Kripke, 1972). The distinction we see above
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should not be obscured by the fact that the following sentences are
well-formed even though each of the bracketed NPs contains the definite
article the:
(224) a. Every student i should respect [the professor that he ihaa learned tfiings from].
b. Who! is looking for [the paper that he i wrote]?
Although the article the is a definite article, and therefore an NP
containing it 1s called a definite NP, it is well known that a definite
description is not necessarily specific, or referential. A definite
description refers to what it describes, but what it describes may
amount to a set of possible references only. This is true when the
description contains a variable as in (224)~ The r~ference of the
definite description varies along with each instantiation of the Q-NP.
If a definite description contains no variables, then it has a specific
reference:
(225) I saw [the man that you saw at 3:15 p.m. yesterday].
The difference between the ill-formed s~ntences in (220) - (223) and
the ones in (224) is that in the former the bracketed NPs are necessarily
specific, though definite descriptions need not be. 29
The observation we have just made here may remind the reader
of the Specificity Condition of Fiengo and Higginb~tham (1981) (cf.
May. 1977; Gueron, 1980).
(226) The Specificity Condition
A specific NP cannot contain a free variable.
F1~ngo and Higginbotham, May, and Gueron have proposed this condition
to account for the fact that a Q-NP contained within a specific NP
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cannot have scope wider than that NP. We have mentioned some examples
in discussing quantification and wit questions in Chapter 4, and again
a moment ago in connection with (205). Below are some more systematic
contrasts showing the relevance of this condition.
(227) a. [Pictures of everybody] are on sale.
b. [These pictures of everybody] are on sale.
(228) a. Who saw [pictures of who]?
b. *Who saw [these pictures of who]?
In (227a), everybodr may have either sentential or NP-internal scope,
so that the sentence means either that everybody is such that pictures
of him are on sale, or that pictures each of which is a (group) picture
with everybody in it are on sale. In (227b), however, everybody has
only NP-internal scope, so that the sentence has only the reading
according to which the pictures referred to are each a group picture
of everybody. The external scope reading is ruled out by the Speci-
ficity Condition under the assumption that the sentence would have
the following representation, following QR:
(229) *[EverybodY]i[[these pictures of e i l are on sale].
where the subject NP is a specific NP containing a free variable.
The ill-formedness of (228b) also follows from the condition, under
the assumptfo.n that abstract wh movement applies to the wh word in situ.
- -
Since wh phrases can have only sentential scope, and no NP-internal
scope (as a direct question it has matrix scope; as an indirect question
it has scope over an ~mbedded sentence), the only representation deriv-
able from (228b) is (230), but this representation violates the
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Specificity Condition:
(230) [For which pairing <x,y>; x a person and y a person]
[x. saw these pictures of y]]
The relevance of the Specificity Condition in Chinese is quite
easy to demonstrate. Consider the contrast below:
(231) a. [shei mai de shu] zui hoa?
who buy DE book most good
'*The book that who bought is the best?'
b. *[shei mai de neiben shu] zui hoa?
who buy DE that boo.k most good
, *That book that who bought is the bes t? '
(232) a. [shei de shu] zui gut?
who DE book most expensive
'Whose books are most expensive?'
b. *[neixie she! de shu] zui gui?
those who DE book most expensive
'*Those books of whose are most expensive?'
The only difference be~een the (a) and (b) sentences here is the
existence vs. non-existence of a demonstrative. Thus, the two sentences
in each of (231) - (232) differ in specificity of the bracketed NP
they contain. The same contrast occurs between a complex NP with
a CODIDOD noun as its head, and one with a proper head noun:
(233) a. [ai kan dianshi de xiaohai] me! chuxi
love see TV DE child no future
'Children that love to watch TV have no future.'
b. [a1 kan sheme de xiaohai] mei chux1?
love see what DE child no future
'*Ch11dren who love to watch what have no future?'
(234) a. [a1 kan dianshi de Zhangsan] zhen me! chuxi.
love see TV DE real no future
'Zhangsan, who loves to watch TV, really has no future.'
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b. *[ai kan sheme de Zhangsan] zhen mei chuxi?
love see what DE real no future
'*Zhangsang, who loves to watch what, really has no future?'
Similarly, the head noun niao 'birds' may be interpreted as generic
(aspec1fic. as it refers to a unique kind) only in (235a), but not
in (235b):
(235) a. [za1 tianshang fel de niao] zhen ziyou.
at sky fly DE bird real free
'Birds, which fly in the sky, are ~eal1y free.'
b. [zai nali fei de niao] zui ziyou?
at where fly DE bird most free
'*Birds that fly where are most free?'
Furthermore, 1f Givon (1973) is correct in saying that 'past' and
'factivlty' contribute to the specificity of an NP or a preposition
while 'future' and 'non-factlvity' contribute to non-specificity,
the following contrast involving sentential subjects is also related
to specificity:
(236) a. [List tao shei] zui heshi?
marry who most appropriate
'*That Lis! should marry who is most appropriate?'
b. *[Lisi tao-Ie sheil zhen kexi?
marry-ASP who real pity
'*That Lisi had married who was a real pity?'
Th.e contrasts we have just seen regarding wh questions in Chinese
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might suggest some principle having the form of (237):
(237) No element within a specific NP may be questioned.
But this apparently does not account for all facts concerning question
formation in Chinese. For example, it would wrongly exclude the
following grammatical sentence, in which an indirect question is
formed within a relative clause, even though the head is specific:
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(238) zhe jiush1 [n1 xiang-zhidao [she! xihuan] de neige
this 1s you wonder who like DE that
nanhaizi] •
boy
'?This 1s the boy who you wondered who liked.'
It will not do to restrict the application of (237) only to direct
questions, since the following indirect question is ill-formed, like
(231b) :
(239) *ta xtang-zh1dao [[sbe! mat de ne1ben shu] zui haole
he wonder who buy DE that book most good
'*He wondered the book that who bought was best.'
Putting together (231b), (238), and (239), the correct generalization
is clearly that a wh phrase cannot occur within a specific NP and have
scope larger than that NP. In a framework that does not look at the
facts in terms of the scope properties of a wh phrase, it is difficult
to state a simple and general principle that explains all of the facts
so far observed, but 1f wh phrases are subject to movement, leaving
variables behind, these facts readily fall under the Specificity
Condition.
The effect of the Specificity Condition on QR is also easy to
demonstrate. Thus, (240) is ambiguous in that the quantificational NP
sange ren 'three men' may have scope over either the relative clause
(internal to the relativ1zed NP construction), or over the entire
mat'rix sentence:
(240) wo kanguo [ [ sange ren xie] de shu]
I read np S three man write DE book
a. 'There are three men x such that I read books that
x wrote. '
b. 'I have read books that three men wrote (jointly).'
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If we insert the advert he 'jointly' into the relative clause, this
will force a unique narrow scope reading (as shown in (241»; but if
yigons 'altogether' is inserted in the matrix, a unique wide-scope
reading will be forced (as shown by (242»:
(241) wo kanguo [sange ren he xie de shu]
I read three man jointly write DE book
'I have read books that three men jointly wrote.'
(242) wo yigong kanguo [sange ran xie de shu]
I altogether read three man write DE book
'Altogether there are three men whose books I have read.'
Predictably, then, the following sentence 1s ill-formed with both
'altogether' appearing in the matrix and 'jointly' appearing in the
relative clause:
(243) *wo yigong kanguo [sange ren he xie de shu]
I altogether read three man jointly write DE book
Now, note that if the head of the relative clause in (240) is made
specific by a demonstrative, the sentence can have only the narrow-
scope reading even though the adverb 'jointly' does not appear in
the relative t and becomes uninterpretable if the matrix contains the
adverb 'altogether':
(244) wo kanguo [sange ren xie de neiben shu]
I read three man write DE that book
'I have read the book that three men wrote.'
(245) *WO yigong kanguo [sange ren x1e de neiben shu]
I altogether read three man write DE that book
Since the presence of taltogether' in the matrix clause forces a
wide-scope interpretation of the quantificational NP 'three men,"
QR must move this NP to a position c-commandtng the matrix S. But
in doing so, the trace left behind will be free within a specific
NP J in violation of the Specificity Condition.
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One of the arguments that support the idea that quantifier scope
interpretation and wh phrases in situ involve abstract movement in LF
is the fact that the traces left by the abstract movement behave on a
par with traces left by overt movement under the Specificity Condition.
This fact is a natural consequence of the assumption that they are indeed
the same elements, i.e., empty categories, at some relevant level. The
relevant evidence for the claim that traces left by overt movement rules
also obey the Specificity Condition comes from contrasts of the following
sort:
(246) a. Who did you see a picture of t?
b. *Who did you see that picture of t?
The well~formedness of (246a) shows that extraction from an object NP
Should be allowed, whether or not such extraction involves a (vacuous)
PP extraposition rule of the sort proposed in Chomsky (1977). (246b),
therefore, should not be ruled out by Subjacency, since it would other-
, wise wrongly rule out the well-formed (246a). The ill-formed'lless of
(246b) does follow from the Specificity Condition, however.
To the extent that the Specificity Condition motivates a theory
whtch representa Q-NPs as emPty categories at LF, there is also good
reason to represent pronouns bound to Q-NPs as empty' categories. The
reason is that such pronouns behave on a par with the empty categories
left over by overt movement ill Syntax and abstract movement in LF under
the Specificity- Condition.
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5.6.3. Why the Properties of Pronominal Binding
We have remarked that there are three distinctive properties of
quantiflcationally bound pronouns: (a) they must be c-commanded by
their quantificat10nal antecedents occurring in Apositions at LF;
(b) they exhibit weak crossover phenomena; and (c) their distribution
is governed by the Specificity Condition. By contrast~ pronouns whose
antecedents are not quantificational are usually observed not to exhibit
these properties. First ·of all, under the assumption that only quanti-
flcational NPs undergo abstract movement in LF t pronouns whose antecedents
are names must apparently be allowed even though their antecedents do
not c-command them at LF. This is already a well known fact, and needs
no exemplification. As regards weak crossover, we have already seen
that pronouns bound to proper names and other specific NPs do not exhibit
weak crossover effects. {See, for example, (207a), (208a), (209a).)
Finally, a pronoun can apparently occur within a specific NP bound to
an antecedent outside of that NP as long as the antecedent is not
quantificational. Compare the ill-formed (220b), (221b), and (222c-d)
with the following well-formed sentences :
(247) John! enjoys reading that paper, which he! wrote.
(248) Johni should respect Professor Smith, who hei has learned
a lot from.
(249) John1 likes this story about h~i.
(250) Zhangsant xihuan neiben tat de shulike that he DE book
'Zhangsani likes that book of hisi .'
It is natural to ask at this point why quantificational1y bound
pron01DlS should exhibit these three special properties, and whether
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it is possible to reduce these properties to more fundamental
principles.
It seems that the second property, that of exhibiting weak
crossover effects, 1s a genuine distinguishing property of such
pronouns. It is this property, among others, that motivates the
linguistic level of Logical Form that we assume here, where quantifi-
cations! and referential NPs are treated differently. Weak crossover
effects occur on quantificationsl NPs and pronouns bound to them only,
because the Bijection Principle or Higginbotham's condition of
accessibility applies to LF mapping rules only and because LF mapping
rules, by assumption, affect only quantificational NPs and quantifi-
cat10nally bound pronouns. At this stage, there does not seem to be
any obvious way to reduce the Bij ection Principle or the condition of
accessibility to any more fundamental principles.
As for the other two properties, I would like to suggest, quite
informally, that they are not genuine distinguishing properties of
quantificationally bound pronouns. It 1s possible to claim, in other
words, that even referential NPs and referentially bound pronouns also
exhibit the same properties. Referentially bound pronouns, in
particular, may also be seen to obey the Condition of Proper Binding
(CPB), i~e. to occur within the scope of their referential
antecedents, and also satisfy the Specificity Condition, at some
relevant level of representation. This can be seen to be the case
if we assume that referential NPs also undergo movement in some
interpretive component. In order to allow for the differences between
the two types of pronouns under weak crossover, the movement of
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NPs cannot take place in LF. But it is possible to move such NPs at
a post-LF stage, say in LF'. This is the level where the two types of
pronouns may be seen to obey both the CPB and the Specificity
Condition, their superficial differences being reducible to more
fundamental differences between their antecedents.
The assumption that referential NPs like proper nouns and
definite noun phrases undergo movement 1s a common assumption among
Montague graDDllarians. It 1s a familiar insight that proper names and
definite descriptions, like quantified phrases, also behave like
variables in some sense. This insight is captured in Montague
grammar by the familiar operation of lambda-conversion. Thus, the
sentence (251) has the representation (252) after John is lambda-
converted:
(251) John arrived yesterday.
(252) [A x [x arrived yesterday]] [John]
The relation between the lambda operator (A x) and the variEble x
in the main clause [x arrived yesterday] is on a par with typical
quantifier-variable relations, and the process by which (251) is
turned into (252) 1s an instance of movement, which we may take
to, be an extended version of QR.
As we have mentioned, pronouns taking referential NPs as their
antecedents are also bound variables 04 a par with quantificational1y
bound pronouns, since they denote whatever their antecedents denote.
Therefore, semantically, it is not unreasonable to represent
referentially bound pronouns also as variables at some appropriate
level of representation. There are reasons for not moving proper
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names and referential descriptions in LF, but there does not seem
to be any compelling reason, as far as I know, against moving them
in a component other than LF. The same applies to the process of
turning a lexical pronoun into a variable. Let us see now how the
two conditions, the CPB and the Specificity Condition, can be seen
to apply to both referential and quantificational NPs and their
bound pronouns.
It is a commonplace observation that proper names and definite
NPs generally take the widest scope within a given utterancen arhis
might seem paradoxical in view of the statement often made that
only quantificational NPs bear scopes but proper names or definite NPs
do not. When one says that quantificational NPs are scope bearing
elements, this, I think, should be taken to mean that they can enter
into scope relations with other NPs, having either wide or narrow
scope with respect to the latter. On the other hand, proper names
and definite NPs always have wide scope, in some sense. They may
be said to be non-scope bearing elements in the sense that they are
incapable of interacting with other scope bearulg elements in ways
that quantificational NPs can.
The view that proper names and other referential NPs have
widest scope in a gtven utterance hss to do with the fact that the
relativ~ scope that an NP has with respect to another corresponds to
the relative referentiality or specificity of the two NPs. If A has
wider scope than B, then A is "more referential" or "more specific"
than B, since the reference of B cannot be determined before the
reference of A is determined. Thus, in "few men saw many women", if
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few has wide scope with respect to many, then the potential reference
of many women is determined on the basis of each instantiation of
few men; the situation is reversed,.if Mtmy women is taken to have
wide scope with respect. to Jew men. We might, therefore, say that
"relative specif:f.city" is synonymous with "relative scope". This
does not mean that any quantificational NP having the widest s~ope
within an utterance is specific or referential; it is only more
specific thB.li the NPs that occur within its scope. However, thir:
does mean that an NP that is fully referential, such as a proper
name or a specific NP, necessarily takes the widest scope in any
utterance in which it occurs.
Before we consider the CPB and the Specificity Condition again,
observe a.1.80 that when two NPs A and B are of lithe same kind", the
scope orders [A B] and [B A] are logically equivalent:
(253) Every man loves every woman.
(254) a. [Every man x [every woman 'Y [ x loves y]]]
b • [Every woman y [every ma~ x [ x loves y]]]
.Similarly, the relative scope representations (~56a) and (256b)
are logically equivalent for the sentence (255):
(255) John likes this man.
(256) a. [x=John [y=this man [ x like.s y]]]
b. [y=this man [x=John [ x likes y]]]
Therefore, two specific NPs may take either scope with respect to
the other, as far as bot~ of them take the entire sentence in their
scope and neither falls within the scope of a non-specific NP.
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Let us now turn to the two conditions under consideration: the CPB
and the Specificity Condition. First, although a pronoun whose
antecedent is a specific NP may not c-command the pronoun at ns, SS,
or LF, it will always c-command the pronoun at LF', if we assume
that specific NPs undergo movement and that they take the widest
scope within an utterance, i.e. over the entire root serltence.
Thus, the sentence (257) has the representation (258) at LF', in
which the variable corresponding to him at SS is properly bound
by John: .
(257) If Johni doesn't show up, I will be mad at himi "
(258) [X=Jo~j[1f x doesn't show up, I will be mad at xl
The deserip~ive difference under the CP~ between the two ty?es of
prououns under consideration is therefore a simple consequence of
the fact that specific NPs take wider scope than quantif1cational
NPs. They differ with respect to the CPB at LF, but are quite
on a par at the level of LF'. Their difference at LF is a simple
consequence of our own assumption that only Q-NPs undergo movement
in LF. But this is not a real difference between the two types of
bound pronouns. This is consistent with the view that all anaphoric
pronouns are bound variables semantically. and as bound variables, it
is natural to assume that both are syntactically bound.
Cons~der now the Specificity Condition. This condition rules
'OUt~ the sentential scope reading on everybody in (259) and the
bound vartable tnterpretation on the pronQun he in (260):
(259) r like that picture of everybody.
(250) *EverybodYt respects Professor Smith, who het has learned
a lot from llt
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Under the sentential scope reading on ~verybody~ (259) has the
representation (261). Under the bound variable interpretation of he,
(260) has the representation (262). In both cases, we have a variable
free within a specific NP in violation of the Specificity Condition.
(261)
(262)
[[For every x; x a person] [I like [ that picture of x]]]
np
[[For every x; x a person] [x respects [ Professor Smith,
who x has learned a lot from]] np
Note that tmder the proposal that specific NPs undergo movement :In
LF', there is no need to invoke the Specificity Condition at all.
Such representations as (261)-(262) may be allowed at LF in the
absence of this condition, but when each of the specific NPs
containing the variables is moved in LF', it must take the widest
scope. (261) and (262) would have the following representations
at LF' :
(263) [[y=that picture of x][for every Xj x a person] [I
like y]]]
(264) [[y=Professor Smith, who x has learned a lot from][for
every Xj x a person] [x respects y]]]
In (263), the variable x lies outside the domain of the quantifier
[For every x; x a person]. Furthermore, the quantifier does not
c-command any variable. This representation therefore violates
both the CPB and the CQB, since we have a free variable and a
vacuous quantifier here. The Specificity Condition is therefore
red'~ced to the two independently motivated conditions CPB and CQB,
now' construed as applying at the LF' level. The case of (259)
represents a case of required inversely-linked quantification that
cannot be fulfilled. In (259), the Q-NP everybody is properly
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contained in the NP that picture of eve;ybody. Therefore, if
everybody is construed as having sentential scope, it must have
scope over the NP that dominates it in accordance with the CPB
and the CQB. But this requirement cannot be fulfilled due to the
fact that the more inclusive NP, that picture of eveEYbody, is
specific &ld must have wider scope than everybbdy.
Similarly, (264) is ruled out for the reason that the first
occurrence of the variable x is free in it. The effects of the
Specificity Condition in this case are subsumed under the CPB. There
is no possible LF' representation for (260) which satisfies the
CPB, because the NP properly conta:lning the pronoun he is specific
and must have wide scope with respect to its quantificational
antecedent of everybody.
On the other hand, note that in (265) the name John obviously
can have sentential scope, in contrast to (259), and the sentence
(266) is well-formed, in contrast to (260):
(265) I like that picture of John.
(266) John! respects Professor S~tht who hei has learned a
lot from.
Recall that for two specific NPs A and B, the relative scope orders
[A B) and [B A] are logically equivalent. Therefore, (265) may
be represented as either (267a) or (267b):
(267) a. [John! [[that picture of ei]j[I like e j ]]]
b. [[That picture of ei]j[Johni [I like e j ]]]
Although (267b) is ruled out jointly by the CPB and the CQB, (267a)
satisfies both these conditions. Therefore, (265) is correctly
b.
(268) 8.
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allowed with John interpreted as having sentential scope. Similarly,
one of the two .logically_possible representations for (266) is ruled
out by the CPB, but not the other:
[John! [[Professor Smith, who ei has learned a
lot fromlj[ei respects ej ]]]
[[Professor Smith, who ei has learned a lot from]j
[John1 [ei respects ej ]]]
The analysis suggested here haa the following advantages.
First, it eliminates the need for the Specificity Condition as
proposed in Flengo and Higginbotham (1981) (or the Name Constraint
of May 1977 and of Gueron 1980), and derives it from the independently
needed conditions CPB and CQB. Secondly, the question disappears as
to. why only quantificationa11y bound pronouns have to occur in the
scope of their antecedents. In our conception, both referentially
and quantificationally bound pronouns have to be bound (at LF').
Thirdly, the question also disappeans regarding why only quantifier
scope interpretation and interpretation of quantificationa11y bound
pronouns must obey the Specificity Condition. In our conception,
scope interpretation of both type of NPs and the interpretation of
both types of pronouns as bound variables do obey the Specificity
Cond:ttionj they differ only in that, because of their referential
nature, specific NPs and referentially bound pronouns always will
satisfy this condition, though quantificational NPs and
quantificationa11y bound pr(iilOUnS may not.
An important exception to the theory of pronoun interpretation
adopted here includes sentences of the following sort:
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(269) Every woman who kissed the man who she loved married him.
In this sentence, the pronoun him can be interpreted as bound to the
NP the man who she loved, where she is bound to the head woman.
That is, (269) is well-formed on the following construal:
(270) [Every woman who kissed [the man who sheiloved]j]i
married himj •
If we require that him must be c-commanded by its antecedent,
the man who she loved, then the latter must be moved in LF or LF'
to a position c-commanding him. In order to c-command himj , NPj
must have scope over the entire matrix sentence. Since NPj is
properly contained in NPi (every woman who kissed the man who she
1o\1ed), in order to satisfy the CPB and the CQB, NPj must have wide
scope with respect to NPi • The representation with NPj having wide
scope over NP1 is as follows:
(271) [[The man who shei loved]j[[every woman who kissed ej]i
rei married himj ]]]
In this representation, himj (to be turned into a variable) is
properly c-commanded by NPj in operator position. However, shei
(also to be turned into a variable) fails to be c-commanded by NP i .
Thus, in (270) the antecedent i fails to c-command the pronoun i,
in violation of the CPB. In (271), the antecedent! fails to
c-command the pronoun!, also :In violation of the CPB. Thus there
is no way for this sentence to satisfy the CPB, either before NP j
is moved to operator position or after.
Note that although NPj in (270) is a definite description, it
is not specific, but rather quantificational, since its reference
varies along with the value of the pronoun she which it properly
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contains. The pronoun she, in turn, is bound to the subject of
kissed, i.e. who, which is coindexed with the head every woman.
Constructions iJf the type exemplified by (270) are, in fact,
quite common, and they illustrate the existence of what Geach (1962)
calls "pronomls of laziness". In Evans (1980), such pronouns are
called E-type pronouns. A "pronoun of laziness" is used as a "lazy"
way to refer to a non-specific antecedent which may not be totally
identifiable as a syntactic constituent but whose reference is
determined by other materials in a sentence in which it occurs.
Well known constructions of the sort include (272) and the "donkey"
sentence (273):
(272) If someone comes in, please tell him to be quiet.
(273) Everyone who owns a donkey beats it.
In (273), the pronoun it is not bound directly to the exictential1y
quantified a donkey. It is not intended to refer to Whatever donkey
there is that exists. Rather, it is intended to refer to the donkey
that he owns (where he is an instance of everyone). Therefore, the
correct representation of (273) should not treat it as a variable
bound directly to donkey. It is a bound variable, but bound to
something that is not syntactically present as a constituent that
c-commands it, but to something whose reference can be computed from
the construction in which a donkey occurs. Similarly, him ::.n (272)
is a variable, but not a variable directly bound to someone, for the
sentence does not mean that there exists someone x such tJ't.at if x
comes in, please tell x to be quiet. Rather it means that 1f there
is someone that comes in, please tell the one that comes in to be
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quiet. The sentence (270), therefore, is simply another sentence
containing " a pronOlDl of laziness". The pronoun him is bound to
something whose reference has to be determined from the construction
in which it occurs. Such "donkey sentences", it seems, require a
special treatment in the grammar by which an antecedent~ though not
always syntactically identifiable as something that c-commands the
"pronoun of laziness", can be identified by some appropriate
interpretive computational procedures. (We might assume that at
the level where the antecedent 1s identified by such computational
procedures, it does c-command the pronoun. For some exploration
along such lines, see Baik 1982.)
The suggestion that sentences like (270) should be treated on a
par with "donkey sentences" has already been made by Cooper (1979).
Cooper suggests extending the analysis also to sentences of the
following sort, in which the antecedent of a pronoun is fully
specified:
(274) Every woman who kissed Johni wanted to marry him!.
(275) Every woman who kissed that man! wanted to marry him!.
However, treating sentences. like (274) and (275) on a par with
"donkey sentences" seems to be entirely unnecessary. The antecedents
of him in (274) and (275) are both inherently referential and do
not rely on the context for their reference. Furthermore, they
certainly can have scope over the entire root sentences, thus
properly b:lnding the pronouns. The antecedents in these sentences
are very different in nature from the antecedents of "pronouns of
laziness" • Cooper has to adopt the "pronoun of laziness" analysis
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only because he assumes that ·'.bhe process of quantifying in that
affects John and that man cannot violate Subjacency, in particular
the CNPC) However, there is already enough evidence, I believe,
that Subjacency is not operative in LF. It is entirely natural
to assume that it also does not apply in LF'.
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CHAPTER FIVE: FOOTNOTES
1. See Aoun and Sportiche (1981) for arguments that their notion
of government better serves the purposes of the binding theory.
2. Reciprocity is usually expressed in Chinese by the adverb
huxiang or bici 'mutually.' Another common way to express reciprocity
1s by way of sentences like (1), where the pronouns 'I' and 'you'
are used as variables bound to the topic 'they':
(1) tamen, wo kan ni, ni kan wo •
they I look you you look i
'They look at each other.'
The morpheme bie! can sometimes be used as an NP equivalent to each
other, but its use is very limited and rather marginal. In what
follows, I will use only the reflexive ziji 'self' in our examples
for discussion.
3. Note that there is an additional reason for the 111-formedness
of (~ld)~ Since the passive verb seen does not assign Case, the
sentence can be ruled out by the Case filter, which requries every
lexical NP to bear Case. The NP our destruction t i is lexical. but
cannot receive Case from seen.
4. The reason why there should be a slight preference for the
anaphor to the pronoun probably has to do with the tendency to avoid
ambiguity wherever possible. Thus, given that the grammar already
allows the use of an anaphor to express the proximate reading as
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in (19a), a speaker may have the tendency to avoid using a pronoun
as in (19b) for the same proxfmate reading, since (19b) is ambiguous
between a proximate and a non-proxtmate reading. On the other hand,
note that sentences of the following sort differ f.rom those of (19)
in essential ways:
(1) a. John! took a picture of himBelf i -
b. *Johni took a picture of himi -
(11) a: TheYi told stories about each other!_
b. *TheYi told stories about themi .
In these sentences a pronoun must be interpreted as disjoint from
the subject. Apparently, individual lexical verbs are responsible
for the difference between (i) - (i1) and those sentences in (19).
The former type of sentences are associated with verbs like take,·
tell, etc., while the latter type are associated with verbs like
hear, receive, relate, !.!!.' etc.:
(iii) a. John1 heard a story about htmself1 -
b. Johni heard a story about him!.
We propose to consider sentences represented by (19) and (ii1) here
as constituting the central facts of the language, assuming that
sentences of such forms generally admit both pronouns and anaphors.
Sentences of the form represented by (ib) and (lib), however, are
excluded. for pragmatic reasons. For example, consider (ib)_ Since
John took a picture, he is the subject of the picture. The picture,
in other words, is John's picture. (i) is excluded, therefore,
on analogy to '*John'si picture of hfmit ' which violates (lb).
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5. We shall also have to adopt Aoun and Sportiche's notion of
c-command: A c-commands B if the first maximal projection dominating
A also dominates B. This allows the INFL to c-command the subject,
in their sense, and be access~ble to it.
6. Note, however, that the following is well-formed:
(1) John1 is [his own1 co~k]i.
Although his own is coindexed with his own cook, there need not be
referential circularity involved here. His own can pick up its refer-
ence from outside, in particular from John, which is independently
referential, and his own cook can depend upon his own without the
latter also depending upon the former. His own cook can also pick
up its reference directly from John by the meaning of the equative
sentence. Therefore, the wel1-fo~edness condition (24) must be
somehow re£o~ulated or qualified to accommodate (1). For further
discussion of referential circularity, see Higginbotham and May (1979),
Brody (1981)~
7. For some speakers, the sentences (30}, (32), and C33} are
somewhat less natural,
8. For example, there is no accessible SUBJECT in (i) for the
anaphor, yet it may be bound to a non~SUBJECT antecedent:
(1) It pleased themi that pictures of each otheri were on sale.
9. When there is no antecedent around, PRO takes on arbitrary
reference. as if it were a free variable:
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(i) It is unclear what PRO to do.
10. Consider the following sentences:
(1) *They witnessed [each other's destroying the city].
(11) ?They witnessed [each other's destroying of the city].
(11i) They witnessed [each other's destruction of the citY]e
The ill-formedness of (1) 1s not accounted for in Chomsky (1981a), nor
does it immediately fall under the modification suggested il~ this section.
I would like to suggest that gerundives have the structure more or less
on a par with that of a sentence: [each other's ING destroy the city],
with ING being in the position of INFLf' ING then governs the subject
each other in (i). It is also plausible to assume that ING is the
accessible SUBJECT of each other. since gerundives are somewhat nominal
in nature. The 111-formedness of (1) then follows from the binding
condition (la). since th~ gerundive phrase 1s the governing category
for each other. This analysis 1s quite consistent with the fact that
the city 1s assigned Case by the verb. If the structure of (1) is
as suggested, then destroying starts out as the verb destroy at DS.
After affix-hopping, we may assume destroying still retains its Case-
assigning ability. Hence the city is Case-marked. On the other hand,
if destroying 1s formed in the lexicon (as an option), it will start
out as a noun, which is not a Case assigner. This requires of-insertion,
and we have (11). Precisely here, we do not have an INFL, and each
other does not have an accessible SUBJECT in the bracketed phrase.
Therefore it may be bound outside of the bracketed phrase. (ii) is
thus more on a par with (iii}.
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Compare (1) and (li) also with (iv) and (v) below:
(iv) They avoided [PRO destroying the city].
(v) *They avoided [PRO destroying of the city].
Our assumption that the gerund in (il) is formed by lexical rules
extends to (v). Since PRO is governed by the N destroying here, (v)
is ill-formed on a par with *John saw PRO books. Since we assume
that INF can govern each other in (1), however, it 1s a problem uhy
PRO can occur in place of each other in (iv). Adapting the idea pro-
posed in Chomsky (1981a) for pro-dro~ phenomena, I would like to suggest
that affix-hopping, which involves postposing INF to the right of the
verb destroy, may occur in the Syntax. If it occurs in the syntax,
the subject position is ungoverned, and we have a PRO, as in (iv).
If it occurs in PF, the subject position is governed, and we have a
lexical subject, as in (vi) below:
(vi) They preferred [their destroying the city].
(1) and (vi) differ precisely in that each other is free in
its governing category in (1) in violation of (la) , whereas their
is free in its governing category in (vi) in accordance with (lb).
11. Cf. also footnote 4 concerning sentences like John took a
picture of him8elf/*h~.
12. For example, Chomsky (1981b) suggests that the lack of lexical
pronomial anaphors (the lexical counterpart of PRO) is explained by
the assumption that a pronominal anaphor is ungoverned, but Case is
assigned under gove7:'IUDent. Since lexical phrases must have Case,
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and ungoverned lexical phrases cannot be assigned Case in the normal
situations, no lexical pronominal anaphors exist.
13. For more examples of the sort illustrated in (105), see L1 and
Thompson (1979), Tsao (1977).
14. We wi.1! assume that the trace in (~06) involves movement to
the poaition of OP in Syntax (rather than in LF). The reason js that
the distribution of thie discoursal1y interpreted trace appears to
be subject to island constraints:
(1) *zuo.tian lai-Ie yige Xiansheng i wo zhidao [Zhangsanyesterday come-A~P one I know
da-le [eli de shiqing]
hit-ASP DE matter
'*Yesterday came a Mr.
hit [h:im].'
I know the fact that Zhangsa~
15. Thus, the following sencence is unacceptable:
(i) *Zhangsan, Lis! ku [de [[e] tlen shangxin]].
cry till very sad
The empty slibject of the resultative clause must refer to the subject.
But thp~ the sentence is meaningless, with a topic followed by a
clause that can hardly be said to make a comment about it. We shall
assume that Subjacency is responsible for the fact that the empty
subject cannot be a wh trace referring to the topic in (1). The
resultative COMP de lexically f111s the COMP node, thereby precluding
a COMP-to-COMP escape hatch.
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16. This probably does not represent the whole picture concernin&
the pro drop phenomenon. There are languages, Japanese for example,
that do not seem to fit readily into thir scheme, and suggest that
something in addition may be involved in a more comprehensive theory
of pro drop.
17. The relevance of this fact for our argument was pointed out
to me by Ji~ Higginbotham (p.e.).
18. Consider the following sentence:
(1) Zhangaan qi ma qi [de ere] hen lei]]
ride horse ride till very tired
'Zhangsan rode a llorse Ulltil he got very tired.'
In (1), the empty category must be bound to the matrix subject, not
to t~e object 'horse.' Pragmatically, there is no reason w~y a horse
can not become tired as a result of Zhangsan's riding it. There is
little hope in a theory that attempts to explain (1) and the like in
terms of speaker's inference (cf. L1 and Thompson, 1981). When ma
'horse' is subject1valized under pass!vization, or preposed by ba-
transformation, it becomes the controller of the resultative clause
subject:
<.ii) ma bei Zhangsan qi [de [[e] hen lei]]
horse by ride till very tired
'The horse was made very tired as a result of Zhangsan's
riding it.'
(iii) Zhangsan ba ma qi [de [[e] hen lei]]
BA horse ride till very tired
'Zhangsan rode a horse until it (the horse) got very
tired. '
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19. Note that, unlike English, Chinese requries a reflexive to
be bound to a subject (in its governing category).
(i) Zhangsani gaosu Lisi.shuo [zijii/*j yao lal]tell J say self will come
'Zhangsan told Lis! that he [Zhangsan] will come.'
It is therefore necessary to somehow strengthen (la). We suggest that
(la) may be parameterized as follows:
(la) An anaphor is bound (to a subject in its governing catetory).
20. The only case where the fact that A c-commands B does not
entail that B does not c-command A is when A and Be-command each
other, as in (1) but not (i1):
(i) 111 gave Mary herself.
(i1) I gave Mary to herself.
But the status of (i) is so unclear as to suggest no reliable evidence
either for or against our formulation, so I will adopt (153) for its
generality.
21. Evans' principle is given as follows:
(i) A term can be referentially dependent upon an NP if it
does not precede and c-command that NP.
We assume that precedence is irrelevant here, following Reinhart
(1976) and on the basis of the discussion below.
22. Intermediate traces in COMP must not count as local A-binders
for the definition of a variable. Rather, it is the actual operator
that counts. Thus, in (1) below, the empty category is locally A-bound
to the matrix subject, not locally A-bound to the inte~ediate trace
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in COMP:
23. See Higginbotham (forthcoming) for alternative ways to account
for strong c~ossover.
24. For example, the~e is an analytic problem, discussed in
Jackendoff (1972), which arises under this directional approach:
(1) The woman he loved told him John was a jerk.
We cannot have he=him=John. In the directional theory, there is no
immediate solution to this problem, since he may pick up its reference
from John, and him may pick up its reference from he. In both cases,
no known grammatical principle is violated, yet the coreference pos-
sibility is excluded. Within the theory embodying a non-directional
view under coindexing, this automatically falls under (Ie). See
Higginbotham (forthcoming) for some discussion of this and other
problems.
25. The same point applies in Japanese. Thus, (1) is as bad as
(178a) :
(1) *kare-no hahaoya-no tomodati-ga John-o mita.
he mother friend see
t Hisi mother's friend saw John i .'
26. In sentences of the following sort, the pronoun is not
coreferential with John, but may include John as its antecedent.
This is a case~£ overlapping reference:
(1) John said that they will come tomorrow.
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27. A relevant piece of evidence for the assumption that the
binding theory applies at SS rather than LF is the contrast below
(due to R. Kayne and M. Brody):
(1) Which picture that John! took does he i like?
(ii) *Hei likes every picture that Johni took.
(1) and (ii) have about the same structure at LF, after QR applies
to (11). The binding theory cannot distinguish between the two at
LF. though the difference 1s readily accounted for at 55. Other
evidence is discussed in Chomsky (1981a, 1981b). Aoun (1982) argues
that the binding theory must be allowed to apply both at SS and at
LF.
28. Note that if the bound pronoun is further embedded as in
(206), binding appears to be more easily acceptableG This appears
to be an ana~ogue of the condition of cyclic-c-command proposed
earlier, though it cannot be reduced to the latter.
29. The demonstrative can also be used anaphorical1y. not
de1ctically. For example, in the following sentence. that is
not deictic, and the sentence is fine with a variable free in
the NP containing that:
(i) Everyone! reads that part of the book that he! understands.
30. This is, in fact, one of the conditions on question formation
in Chinese that has been proposed in Chen (1974), who proposes also
(a) that no ~efinite NP may be questioned and (b) that no element
contained within a non-restrictive modifier may be questioned. Neither
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of these two additional conditions are necessary, however, The first
one may follow from the fact that a wh phrase is indefinite. The
second one is necessitated only by Chen's conception of the referen-
tiality of generic NPs. She considers generic NPs as non-specific
and therefore 1s required to propose the second additional condition
to account for the fact that non-restrictuve modifiers to generic
NPs cannot have their constituents questioned. But it is perfectly
legitimate to look at generics as definite and speci.fic, since they
refer to specific kinds. The second condition is therefore unnecessary,
given the Specificity Condition.
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CHAPTER SIX: MOVE a, SUBJACENCY, AND THE ECP
6.0 Introduction
Perhaps th~ most important feature of the framework of grammar
we are assuming, the trace theory, is the assumption (derived from
the Projection Principle) that there exist various empty categories
at various levels of mental representation. An important consequence
of this assumption is that it allows the statement of certain
generalizations concerning dependencies across constructions involving
movement and/or deletion processes and constructions involving no
such processes. For example, in discussing the binding theory in
Chapter 5, we saw that certain empty elements share properties with
overt lexical anaphors, others with names or referential expressions,
and still others with pronouns, or jointly with anaphors and pronouns.
These are, respectively, NP~trace, wh~trace, pro, and PRO. The
assumption that suCh categories exist also enables one to ask
interesting questions about their nature, the investigation of which
has not only produced substantial improvement in recent linguistic
theory, but continues to offer promise for the most interesting
kinds of insights concerning the nature of the human language
faculty. Chomsky (1981a:55) says:
The question of the nature of empty categories is a particularly
interesting one for a number of reasons. In the first place,
the study of such elements, along with the related
investigation of anaphors and pronouns, has proven to be an
excellent probe for determining properties of syntactic and
semantic representations and the rules that form them. But
apart from this, there is an intrinsic fascination in the
study of properties of empty elements. These properties
can hardly be determined inductively from observed overt
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phenomena, and therefore presumably reflect inner resources
of the mdnd. If our goal i& to discover the nature of human
language faculty, abstractj~g from the effects of experience,
then these elements offer particularly valuable insights.
In this chapter we will be concerned with the special properties
of empty categories. This subject is interesting not only for the
general reason just noted, but also because it pertains specifically
to our investigation of the interactions between Syntax and Logical
Form. As we saw 1n Chapters 3 and 4, there is motivation for
assuming that certain scope bearing elements, in particular,
quant1ficational expressions, wh phrases, and the focus marker and
the A-not-A operator in Chinese, are naturally analyzed as occupying
operator or quantifier positions at LF, c-commanding open sentences
over which they have scope. Furthermore, in discussing pronouns
as bound variables, we noted that such pronouns may be naturally
represented as empty categories at the LF level. Empty categories,
in other words, may be generated in "overt" form (although all
empty categories are somewhat abstract), as by lexical insertion or
by the rule of Move a in Syntax, or they may be created in
"abstract" form, i.e. by abstract mapping processes in LF. An
interes·ting question that arises 1s what the rel~t:l:on is between
the. "overt" and the "abstract" empty categories. Are they of the
same nature and dQ they share the same properties? An answer in
either the affirmative or the negative is of course of important
cons·equence for the theory of grammar. If the two kinds of empty
categortes have exactly the same properties or share some essential
. properttes, especially properties that are not shared by
non~pty· ca~egor1es. then this will provide evidence of a very
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strong kind for the assumption that the "abstract" kind of empty
categories do exist, to the extent that the "overt" kind of empty
categories do. On the other hand, if the ~o kinds of empty
categories do not appear to share any properties, there will be much
less motivation for the assumption that empty categories may be
created in LF. 1f t for example, someone were to show that a
certain principle must apply exactly at the output level of LF
and that it must apply solel.y to the "overt" kind of empty
categories, the correc~ness of such a claim would immediately cast
serious doubt on our assumption that empty categories may be created
by mappioR processes in LF. We will try to sort out the properties
of both of these types of empty categories and attempt to give at
least a partial answer to the question concerning their relationship,
or the relationship between the syntax of Syntax and the syntax of
Logical Form.
We have been assuming all along that an empty category may be
a wh trace, an NP trace, a PRO, or a pro, or more precisely, that
there are four "al1omorphs" of the Empty Category whose "al1omorphy",
following Chomsky (1981a, 1981b), 1s locally determined on the
basis of the following criteria:
(1) a. An [ e] is pronominal (=PRO or pro) if and only
if i¥P1s free or locally bound by an element with
an independent thematic role, and non-pronominal
(~trace) if and only if it is locally bound by an
element without an independent thematic role.
b. A pronominal [npe] is PRO if and only if it is
ungoverned (and un-ease-marked), and ~~ only if
it is governed (and Case~arked).
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c. A non-pronominal [npe] is NP-trace if and only if it
is locally A-bound, i.e. bound to an argument, and
wh trace (variable) if and only if it is locally
"X-bound.
Since we assume that empty categories may be created both in
Syntax and in LF t one may ask if the inventory of "allomorphs" of
the empty category that is created in one component is identical to
that in the other. In principle, one would expect that the answer is
yes, and that any deviation from this expected answer should be
derivable from other independent principles of grammar. Let us
consider the inventory of the empty categories in Syntax. We llave
assumed that all four types of empty categories exist in Syntax:
wh-trace, NP-trace, PRO, and pro. Let us consider what types of
empty category may be created in LF.
In LF, the applica.tion of QR or the movement of a wh phrase
in-situ will create an empty category which, by the criteria in (1),
will be identified as a wh trace cr a variable. Since any wh phrase
or quantificational NP that is A-bound at SS (either a-bound or oon-
a-bound) will be ruled out by the Binding' Theory at that level, the
result of applying QR or '~h movement in LF is always a wh trace.
It cannot be a PRO, nor an NP trace, nor a~ Another process
that creates empty categories in LF is the interpretation procedure
that turns a pronoun coindexed with a quantificational NP or wh
phrase into a variable. There are two possible results from such
a process. If the pronoun is c-commanded by the trace of the
quantificational NP or wh phrase, as in (2a), the resulting empty
category will be identified as a pro. If not, as in (3a), the
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empty category will be identified as a variable:
(2)
(3)
a. [Everyone! [t i expects you to respect him!]] •
b. For every person x, x expects you to respect x.
a., [Everyonei [tits mother loves him!] ]
b. For every person x, x's mother loves x.
Thus two types of empty categories may be created in LF. Again,
neither PRO nor NP-trace may be created. There is, of course, an
independent reason why no PRO nor NP-trace may be created in LF.
Since the creation of an empty category in LF requires a lexical
category at 55 and PF, and since NP-trace and PRO are not Case-marked
but lexical categories are, empty categories that are created by
Case-marked (and governed) lexical categories cannot be PRO or
NP-trace.
Given independent reasons for the difference in the "al1o-
morphs" that an empty category may have in Syntax and LF, it is
nat\lral to consider tbat the empty categories created in Syntax
and those created in LF are all variants of the same entity, the
Empty Category.
We have discussed properties of pronominals in Chapter 5,
including the empty pronomials PRO and pro. We will now discuss the
properties of non-pronomincls, i.e. traces. Two subsystems of
principles that enter into the discussion of traces are the bounding
theory and the theory of government. In 6.1, we will review the
Subjacency condition and illustrate its relevance to Chinese. In
6.2 we will discuss the Empty Category Principle (ECP) and show
that the standard effects of this principle are apparently lacking
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in Chinese. A suggestion is made on how to deal with this fact.
In 6.3, we examine certain extensions of the ECP made in Kayne
(1981), noting the insights his th,eory offers and some apparent
problems. And in 6.4, a suggestion is made to set up a~. independent
principle, which is free from the problems associated with Kayne's
theory but still captures his essential insights.
6.1 Subjacency
The Subjacency condition places locality requirements on
possible dependencies expressed by MOve a. In its original form as
proposed in Chomsky (1973), Subjacency says that in the configuration
in (4) below, no rule may move an element from the position Y to
either position of X or conversely:
(4) • •• X... [a··· [a ... y ••• ] ••• ] .•• x ••.
where a and a are bounding nodes.
The bounding nodes defined in the configuration (4) are taken to be
the two cyclic nodes, NP and S, in English, and according to certain
recent formulations, the choice of a bounding node for Subjacency
1
may be a parameter fixed on a language-specific basis. As
formulated in (4), the Subjacency condition has the effect of tying
together a number of island constraints formerly proposed by Ross
(1967), including the Complex NP Constraint and the wh Island
Condition. Moreover, given appropriate assumptions, the Sentential
Subject Constraint of Ross (1967) and the Subject Condition of
Chomsky (1973) may be analyzed also as subcases of this condition.
Thus, for example, the sentences in (5)-(8), which illustrate
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violation of these constraints, may fall under Subjacency:
(5)
(6)
(7)
*[- Who i [ do you like [ the books [- thats s np s
[s describ~ tilll]]?
*[8 Whatt [s do you wonder [8 whoj [s t j bought til]]]?
*[8 Who t [sdid [np [; that [s she married til]]
surprise you]]?
(8) *[8 Whoi [s did [np the pictures of t i ] please you]]?
In (5), an element is wh-moved from within a complex NP to the
matrix COMP position. The movement crosses two S nodes and one NP
node, in vi.olation of Subjacency. Therefore, the effects of the
Complex NP Constraint maybe subsumed under Subjacency. Similarly,
the movement of what in (6) crosses two bounding nodes (55); thus,
any violation of the wh island constraint will also be ruled out
by Subjacency. In (7), extraction from a sentential subject crosses
two S nodes and one NP node (if the structure of (7) is as
indicated), and in (8), extraction from a non-sentential subject
crosses one S and one NP node. In both cases. Subjacency is
violated; the formulation ±n (4) thus may take over the effects
of the Sentential Subject Constraint and the Subject Condition.
There is little doubt that some sort of locality condition is
required in the grammar of Chinese, as of c~y other language. For
example, it is easy to demonstrate that Chinese has to obey the
Complex NP Constraint. In (9) and (10) below, the subject of a
relative clause is construed as bound to an NP (neige.!..!:!! • that man')
outside of the complex NP containing the relative clause. As
indicated. neither (9) nor (10) is well-formed:
(9)
(10)
Neither is
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*[ [ [ t i kanjian tjl de xueshengj ] lai-le]s np s
see DE student come-ASP
de neige reni
DE that man
'*The mani that the studentj who t i saw t j came.'
*neige reni' [s[np[s t i kanjian t j l de xueshengj]lai-le]
that man see DE student come-ASP
'*That mani , the studentj who t i saw t j c.ame.'
it possible to construe the object of the relative clause
as bound by something outside of the complex NP, as both (9) and (10)
are equally ill-formed even with the two tra,..~es t i and t j switched in
position. In (9), an element is relativized from within a complex
NP, and in (10) an element is topicalized out of the same -domain.
In both these examples, the relation between tne trace t i and its
antecedent neige .!!:!!. 'that man' crosses two S nodes and one NP
node, exactly as the relation between who~ and its trace ~ in
(5). It is not difficult to analyze these structures as involving
some movement operation that violates the CNPC, ~r Subjacency,
as given in (1). Take topicalization for example. One can assume
~hat a topic that binds an argument position is moved to its A-
position directly from the position of the trace it binds, either by
movement into a base-generated empty TOP or by Chomsky adjunction
to a clause. Or one may assume that the topic is base-generated in
its surface position and that topicalization involves the movement
of an abstract element from argument position to a position
immediately adjacent to the topic, along the lines of the suggestion
made in Chomsky (1977). The abstract moved element may be a lexical
element at DS which gets deleted in PF or at SSt or it may take
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the form of an empty h~, as suggested in Jaeggli (1980). According
. to the latter suggestion, the surface sentence (11) has the
representation (12) at the level of SS:2
(11) neige ren, wo hen xihuan.
that man I very like
'That man~ I like very much.'
(12) [neige ren [ OPi [ wo hen xihuan t i ]]]
thr.tt man I very l:f.ke
According to this anaJ.ysis, therefore, (10) involves a violation of
Subjacency, as the abstract operator (op) in (13) has been moved
acrosa more than one bounding node:
that man
xueshengj ] 1ai-1e]]
student come-ASP
see DE
Similarly, re1ativization may be analyzed as involving some form
of movement. One may suggest, for example, that it takes the form
of "l:ead-raising", so that the underlying structure of a headed
relative clause structure is a "headless" (or empty-headed) one,
3
a form that some languages may take. On thi.s account the
relativization process is one that turns c structure like (14)
into (15) :
(14) [ [' wo xihuan neige ren] de [ e]]
np S I like that man DE np
(1.5) [np[s ~ xihuan til de [np neige reni ]]like DE that man
'The man that I like. '
Or, one may assume that the relativization process also involves
che movement of an abst.ract OP, the SCDe process that is involved in
(17)
(16)
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topicalization. In either case, it is clear that it is possible
to rule out sentences like (9) by the CNPC or Subjacency.
The examples (9) and (10) illustrate the effects of Subjacency
in blocking movement from a complex NP containing a relative clause.
The same point can be made with complex NPs that contain so-called
"noun-phrase complements":
*[ wo bu xiangxin [ [ Lis! kanj ian t i ]S I not believe np S see
'*The man' that 1 don't believe the statementi
zheju hual] de rOOithis saying DE man
that Lisi saw t i "'
*neige ren i , [ wo bu xiangxin [ [ Lisi kanj ian t i ]that man S I not believe np S see
'*That man I don't believe the statement thati'
zheju hua]]
this saying
Lisi saw t i "'
The effects of the Sen~ential Subject Conotraint can also be
demonstrated for Chinese.
(18) *WO mat-Ie [ [[ [ Lis! me! kan til zhen qiguai)l
I buy-ASP np s np S not read real strange
'*1 bought the booki that Lisi didn't read t i is
de neiben shu:!]
DE that bOOK
really strange.'
(19) ??neiben shu, [ [n [s Lisi mei kan till zhen qiguail
that bool s P not read real strange
'*That booki , that Lisi didn't read t i is really strange.'
Both (15) and (16) are not acceptable, with an element relativized
or topicalized from within a sentential subject. Although the
sentence (19) sounds better than (15), their difference clearly
cannot be settled by Subjacency, since both involve exactly the
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same configuration as far as Subjacency is concerned. A possible
reason why (19) is better is that, since Chinese does not use an overt
COMP for sentential subjects, sentences like (19) may be alternatively
construed as something like (20), in which the topic 'that book'
occurs within the sentential subject, violating no known constraint
of grammar (recall that topics may occur embedded in Chinese, as
pointed out in Chapter 2):
(20) [s[s neiben shui' Lisi mei kan til zhen qiguai]
that book not read real strange
'*[The fact] that that book, he did not read, is really
strange. '
Since (19) can be analyzed as (20), the sequence is always acceptable
if uttered with the appropr.tate into.nation breaks. In order to
have the construal indicated in (19), it is necessary to have a
heavy pause right after 'that book' and no puase after the sentential
subject. But even with the.required intonation it is not always
necessary to have the construal in (19). l~e relative well-
formedness of (19) may be attributed to the possibility of its
being construed as in (20), although the type of intonation used
along with it will make it sound rather unnatural, hence toe
grammaticality judgment given in (19)8 If this reasoning is
correct, we may then consider (18) as evidence that the Sentential
Subject Constraint is relevant also in Chinese.
As for extraction from a non-sentential subject, note that
since NPs in Chinese are head-final, any such extractioll will
violate the 'Left Branch Colld1tion of Ross (1967), whether the NP
from which such extraction takes place is in subject or object
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4position:
(21)
(22)
*Zhangsani , [ t i gou] si-Ie.np dog die-ASP
'~Zhangsan, the dog died.'
*Zhangsani , wo kanjian [ t i gou] Ie.I see np dog ASP
'*Zhangsan, I saw the dog.'
Given this, the effect of the Subject Condition cannot be directly
seen in Chinese, nor is there any evidence suggesting its irrelevance
in this language.
Finally, consider the Wh Island Constraint. Note that
relativization or topicalization out of an indirect question is
entirely free:
(23) [np[s ni x1ang-zhidao [8 wo xiang shel mai til de
you wonder I from who buy DE
ShUi ] zai zher.boo at here
• ?The booki that you wonder from whom I bought is here.'
(24) neiben shu
1c
[ wo xiang-zhidao [ ni shemeshihou yao til]
· s sthat boo I wonder you Whel:l want
'That book, I wonder when you want.'
Up to now we have seen that Chinese does not present problems for
Subjacency as far as the CNPC, the Sentential Subject Constraint,
and the Subject Condition subcases are concerned. The Wh Island
Constraint, however, does not seem to obtain in Chinese under
relativization or top1calization. Although many languages are known
to allow MOve a to move elements out of an indirect question (e.g.
Italian, French, Spanish, etc.), it is generally impossible for
the rule to cross two wh islands at anyone time. However, in
Chinese the situation seems to be quite different. It is fairly
easy to construct examples in which an NP is relativized or
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topical1zed across two or even more wh islands:
(25) zhe jiushi [ [ wo xiang-zhioao [ n1 ueisheme bu
this is np S I wonder S you why not
'*This is the book that I wonder why you wouldn't tell
gaosu wo [ shi shei xie til]] de neiben shui ]tell I S FO who write DE that booK
me who wrote.'
(26) neige reni' [8 qing ~en ni [8 shei xiang-zhidao [8 wo
that man please ask you who wonder I
'*That man, please tell me who was wondering whether I
you-mei-you wen ni [s·~isi renshi-bu-renshi til]]]
have-nat-have ask you know-nat-know
asked you if Lisf knew.'
In Rizzi (1978a), it is pointed out that in Italian, although
relat1vization can cross one wh island, it cannot cross two or more
than two. This fact is argued to be best accounted for by the
assumption that instead of the category 3, Italian chooses the
category S as a bounding node for Subjacency (along with NP). Since
a process that crosses over two or more than two wh islands will
necessarily cross over at least two Ss, Rizzi's approach correctly
rules out illegtimate violations of the Wh Island 'Constraint in this
language. His approach is further supported by Sportiche's (1979)
etudy in French, and Torrego's (1982) study in Spanish. If the Rizzi
type. theory is correct, then the fact that (25) and (26) are
well-formed in Chinese cannot be accounted for by sole reference to
the sIs parameter. Rather, it seems that wh questions in Chinese
do not have any island effects on the application of relativization
and topicalization. However, it is not true that wh questions do
not have island effects on any other processes. As we will show
in Chapter 7, wh questions do have island effects on the application
of movement processes that affect the A-not-A operator or the
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focus of a cleft sentence (1t~ove A-nat-A" and "Move Focus"). We
are thus in a sit\tation where it is difficult to determine the
relevance ~f the Wh Island Constraint in Chinese, and what the wh
island facts would mean to a theory according to which the condition
is subsumed as a subcase of Subj acency.
Before we look for a possible answer, note that there is a
well-mown class of examples that involve apparent unbounded
movement both in English and in Chinese. This is when an element is
moved out of an embedded declarative complement:
(27) This is the man that I said that you thought that
she liked.
(28) neige reni , wo xiangxin ni renwei dajia dou shuothat man I believe you think everyone all say
'That man, I believe you think everyone said no one
meiyouren xihuan tie
no-one like
liked. '
Ac~ording to Chomsky (1973), such apparent cases of unbounded
movement as (27) are explained by the assumption that movement may
go success1ve~ cyclically through an intermediate COMP not lexically
filled with a wh phrase. Thus, for example, (27) may be derived by
moving the relativized NP 1n the position following the most deeply
embedded verb li~ed, first to the lowest COMP, then to the second
lowest COMP, then to the COMP immediately following the head noun
phrase. In each step only one S node is crossed, and no violation
of Subjacency ever occurs.
The Chinese example (28) can be similarly treated. Thus, if we
assume that there is a OOMP position clause-initially ht every clause
within (28), successive-cycl1c movement is also possible, and
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Subjacency need not be violated under the assumption that the highest
clausal node, the node that immediately dominates COMP, is not a
bounding node for Subjacency in Chinese.
Now, if we return to the problem posed by (23)-(26), an
interesting solution concerning the Wh Island Constraint in Chinese
is available, I think, which lies in the fact that wh quest.ions are
formed without overt movement in Syntax. Since wh words do not
move in Syntax, wb questions are not islands at the time when
relftti'''ization or topicalization applies, but once they undergo the
LF movement of the wh phrases in-situ, wh islands are formed, giving
configurations of the sort [wh-phrasei [ ... t i ... l], which may
then have the effect of blocking certain processes applying in LF,
such as Move A-not-A, etc. In other words, if we assume, as we have,
that Subjacency is a condition on the application of Move a, the
fact that sentences like (23)-(26) are well formed will be an
automatic consequence. We may, therefore, assume that Subjacency
obtains in Chinese as it does in English, though some of its effects
are vacuous in the former.
An fmportant question that figures prominently in recent
discussions of Subjacency is whether it should be properly construed
as a condition on the application of MOve a, or taken as a wel1-
formedncss condition on output representations. This is, of course,
a question of important conceptual and empirical consequence. The
traditional view of Subjacency takes it as a condition on movement.
There is considerable conceptual advantage for taking it as a
condition on representations. on the other hand. as has been argued.
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most notably by Freidjn (1978), Koster (1978) and others. But
. empirically,. as far as I know t no argmnen t has been produced for
preferring the latter conception to the more traditional one. On
the other hand, there is some empirical support for taking the more
traditional view. In Chomsky (1981b), it is indicated that certain
wh traces or variables in the sense of (1) may be base-generated in
violation of Subjacerlcy so long as they are each "licensed" by a wh
trace that is derived by movement:
(29) This is the book which I bought t wjthout reading e.
(30) This is the book that everyone who has read e will
recommend t to you.
In each of (29) and (30), the gap marl..ed by ~ (the "parasitic gap")
is base-generated since it occurs in a position inaccessibl~ to
movement. At SS, both the base-generated parasitic gap and the real
gap that is createo. by movement are identified as variables by (1).
Therefore, they are indistinguishable at this level of output
~epresentation and at all later levels. Therefore, a parasitic
gap that is subjected to Subjaceny at SS will be incorrectly
ruled out by Subjacency. On the other hand, if Subjacency is
construed as a condition on ~nve a, it will have bounding effects
only on the creation of the real gap but not of the parasitic gapo
Such sentences as (29) and (30), in whicn a parasitic gap 1s base-
generated without regard to the bounding theory and a real gap is
created by Move a in accordance with Subjacency, are correctly
allowed as well-formed. There is, then, empirical reason for
formulating Subjacency as a condition on movement. an assumption
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that also solves tne problem posed by wh questions with respect to
the relevance of the Wh Island Constraint in Chinese. 5
Besides the constructions we have examined, certain other
constructions also offer ind~pendent support for the adoption of
something like Subjacency for Chinese. For example, no extraction
of aD element is possible from within an S whose COMP is lexically
filled with a preposition like gen 'with', lian 'even', yinwei
'because' ,
(31)
etc.:
*Zhangsani , [ wo [- lian [ Lis! bu renshi tillsIs even S not know
'*Zhangsan, I have forgotten even Lisi's not
(32)
(33)
dou wang Ie]
all forget ASP
knowing t i .'
*Zhangsani , [s zhejian shi [- gen [ Lisi bu xihuanthis matter S with S not like
'*Zhangsani , this matter has nothing to do with Lisi's
t i ]] wu guan]
no relation
not liking t i .'
*Zhangsani , [s Lisi [- yinwei [ wo meiyou qing tills because S I not invite
'*Zhangsani~Lisi was very unhappy because I did
hen bugaoxtng]
very mlhappy
not invite t i .'
Another construction that may show the relevance of Subjacency
is the multiple topic construction. In Chapter 2, we indicated that
constructions of the type Ul.ustrated below are common in Chinese:
(34) [ na sanben shu, (s meiyibeni [s wo dou kanguo tile ] 11
S that three book every-one I all read-ASP ASP
'Of the three books, I have read every one.'
(35)
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[ Zhangsan, [ neixie ren, [s lian yigii [s ta dou bu
S S those man even one he all not
renshi til]]]
know
'Zhangsan, of those men, not even one he knows. '
Note that in such constructions, the trace in the lowest clause
is invariably construed as bound by the lowest topic, not by any
higher one. The same may be observed in the following sentence:
(36) [s Zhangsani , [s zhege renj , [s tai hen xihuan t j ]]]this man he very like
'(As for)Zhangsani , this manj , he likes t j very much.'
The pronoun in the lowest clause must be construed as bound to
Zhanssan, the higher topic, so that the trace t j may be construed
as bound to the lower topic. The sentence, in other words, does not
have the interp~etation indicated below:
(37) *[8 Zhangsani , [ zhege reni [ ta hen xihuan til]]s this man s hej very like
Furthermore, note that the following sentence is unacceptable with
6the two traces interpreted as indicated:
(38) *[s Zhangsani , [s zhege renj [s t i hen xihuan t j ]]]this man very like
'*Zhangsani , this manj , t i likes t j very much.'
Th.e constructions given in (31)-(33) can be easily excluded
by Subjacency, under the assumption that successive-cyclic movement
through COMP is possible only if the COMP is empty. In (31)-(33),
the COMP which the required movement must go through in order to
avoid the effects of Subjacency is lexically filled with a
preposition. Since this escape hatch is not available, movement has
to go one step. in violation of Subjacency, hence the il1-formedness
of these sentences.
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The facts about multiple topic constructions that we have just
"seen can also be accounted for by Subjacency in the following way.
Note first of all that when a topic occurs with a COMP t it always
occurs to the right of the latter:
(39) zhej ian shi [- gen [ neiben shu [ ta bu kan
this matter S with S that booi S he not read
'This matter has nothing to do with (the fact) that
till] wu guano
no relation
that book, he wouldn't read.'
(40) [; yinwei [s neixie shu [s meiyibeni [s ta dou bu kanbecause those books everyone he all not read
'Because, of those books, everyone, he wouldn't read,
If we consider the COMP or preposition in these sentences as dominated
by 5, tha~ it is natural to assume that topics are Chomsky-adjoined
to Sa, as indicated throughout (34)-(40). Assuming that 5 is a
bounding node in Chinese, the ill-formed sentences (37) and (38) are
out, as expected, in violation of S\Jbjacency. Alternatively, the
dlausal":!no·de dominating COMP may be assumed to be S or even S, etc.
To rule out (37) and (38) under Subjacency, we may stipulate that
all clausal nodes except those immediately dominating COMP are
~vunding nodes. The exceptional nature of the node dominating COMP
is perhaps not unreasonable, since in s~me sense such clausal nodes
are non-clausal, i.e. coMP=PPs.
The fact that topics always occur to the right of overt COMPs
in sentences like (39)-(40) shows that the topics in these sentences
may not have been moved into the COMPs to their left. This raises a
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question on whether it is possible to maintain that apparent unbounded
movement of the sort exemplified by (27)-(28) really involves
successive-cyclic movement through COMPr It should be pointed out,
however, that the fact that topics do not move into the COMP of the
cluase where they occur at 58 does not entail that they cannot move
through a COMP embedded under them. To maintain that apparent
unbounded movement may be analyzed as successive-cyclic movement,
one need only make the following hypothesis, in fact a null hypothesis:
operator movement (i.e. wh movement) moves an element into any A
position in any way it can, subject to other independent principles
of grammar. This means that movement as involved in topicalization
or relativization may be carried out at any tfme by Chomsky-adjunction
to S, by movement into a base-generated topic position, by raising
an element into a head position (of a relative clause), or by
JOOvement into an empty COMP J if one or more of these options are
available. The fact that the topics in (39) and (40) do not occur
in COMP is a sfmple consequence of the fact that movement in COMP
in this case happens to be unavailable. But in long distance
movement from embe~ded declaratives, that option need not be
eliminated. Therefore, sentences (27) and (28) and the like need
not be considered counterexamples to the formuiation of Subjacency
as given in (4).
This seetioIl has shown that a number of restrictions on
antecedent-gap relations in Chinese can be conveniently brought under
the Subjacency Condition. Although our discussion has not provided
any significant evidence for the exact formulation of this condition,
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we have shown that what might be considered counterexamples to the
formulation given in (4) do not present real problems. This being
the case, I will continue to assume the general applicability of this
condition, until a better formulation is available, on possible depend-
encies expressed by the syntactic rule of MOve a, in both Chinese
and English. We will consider later whether Subjecency should also
have any ef'fects on the LF rules of interpretation, first in 6.3 and
then again in Chapter 7. But first we turn in the next section to
an initial discussion of the Empty Category Principle.
6.2. The Empty Category Principle
The Empty Category Principle (ECP) as proposed in Chomsky (1981a)
originally grew out of several recent attempts to account for the
well-known subject/object asymmetry under wh-movement, generally
known as the "that-trace" or nCOMP-trace" phenomenon, such 8S those
exhibited in (41) and (42) belo~:
(41) a. *[-Whoi [ do you think [- that [ t i saw John]]]]?s s s s
b. [-Who i I do you think [- that [ John saw til]]]?s s s s
(42) a. *[;Whoi [8 did you wonder [8 howj [8 t i bought the
book t j ]]]]?
b. ??[-What i [ did you wonder [- howj [ he boughts s s s
t i t j ]]]]?
It is clear that Subjacency has nothing to say about this asymmetry,
since it applies indiscriminately to positions within a bounding
category. Recent literature has further shown that the results
of wb-movement are not subject to the Opacity Conditions of Chomsky
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(1980a), the predecessors of the binding condition (la) on anaphors
that we reviewed in Chapter 5. What is needed is a theo~y that dis-
tinguishes between subject and object positions in a principled way
and a principle that makes crucial reference to such distinctions.
To this need Chomsky (1981a) introduces the ECP:
(43) The ECP
An empty category must be properly governed.
An empty category here is, more precisely, a [-pronominal] empty
category; thus it is either an anaphor or a variable, but not a PRO
or pro. Government will be understood here as AS-government, as
formulated in Aoun and Sportiche (1981). Proper government is defined
in terms of government:
(44) Proper government
A properly governs B if and only if A governs Band
(a) A is a lexical category, or
(b) A 1s co-indexed with B.
According to this definition) a proper governor must be N°, VOl AO,
or po, but not INFL (or AGR) , or it must be the antecedent of the
empty category itself. Thus, (41b) is well-formed with respect to
the Kep, because the object trace t i is governed by th~ verb ~.
a proper governor of the category V~. The subject trace t i in (Ala),
however, is not governed by the verb saw because the vel'b occurs
in a maximal projection (VP) which does not contain the subject.
Although it 1s governed by the INFL of its clause, the INFL is,
by (441, not a proper governor. Therefore the ECP is not satisfied
with respect to the definition of proper government in (44a}.
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Furthermore, t i in (41a) is not governed by its antecedent who!, which
occ~rs in the matrix COMP. outside of a maximal projection (the embedded
S) which properly contains the trace~ Although the embedded COMP may
contain an inteluediate trace in (41a) (as in(41b» as a result of
successive-cyclic movement, so that (41a) may have (45) as its repre-
sentation at SS, that intermediate trace also fails to govern the subject
t£ace because it is properly contained in a ma~lmal projection (the
COMP) that .does not contain the subject trace:
(45) *[- Who! [ do you think [- [ t i that] [ t i saw John]]]]?s s s comp s
The contrast between (42a) and (42b) can be obtained likewise. On
the other hand, if the COMP that in (45) is absent, the entire COMP
may be identified with t i , which it exclusively dominates. In this
case, the intermediate trace properly governs the subject trace,
satisfying the ECP with respect to the definition (44b), and we have
the well-formed (46):
(46) [- Who [ do you think [- t 1 [ t i saw John]]]]?s s s s
One of the explan~tory values of the ECP is that it has a much
wider range of application than the that-trace phenomenon, which led
to its discovery. FOJ:- example, among other things, Kayne (1979, 1981)
has shown that, if the ECP ie made to apply at LF, in particular, to
the output of May's QR, it can account for the subject/object BS}~etry
with respect to the possibility of wide scope interpretation of personn~
in the French sentences below, since adjunction of personne under QR
to the matrix ~ '-~111 convert (47a) and (47b) into configuratioils essen-
t.:ially identical to (41a) and (41b), or (42a) and (42b), respectively.
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(47) a. *Je n'ai exige que personne Bait arr~te.
'I didn't require that anybody arrested.'
b. Je n'ai exige que 1a police arr~te personne.
'I didn't require that the police arrest anybody.'
The outputs of QR on (47a) and (47b) are shown in (48):
(48) a. *[9 personnei [s je n'ai exige [; que [s t i soit
arrete]]]]
b. [s personnei [s je n'ai exige [; que [8 la police
arr&te tilll]
with the trace of personne properly governed in (48b), but not in ·(48a).
Similarly, Chomsky (19818) and others have indicated that what was
attributed to the Superiority Condition in Chomsky (1973) can be seen
as exhibiting the same subject/object asymmetry under the abstract
rule of Move WH in LF that raises wh words in-situ.] For example,
(4gb) below can be construed as a direct question en the pairing of
values between the matrix who and the embedded wh-in-situ what, but
(49n) is il1-fo~ed as a question on the pairing of the matrix and
the embedded unmoved who. The contrast may be attributed to the ECP,
because only the intended LF representation of (49b) but not of (49a)
satisfies the ECP, as in (50):8
(49) a. *Who remembers why who bought the book?
b. Who remembers why we bought what?
(50) a. *[; Whoj whoi [s t i remembers [; whYk[s t j bought
the book t k]]]]
b. [8 Whatj whoi [s t i remembers [; whYk [s we bought
t j t k ]]]]
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Another case that has been brought under the ECP is the contrast between
(51a) and (Slb) under NP movement:
(51) a. *Johni is probable [a[a t i to win]]
b. John1 1s likely [8 t i to win]
Since the predicate probable is, semantically, almost identical to
likely, the difference between (51a) and (Slb) cannot be due to a
semantic reason. On the other hand, 1f it is assumed that likely,
but not probable,has the syntactic property of deleting the S node
of its complement, the difference between (51a) and (S1b) follows
from the ECP. Since S 1s a maximal projection, but not S, deletion
of the S will allow likely to govern the NP trace t i in (Slb). Since
p~abable does not have the property of deleting the S, the NP trace
in (51a) remains ungoverned in violation of the ECP.
Still another case that has been brought under the ECP is what
was origi~al1y attributed to the Left Branch Condition in Ross (1967):
(52) a. [8 Whose motheri [8 did John see till?
b. *[- Whose i [ did John see [ t i mother]]]?s s np
In Chomsky (1981a) it is suggested that if the notion of government
is formulated in such a way that a noun may not properly govern its
sub~ect or possessor (though it may govern it, only not properly),
obligatory pied-piping of a possessive noun phrase can be accounted
for by the ECp.9
Finally, Kayne (l981) suggests reformulating the ECP in such
a way that it has the effect of subsuming parts of Subjacency and
Weinberg and Hornstein's theory of preposition stranding in Lener~l.
His formulation, to which we shall return in some detail below.
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treats the asymmetry between the possibility of extracting from an
embedded sentential complement and the impossibility of extracting
from a sentential subject as the same type of subject/object asymmetry
exhibited by the that-trace phenomenon, etc. and renders certain 8ub-
cases of Subjacency unnecessary (e.g., the Sentential Subject Constraint).
It stipulates, furthermore, that prepositions are in general non-proper
governors; thus the result of stranding ~ preposition will leave a tracl2
fmproperly governed in violation of the ECP (more discussion on this
in the next section):
(53) *Which class! did John fall asleep during t i ?
Having reviewed the ECP thus far, let us now turn to Chinese and
examine its status against the relevant Chinese data. First of all,
since we have shown above that certain locality requirements in Chinese
can be conveniently assumed to confirm the relevance of Subjacency,
if this condition is to be subsumed under the ECP, then the ECP clearly
must be made available to Chinese also. Furthermore, preposition
stranding is prohibited in this language, as is the extraction of a
possessive of NP, as the following examples show~
(54) a. Zhangsant , wo gen tat bu shou.I with he not familiar
'Zhangsan, I am not familiar with him.'
b~ *Zhangsani , ~o gen t r bu shou.I with. ., not familiar
'Zhangsan, I am not familiar with.'
(55) a. Zhangsani , wo kanjian-le tade i shu.I see-ASP his baok
'Zhangsan, I sa", his books. ,
b. *Zhangsani , we kanjian-le t i shu.I see-ASP book
~*Zhangsan, I saw books.'
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If preposition stranding facts and the Left Branch Condition
should fall under the ECP, then again the ECP must apply also in
Chinese. When we turn to other cases examined above, namely the
cases showing subject/object -asymmetry under overt wh-movement. QR.
abstract wh-movement. and NP-movement, the situation 1s quite different,
or at least not so straightforward. Note, first of all, that because
Chinese does not use an overt COMP to introduce sentential complements
to verbs, sentences involving such complements cannot offer any evidence
either for or against the ECP. For example, consider (56):
(56) a. [8ZhRngsa~t [ wo renwei [- t i [ t i hen congming]]]]S I think S S very clever
'Zhangsan, I think is very clever.'
b. [sZhangsanit [s wo .zhidao [; t i [s ni hen xihuan till]]I know you very like
'Zhangsan, J know you like very much.'
Since both (56a) and (56b) are acceptable, no subject/objec.' asymmetry
10is observed. This is. of course, compatible with the ECP, since
under successive cyclic movement the intermrdiate trace in CO~ may
properly govern the subject trace in (56a). exactly as in (46). but
it also dues not offer any evidence for the relevance of the ECP
in Chinese. Similarly, cases involving QR in sentences like (59)
say nothing about the ECP either:
(57) a. we yigong tingshou [- [ you sange ~en yao 1ai]]
s sI altogether hear HAVE three man will come
'Altogether there are three men that I have heard will
come.'
b. wo yigong tingshuo [- [ ta kanjian-le sange ren]]
s sI altogether hear he see-ASP three man
'Altogether there are three men that I heard he has
seen.'
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There are speakers who find both (57a) and (57b) unacceptable with the
adverb 'altogether' occurring in the matrix indicating the scope of
an embedded existential quantifier, but for some, both are acceptable
with the interpretations indicated. The LF representations of (57a)
and (57b), after QR has applied, are:
(58) a. [ [you sange ren]i [s wo yigong tingshuo
S HAVE three man I altogetheI' hear
[a[s t i yao 1ai]]]]
will come
b. [ [sange ren]1 [ WO y1gon8 tingshuQ
S three man S altogether hear
[;[s ta kanjian-le til]]]
he see-ASP
But, again, the wel1-formedness of (57a) could be attributed to the
presence of an empty COMP in it, which could allow an intermediate
trace of the raised quantified NP in it to govern the subject trace.
Crucial evidence concerning the ECP com2S from sentences with a
lexically filled COMP. however. Note that no subject/object asymmetry
is observed in such cases either.· For example, both sentences in
(59) are well-formed:
(59) a. zhejian shi [- gen [8 sheme ren lai]] dOll meiyou
this matter S with which man cOlne all no
guanxi.
relation
'This matter has nothing to do with whoever will come.'
b. zhejian shi [- gen [8 n1 xihuan sheme ren]] dOll
this matter S with you like which man all
meiyou guanxi.
no relation
lThis matter has nothing to do with whoever you like.'
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The presence of the scope marker dou 'all' in the matrix of each
sentence here indicate;9 that the wll word 'which' is to be interpreted
as a wide scope universal quantifier like 'any' in English (cf.
Chapter 4). The LF representations of (59a-b) are (60a-b):
(60) 8. [ [sheme ren]i [ zhejian shi [- gen [ t i lai]]s s s s
any man this matter with come
dou meiyou guanxi]]
all no relation
b. [ [sheme ren]i [ zhejian shi
s s
any man this matter
xihuan til] dou meiyou guanxi]]
like all no relation
[- gen [ oi
S with S you
That is, according to (60a), (59a) means "for any person x, this
matter has nothing to do w~th XIS coming", and (60b) interpLets
(59b) as "for any person x, this matter has nothing to do with your
not liking x'. Since the embedded COMP is already filled with the
preposition 'with', no intermediate trace can. be left there under
QR, an assumption that accounts for the fact that overt movement
out of such Sunder topicalization is impossible without violating
subjacency as we saw in the preceding section. The well-formedness
of (60a) thus crucially shows that the ECP is violated, at least
apparently.
Exactly the same point can be made in the ~ase of traces left
by abstract Move WH in LF, as both sentences in (61) are
perfectly well-formed:
(61) a.
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zhejian shi [- gen [ she! lai]] zui you
this matter S with S who come most have
'Who is the person x such that this matter has most
guanxi?
relation
to do with XiS coming?'
b. zhej ian shi [s gen [s ni xihuaTl shei]] zui
this matter with you like who most
'Who is the person x such that this matter has most
you guanxi?
have relation
to do with your liking x?'
It is easy to see that the trace of 'who' in (61a) would be ruled
out if the ECP applied here. The lack of asymmetry between (61a)
and (61b) shows that the language does not exhibit superiority
effects. This is further confirmed by the fact that (62) is
well-formed on a~ least the two readings indicated in the
translation: ll
(62) ni xiang-zhidao [-[ shei mai-Ie sheme]]
you wonder S S who buy-ASP what
a. 'Who is the person x such that you wonder what x
bought?'
b. 'What is the thing x such that you wonder who
bought x?'
That {62} has the two meanings indicated is evidenced by the
fact that it can be used as a direct question to which either
(63a) or (63b) can be an acceptable answer:
(63) a. wo xiang-zhidao Lisi mai-Ie sheme.
I wonder buy-ASP what
'I wonder what Lisi bought.'
b. wo xiang-zhidao shei mai-le shu.
I wonder who buy-ASP book
'I wonder who bought books. '
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The ttro LF representations of (62) corresponding to (62a) and (62b)
are:
(64) a. [8 aheii [a ni xiang-zhidao [8 aheme j [8 t i
who you wonder what
mai-Ie t j ]]]]buy-ASP
b. [; shemej [a ni xiang-zhidao [8 aheii [a t i
what you wonder who
mai-Ie t j ]]]]buy-ASP
Finally, note that NP-movement also apparently violates the
ECP as the following examples show:
(65) a. ta ba shoupai ku [- de [ t i douhe BA handkerchief cry S COMPs even
shi-tou Ie
wet-through ASP
'He cried until he got the handkerchief entirely wet.'
b. ahoupai bei ta ku [; de [a t i dOll ahi-tollhandkerchief by he cry COMP even wet-through
Ie]]
'ASP
'The handkerchief was made all wet by his crying.'
Since the embedded COMP is lexically fillpd with de, S deletion
cannot have taken place. Therefore, the structure of {65a) and
(65b) is essentially the same as (51a), with the subject trace
not governed by the matrix verb. In other words, (65a) and (65b)
are cases of "raising" without S-deletion.
In summary, Chinese does not exhibit that-trace, superiority,
or "ne-persanne" effects, nor does it require S-deletion under
12
raising. On the other hand, it appears to obey Subjacency,
and does not allow preposition stranding nor extraction of a
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possessive NP. A natural question that arises is why Chinese
should differ from the languages that exhibit a full range of ECP
effects in precisely this way. One could conclude that languages
may simply differ in whether they require their non-pronominal
empty categories to be properly governed, thus taking the relevance
of the ECP as a parameter rather than as a principle of UG. This
would be implausible, however, if Subjacency and the ban on
preposition stranding and extraction of possessive NPs are special
cases of the ECP, or are to be related by some proper formulation
of the theory of government. On the other hand, one might
conclude that it is improper to bring all the seven phenomena
reviewed here under the ECP, and that while facts having to do
with Subjacency, preposition stranding and extraction of
possessives may follow from some independent principle(s) , the ECP
is indeed a parameter.
Any assumption that treats the ECP as a parameter, however,
is implausible for the important reason that whether a language
obeys the ECP or not cannot be learned. As indicated in the
quote from Chomsky in 6.0, properties of empty elements, such as
those related to the ECP, "can hardly be determined inductively
from observed overt phenomena, and therefore presumably reflect
inner resourc~s of the mind." A more plausible approac~ is to
regard the ECP as a universal, and derive the apparent absence of
c~rtain or all of its' effects in certain languages from some
independent properties of these languages, or some other more
directly learnable parameter(s). This is the approach I will
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take. Besides the argument from learnability, ther~ are two reasons
that support this approach.
First, in 5.4 we already indicated that the INFL in Chinese
has much more lexical content to it tllan the INFL in English. This
observation was supported by the fact that aspect markers in
Chinese are derived from lexical categories and may be used as
independent lexical items. This being the case, it is plausible
to assume that the INFL is a proper governor, on a par with other
lexical governors. This has the immediate result that subjects
are properly governed as much as objects.
Secondly, as we will argue in Chapter 7, although there is
no subject/object asymmetry in Chinese, there is an asymmetry
between extraction of arguments and extraction of adjuncts.
Extraction of adjuncts, in particular, is more restricted than
that of arguments. We will show that this asymmetry can follow
from the ECP. The correctness of this assumption will, of course,
support the idea that the ECP should be taken as a principle of UG.
6 •3 • On Kayne t s ECP Extensions
6.3.1. Kayne's Reformulation
It is well known that in English long distance extraction
from a post-verbal complement is possible but not from a
sentential subject:
(66) a.
b.
John~, [ I think 1- that [ you like til]]~ s s s
*Johni , [ [- that [ you like till was a surprise]s s s
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In the EST literature, the Sentential Subject Constraint of Ross
(1967), whose effect is illustrated in (66), is usually taken to
be a subcase of the Subjacency condition. Since (65a) is allcwed
by Subjacency under the assumption that movement may go
successive-cyclically through COMP, in order to rule out (66b)
one may assume that sentential subjects are dominated by NP,
though not sentential objects. Since NP does not have a COMP, no
successive cyclic ~vement will be p06sible without violating
Subjacency. Or alternatively, one may follow Koster (1978) and
assume that sentential subjects are in fact topics binding empty
subjects, and stipulate that the node dominating topic, S, is an
absolute barrier to extraction. On the other hand, note that
there is a striking resemblance between the asymmetry we see in
(66) and the asymmetry exhibited by the that-trace, "ne-personne",
and superiority phenomena. In both cases, the asymmetry is
one between subject and object. Kayne (198l) argues, in effect,
that the two similar types of asymmetry are in fact of the same type,
and should be treated likewise in a theory of grammar. His version
of the ECP 1s thus formulated in such a way as to take over some
of the effects of Subjacency, as we are now to see.
(67) ECP (Kayne 1981:105)
An empty c.ategor} ~ must have an antecedent ex such that
(a) a. governs ~t or
(b) a c-commands ~. and there exists a lexical category
X such tha\:. X governs a and ex is contained in
some percolation projection of X.
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The case (67a) is exactly the same as Chomsky's ECP under the
definition of proper government (44), i.e. government by an
antecedent. The case (67b) includes the case of lexical gov~rnment
in Chomsky's definition (44a). I~ addition to government by a
lexical category Xo , (67b) further requires that the antecedent
of the empty category must occur within some "percolation
projection" of its lexical governor Xo. The notion of percolation
projection is defined in (68):
(68) Percolation Projection (Kayne 1981:104)
A is a percolation projection of B if and only if
(a) A is a projection of B, or
(b) A is a projection of C, where C bears the same
superscript is B and governs a projection of B,
or a percolation projection of B.
Kayne assumes that S is a maximal projection of V. Therefore, by
the definition (68a), (67b) requires that the antecedent of a
lexically governed empty category must occur within the first S,
NP, PP, or AP dominating the lexical governor. To allo·w for long
distance extraction from sentential object complements, the
definition for "percolation projection" in (68b) plays the crucial
role. Adopting a co-superscripting device (from Vergnaud and
Rouvert 1980) as a way of expressing the dependency between the
atrict subcategorization feature of a lexical category and the
complement that satisfies the subcategorization, Kayne provides
the following convention:
(69) oA V assigns its superscript to a subcategorized S
complement, followed by downward superscript
percolation on the part of the S (to its head V).
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To illustrate, take the sentence (70), both of whose embedded clauses
are sumcategorized complements of their respective superordinate
verbs:
(70) [- Who [ did John say [- that [5 I thought
8 1 i 8 1 9 2 2
[- that [ Mary liked til]]]]]
8 3 8 3
Suppose that the matrix verb say has the superscript k. Then every
node dominating say in (70) is also k. By (69), say assigns S2
the superscript k, which then percolates down to the verb thought.
The same rule (69) co-superscripts thought and S~ with the index
~
k, which again percolates down, to the most deeply embedded verb
liked. By the definition (68b), the embedded S2 is a percolation
projection of the verb liked, since it is a projection of
thought, which bears the same superscript k and governs 83 , a
projection of liked. Furthermore, the matrix Sl is also a
percolation projection of liked, because it is a projection of say,
which bears the same superscript as liked and governs 82 , a
percolation projection of liked. Therefore, the relation who~
and t i in (70) satisfies the, ECP (67b) because t i is lexically
governed by liked and who! c-commands t i and is contained in Sl'
a percolation "projection of liked.
On the other hand, on the assumption that subjects are not
subcategorized by their verbs (though they may be a-marked by them),
(69) will not co-supe~script a verb and its subject. Therefore,
extraction from a sentential subject is prohibited, as in (66b),
because the matrix clause is not a percolation projection of the
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verb within a sentential subject. The sentential subject constraint
thus follows from Kayne's ECP (67).
oFurthermore, Kayne stipulates that N never assigns its
superscript to anything. This has the consequence that the highest
S contained within a complex NP cannot be co-superscripted with
its head, and therefore the clause which contains a complex NP
cannot be a percolation projection of the verb of the embedded
(re~.ative or noun phrase complement) clause. This has, of course,
the effect of the Complex NP Constraint.
In the same spirit, the Subject Condition of Chomsky (1973)
may be seen as 2 subcase of the ECP:
(71) a. [- Who! [ did you see [ pictures [ of til]]]?S . s np pp
b. *[- Who i [ did [ pictures [ of til] please you]]?s s np pp
Although Kaynets exact formulation does not permit us to explain
the contrast in (71) readily, a slight modification of his
stipulation that nouns do not assign superscripts will suffice.
Suppose we say that nouns do not assign superscripts to Ss, but
13
say do so to NPs that they govern. This will still preserve the
~ffect of the CdPC, while at" the same time allow one to derive
the effects of the Subject Condition.
A general requirement that Kayne makes of superscript
assignment is that the co~superscriptedpairs must be related to
each ~ther by suo-categorization. Therefore, a lexical verb may
co-superscript only a subcategorized complement, but not other
non-subcategorized constituents. Among other things, this
accounts for the bridge VB. non-bridge distinction in the sense
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of Erteschik (1973). Thus, whisper does not subcategorize for an
S complement, though~ does. The S complement is co-superscripted
with the matrix verb in {72b), but not in (72a). The contrast
between (72a) and (72b) may follow from ECP:
(72) a. ?Who i did John whisper that he saw t i ?
b. Whoi did John say that he saw t i ?
For the same reason, no element within an adjunct S may be
extracted, regardless of whether t~e COMP is lexically filled.
Note that the il1-fo~edness of (73b) as well as that of (72a),
falls outside of the reach of Subjacency, though they fall under
Kayne's ECP:
(73) a~ John arrived yesterday, sad about the news.
b. *What did John arrive yesterday, sad about t?
(74) a, John came back, before I had a chance to talk to Bill.
b. *Who did John come back, before I had a chance to
talk to t ?
Finally, ~dapting a proposal made in Weinberg and Hornstein
(1981), Kayne stipulates that as a general rule of UG, PPs do
not receive superscripts. English, on the other hand, is somewhat
marked in that it allows a verb to co-superscript a PP if and only
if that PP corresponds to a subcategorization feature of the verb.
14This latter requitement accounts for the contrast ill (75):
(75) a. Which table! did you put the book on t i ?
b. *Which class i did you fRll asleep during t i ?
And, again, if we allow Ns to co-superscript their complement NPs
and PPs (but not &8 or non-complements) ,exactly the same contrast
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will follow~15
(76) a. I witnessed the destruction of Rome.
b. Which city i did you witness the destruction of t j ,?
(77) a. I like the books on that table.
b. *Which tablei do you like the books on t i ?
Finally, since most languages of the world do not allow
preposition stranding (whether tile PP is subcategorized or not,
cf. van Riemsdijk 1978), Kayne stipulates that as an unmarked case,
prepositions do not get co-superscripted with the verbs that
they are in construction with (in effect, that prepositions are
not proper governors). (English is exceptional in thia regard
in that co-superscripting can happen to a preposition, subject to
tIle subcategorization requirement just mentioned.)
Kayne's reformulation of the ECP thus ties together quite a
number of ntherwise unrelated phenomena under the notion of proper
government. It not only accounts for the "standard" ECP effects
(th~ that-trace, stlperiority, and "ne personne" phenomena) but
also relates certain subcases of Subjacency and a systematic
distinction between a full range of subcategorized and non-
subcategorized constructions.
~.3.2. Some Problems with Kayne"s 'ECP
Although Kayne~s ECP has the advantage of tying together a
number 'of otherwise unrelated phenomena, it also has its own
problems. Conceptually, it should be noted that his attempt to
derive the CNPC and the general ban on preposition stranding
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(whether a PP is subcategorized or not) is not entirely attractive.
He achieved his purpose, basically, by the stipulation that Nand
P are not proper governors. But saying that the CNPC and
preposition stranding facts fall under the ECP with spe1cial
stipulations is just another way of saying thdt they fall under
separate principles (without the stipulations). Empirically,
his formulation of the ECP, in particular his attempt to derive
Subjacency from the ECP, "is also problematic in several respects.
For one thing, Kayne himself has noticed that his ECP is not
sufficient to account for facts generally attributed to the Wh
Island Condition. It is generally agreed that interrogative
complements are subcategorized and properly governed in Kayne's
sense, yet this is no sufficient condition for extraction from
such a complement:
(78) *?Whati do you wonder where I bought t i ?
Especially problematic is the fact that the ECP would provide no
prinLipled basis to account for wh island facts in languages like
Italian, as reported in Rizzi (1978), where one, but not two,
wh islands may be crossed at anyone time. According to RLzzi,
the Italian fact may be conveniently accounted for by Subjacency
if one assumes that S, but not S, is a bounding node in this
language and that the only way for movement to go long distance
is by way of escape hatches provided by empty COMPs. If this is
correct, then there is independ~nt need for the Subjacency
condition.
In Chinese, elimination of Subjacency in favor of the ECP
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also appears to be difficult. We have seen in passing that NP-
movement is possible from the subject position of a resultative
clause:
(79)
(80)
[s ta ba Lisii ku [8 de· [s t i momingqimiaoll]he BA cry till confused
'He cried so much as to make Lisi confused.'
[ Lis!i be! ta ku [- de [ . t ..momingqimiao]]]
s s S 1by he cry till confused
'Lisi was made confused by his crying so much.'
Since the matrix verb 'cry' is intransitive, it cannot assign a
thematic role to an object. Therefore, the ba-object in (79) and
the passive subject in (80) are, in the standard traditional
analyses (e.g. Hashimoto 1971, Thompson 1973), taken to be raised
from the embedded subject position. Note, however, that although
NP-movement is possible, wh movement from such a position is out:
(81) *[8 Lisi!, [8 ta ku [- de [9 t i momingqimiao]]]]he scry till confused
(82) *[ [ ta ku [- de [s t i momingqimiao]]]np s Stillhe cry confused
de neige reni] lai-1e.
DE that man come-ASP
There appears to be no relevant structural difference between
(79)-(80) and (81)-(82) except that in the former the NP-trace
is separated from its antecedent by only one S node, while in
the latter the wh-trace is separated from its antecedent by two
S nodes. This difference may be attributed to SubjaceLlcy, though
clearly not to the ECP.
Another case where Subjacency is at work but the ECP is not
is the multiple topic construction in Chinese. We saw in 6.1 that
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sentences like (83) below are ill-formed with a gap bound to the
higher of two topics in a multiple topic construction. On the
other hand, if the gap is interpreted as bound to the lower topic,
the sentence becomes acceptable:
(83)
(84)
*[6 Zhangsani [s Lisij [s ta1 hen xihu~n til]]he' very like
[s Zhangsani [s Lisij [9 tai hen xihuan tjll]he very like
'Lisi, Zhangsan likes.'
There appears to be no reason to stipulate that only the lower
topic is within a percolation projection of the verb 'like', but
not the higher topic. Thus, without some ad hoc stipulation the
ECP is silent with respect to the contrast between (83) and (84),
but such contrasts readily fall under Subjacency. There are
reasons, then, to continue to assume the independent status of
Subjacency.
Still another case where Subjacency is at work but the ECP
is not concerns sentences like the following:
(85) *Johni seems that [it is certain [ti to win]],
The trace is properly governed by the verb in the superordinate
clause, yet the sentence is ill-formed. On the other hand, since
the movement involved is NP-movement, no COMP-to-COMP movement is
possible (cf. May 1979). The movement has to cross two S nodes,
and can be ruled out by Subjacency.
There are a number of other empirical problems associated
. 16 1
with Kayne's approach which we will not discuss. A fundamenta
difficulty that we want to point out, though, is the following.
The nne personne" and superiority facts require the ECP to apply
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at the level of LF. If Subjacency, the ban on preposition stranding,
and the ban on extraction from non-subcategorized phrases or clauses
are subsumed under the same principle, then these latter
restrictions must also apply at LF. However, the fact appears to
run counter to this prediction. For example, as contrasts of the
following kind (due originally to Hankamer 1975) show, although
overt wh movement may not violate the CNPC, the LF rule of
movement is quite free:
(86) a. *In order to foil this plot, we must find out which
senator the agent has bats that are trained to
kill tif
b. In order to foil this plot, we must find out which
agent has bats that are trained to kill which
senator.
Aiso, the contrast below seems to me to be quite clear:
(87) a. *Whoi do you like books that criticize t i ?
b. Who likes books that criticize who?
In Chinese, tne contrast in behavior between overt movement and
movement in LF is even clearer. In the examples of (88) and (89),
an" NP is either topicalized (the a-sentences), relativized (the
b-sentences), or wh-questioned (the c-sentences) from within a
complex NP:
(88) a. *Zhangsanit [s wo mai-Ie [np[s t i xie] de shu]]I buy-ASP write DE book
'*Zhangsanit I bought books that t i wrote.'
b. *[ we mai-Ie [ I t i xie] de shu]] deS I buy-ASP np S write DE book DE
'*The mani that I bought the books that t i wrote
neige ren lsi-Ie.
that man come-ASP
came.'
(89) a.
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c. [ ni mai-Ie [ [ shei ~ie] de shu]]?
S you buy-ASP np S who write DE book
'Who is the x such that you bought books that x wrote?'
*Zhangsani , [ wo xihuan [ [ ni piping tilS I like np s you criticize
'*Zhangsani , I like the articles in which you
de wenzhan~]]
DE article
criticize tie'
b. *[ wo xihuan [ [ ni piping til de wenzhang]]
S I like np s you criticize DE article
'*The man that I like the articles in which you
de neige ren lai-le.
DE that man come-ASP
criticize came.'
c. [ oi xihuan [ [ wo piping sheil de wenzhang]]?
S you like np S I criticize who DE article
'Who is the x such that you like the articles
in which I criticize x?'
As indicated, topicalization and relativization, which involve an
overt antecedent-gap relation, are impossible in these examples,
while question formation, which leaves the questioned constituent
in its base position, is fine. This distinction can be made at
a time when topicalization and relativization have taken place bt~t
the process that interprets base-generated wh words has not,
i.e. if the CNPC is applied only in Syntax but not in LFo For
after the LF movement of the wh words in (~8c) and (8ge), there is
no more relevant distinction in configurational structure between
the (a-b) and the (c) sentences. The LF representation of (BBc),
for example, is as follows, which constitutes a violation of
the CNPC exactly as (88a) and (B8b) do:
(90)
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[- sheil [ ni mai-le [ [ t i xie] de shu]]]?S who s you buy-ASP np S write DE book
'For which x, you bought the books that x bought.'
The rule that interprets quantifier scope, QR, also may
apparently violate the CNPC in Chinese. In Chapter 4, we already
saw examples of the following sort. The quantifi.er that violates
the CNPC in Chinese may be either universal or existential:
(91)
(92)
[ [ meige ren xie] de shu] dOll hen youqu.
np S every man write DE book all very interesting
a. 'For all man x, the books that x wrote are
interesting.'
b. 'Books that everyone wrote (jointly) are all
interesting.'
wo nian-Ie [ [ ershige ren xie] de shu].
I read-ASP np S twenty man write DE book
a. 'There are twenty people whose books I have read.'
b. 'I have read books that are written (jointly)
by twenty people.'
Each of (91) and (92) is ambiguous as indicated. According to
the first reading indicated in (a) of each sentence, a quantifier
occurring within a relative clause is interpreted as having scope
over the entire root sentence. It should be noted that in order
to obtain well-formed sentences like (8Bc) and (89c), and allow
wide-scope interpretations on the Q-NPs in (91) and (92), it is
important that the head of the relative clause not be preceded by
a demonstrative. Once the head 'book' in (8Bc), (91)-(92), and
the head 'article' in (8ge) are preceded by a demonstrative, (BBc)
and (8ge) become ill-formed, and (91)-(92) become unambiguous,
each allowing only one (narrow scope) reading on the Q-NP in
question. This is due to the Specificity Condition discussed in
Chapter 5, and cannot be taken to indicate the relevance of the
CNPc.
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A clearer contrast between overt movement and movement in LF
is available from well-known facts like the folloWlllg (see Baker
1970, etc.), which show the irrelevance of the Wh Island Constraint
in LF:
(93) a. *What did you remember where I bought?
b. Who remembered where we bought what?
The following sentence (=62) shows that abstract MOve WH need not
obey the ~Jh Island Constraint in Chinese either. The sentence c~n
be construed as a direct question on the value of either of the
vwo embedded wh words.
(94) ni xiang-zhidao [ [shei. mai-Ie sheme]]
you wOllder who buy-ASP what
a. 'Who is the person x such that you wonder what x
bought?'
b. 'What is the thing x such that you wonder who
bought x?
As in (64) above, the LF representations of the two readings both
show that the LF movement of the wh phrases violates the Wh Island
Constraint.
Consider now the Sentential Subject Constraint. Although
there appears to be no significanL difference between (9Sa)
and (95b):
a.(95) *Whoi did that Bill married t i surp.rise you?
b. *Who said that that Bill married who surprised you?
the il1-formedness of (95b) and (9Sa) may be due independently
to the internal clause constraint of Ross (l967) (cf. also Kuno
1973), since (96) 1s also il1~formed:
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(96) *He said that that Bill married Ann was a surprise.
If the embedded sentential subject takes infinitival form, the
sentence is fine:
(97) He said that for Bill to have married Ann was a surprise.
If Ann in (97) is replaced by a wh-i.n-situ, as for a multiple
question like (98a), it seems the sentence remains pretty acceptable,
although overt movement of the wh word results in il1-formerlness:
(98) a. ?Who said that for Bill to marry who was a surprise?
b. *Who did he say that for Bill to marry t was a
surprise?
In Chinese, wh-questioning an NP within a sentential subject
is perfectly grammatical in examples like (99c), although its
topicalized and relativized counterparts (99a-b) are ill-formed:
(99) a. ??neige reDi , [8[S Lisi da-le til shi wo henthat man hit-ASP make I very
'*That mani , that Lisi hit t i made me vp.ry
bugaoxing]
unhappy
unhappy_ '
b. ??[np[s[s Lisi da-le til shi wo hen bugaoxing]
hit-ASP make I very unhappy
'*l~e mani that that Lisi hit t i made me very
de neige reni ]DE that man
unhappy. '
c. [[ Lisi da-le sheil shi ni hen bugaoxing]?
s s hit-ASP who make you very unhappy
'Who is the x such that the fact that Lisi hit x
made you very unhappy?'"
A quantifier occuring in a sentential subject may also be
interpreted as having matri~ scope by QR, as the following shows:
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(100) [ [ Lisi da-le sheil dOll buhui shi wo bugaoxing]
s s hit-ASP any all won't make I unhappy
'For every person x, the fact that Lisi hit x won't
make me unhappy.'
The word she! is used as a universal quantifier equivalent to
'anyolte, whoever'. The sentence means "whoever Lis! hits, it
won't make me unhappy", with 'whoever' having scope over the entire
root sentence.
Like the CNPC and the Sentential Subject Constraint, the
Subject Condition also does not have effects on interpretive
movement in LF. Compare the sentences in (101):
(101) a. *Whoi do you think pictures of t i would please John?
b. Who thinks that pictures of who would please John?
The following sentences also show that QR need not obey the
Subject Condition, since the quantifier contained in the subject
of each sentence may have scope over the entire sentence:
(102) Pictures of everybody were put on sale.
(103) Somebody in every city must own a Porsche.
The bridge VB. non-bridge distinction under overt extraction
also disappears under movement in LF. Thus we have the contrast:
(104) a. ??Who did John whisper that he saw?
b. Who whispered th~t he saw who?
Extraction from adjunct clauses is also possible so long as it
happens in LF:
(lOS) a. *Who did John come back before I had a chance to
talk to?
b. Who came back before I had a chance to talk to
whom?
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Note also the same contrast in Chinese below. Topicalization
and relativization are ruled out, yet wh movement in LF is
possible, and so is QR:
(106) a. *neige reni' [ zhejian shi [- gen [ t i meithat man S this matter S with S not
'*That man, this matter has nothing to do with
lai]] wu guan]
come no relation
t dic1n' L come.'
b. *[ [ zhejian shi [- gen [ t i mei lai]] wunp S this matter S with S not come no
'*The man who this matter has nothing to do t
guan] de neige reni]
relation DE that man
did not come.'
c. [ zhejian shi [- gen [ shei me! lai]]
S this matter s. ~th S who not come
'Who is the x such that this matter has something
you guan]?
have relation
to do x's not coming1'
d. [s 2hejian shi [- gen [ meige ren me! 1a1]]
this matter S with S every man not come
'For all x, this matter has nothing to do XiS
dOll wu guan]
all no relation
not coming.'
Finally, note that although at least certain cases of
preposition stranding must be ruled out if it occurs in overt
fo~, there is no evidence that any extraction process in LF
cannot strand a preposition. Consider the contrasts, both in
English and Chinese:
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(107) a. *Which class did you fall asleep during?
b. Who fell asleep during which class?
c. John fell asleep in every class.
(108) a. *Which table did you like [ the books on t]?
np
b. Who likes the books on which table?
c. John likes the books on every table.
In the (b) sentences, the wh-in-siut which class or which table
may be paired with the subject who. In the (e) sentences, every class
and every table are both capable of having the entire sentence as
their scope. The same thing happends below in Chinese:
(109) a. *Zhangsani , wo gen t i bu shou.I with not familiar
'Zhangsan, I am not familiar with.'
b. *[ we gen t i bu shou] deneige reni
S I with not familiar DE that man
'The man I am not familiar with. '
c. ni gen sbei bu shou?
you with who not familiar
'Who are you unfamiliar with?'
d. wo gen sa~ge ren bu shou.
I with three.man not fa'illar
'I am unfamiliar with three men.'
The situation with preposition stranding is mirrored by the
situation with extraction of possessives:
(110) a. *Whose did you see mother?
b. Who saw-whose mother?
c. He has read only three men's books.
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(111) a. *Zhangsani , wo renshi t i muqin.I know mother
'Zhangsan, I know [his] mother.'
b. *[ wo renshi t i muqin] de neige reniS I know mother DE that man
'The man that I know [his] mother.'
c. ni renshi shei de muqin?
you know who's mother
'Whose mother do you know?'
d. wo renshi meige ren de muqin.
I know every man's mother
'I know everyone's mother.'
One could maintain that the contrasts jURt seen need not
require one to assume that the ban on preposition stranding or
the Left Branch Condition has to be relaxed in LF, but that
movement in LF has the option of pied-piping certain materials,
and that the grammatical sentences above are grammatical because
the LF movement that they involve has actually pied-piped, exactly
as an overt movement process does. This assumption, of course,
is not in itself implausible, since there is no reason in
principle why only overt movement may pied-pipe but not movement
in LF. However, there is also good reason to assume that re:ults
of pied-piping processes (either in Syntax or in LF) will undergo
a process of reconstruction by which the pied-piped material is
put back into its original place before reaching the output level
of LF. As Chomsky (1976) has proposed, such a process turns an
SS representation of the form (110a) into an LF representation
like (112):
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(112) For which person x, did you see x's mother.
Such a process allows constructions involving strong crossover to
be treated under the binding theory. MOre specifically, there is
no special principle that directly explains the ill-formedness of
(113) at SS, since the pronoun he does not c-command its
ant~cedent:
(113) *Whosei mother did you say that hei saw t i ?
(The trace in (113) is the trace of whose mother, therefore not
the antecedent of h~.) But if (113) is reconstructed as (114),
its il1-formedness is an automatic consequence of the binding
theory.
(114) *For which person Xi' did you say that Xi saw Xi's
mother.
According to the local definition of the empty category, the x
in x's mother must be a pronominal, since it is locally a-bound.
It cannot be a PRO, since it is governed. It also cannot be a
pro, since it is not identified in the proper way. It is not
identified by the closest SUBJECT (the head mother), nor is it
spelled out as a pronoun. (Cf. Aoun 1982 and the discussion in
5.6.) Exactly the same motivation argues for reconstruction
to account for the il1-formedness of sentences like (115):
(115) *Near who i did you say that hei worked?
If it is correct to bring sentences like (113) and (115) under
the binding theory with reconstruction, then reconstruction
must be an obligatory process. A sentence involving pied-piping
of a PP or of a possessive construction, therefore, must be
allowed with stranded prepositions' and possessive traces,
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In short, it has been shown that the following principles do
not obtain in LF, though they do in Syntax: the CNPC, the Wh
Island Condition, the Sentential Subject Constraint, the Subject
Condition, the general ban on preposition stranding, the ban on
extraction from an adjunct clause or phrase (in NP or in S; the
special ban on stranding a non-subcategorized preposition in
English falls under the last category), as well as the Left Branch
Condition. It is clear that these principles cannot be subsum~d
under the ECP, which, in order to accommodate standard that-trace,
"ne persanne" and superiority effects, must apply at LF. One
could try to maintain part of Kayne's theory by, say, assuming
that reconstruction is a process that applies to LF (after LF),
not in LF, and that the ECP is relevant only at LF. Under this
assumption, one might insist on obligatorily pied-piping preposi-
tional phrases in LF. In the next chapter I will argue t however,
that traces left by movement of PPs are also subject to the ECP.
If pied-piping is required on the PP during which class in (107b),
for example, one will not be able to derive a well-formed
representation for the sentence at LF before reconstruction
applies. Furthermor~note that any such assumption to keep the
preposition stranding facts under the ECP will not be general
enough to take care of th~ other facts we have seen, since these
facts exist quite independently of whether or not there is a
process of reconstruction.
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6.4. The Condition on Extraction Domain
What we saw in 6.3 is t~at there is some good reason to believe
that Kayne's idea is right in that certain heretofore unrelated
island phenomena should be tied together somehow with the ECP
under the theory of government. In particular, the existence
of the Sentential Subject Constraint and the Subject Condition,
as opposed to the non-existence of a "Sentential Object Constraint"
or an "Object Condition" should be tied together with the standard
cases of the ECP as special cases of a more general subject/object
asymmetry. Furthermore, the ban on extraction from an adverbial
clause or an adjunct PP, as opposed to the non-existence of a ban
on extraction from a complement clause or a subcategorized PP
(in English), can be naturally tied together with the ECP if the
subject/object asymmetry is taken as a special case of an even
more general asymmetry between complements on the one hand and
non-complements (subjects and adjuncts) on the other.
However, the assumption that these otherwise unrelated
phenomena are genuine subcases of a generalized version of the
ECP leadr to an internal contradiction of the theory. Why this
is so can be briefly summed up as follows. First, if the contrast
below is seen as a subcase of the ECP, then the ECP must apply
at SS, not at LF:
(116) a.
b.
*Whoi did Mary cry after John hit t i ?
Who cried after John hit who?
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At SS, ~ of (116a) is an empty category, therefore the sentence
may be ruled out by (Kayne's version of) the ECP. The second
occur~ence of who in (116b) must be regarded as a lexical category
at SS, so that (116b) will not be ruled out by the ECP. After the
second occurrence of who is wh-moved in LF, the ECP must not apply
at LF, or (ll6b) would be wrongly ruled out. Secondly, if the
contrast below is also a subcase of the ECP, then the ECP must
apply at LF:
(117) a. Who bought what?
b. *What did who buy?
The ECP cannot apply at SS because the violating wh in situ who
in (117b) is not an empty category yet. One cannot redefine the
notion of an empty category in such a way that the who in (117b) is
somehow regarded as an empty category at SS, because such a redefinition
would allow one to regard the second occurrence of who in (l16b)
also as an empty category at SS, making it impossible to dis-
tinguish between (116a) and (116b). The conclusion drawn from
(116) directly contradicts that the one drawn from (117).
How can one get out of the present dilemma? It seems to me
that although Kayne's intuition is right in that several otherwise
unrelated phenomena should be tied together with the ECP, there is
still a distinction that must be, and can be, made between these
phenomena and the standard ECP effects. Two related, yet dising-
vishable separate phenomena may be involved. One of them has to
do with the position of the trace itself, regardless of the position
of the domain from which extraction takes place. The other t however,
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concerns the position of the construction from which extraction
takes place, regardless of the position of the resulting trace ~ith-
in that construction. These two phenomena may be related via the
fact that they crucially involve the notion of proper government,
but they need not be identified as one single phenomenon. More
specifically, suppose we leave the ECP in the form (43) as it is
originally proposed by Chomsky, with the notion of proper govern-
ment defined as in (44). This would account for the standard ECP
effects includi,ng the COMP-trace, superiority, and "ne persanne"
phenomena, as well as illegitimate cases of raising without S-
deletion in English, provided that the ECP is made to apply at LF.
Moreover, making use of the same notion of proper government, we
may add the following condition on extraction:
(118) Condition on Extraction Domain17
A phrase A may be extracted out of a domain B only if
B is properly governed.
This condition will be assumed to apply only in the Syntactic com-
ponent, but not in LF. As for whether the condition should be
construed as a well-formedness condition on output representations
or as a condit~on on the application of Move a, this is not an easy
question to answer. If an output condition, it will apply only at
SS, if a condition on Move a, it will apply 'Jn1y to the application
of Move a in Syntax (as does Subjacency).
There is some reason to assume that (118) is a condition
on rule applicatioh, as suggested by the contrast below:
(119) a. *Which booki did you go to college without reading t i ?
b. Whtch booki did you buy t 1 without reading e i ?
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The trace ~ in (119a) may be correctly ruled out by (118) if the
latter is construed as a condition on movement. The parasitic gap
e i in (119b), however, may be base-generated at DS, and interpreted
as a variable at SS without violating (118). (Cf. Chomsky 1981b ,
Taraldsen 1979).
On the other hand, the contrasts below (due to Kayne 1982)
suggest that (118) should apply as a condition on representations,
at ss:
(120) a. The person that John described t without examining
any pictures of e.
b. *The person that John described t without any
pictures of e being on file.
(121) a. The books you should read t before it becomes
difficult to talk about e.
b. *The books you should read t before talking about
e becomes difficult.
The parasitic gap ~ in both the (a) and (b) sentences above must be
base-generated, since movement of it would violate (118). The gap ~
inthe (b) sentences is contained in a subject (non-properly governed
domain), but the gap ~ in the (a) sentences is not. To distinguish
between the (a) and (b) sentences, a proper version of (118) would
have to apply at SS, where the without and before-clauses are 50me-
how taken as properly governed in a looser sense of the term, though
the subjects are still taken to be non-properly governed.
To solve the problem jointly posed by (119) and (120)-(121), we
will make the following tentative proposal.I8 We can construe (118)
8S a condition on movement, and also on representations at 58. We
will assume that adverbials mayor may not be adjoined to VPs.
Furthermore, the notion of AS-government will be understood in
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two ways. According to the definition of AS-government, both fue
governor and the governee occur in the same maximal projection. In
VP-adjoined structures, we may understand the lowest VP node to be
"maximal". or the top adjoined VP node. As a condition on movcment t
(118) will make use of the stricter notion of AS-government t taking
the lowest VP as maximal. This will correctly account for (119).
As a condition at SS, (118) will employ the looser notion, taking
the highest VP as maximal. This will allow parasitic gaps in ad-
verbials, but not in subjects, thus accounting for (120)-(121).
While this approach does not look very attractive, at least we do
not have an internal contradiction.
It should be easy to see.that the Conditon on Extraction
Domain has the desired results of Kayne (1981). Thus, it rules out
the possibility of extraction from a subject (sentential or otherwise)
in English. It also accounts for the distinction between allowed and
disallowed preposition stranding in English. It also prohibits the
extraction of an element out of an S adjunct. The distinction
between bridge verbs l~ke ~ and non-bridge verbs like whisper with
respect to extraction can be made if we assume that the complements
of bridge verbs are properly governed whereas those of non-bridge
verbs, for some reason, are not. But since for most speakers' the
distinction between (72a) and (72b) is not a sharp one, and one might
seek explanation elsewhere, perhaps along lines originally suggested
by Ertechik (1973) (cf. Stowell 1981).
On the other hand, since (118) does not apply at or in LF, none
of these effects are seen on the empty categories created in LF.
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Note that, on this account, although (118) is not taken to be
a subcase of the ECP t it is related to it in a natural way by the
theory of government: both the ECP and (118) make crucial use of
the notion of proper government.
As indicated already, the CNPC does not readily fall under the
ECP without peculiar stipulations. The same applies to any attempt
to reduce it to (118). Wh island: facts continue to fall outside of
(118), and so does the case of multiple t~pic constructions in
Chinese. Furthermore, we assume that standard Eep effects do not
exist in Chinese because INFL is a proper governor. (118) therefore
cannot rule out violations of the Sentential Subject Constraint in
Chinese. But we have seen that Chinese does obey this constraint.
In short, we must continue to assume Subjacency as an independent
condition on syntactic move a.
Nute that on this account, the Left Branch Condition of Ross
(1967) cannot fall under (118), since the NP from which the possessive
whose is extracted is a properly governed domain in (122) and (123):
(122) *Whosei did you see [np t i mother]?
(123) *Whoi was seen [np t i mother]?
The NP [t i mother] is properly governed by the verb see in (122) and
the' passive participle seen in (123). Therefore, extraction of the
possessive should be allowed by (118). The ill-formedness of (122)-
(123), therefore, must come from something else. Note that (123) may
be independently ruled out by the Case theory on the assumption that
the passive morphology in English has the function of absorbing the
Case-marking property of an active verb. On this assumption, the NP
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whose head is phonetically realized as mother cannot receive Case
from seen in (123). The sentence is therefore ruled out by the
Case filter. However. the Case theory cannot extend to wh movement
to rule out sentences like (122). since the active verb see there
does assign Case. Although (122) can be ruled out by Subjacency, this
cannot be in general the relevant principle, since sentences
corresponding to (122) in Italian are also ill-formed even though
Subjacency is not expected to have any effects in such cases,
assuming Rizzi (1978) is right in that S but not S is a bounding
node in this language. It is clear, then, that the Left Branch
Condition cannot be reduced to either the condition (118) or
Subjacency. Can it be reduced to the ECP? This would require an
ad hoc stipulation that the head of an NP does not properly govern
its subject, even within its own maximal projection, and this does
not look entirely attractive. On the other hand, there is a plausible
account, as indicated by Chomsky, within the theory of thematic-
role assignment. Chomsky (1981a) proposes that a-role is assigned
to an A-chain (containing no A~element) which is either Case-marked
or headed by PRO. In (122), the trace t i is the only member of its
A-chain. It is not a PRO. Ndr is it Case-marked, since the Case is
already moved away with whose and the N mother is not a Case-assignor.
There ~ cannot receive a thematic role. The sentence (122) is
ruled out by the thematic theory. Note that the following sentence
is ruled out, not by the e theory, but by morphological considerations,
the ~ being inseparable from a lexical stem:
(124) *whoi did you see ti's mother?
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We have said that the facts in English concerning preposition
stranding also fall under the condition (118), following Weinberg
and Hornstein (1981), but cf. Rothstein (1981). The situation
about preposition stranding in Chinese is, however, quite different.
Whereas English allows the stranding of a preposition if the PP
dominating it is subcategorized (and properly governed) and dis-
allows it otherwise, Chinese (and most other languages) does not
allow either kind of preposition stranding. To bring out this
difference, one might, again, adopt Kayne's idea to stipulate that
PPs in general are not proper governees (i.e. that they never receive
superscripts), though English and a small number of Germanic
languages (cf. van Riemsdijk 1978) exceptionally do allow certain
PPs to be properly governed. However, since this is purely a
stipulation, given an otherwise simpler and more general definition
of proper government, one is not worse off even if the stipulation
takes the form of a separate principle having nothing to do with
the ECP. For example, one might maintain that there is a general
filter in PF in most languages (including Chinese but not English)
that disallows an oblique trace (following Weinberg and Hornstein
1981, but cf. Stowell 1981 for some discussions), or simply
disallows the configuration [p trace]. Whatever the precise form-
ulation, there is Sl~e evidence from Chinese that it is more
appropriate to consider this to he a property of PF. In Chinese
passive sentences and ba-constructions, the main verb DUlY not be
followed by a "resumptive" pronoun coindexed with the passive sub-
ject or the ba-phrase:
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(125) *Zhangsant bei wo da-le tai'by I hit~ASP he
'*Zhangsan was hit him by me.'
(126) *wo ba Zhangsani da-Ie tat'I BA hit-ASP he
'I hit Zhangsan.'
It is not enough to appeal to the Case theory to rule out (125)-(126)
on the assumption that a passive verb phrase or. a verb phrase con-
taining a ba-object cannot assign Case to an overt NP following it.
Consider sentences like (127) and (128), where the verb is followed
by a lexical NP.
(127) tai bei tufei [v dasi-Ie baba] tie
he by bandit kill-ASP father
I He had his father killed by the bandits.'
(128) fayuan ba tai £; fa-Ie wubaikuai] t i ,
court BA he fine-ASP SOD-dollar
'The court punished him with a fine of 500 dollars.'
The sentences (127)-(128) need not be considered counterexamples to
the Case theory if they are analyzed as indicated (cf. Chapter 2).
In this case, we assume the passive subject and the ~~ object ta
'he' starts out as a complement of V, not v. (The v is "passive",
but v 1s still active). The NP-trace.t i is Caseless in accordance
with the Case theory_ On the other hand, the "inner" objects
o
'father' and '500 dollars' are still assigned Case by the V that
they complement. Given this as a possible analysis for (127) and
(128), (125) and (126) cannot be ruled out if they are analyzed as
(129) and (130), with the pronoun he occurring internal to a V
and an NP-trace occurring outside of it:
(129) *Zhangsani be! wo[; da-le tail t i -by hit-ASP he
(130) *WO ba Zhangsani [- da-le tail tt.I BA v hit-ASP he
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In order to rule out (125) and (126), therefore, something else
is needed. Since (125) and (126) clearly violate the binding
condition (lb). which requires pronouns to be free in their
governing categories, we may assume that it is the binding theory that
rules them out. This is very likely correct, since (125) and (126)
are interpretable if the pronoun is construed as disjoint in reference
from the passive subject or the ba-object. Now, consider the
following sentence, which is well-formed:
(131) Zhangsani bei wo ba ta dasi-le t.by I BA beL kill-ASP i
'Zhangsan was killed by me. '
How can one allow this sentence as well-formed? If the pronoun
'he' in the ba-phrase 1s present at 55, the sentence should be ruled
out by the binding theory. Therefore, it is natural to assume that
the pronoun is in fact an NP trace. 'I'hat is, the passive subject
Zhangsan may be assumed to originate in the sentence-final position,
as in (132), moved to preverbal position under ba-transformation,
as in (133), then finally moved to subject position, as in (134):
(132) [e] bei wo ba [e] dasi-le Zhangsan.
by I BA kil~-ASP
(133) [e] bei wo ba Zhangsanidasi-le tie
by I BA kill-ASP
(134) Zhangsau i bet wo ba t i dasi-Ie tieby I BA kill-ASP
(134), then, is well-formed at 55 with respect to the binding
theory. If we assume that the preposition ba is a proper governor
(a null assumption, given that all other lexical categories are
proper governors). then (134) is also well-formed with respect to
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the ECP at LF. The fact that (134) is, phonetically, ill-formed,
but (131) is well-formed, can then be explained by the natural
assumption that the trace following ba in (134) gets spelled out
as the pY~noun ta as in (13~), whose function is to avoid the strand-
ing of ba in PF. The conclusion is that the general ban on prepos-
itlon stranding is a property of PF, not SS or LF, and therefore not
19
related to the theory of proper government.
Note that we do not have to assume subcategorization to be a
necessary or sufficient cond1ti~n of proper government. (Rather, we
assume subcategorization to depend upon some proper version of
government.) Thus both raising with S deletion and raising without
S deletion in English obey the Condition on Extraction Domain
(lIB), but the latter violates the ECP because S blocks government
of the NP-trace by a matrix verb. In Chinese, we have seen
examples of raising without S deletion from resultative clauses
(whose COMP de is not deleted), as in (65a-b). These examples are
well-formed because the NP-t~aces are properly governed from within
their own clauses (by INFL). Since resultative clauses are not
subcategorized, the well-formedness of (65) indicates that sub-
categorization cannot be a necessary condition for proper govern-
mente (Since such clauses. being in postverbal position, must be
- =dominated by V or V, it is natural to assume that they are not out~
side the maximal VP node.) The raising cases constitute support
for the theory we follow, but argue against Kayne's hypothesis.
Since the condition on Extraction Domain (118) is assumed to
apply only in Syntax, this crucially enables one to distingu1.sh
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illegitimate overt extraction in Syntax from free abstract
extraction in LF. thus avoiding the internal contradiction noted
above for a theory that tries to collapse the effects of the ECP and
(118) at LF. As the condition is irrelevant in LF, no movement in
LF needs to perform pied-piping, and the result of any pied-piping
operation in Syntax may freely undergo reconstruction. In this way
there is no need to stipulate, for example, that in English certain
kinds of prepositions are proper governors and certain others are not
proper governors depending upon where their dominating PP nodes occur
(in argument or adjunct positions). Since lexical government is
purely a local relationship between a lexical category and its
object, any lexical category is, in the simplest possible way, a
proper governor for its object. For example, a verb is always a
proper governor for its object regardless of where its dominating
VP occurs. Similarly a preposition should he a proper governor for
its object regardless of where its dominating PP occurs. This is
the simplest type of formulation on the notion of proper government
that one would lik.e to have, and is possible only if the type of
illegitimate preposition stranding that we want to exclude in
English is excluded by some other principle than the ECP, such as
our condition (118), and' in a component of grammar other than LF.
I take this also to be an advantage of setting up the condition
(118) as a condition in Syntax, independent of, though related to,
~eE~.
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CHAPTER SIX: FOOTNOTES
1. For example, Rizzi (1978a) c1atms that S rather than S is a
boundinR node for Italian. For a similar claim on French and Spanish.
see Snortiche (1981) and Torre~o (19H2).
2. The representation in (12) may then be assumed to undergo a
rule of "predication." which may take the form of identifying the
topic 'that man' with the index of the OPi " See Chomsky (1981b) for
some discussion. Note that we assume that movement of the abstract
OP takes place in Syntax. rather than in LF. This means that the
gap marked by t i in (12) must be treated as a trace at SSt rather
than as a PRO. This assumption is at variance with Jaeggli's (1980)
assumption, which takes the movement of the empty OP (his "PRO
movement") to be a process in LF. Cle3rly, 1f the Binding Theory
ap~lies at SS, then Jaeggli's assumption cannot be correct, since
before movement takes place the abstract OP in object position
will be a governed PRO, according to (1). But the Binding Theory
requires that PRO must be ungoverned. Another indication that
Jaeggli's assumption is incorrect is that movement in LF is not
restricted by Subjacency, as we will see later, but that topicalization
is.
3. Navajo and Imbabura-Quechua are two such languages. For
some discussion of headless relatives, see Platero (1978) and Cole
(1982).
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4. Under certain circumstances, in particular when the head of
an NP 1s an inalienable possession, apparent extraction appears to
be possible from a subject, though still impossible from an object:
(1) Zhangsan, baba hen youqian
father very rich
'Zhangsan. his father is very rich.'
(11) *Zhangsan, wo kanjian baba le.
I see father ASP
'Zhangsan. I saw his father.'
Note that the comment clause in (11). when taken alone without the
topic, is well-formed:
(ii1) wo kanjian baba lee
I see father ASP
'I saw my father.'
But it must mean that I saw my father, not somebody else's. In other
words, (ii) is ill-formed not because 'father' cannot occur without
a possessor in object position, but because its possessor must be
interpreted as the subject 'I,' but not the topic Zhangsan. The
sentence is nonsensical in that the comment 'I saw my father' cannot
be interpreted as saying anything about the topic. It seems that
(i) and (11) may be accounted for in the following way. Since an
inalienable possession must in general have a possessor, in the
ansence of an overt possessor the speaker must make inference on
what the possessor is. A plausible principle for determin~ng the
possessor is that the "closest NP around" is interpreted as the
possessor. In this way_ the possessor of 'father' in (1i) is 'I,'
and that in (1) 1s Zhangsan. Since the comment in (i) does say
something about the topic, but the comment in (11) does not, (1)
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1s well-formed but not (i1). To implement this idea, one may formulate
a pragmatic principle of inference conce~ing inalienable possessive
constructions. Cf. also our discussion in 5.3 of sentences involving
apparent cases of PRO in inalienable possessive constructions.
5. There is an additional theory-internal ar~ument for taking
Subjacency as a condition on movement. If raising constructions are
analyzed as involving S deletion as in Chomsky (1981a), then it is
natural to assume that an int~~ediate trace tmmediately dominated
by S will also be deleted following the deletion of S, or otherwise
there would be no appropriate place for the "floating" intermediate
trace to be in. If so, the result of S-deletion will violate Subjacency,
as (1) shows:
(1) Who t [8 did John believe[s t i to have come]]?
There is some reason to believe that the trace t i in (1) must be
governed as SS (in order to satisfy the Case filter at PF and the
ECP at LF). Therefore, S deletion must apply at SSe This. means
that 1f Subjacency is construed as a condition on output representa-
tions, then it must be ordered to precede S deletion. But this is
just a different way of sa,ing that Subjacency is a condition of the
rule of Move a, which may apply throughout any stage in Syntax up
to, but excluding, SSe (This point has been separately made by Howard
Lasnik.)
6. If the traces t i and t j have their indices switched in (38),
however, the sentence has a grammatical status:
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(i) Zhangaan1 , [a zhege renj [a t j hen xihuan til]]this man very like
As far as Subjacency is concerned, (1) 1s not different from (38) in
any way. In (38), the embedded subject trace is separated from the
higher topic by two S nodes. In (i), the object trace is separated
from the same topic by also two S nodes. There is, however, an inde-
pendent reason that allows (i) to be "felt" as well-formed. Since
the lower topic is immediately adjacent to its trace in the embedded
subject position in (i), the s~ntence may be analyzed as (1i), in which
the lower topic binding a subject trace in (1) is now taken as the
subject itself binding no trace:
(ii) Zhangsani, neige ren hen xihuan t i -that man very like
(11), of course, does not violate Subjacency, since only one S node
intervenes between Zhangsan and its trace.
It is tempting to suggest that the difference between (38)
and (1) is due to the ECP. That is, in (38) the embedded subj ect .
trace is not minimally c-commanded by its antecedent (the higher
topic), but in (1) it is minimally c-commanded by its antecedent
(~he lower topic)_ While this difference may be conveniently brought
out by an appropriate version of the EC~, there is, however. no
independent evidence that such subject/object assymetry ever exists
in Chinese. Below, we will see that all the standard cases of
subject/object assymetry that are attributed to the ECP do not
exist in Chinese, suggesting that the subject of a clause is always
governed. At any rate, attributing the ill-formedness of (38)
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to the ECP is not sufficient to rule out (37), in which the embedded
subject 1s not a trace, but a pronoun.
7. See also Aoun, Hornstein, and Sportiche (1981).
8. A s~ilar contrast also obtains when the embedded wh-in-situ
1s construed as being paired with the embedded why. For an account
of this contrast. also under the ECP, see Aeun, Hornstein, and
Sportiche (1981). Also, see Chapter 70
9. Note that if proper government is defined in terms of AS-
government as we assume here, the LBC does not readily fall under
the ECP. The subject of an NP is lexically, hence properly, governed
by the head N.
10. For some speakers, there is a slight preferen~e to use a
resumptive pronoun instead of the trace in (56a). The difference
between (56a) alld (56b) may be taken to be a subject/object assymetry
indicative of the possible relevance of the ECP. However, the dif-
ference between the two sentences is slight, and the status of (56a)
is certainly much better than sentences involving typical violations
of the ECP, such as the that-trace filter. Furthermore, there are
speake~s who do not consider (56a) in any way less acceptable than
(56b). At any rate. even 1f (56a) should be treated as somehow less
acceptable than (56b), it is not clear how it can be brought under
the ECP under usual assumptions. Since the embedded COMP is empty
in (56a), the subject ~race in it should be properly governed by
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its intermediate antecedent, just as in (46), which 1s perfectly
grammatical.
11. The sentence has also the reading in which both the embedded
wh words are construed 8S having scope over the embedded clause.
In this case, it may be a statement containing an indirect multiple
question meaning (1), or a yes/no question containing an indirect
multiple question meaning (i1):
(1) You wonder who saw what.
(11) Do you wonder who saw what?
12. Rizzi (1979) and Chomsky (1981a) have shown that the apparent
lack of the overt COMP-trace effects in certain pro-drop languages
1s directly related to the free inversion phenomenon.- That is,
what appears to be an extraction from a subject position is in fact
extraction of an inverted subject from a postverbal, governed position.
An important piece of evidence for this theory of the "Pro drop"
phenomenon, as it is called in Chomsky (1981a), is that superiority
effects (as well as counterparts of the nne personne" effects) still
obtain in LF. Since no "free-inversion" story can be told about
these cases, this 19 exactly what one would expect. Note that in
Chinese even the superiority and (the counterparts of) the "ne-personne"
effects are absent. It is impossible, therefore. to ac¢ount for
the Chinese facts by making reference to the "pro drop parameter."
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13. There is some independent ground for making this stipulation,
as Stowell (1981) has observed. In (i), the NP-trace is properly
governed, but in (11) it 1s not:
(i) Rome'si destriction tio
(ii) *John'si certainty [s t i to go]o
If we assume that the noun certainty, like its adjectival counterpart
certain, deletes Ss, then there 1s no special reason why there is
a contrast between (1) and (11). But 1f one assumes that nouns cannot
co-superscript any clauses, but may do other categories, then the
contrast can be made. Of course. this is a purely theory-internal
argument. One could, for example, stipulate that while there are
exceptional Case marking verbs (i.e., S-deletion verbs), there are
no exceptional Case marking nouns, because Case-marking is more
typical of [-N] categories (i.e., verbs and prepositions).
14. This characterization, while correct to some extent, is not
without problems. See Rothstein (1981) for an opposing view and
some discussion•
.15. The contrast between (76) and (77) is due to Baltin (1981).
Baltin takes this contrast to argue that Ns can assign superscripts
in general, and s~ggests that the CNPC can be subsumed under the ECP
by making reference to the notion of "L-contain" of Chomsky (1973).
Such an approach requries an insufficiently motivated distinction
between what counts as "lexical" in the notion of "L-contain".and what
doesn't, in My opinion. One can simply require that Ns do not assign
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superscripts to clauses and achieve the same result. However, as we
will see directlY. there are fundamental difficulties with any attelll~t
to reduce the CNPC to the ECP.
16. For example. extraposition from a subject violates his version
of the ECP. though it is usually (though not universally) agreed
that the rule obeys Subjacency.
17. A sfmilar idea has been proposed in Bel1eti and Rizzi (19Si).
See also Marantz (1979)~Cattel (1976).
18. I will have to leave for future research the task of substan-
tiating and fully justifying this proposal.
19. There is another interesting fact in this connection. In
Chinese, inanimate NPs usually do not appear in overt pronomial form.
Compare:
(i) neige ren. wo hen xihuan t.
that man I very like
'That man, I like very much.'
(i1) neige ren, we hen xihuan ta.
that man I very like he
'That man, 1 like hfm very much.'
(1i1) neiben shUt wo hen xihuan t.
that book I very like
'That book, I like very much.'
(iv) *neiben shUt wo hen xihuan ta.
that book I very like it
'That book, I like it very much.'
While the animate 'that man' may be topicalized or left~islocated,
the inanimate 'that book' may only be topicalized. This is a consequence
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of the fact that pronouns in Chinese are not used to substitute
inanimate NPs. An exception occurs, however, in the position
immediately following a preposition:
(v) neiben shu, wo ba ta song gel b!eren Ie.
that book I BA it give to others ASP
'That book, I gave it someone else. '
(vi) *neiben shu, wo ba t song sei bieren lee
that book I BA give to others ASP
The exceptional case (v) happens, apparently, because a trace in
the same position will strand a preposition, as in (vi). One of
the plausible ways in which this fact may be accounted for is to
assume that there are no inanimate pronouns in general, and that
only as a device to save preposition-stranded structure, a trace
may be spelled out in PF.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: FURTHER EXTENSIONS OF THE ECP
7.0. Introduction
In 6.3 we observed that Chinese lacks a full range of standard
ECP effects showing subject/object asymmetry under movement. Based on
learnabil1ty considerations we indicated that one cannot conclude that
ECP 1s a language-specifl~ principle. Rather, we assumed that the lack
of subject/object asymmetry may be derived from the fact that the INFL
in Chinese 1s considerably "lexical". In this chapter we will provide
some support for this assumption by showing that although Chinese does
not exhibit subject/object asymmetries, it does exhibit certain
systematic argument/adjunct asymmetries along with other languages.
It is indicated that these asymmetries readily fall under a natl1ral
conception of the ECP. In particular, if adjuncts in Chinese are
adjoined to VPs, then they are neither governed by the verb {govern-
ment blocked by the lower VP node} nor governed by INFL (government
blocked by the higher adjoined VP node). Therefore, although
subjects are properly. governed in Chinese by the (lexical) INFL,
adjuncts are not. The effect of ECP is therefore visible on movement
of adjuncts.
We first indicate some island effects in LF and conside'r a
Subjacency account of them in 7.1-7.3. In 7.4, we propose to account
for the observed facts in terms of the ECP. We show that well known
subject/object asymmetries should be seen as constituting a apecial
case ·of a more general complement/non-complement asymmetry. It is
also pointed out that the ECP should be allowed to apply both at LF
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and at SS (and by null hypothesis, also at DS). We will indicate
some consequences of the proposed account and raise some problems
yet to be solved.
7.1. Some Islands Effects in LF
In Chapter 6, we saw that LF mapping rules ~ay violate a full
range of island conditions. For example, a sentence like (1) may be
uttered as a direct question on either of the two emh~dded unmovecl wh
words:
(1) [ ni xiang-zhidao [ she! mat-Ie
you wonder who buy-ASP
sheme] ]
what
a. 'What is the thing x such that you wonder who bought x?'
b. 'Who is the person x.such that you wonder what x bought?'
The LF representations of the two possible readings of (1) are (2) and
(3), each showing that one of the two wh words has crossed the island
headed by the other:
(2)
(3)
[- sheme j [8 ni xiang-zhidao [8 sheii [s t i mai-Ie t j ]]]]S what you wonder who buy-ASP
[; whshoeii Is ni xiandg-zhidao [; sheme j [ t i mai-Ie t.]]]]you won er what S buy-ASP J
The availability of the reading represen~ed by (2) means that the LF
movement of sheme 'what' may violate the Wh Island Constraint by
c r08sing the wh island headed by ahei 'who'. The availability of the
reading represented by (3) shows that 'who' may cross a wh island
headed by 'what'. Now, compare (1) with (4) and (5):
(4) In1 xiang-zhidao [ shei weisheme mai-Ie shu]]?
you wonder who why buy-ASP book
'Who is the person x such that you wonder why x bought
books?'
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(5) [ni xiang-zhidao [shet zeme mat-Ie shu]]?
you wonder who how buy-AS.P
'Who is the person x such that you wonder 'how x bought books?'
Unlike (1) neither of these two sentences are ambiguous. Each allows
the interpretation according to which the wh word 'who' has wide scope
over the matrix clause, with the other wh worci, weisheme 'why' in (4)
and zeme 'how' in (5), interpreted as having narrow scope over the
clause embedded under 'wonder'. The process bv which 'who i is
interpreted as having wide scope again violates Subjacency, as is
expected. But neither (4) nor (5) allows a wide scope interpretation
on the other wh word 'why' or 'how'. So (4)can be a direct question
on 'who' but not on 'WIlY'; it cannot mean "what is the reason x such
that you wonder who bought books for x?" Similarly, (5) cannot be
interpreted as "what is the manner x such that you wonder who bought
books in x?" In both cases, 'who' "wins out" in having wide scope
when it occurs with 'why' or 'how' in the same embedded clause.
Similarly, observe that 'what' also wins out in such a situation:
(6) [ni xiang-zhidao [Lisi weisheme mat-le sheme]]?
you wonder why buy-ASP what
'What is the thing x such that you wonder why Lis! bought
x?'
(7) [ni xiang-zhidao [Lis1 zeme mat-le sheme]]?
you wonder how buy-ASP what
'What is the thing x such that you wonder how Lis! bought x?'
In light of these examples, compare also (8)-(9) with (10)-(11):
(8) [ [ she1 xiel de shu] zui youqu?
np s
who write DE book most interesting
'Books that who wrote are the most interesting?'
(9.) Inpls ta taolun sheme] de shu]he discuss what DE book
zui
most
youqu?
interesting
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'Books in which he discusses what are most interesting?'
(10)
(11)
*I [ ta weisheme xie] de shu] zui youqu?
np s he ~hy write DE book most interesting
'Books that he wrote t:hy are most interesting?'
*fnpfs ta zeme xie] de shu] zui youqu?he huw write DE book most interesting
'Books that he wrote h~~ a~~' most interesting?"
The sentences (8)-(11) show that a dire~t questioL can be asked to
obtain an answer on the value of a wh ~)rd embedded within a complex
NP if the wh word is 'who' or 'what', but not if the wh word is 'why'
or 'how'.
What is it that makes the difference beoween wh operators like
•who , and 'what' and those like 'why' and 'how' in these sentences?
It does not seem that the answer can be a pur~1y semantic one. Since
t~hy' can be paraphrased as 'for what reason' and 'how' as 'in what
manner- or 'by what means', etc., the questions (10) and (11) can be
rephrased aB in (12)-(13) below. If theill-formedness of (10)-(11)
were a semantic one, one would expect that both (12) and (13) are also
il1-£ormed~
(12)
(13)
InpI
s
ta wei-Ie sheme yuanyin xie] de shu] 2:111 youqu?
he for what reason write DE book most interesting
tBooks that he wrote for what reason are most interesting?'
I I ta yong sheme xie] de shu] zui youqu?
np S he with what WTite DE book most interesting
'Books that he wrote with what are most interesting?'
But the two sentences are well-formed. That is, (12) may be uttered
to obtain an answer like (14) and (13) may be answered with something
like (IS):
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(14) ta wei-Ie qian xie de shu zui youqu.
he for money write DE book most interesting
'Books that he wrote because of money ai:"e most itlteresting.'
(15) ta yong maob! xie de shu zui youqu.
he with brush write DE book most interesting
'Books that he wrote with a brush are most interesting.'
A distinction between 'who' and 'what' on the one hand and 'why'
and 'how' on the other that may be relevant to the difference in
extraction possibilities illustrated here is that cne type of operators
is "objectual",i.e. of the category NP, and the oth~r type is noo-
objectual. abei 'who' and sheme 'what' are. clearly, dominated by NP.
Weisheme 'why~ and~ 'how', on th~ other hand, are non-nominal in
category. Assuming that the meaning of a question defines the range
of possible answers to it, then 'why' may be analyzed as a lexicalized
phrasal cate8~ry of the type PP or S, since an answer to 'why' may take
the form of a PP, as in 'for this reason', or the form of an S, such
as an adverbial clause of reason or purpose. "How', on the other
hand, may be represented as a lexicalized PP meaning 'by what means'
or 'in what manner'; or it may be an AP, to which 'happily' might be
an answe~. At any rate, neither 'why' nor 'how' appears to be an NP.
Another distinction that may be relevant to the facts being con-
sidered is that 'who' and 'what' are arguments of predicates, while
'why' and 'how' are adjuncts to predicates or are themselves predicates.
The dist1nction between NP and non-NP and the distinction
between arguments and adjuncts do not, of course, always coincide, but
as far as the wb words we have considered up to now are concerned,
they do. Therefore, they do not offer much for one to decide which
of the two distinctions drawn is relevant. Also, wh words corres-
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ponding to 'when' and 'where' do not offer any clue. Note that these
phrases in Chinese pattern on a par with 'who' and 'what' rather than
'why' and 'how' in their extraction possibility in LF:
(16) [ni xiang-zhidao [Lis! zai naIf mal-Ie sheme]]?
you wonder at where buy-ASP what
a. 'What is the thing x such that you wonder where
Lis! bought x?'
b. 'Where is the place x such that you wonder what
List bought at x?'
(17) [ni xiang-zhidao [Lis! (zai) shemeshihou mai-Ie sheme]]?
you wonder (at) when buy-ASP what
a. 'What is.the thing x such that you wonder whe
Lise'b'!usht x?'
b. 'When is the time x such that you wonder what
Lisi bought at x?'
Unlike the unambiguous (4) and (5), (16)-(17) are ambiguous~ (16) can
be a direct question on nali 'where' and (17) can be a direct question
on shemeshihou 'when', so that (18) may be an appropriate answer for
(16), and (19) for (17):
(IS) wo xiang-zhidao Lis1 zai Niuyue mai-Ie sheme.
I wonder at N.Y. buy-ASP what.
tI wonder what Lis1 bought in New York.'
(19) we xiang-zhidao Lisi zuotian mai-Ie sheme.
I wonder yesterday buy-ASP what
'I wonder what Lisi bought yesterday.'
Furthermore, 'wher~' and 'when' can also be embedded within a complex
NP, as shown below, in contrast to 'why' and 'how':
(20) [ I ta zai nali pail de dianying] zui hao?
np S he at where film DE movie most good
'Movies that he filmed where are the best?'
(21)
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[ [ ta (zai) shemeshihou pail de dianying] zui haa?
np S he (at) when film DE movie most good
,
'MOvies that he filmed when are the best?
There is good reason to believe that both 'where' and 'when' are
NPs in Chinese, since nali 'where' is always preceded by the
preposition zai 'at', and 'when' :1.8 rendered as 'what time' as in
shemeshihou, with sheme 'what' modifying shihou 'time'. Furthermore,
'when' may be optionally preceded by the preposition 'at', too, as
shown above. We may, then, assume that 'where' and 'when' are
dominated by NP in the position [ P [ ]], where the P maypp np
or may not be phonetically realized. 'Where' and 'when', then, are
complements of prepositions, and are on a par with 'who' and 'what'
in being NPs and arguments. Again, the relevant distinction between
'where', 'wtlen' and 'why', 'how' may be that between NP and non-NP,
or that between argument and adjunct.
What we have observed is that an NP or argument may freely move
across a wh island or a complex NP in LF, but 'that a non-NP or
adjunct may not. There is further support for the correctness of
th:l.s observation. For example, the interpretation of A-not-A
questions may not cross a wh island or a complex NP, as we can see.
(22) [ni xiang-zhidao [shei xi-bu-xihuan nil]?
you wonder who like-not-like you
'Who is the person x such that you wonder whether x likes
you or not?'
(22) may be answered by something like (23), where a value is given
for 'who', but not by (24), where a value is given for the A-not-A
operator, i.e. a choice is made between 'likes' and 'doesn't like':
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(23) [wo xiang-zhidao [Lisi xi-bu-xihuan wall
I wonder like-not-like 1
'I wonder whether Lisi likes me.'
(24) D[wo xiang-zhirlao [shei bu-xihuan wo]]
I wonder who not-like I
'DI wonder who doesn't like me.'
In other words, while an LF representation like (25), in which 'who'
has crossed an "A-not-A island" must be allowed, an LF representation
like (26) must be excluded, in which the A-not-A operator has
crossed a wh island headed by 'who':
(25) [8 sheii [s ni xiang-zhidao [; A-not-Aj [s t i t j
who you wonder
xihuan nil]]]
like you
(26) *[9 A-not-Aj [s ni xiang-zhidao [5 sheii [s t i t jyou wonder who
xihuan nil]]]
like you
An A-not-A operator is, of course, non-NP in category, and it
obviously al'so does not enter into predicate-argument relation with
the verb it occurs in construction with. On this account, note that
(27) and (28) are predictably ill-formed, each with an A-not-A
operator and 'why' or 'how' embedded under 'wonder':
(27) *[ni xiang-zhidao [Lisi weisheme xi-bu-xihuan nil]?
you wonder why like-nat-like you
(28) *[n1 xiang-zhidao [Lisi zeme xi-bu-xihuan
you wonder how like-not-like
nil]?
you
In order for (27) to be a direct question, either of the two
embedded question operators must be moved across an island headed
by the other. Since neither can c%Oss such an island, the sentence
is starred. Likewise for (28). The A-not-A operator, also, cannot
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cross a complex NP:
(29) *£np[s n1 x1-bu-x1huan] de shu] b1jiao hao?
you like-not-like DE book more good
In order for (29) to be interpreted, the A-not-A operator has to be
moved into the matrix COMP, giving the representation (30), which
would mean "are the books that you like better, or the ones you
don't like?"
(30) [
-8 A-not-Ai [[ [ ni
8 np s you
t i xihuan] de shu] bijiao hao]]like DE book more good
Since (29) is unacceptable, this may be reasonably attributed to the
inability of the non-objectual A-not-A operator to cross a complex NP.
Another operator that must obey a stricter locality requirement
than operators like 'who' and 'what', or quantificational NPs like
'everyone', is the focus operator. We have assumed that the focus
marker shi is adverbial in function; this explains why it never
occurs postverbally before the object to mark the postverbal object
8S focus (cf. Chapter 4). As an adverbial it must always occur
preverba11y, like all other a"dverbials. Furthermore, shi is evidently
not an argtment of anything. It is more like a predicate, analogous
to the predicate "it-is X that" in English cleft sentences. Therefore,
it should be expected that when this focus operator is moved, it
must obey a stricter locality requirement than objectual, argument-
binding operators. This is indeed true. That the focus operator may
not cross an island is illustrated below:
(31) *1 ta xiang-zhidao [ shi Zhangsan da-le shei]]
S he wonder S FO hit-ASP who
'*It is Zhangsan that he wonders who hit.'
(32)
(33)
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*[ [ Zhangsan sh1 zuotian mail de shu] hen haa.
np s FO yesterday buy DE book very good
'*The book that it was yesterday that Zhangsan bought is
very good.'
*wo x1huan [ [ sh1 Zhangsan mail de shu]
I like np S FO buy DE book
'*I like the book that it is Zhangsan that bought.'
In (31), the embedded 'who' must have the embedded clause as
its scope, as required by the matrix verb ·'wonder'. The focus
operator must have scope over either the entire root sentence, indica-
tine the cgphasis of the speaker, or the embedded clause, indicating
the emphasis of the matrix subject (the "speaker" of the embedded
clause). If the focus operator (together with the focused constituent)
is interpreted as having matrix scope, its movement in LF will violate
the Wh Island Constraint, assuming that shei 'who' is moved to the
embedded COMP before the focus operator is moved, in accordance with
the principle of strict cyclicity.
(34) [- shi Zhangsani [ ta xiang-zhidao [8 shei j [8S FO . S he wonder who
Since (31) is ill-formed, it may not have the reading represented by
(34). This will follow, if we assume that the non-objectual focus
op~rator may not cross a wh island. We delay discussion of the fact
that (31) is also ill-formed on the interpretation that the focus ~as
embedded scope. 1
Consider now (32) and (33). Since a focus may not have a
2
relative clause a~ its entire scope, it must have the entire
sentence as its scope. This would require movement of the operator in
LF to violate the CNPC. giving a representation like (35) for (32),
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for example:
(35) [- shi zuotiani [[ [ Zhangsan timai] de shu] hen hao]]S FO yesterday s np S buy DE book very good
The il1-formedness of (32) and (33) is therefore expected. given that
the focus operator is non-objectual and is not an argument.
7.2. A Subjacency Account
Up to now we have indicated that although movement of an NP
category or of an argument may be quite free if it occurs in LF,
movement of other categories must still observe a strict locality
requirement. The former type of moved elements includes wh
operators like 'who', 'what', 'what time', etc.~ and quantificational
NPs like 'every man', and other NPs that are subject to QR. The
latter type inclu~es wh operators like 'why' and 'how', the
A-not-A operator, as well as the focus operator shi. The difference
between the different operators with respect to extraction
possibilities appears to be systematic, and calls for an
explanation. In order to account for this difference, I proposed
in Huang (1982) to add the stipulation to UG that the second type
of operators, i.e. non-objectual or non-argument operators, must
obey Subjacency both in Syntax and in LF, although objectual
operators'may freely violate Subjacency if they are moved in LF.
This stipulation is fairly plausible, given the facts so far.
Note that all of the non-objectual operators may go long distance
as long as they do not cross any islands:
(36) [01 renwei [ta weisheme meiyou 1ai]]?
you think he why not come
'WhYi do you think that [he didn't come til?'
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(37) [ni renwei [ta yinggai zeme lai]]?
you think he should how come
'Howi do you think that [he should come til?'
(38) [ni renwei [ta hui-bu-hui . lai]]?
you think he will-no t-will come
'Do you think that he wlll come, or do you think that
he won't?'
(39) Ita renwei [Zhangsan shi mingtian 1a1]]
he think FO tomorrow come
'It is tomorrowi that he thinks that [Zhangsan will
come t i ].'
This stipulation, furthermore, has some possibility of being
a universal and thus, if correct, need not pose a problem in
learning. Observe, for example, the contrast below, which clearly
mirrors the Chinese examples we have seen.
(40) a. Who remembers where we bought what?
b. Who rem~bers where we met who?
c. Who remembers what we bought where?
d. Who remembers what we bought when?
e. *Who remembers what we bought why?
f. *Who remembers what we bought how?
Consider these sentences with respect to the possibility of
interpreting the unmoved wh.phrase as having scope over the root
3
sentence. MOst speakers agree that there is a contrast between
(40a-d) and (40e-f). That is, while it is possible to construe
(40a-d) as questions on the pairing between the matrix who and
the embedded unmoved what, who, where, when, respectively, it is
not possible to construe (40e-f) as questions on the pairing
4between the matrix who and the embedded why or how. This seems
related to the fact that while- .. who, what, when, where may be
~ -.---
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dominated by NP, why and how can not be. The category of ,:yho and what
is clearly NP. There is also some evidence on the categorial
distinction between when, where and why, how. Consider the
following:
(41) a. From where did he come?
b. Since when have you been here?
c. *Fnr why did he come?
d. *By how did he come?
Whereas where and when can be complements of prepositions, why and
how cannot. Given this contrast, it is reasonable to assume that,
as in Chinese, English where and when may also be inserted under NP
in the structure [ Pi]], where P mayor may not be lexical tpp np
but why and how must be lexicalized non-NPs, which must be directly
inserted under AP, PP, etc. If SOt then (40c) and (40d) are well-
formedtbecause the movement of where and when in LF to the matrix
clause need only affect the NP node in [ P NPl. (The P, emptypp
or otherwise, may be stranded in LF since the Condition on
Extraction Domain (6.118) does not apply here.) The status of
(40c-d) is thus on a par with (40a-b). On the other hand,
movement of why and how in (40e-f) must affect a non-NP node.
Therefore these sentences are ill-formed 1f we assume that a
non-NP operator must obey Subjacency even in LF.
The·distinction in behavior between NP and non-NP operators
that we observe in LF can also be seen in Syntax. Note, for
example, that for most speakers of English there is a systematic
difference in the degree of acceptability between the questions
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in (42) and those in (43):
(42)
(43)
a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
b.
c.
d.
??Whati did you wonder [whYj I bought t i t j ]?
??Whati did you wonder [howj I bought t i t j ]?
??Whati did you wonder [wherej I bought t i t j ]?
??Whati did you wonder [whe~ I bought t i t j ]?
*WhYj did you wonder [whati I bought t i t j ]?
*HOWj did you wonder [whati I bought t i t j ]?
*Wherej did you. wonder [whati I bought t i t j ]?
*Wheni did you wonder [whati I bought t i t j ]?
A clearer contrast is seen in relativization:
(44) a. ?This is the book whichi I wondered [whYj youbought t i t j ].
b. ?Th1s is the book whichi .. I wondered [howi youbought t i t j ]. -
c. ?This is the book whichi I wondered [wherej youbought t i t j ]?
d. ?This is the book whichi I wondered [whenj youbought t i t j ).
(45) a. *This is the reason whYj I wondered [whati youbought t i t j ].
b. *This is the way in whichi I wondered [whati youbought t i t j ).
c. *This is the place wherej I wondered [whati youbQught t i t j ].
d. *This was the day whenj I wondered [who i you
met t i t j ].
These data on overt extraction do not, at first glance,
parallel the data on abstract extraction in LF we have just seen.
In particular, we saw earlier that the operators where and when
pattern with wh~ and what, rather than with why and how, in being
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quite freely extractable in LF, but now we see in (42)-(45) that
where and when pattern with why and how in being subject to a more
strict locality requirement than who, what (and which). Recall,
however, that we assume that where and when may be inE:ert.ed in the
environment [ P [ ]], and that the sole reason why theypp up:
may be freely extracted in LF is because their movement may affect
only the NP in PP in violation of the Condition on Extraction
Domain (6.118), which does not apply in LF. Now, in Syntax. if
extraction of where and when affects only an NP node, it will be
ruled out because ·the condition (6.118) does apply in Syntax.
TherefOl..e~ extraction of where and when in Syntax must affect ttlle
entire" PP node that dominates them. Therefore, the fact that where
and whe~ pattern with why and how in Syntax, though they pattern
with who and what in LF, is entirely expected. Abstracting away
from the effects of the condition (6.118), then, the data shown
in (42)-(45) with respect to overt movement in Syntax do indeed
parallel the data we saw with respect to abstract movement in LF.
The contrast between (44) and (45) is mirrored by the Chinese
data below, indicating the universality of the distinction being
illustrated. Note that the contrast in Chinese between (46) and
(47) is even clearer than that between (44)-(4~) in English.
since the sent81ces in (46) are fully acceptable, and those in (47)
entirely hopeless:
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(46) a. zhe jiushi [ [we xiang-zhidao [s l1i weisheme
this is np S I wonder you why
mai till de shu~l
buy DE booK
'?This is the book I wondered why you bought.'
b. zhe jiushi [np[s we xiang-zhidao [s ni zeme mai
this is 1 wonder you how buy
til] de shui ]DE booK
'?This 1s the book that- I wondered how' you bought.'
c. zhe jiushi [np[s wo xiang-zhidao [s ni zai nali
this is I wonder you at where
mal till de shuj ]buy DE booK
'?This is the book that I wondered where you bought.'
d. zhe j iushi [ [ wa xiang-zhidao [ ni shemeshihou
this is np S I wonder S you when
mai till de shutl
buy DE book
'?This is the book that I wondered when you bought.'
(47) a. *zhe jiushi [np[s wo xiang-zhidao [s shei t i mai-le
this is I wonder who buy-ASP
shu]] de yuanyiot ]book DE reason
'*This is the reason whYi I wondered [who bought the
book til.'
b. *zhe jiuohi [np[s WOI xiang-zhidao [ shei t ithis is wonder 8 who
mal-Ie shu]] de fangfa i ]buy-ASP book DE method
'*This is the 'way in which! I wonderea [who bought the
book t i ].'
c. *zhe jiushi [ [ wo xiang-zhidao [ Rhei t i mai-Iethis is np S I wonder S wi:o buy-ASP
shu]] de difangi ]book DE place
'*This 1s the place wherei I wondered [who bought thebook til. '.
d. *zhe jiushi r ( we xiang-zhidao [8 shei t i mai-IeL np - sthis is I wonder who buy-ASP
shu]] de shihoui ]book DE time
'*This was the time wlleni I wondered [who bough t the
· book til.'
Similarly, in Italian, although it is possible to relativize
an NP within an indirect question (with the movement crossing
exactly one wh island, as shown in Rizzi 1978a)t this process is
impossible if what is relativ1zed is an adverbial corresponding to
where, wh~"j why, how, etc. The following data (supplied by Rita
Manzini) parallel the Chinese and English data above point by
point: 5
(48) a •.
b.
c.
d.
. - ........ ~ ....~. " ,Questa e 11 libro che mi chiedo perche ho comprato.
'This is the book that I wonder why I 'bought.'
,Questa e 11 libra che mi chiedo come ho comprato.
'This is the book that I wondar how I bought.'
Questa ~ 11 libra che mi chiedo dove ho comprato.
'This is the book t~at I wonder where I bought.'
Questo ~ 11 libra che mi chiedo quando ho comprato.
'This is the book that I wonder when I bought.'
(49) a. *Questo ~ 1a ragione per 1a Quale mi chiedo che
'*Tt.is is the reason for whichi I wonder [what I
COSB ho comprato.
boughti,J· '
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b. *Questo ~ 11 modo nel quale mi chiedo che cosa
'*This is the way in which1 I wonder [what I
ho comprato.
bought til.'
c. *Questo ~ j~ posto dove mi chiedo che coss ho
'*This is the place wherei I wonder [what I
comprato.
bought til.'
d. *Questo ~ 11 giDrno nei quale mi chiedo chi hai
'*This is the day on whichi I wonder [who yo~ met
incontrato.
til.'
What we have seen up to now is that there is a systematic
distinction between two types of operatoxs: (a) operators of tha
category NP or tho~e whose traces occupy argument positions~ and
(b) operators of a non-NP category or those which do not bind traces
in argument positions, and that it ip the latter type of operators
whose movement is subject to a more strict locality r~quirement.
Up to now we have not determined whether the relevant distinction
be~een the Lwo types of operators i9 that between NP and non-NP
or that between arguments and non-arguments. It is not difficult,
in fact, to decide on this problem. First of all, consider the
following sentences in Itw.ian (from Rizzi 1978):
(50) Tuo f~atello, a cui m1 domando che storie abbiano
'Your brother, to whom I wonder which sto1ies they told,
raccontato J era molta preoccupato.
was very troubled.'
(51) La nuova idea di Giorgio, di cui immagino che cosa pensi,
'Giorgios's new idea, of which I imagine what you think,
diverra presto di pubblico dominic.
will soon become known to everyone.'
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In these sentences, a prepositional phrase (8 cui 'to whom' in (50)
and di cui 'of which' in (51)> has been moved across a wh island,
and the sentences are indicated as grammatical. Compare these to
the ungrammatical senten~es in (49). Since in b~th cases the moved
element is a PP, the relevant distinction betwee~ (49) and (50)-(51)
cannot be one in categorial type. Since the moved PP in (50)-(51)
is an argument and that in (49) is an adjunct, the relevant
distinction should be argument va. non-argument. This conclusion
is also ~upported by the following contrast in English:
(52) Or w'hich citYi did you witness [np the destruction til?
(53) *On wltich table! did you like [np the books til?
Conceptually, there is also reason to consider the argument VS.
non-argument distinction the relevant one. If it is the non-nominal
operators rather than the non-argUMent-binding operators that must
obey a stricter locality requirement, it is difficult to imagine
why this should be the case, and why the situation could not
happen to be the reverse. On the other hand, there is some
plausibility in assuming that operators that bind non-argument
traces must obey a stricter locality condition than those that
bind argument traces. Every reader who has gone through our
examples (42)-(49) will no doubt have noticed that the sentences in
(43), (45), (47) and (49) are not ungrammatical in their surface
form, but are so only on the indicated construal, i.e. only if
the matrix operator of each sentence is construed as binding a
non-~rgument trace located in the embedded clause, across a wh
island. It is easy to observe that the distinction between (42)
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and (43), (44) and (45), (46) and (47) or between (48) and (49)
very probably has to do with the fact that it is very tempting to
construe each of the matrix operators in (43), (45), (47), (49)
with its matrix clause. The reason this construal is possible is,
undoubtedly, that all of the operators are adjuncts; none of them
are required of the embedded clause by any principle of grammar,
neither the a-criterion nor the Projection Principle. That is,
there is a closer dependency relation between the matrix wh
operator and the embedded verb in each of (42), for example, than
in each of (43). Since the dependency between a verb and an adjunct
is looser than that between a verb and its argument, it is natural
to assume that, in order for the looser dependency to be established,
the two terms of the dependency must be sufficiently close to each
other in distance, more so than the CWo terms of a closer type of
,dependency. This is where the aS8~ption that non-argument-binding
operators must obey a stricter locality condition starts to make
sense.
7.3. Inadequacies of the Subjacency Account
We hava seen that the distinction between argument and non-
argument operators with respect to their extraction possibilities
obtains quite universally, and both in Syntax and in LF, and appears
general enough to provide at least some support for the assumption
made in my (1982) paper that although argument-binding operators may
freely violate Subjacency in LF, non-argument-binding operators
6
must still obey the condition, in LF as well as in Syntax. This
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assumption, however, suffers from a number of defects which, as I
see them now, cast doubt on the correctness of the original
account. I will now indicate these problems and, as kn effort to
overcome them, suggest that all the data we have exa ined should not
be derived from Subjacency, but are best treated as pecial cases
of a properly construed version of the ECP.
The first problem in the assumption that sUbja~ency is involved
I
is its entirely stipulative nature, since an otherwrse much simpler
statement of the bounding theory would be available, namely that
consequenceto the categorial type of the moved element.
Subjacency applies only in Syntax and not in LF, without reference
of the stipulation, we are left with a pretty ugly
(54) In Syntax: both movement of an argumen and movement of
an adjunct obeys Subjacency.
In LF: only movement of an adjunct ob s Subjacency.
While this picture is not entirely implausible, 0 the assumption
that looser dependencies require stricter localit , it makes good
sense to ask if the inelegance can be eliminated
our data in some other way.
reinterpreting
Another problem with (54) bas to do with thi contrast between
(48) and (49) in Italian. According to Rizzi's 1l978a) account,
the sentences in (48) are well-formed because S, but not S, is a
bounding node for Italial.. The same theory, how ver, wrongly
predicts that all of (49) are also well-formed. If all of (49)
are to be excluded by Subjacency. it will be ne
stipulate that while S is a bounding node in It ian for movement
that affects arguments, S but not S must be a bo nding node even
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for this language (as well as other languages) for movement that
affects non-arguments. This again results in some degree of
inelegance, and one has reason to wonder if tile ungrammaticality
of sentences like those in (49) is not of a different nature than
that of ordinary bounding theory violations, and if it cannot be
accounted for by some other principle than Subjacency.
A third problem is that Subjacency is not in general
sufficient to account for all the data we have seen with respect
to the movement of non-arguments. Note, for example, that the
sentence (31) is ungrammatical not only on the interpretation that
the focus operator shi has scope over the matrix sentence; it is
also ungrammatical with the focus operator interpreted as having
. embedded scope. On this latter reading, the ungrammaticality of
(31) is on a par with (55):
(55) *shi Zhangsan da-le she!?
FO hit-ASP who
Other examples that show the same point include:
(56) *shei xi-bu-xihuan Lisi?
who 1ike-not-like
(57) *shei weisheme bu 1ai?
who why not come
That these sentences cannot be ruled out by S~bjacency is easy to
see. Take (56) for example. Assuming that both 'who' and the
A-not-A operator are moved into COMP in LF. the LF representation
of (56) is either (58), or one in which 'who' and 'A-not-A' take
the opposite linear order:
(58) [-
s
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[ sheil A-not-Aj ][ t i t j xihuan Lis!]]camp who S like
Since no more than one S is crossed by the movement that turns (56)
into (58), Subjacency must be irrelevant. Furthermore, this
problem cannot be resolved by assuming that movement of 'who' and
'A-nat-A' is carried out by Chomsky-adjoining each of the operators
to S. For, given such an ass~ption, even though the LF
\
representation (59a) may be blocked by Subjacency, where the A-not-A
operator is separated from its trace by two S nodes, the derivation
of (59b) cannot be blocked by the same condition:
(59) a.
b.
*[ A-not-Aj [ sheil [ t i t j xihuan Lis!]]]S S who S like
(59b) cannot be blocked by Subjacency in LF because the non-
argument operator A-not-A does not cross more than one S node,
and the operator 'who', whose trace occurs in argument position,
need not obey Subjacency. Given that Subjacency is not sufficient
to rule out sentences like (55)-(57), it is natural to wonder
whether a more general account is available.
Finally, a problem also arises from the contrast between
sentences like (46) and (47) above in Chinese in conjunction with
the formulation of Subjacency as a condition on the application of
MOve a. It is standard practice to regard the marginality of the
English sentences in (42) and (44) as a consequence of their
violation of the Wh Island Constraint or Subjacency. Sentences
corresponding to (44) in Chinese and Italian, however, are entirely
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well-formed, as indicated in (46) and (48). Furthermore, the
Chinese sentences in (46) cannot be explained by a Rizzi-type sIs
assumption, because it is possible to relativize an NP embedded
under more than one wh island in' Chinese. As far as I can see,
the sentence (60) is as good as the ones in (46), although at the
level of LF the relation between the relativized NP and its trace
crosses two wh islands. Compare the well-formed (60) in Chinese
with the ill-formed (61) in Italian (from Rizzi 1978a):
(60) zhe jiushi [ [ wo xiang-zhidao [ ni weisheme bu
this is np S I wonder S you why not
'*?This is the book that I wonder why you did not tell
gaosu wo [s shi shei xie til]] de neiben shu]
tell I FO who write DE that book
me who wrote.'
(61) *QU2StO argomento, di cui mi ata domandando a chi potrei
'*?This topic, of which I am wondering whom I could ask
chiedere quando dovro parlare, mi sembra sempre pin
when I will have to talk, seems to me more and more
complicato.
campIieated. '
Also it is not difficult to construct examples in Chinese with a
dependency crossing three or even more wh islands. It seems to me
that such overt antecedent-gap relations as exhibited under
re1ativization (and topicalization) are in general fr~e of any wh
island effects. 7 This may be related naturally to the fact that wh
words occur in their base-generated position in surface structure,
and as such they do not form any island to block relativization
or topicalization. Note, however, that this does not mean that
questions do not have any island effects on other processes. As we
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saw in connection with (24) and (31), an indirect wh question does
form an island which prevents an A-not-A or focus operator from
crossing it in LF. The sentences (55)-(57) also illustrate the
island effects of wh questions. What appears to be the case is
that wb questions do not form islands to block overt rules in
Sytltax such as relativization and topicalization, but may have
island effects on abstract movement rules in LF. This is, of
course. entirely compatible with our assumption that wh words get
moved in"this language in LF, and consequently that wh islands,
as defined by the configuration [whi [ ••• t 1 ••• ll, do not exist
until some point in LF. The fact that wh questions do not block
relativization nor topicalization, but do block certain movement
processes in LF. can be brought out quite nicely if Subjacency
is construed as a condition on MOve a rather than one on output
representations at LF. In particular, since no wh islands exist
in Syntax, relativization and topicalization may apply unfmpeded
by indirect questions. When a wh island is formed in LF, both
relativization and topicalization will have passed free of its
effect. though a later rule that applies in LF, such as movement
of A-not-A, may be blocked by its presence, as we saw in
connection with (24). Since there is some independent reason for
taking Subjacency as a condition on movement, provided for example
by parasitic gap constructions (cf. Chomsky 1981b), nothing
special needs to be said about the island effects of wh questions
that we have seen.
Note, now, that if this conception of Subjacency is correct,
(62)
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then it is necessary to conclude that the il1-formedness of (47)
has nothing to do with Subjacency. Since no wh island exists at
the time re1ativization takes place, the sentences in (47) should
be as easily derivable as those in (46), as well as the following,
which has an NP relativized within an embedded declarative:
ta de nyuer zai [ [ wo cai [ ta hui chuaheng
he '8 daughter at np S I guess S she will born
'His daughter was born on the day or. whichi I guessed
till de nei tianl chusheng-le.
DE that day born-ASP
[she would be born til.'
In other words, if subjacency is considered to be the relevant
principle that rules out the sentences in (47). it will be necessary
to have them subject to the condition at a time after the LF rule
of wh movement has created wh islands, in particular at the
output level of LF. This is in direct contradiction to the
conclusion just arrived at in regard to the wel1-formedness of
(46) and the like.
Of course, one could take (.47) as evidence for the hypothesis
that Subjacency is indeed a condition on representation at LF.
As noted, this would require a stipulation on the distinction
between argument and non-argument at LF. In trying to settle
the paradox caused by (46) and (47), it will be worthwhile to
see if a solution is available which will be free from such
stipulations.
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7.4. An ECP Account
Having indicated the difficulties associated with the attempt
to account for the behavior of non-argument-binding operators by
Subjacency, I would like now to suggest that the relevant principle
should be the ECP. In particular, I suggest that the strict locality
requirement on non-argument-binding operators whose movement takes
place in LF follows, free, from the ECP, which we already saw must
apply at LF. Furthermore, the relative strictness of this
requirement on such operators that are overtly moved in Syntax may
also follow if the ECP is assumed to apply not only at LF, but
also at SSe
The idea that underlies the suggestion is as follows. Recall
that a plausible reason why non-argument-binding operator~ must obey
a strict locality condition more than argument-binding operators
is that there is a looser dependency between a non-argument and a
verb. The definition of proper govnerment, furthermore, says of
a trace that either it must be lexically governed, or it must be
locally controlled, i.e. governed by its antecedent. l~y docs n
trace that is not lc~:1c~11y :ovcrncd have to be locally controlled, and
if a trace is lexically governed, no local control is necessary? The
reason, I think, is that there is a closer dependency between a lex-
cally govern~d element and its governor (i.e. the dependency of
subcategorizat1on), and a looser one between two elements not
related by lexical government. It is generally agreed that an
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adjunct PP indicating time, manner, reason, place, etc. lies outside
the maximal projection that dominates a verb. Therefore, the trace
of an adjunct PP is not lexically governed. Or, if we adopt Kayne's
idea of proper government, such a trace is not lexically governed
because it does not have a superscript. If we say that such PP
traces, like all NP traces, are subject to the ECP, then they must
be locally controlled by their own antecedents. In order for an
antecedent to locally control, i.e. govern, its trace, it must occur
within the same maximal phrase, i. e. the same S or NP where the
trace occurs, or there must be an intermediate trace in COMP
within the same S where the original trace occurs. This, I claim,
is exactly the strict locality that characterizes movement of non-
argument-binding operators. To illustrate how this idea may work,
let us consider first the cases involving the movement of such
operato:.:s in LF.
First, we saw that movement of weisheme 'why'.~ 'how',
the A-not-A operator, o~ the focus operator shi cannot violate
either ~he CNPC or th~ Wh Island Constraint in LF. Since these
operators do DOL bind traces "that occur in argument positions,
it is natural to assume that their traces are not lexically
governed under the proper notion of government. Therefore, the
traces must be locally controlled. Suppose now that a oon-
argument, sayan A-not-A operator, is raised out of a wh island.
Such a process will turn a sentence like (63)(=24) into (64) or
(65), depending upon whether the A-not-A operator has moved in
one step or successive-cyclically:
(63)
(64)
(65)
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~{ni xiang-zhidao [shei xi-bu-xihuan ni]]?
you wonder who like-nat-like you
[- A-not-A [ ni xiang-zhidao [- sheii [ t i t.s j s you wonder 8 who 8 J
xihuan nil]]]
like you
[- A-not-Aj [ n1 xiang-zhidao [- [ t shei]
s s scamp j iyou wonder who
[8 t i t j xihuan nil]]]like you
Clearly, in neither (64) nor (65) does the A-not-A operator
directly govern or locally cont~ol its trace t._ In (64), govern-
J
ment is blocked by the intervening embedded S node. In (65), the
same node prevents the operator from directly governing the trace.
Furthermore, government of the original trace by the intermediate
trace in COMP, is blocked by the branching COMP, which is also a
maximal node. Therefore, both (64) and (65) are ill-formed
representations at LF with respect to the ECP.
Suppose now that an A-not-A operator is raised out of an
embedded declarative. Such a proces~ will turn a sentence like
(66) (=38) into (67) or (68), again depending upon whether the
movement is done in one step or successive-cyclically:
(66) [ni renwei [ta hui-bu-hui 1ai]]?
you think he will-not-will come
'Do you think he will come, or do you think he won't?'
(67) 1- A-not-A [ n1 renwei [a [8 ta &:1 hui 1ai]]]].~ i s heyou think will come
(68) [- A-not-A [ ni renwei [- t i [8 ta t i hui lai]]]]s i 8 s willyou think he come
In (67), the A-not-·A operator again does not govern its own
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trace, due to the intervening embedded~. Although direct govern-
ment of the trace by the operator is also blocked in (68), govern-
ment is possible from the intermediate trace in the embedded S
to the original trace. Since the intermediate trace is the sole
daughter of the embedded COMP, it is identified with the COMP
8
and governs the original trace. Therefore, (68) is well-formed
with respect to the ECP at LF, although (67) is not.
Now, consider the situatton where an A-not-A operator is to
be raised out of a complex NP. Such a process will turn a
sentence like (69)(=29) into an LF representation like (70)(=30):
(69) *[s[np[s ni xi-bu-xihuan] de shu] bijiao hao]?
you like-not-like DE book more good
(70) t i xihuan] ne shu] bijiao haa]]like DE book more good
In (70), again, the A-not-A operator does not directly govern
its own trace t i , with government blocked by the maximal node NP.
Since NP lacks a COMP node, furthermore, the option of having
the trace t i locally controlled by an intermediate trace is not
available. Therefore, (70), the only possible output of Move
A-not-A on (69), is ill-formed with respect to the ECP at LF.
We have seen that if an A-not-A operator violates Subjacency,
it will also violate the ECP at LF because its trace. not being
lexically governed, has to be locally controlled. It should be
easy to see that the same applies to the other non-argument-
bi:ding operators we have examined in Chinese. The assumption
that the trace of such an operator is subject to the ECP may
also extend to English to rule out sentences contai.ning unmoved
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why and how, like (40e) and (40f). As a matter of execution, let
us continue to assume that the LF movement of a syntactically
unmoved wh phrase in English is carried out by placing the wh
phrase within a COMP already filled with a wh phrase in Syntax
(either as a result of lexical insertion or as a result of the
syntactic Move a) and, following Aoun, Hornstein, and Sportiche
(1981), that there is a rule that identifies, by way of index
percolation, a COMP node with the wh phrase it solely dominates,
which applies at the level of SS.9 Such a process ena~les one to
account for the standard superiority effects under the ECP:
(70) [-[ who i ] [ t i bought what]]?s comp 8
(71) *[-( whatj ][ did who buy t j ]]?scamp s
At ss, the COMP in (70) is identified w'!t'h who i and carries the
index !, whereas the CaMP in (71) is identified with whatj and
carries the index 1. At LF, (70)-(71) have the form of (72)-(73)
respectively:
(72) [-[ what j whoi ] [ t i bought t j ]]scamPi S
(73) [- [ what what j ] [ t i bough·t t j ]]s compj S
In both (72) and (73) t j 1s properly (lexically) governed. In
(72), t i is not lexically governed, but it is governed by CaMPi'
which is identified wi~h who i _ the antecedent of tie Therefore,
t i in (72) is also properly governed. In (73), on the other
hand. t i is not governed by its antecedent who!, since government
is blocked by the maximal node of the branching COMP. Although
the COMPj governs t i , it is not its antecedent. Since t i is not
lexically governed either, it is not properly governed. (73)
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therefore violates the ECP while (72) does not. Note that the
index-percolation procedure, which applies at SS when only one wh
phrase is dominated by COMP, crucially enables one to distinguish
between (70) and (71)~ If the two COMPs were not indexed
differently in (72) and (73), there would be no clear ground for
saying that whoi governs t i in (72) but not in (73).
It is easy to see that the following also fnllo\-:Q as a standard
case of superiority:
(74) Who remembers where we bought what?
(75) *Who remembers where who bought the books?
After COMP identification at 58 and wh movement in LF, (74) and
.(75) have the LF representations (76) and (77):
remembers [- whera [
S k S
t i remembers [8 wherek(76)
(77)
[- [ whatj who t ] [& camPi 8
[8 we bou~ht t j tkj]]]
[-[ whojwho i ][ t is comPi s
bought the books ~]]]]
t.
J
Since th~ trace t i and the trace t k have exactly the same
status in both (76) and (77), the contrast between (74) and (75)
must be a consequence of the.difference in status of the trace t .•
J
In (76), t j is lexically g~erned, and therefore pr~perly governed.
In (77), however, t j is not lexically governed (as a subject), so
it must be1 'governed by its own antecedent, whoj • But whoj
cannnt govern t j due to the intervening embedded S. Therefore
(77) violates the ECP. Even if whoj has been moved through the
embedded COMP, the ECP will still be violated:
(78)
(80)
(79)
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[-[ who1 who i ] [ t i remembers [-[ t wherek]scamPi. s s comPk j
[s t j bought the books tkl1l1
The intermediate trace t j in the emb~dded COMP also fails to govern
the original trace t jt because of the intervening maximal COMPk •
Thus (76) violates the ECP exactly as does (73).
Now, let us consider the ill-formed sentences (40e) and (40£):
(40) e. *Who remembers what we bought why?
f. *Who remembers what we bought how?
Consider first the interpretation according to which (40e-f) are
questions on the pairing between the matrix who and the embedded
~hy or how. For (40e), depending upon whether why has moved in
one step or successive-cyclically, the LF representation is
either (79) or (80i:
[-[ why who][ t i remembers [-[ whatj ]s comPi k isscompj
rs we bought t j tkllll
[-[ whYk who i ] £ t i remembers [-[ t k what j ]s comPi S s compj
[8 we bought t j tkllll
In neither (79) nor (80) is the trace of why, t k , properly
governed. Since t k is in adjunct position, it is not lexically
governed by the verb pought. In order to be properly governed,
therefore, ~ must be governed by its own antecedent. In both
(79) and (80), however, government of the original t k by the
antecedent wh~ is blocked by the embedded S node. Furthermore,
the intermediate trace ~ in COMPj of (80) is prevented by the
latte~ from governing the original trace. In both (79) and (80),
(83)
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then, the Kep is volated, hence the ill-formedness of (40e). The
same obtains for (40£).
The sentences (40e-f) are also ill-formed on the construal
that the unmoved whr and how are each paired with the moved what
in the embedded COMP. On this narrow scope reading, the
situation of (40e-f) is on a par with (81) and (82):
(81) a *Te11 me what you bought why.
b *What did you buy why?
(82) a. KTell me what you bought how.
b. *What did you buy how?
The LF representation ~f (8la), for example, has the form (83):
Tell me [-[ whYj whati ][ you bought t i t j ]]scamPi . . S
The trace t j , again, is neither lexically governed nor locally
controlled by its own antecedent. (8la) is thus ruled out by the
ECP at LF, as are the other sentences in (81)-(82), and (40e-f)
on the narrow-scope construal of why and how.
The ill-formed sentences we have gone through are in contrast
. 10
to well-formed Be~tences like the following:
(84)
(85)
(86)
Who remembers why we bought what?
Tell me why you bought what.
. 11?Why did you buy what?
The well-formedness of these sentences can be conveniently derived
from the fact that the traces of all the wh phrases in them are
properly governed at LF, in particular the trace of why. In
th2se sentences, the operator why has been moved in Syntax to
the embedded COMP, where it locally governs its own lexically
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ungoverned trace. This relationship of local control is preserved in LF,
after COMP identification, regardless of whether !any wh phrase is moved
into the COMP already occupied by why. The well-formed LF representa-
tiona of (84)-(86) are given below (the sentence (84) is ambiguous and
has' the two representations in (87».
(87). a. [-[ whatk who i ] [ t i remembers [-[ WllYj ) [ we boughtscamPi S s comp j ( S
b·[s[comPiWhO~][S t i remembers [s[comPj
whatk whyj][s we bought
tkt j ]] ]]
(88) Tell me [-[ whatk whyj][s you bought t k t j ]]s comp.
J
(89) [-[ whatk why j ] [ did you buy t k t j ]]s compj S
What we are claiming, as should be clear by now, is that such con-
trasts as we observe between (81a) and (85) exhibit exactly the same type
of asymmetry as does the contrast between (70) and (71), namely the
superiority phenomenon. This is, in fact, what Chomsky's (1973) def-
init10n of superiority already gives us. According to his definition,
roughly, A is superior to B if and only if A asymmetrically c-commands
B. Since the subject asymmetrically c-commands the object, and so
does an adverbial adjunct, it follows that both the subject and the
adjuncts are superior to the object. If it is correct to subsume
the subject/object superiority phenomenon under the ~CP, as it does
appear to be, then there is no reason not to also subsume the adjunctl
complement superiority phenomenon under the same principle. There is,
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furthermore, some evidence that the Superiority Condition of Chomsky
(1973) has no independent status in the presence of the ECP. Consider
the following:
(90) a. What did you give to whom?
b. To whom did you give what?
(91) a. John knows what books to give to whom (From Chomsky 1973)
b. John knows to whom to give what books.
(92) a. *Who bought the books why?
b. *Why did who buy the books?
(93) a. *John knows who bought the books why.
b. *John knows why who bought the books.
In (90)-(~1), since what books and to whom both complement the verb
give and they c-command each other. neither is su,erior to the other.
The fact that both of the (a) and (b) sentences in (90) and (91) are well-
formed is, ~thereforet what one would expect. Consider now (92)-(93).
Is the subj'ect. who superior to the adjunct why, or the latter superior
to the former? An answer ill the affirmative on either choice of the
disjunction would predict that there is a contrast between (a) and (b)
of these sentences, c~ntrary to fact. Therefore, neither the subject
nor the adjunct are superior to the other. This accords with the
usual assumption, in fact, since subjects and adjuncts may be both
immediately dominated by S nodes, and hold a mutual c-command relation-
ship (in English). But if neither who nor why in each of (92) and (93)
1s superior to the other, then the Superiority Condition is silent with
respect to these sentences, and one would expect all of these sentences,
I
like (90)-(91), to be equally well-formed. The fact that they are all
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il1~formed shows, then, that the Superiority Condition is too weak. On
the other hand, the ECP accounts for all of (90)-(93) straight-forwardly.
In (90) and (91), since both what books and to whom are complements
to give, their traces are properly (lexically) governed in LF. In (92)
and (93), neither the trace of why nor that of who is lexically governed
at LF. So both must be governed by their own antecendents. But this is
clearly impossible, as in any instance a COMP may be identified with the
index of either one of why and who, but not of both. All of (92) and
(93) are therefore ill-formed with respect to the ECP.
Turning now to sentences like (42)-(49), which show an asymmetry
between the overt movement of an argument and that of a non-argument, I
will show that this asymmetry again follows if we assume that the ECP
applies not only at LF but also at SSt or that it applies as a well-
formedness condition at every level of syntactic representation !DS, SS,
and LF). Thus, all of the following sentences are well-formed at SS with
respect to the ECP:
(94) a. On which day! did he get married t i ?
b. Why! did he get married t i ?
(95) a. On which daYi do ·you think r-t [ he will get married til]?s i s
b. Why! do you guess [8 t i [8 he suddenly decided to get
married ti]]t
The trace at the end of each sentence above is not lexically governed,
but in accordance with the Eep, it is locally controlled. In (94),
each t i is directly governed by its antecedent. In (95), the original
trace is governed by the intermediate trace. Similarly, in the
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sentences in (42), (44), and the Italian sentences in (48), the trace
t j of why, how, where, and when (or their counterparts in Italian) is
not lexically governed. (The trace of when and where must be a PP
trace in these sentences, since if it were an NP trace, a P would be
stranded in violation of the Condition on Extraction Domain, which is
relevant in Syntax). Therefore, t j in all thase sentences must be
locally controlled. Since in each case the antecendent of t. occurs
J
within the erdbedded S, this condition is met, and the sentences are
well-formed,
On the other hand, all of the sentences in (43), (54), and (49)
are ill-formed with respect to the ECP at SSe As before, t. is not
J
lexically governed in each sentence. Furthermore, in none of these
sentences is t j governed by its own antecedent, which occurs in the
matrix COMP. If the antecendent has moved in one step, government
of the trace by the antecedent is blocked by the embedded S. If it
has moved ,successive-cyclically, the embedded COMP will be doubly
filled at SSe Since the COMP indexing rule of Aoun, Hornstein,
and Sportiche (1981) applies only if a COMP is not branching (i.e.
when COMP dominates two phrases each with a distinct index neither
of which is the head of the other, there is no basis to identify the
COMP with either of them), the intermediate trace again cannot govern
the original trace. Therefore, (43), (45) and (49) are all excluded
by the Eep at SSe
We have indicated that the situation with sentences containing
syntactically unmoved why and how is on a par with standard viola-
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tiona of the Superiority Condition, now a special case of the ECP at
LF. We now further claim that the situation with (43), (45), and (49)
is on a par with standard cases of the "COMP-traceU phenomenon. These
sentences are excluded on a par with those in (96):
(96) a. *Who i did you wonder whYj t i came t j ?
b. *Whoi did you wonder howj t i came t j ?
c. *Who did you wonder where t i worked t j ?i
d. *Who i did you wonder when t i will come t j ?
In both (96) and (43), (45) , (49), we have a trace that :'s not
lexically governed that needs to be governed by its antecedent. In
both cases the antecedent fails to govern it· because the embedded
COMP cannot be identified as an intermediate antecedent. These are,
in other words, all special cases of the same COMP-trace phenomenon,
the only difference being that the subject trace is string-ajjacent
to the COMP, while an adjunct trlce is not. If our approach is
correct, this has the consequenc~ of further supporting the correct-
ness of the direction that recent research has taken us, i.e. the
direction that has led to the discovery of the ECP in Chomsky (1981a)
as a more EKPlanatory principle than a COMP-trace filter of the sort
. suggested in Clinmsky and Lasnik (1977). The filter, as proposed by
them, rules out only linear ~OMP-trace sequences and is evidently
too weak to do anything about (43)s (45), and (49).
A point of clarification is in order before we go 811y further.
In order to rule out (43), (45), (49) by the ECP we assume that the
ECP has to apply at SS (in addition to LF). The reason is that PP ~
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operators that properly contain NPs are subject to reconstruction in
LF. If the ECP applied only at LF, it would be difficult to rule out
sentences like the following:
(97) a. *This was the day [; on which! [I wondered [; what j
[s he finally decided to buy t j til]]]
b. *This was the reason [; for which! [I wondered [~
whether [8 he suddenly decided to get married till]]
Suppose the ECP applied only at LF. Then the sentences in (97) may
be derived in Syntax by moving the PPs on which and for which to the
highest COMP of the relative clause. Since pied-piping takes place,
it satisfies the Condition on Extraction Domain (6.118). So up to SS,
(97a) and (97b) would only violate Subjacency (and their counterparts
in Italian would be completely well-formed). In LF, reconstruction
would turn (97a-b) into (98):
(98) a. This was the day x such that I wondered wllat [he
finally decided·· -to buy on ·x].
b. This was the reason x such that I wondered whether
[he suddenly decided t~ get married for xl.
Both these sentences satisfy ECP with the variable x lexically
governed by a preposition. Furtherm~re, since the condition (6.118)
does not apply in LF. the only condition that (97a-b) would have
violated would be Subjacency (and their counterparts in Italian would
be entirely well-formed). Clearly the status of (97) is much worse
that what this predicts. The conclusion is that the ECP must be
assumed to apply at 58 also •.
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We have shown that the observed asymmetry between arguillents and
adjuncts in sentences can be naturally accounted for by the ECP. The
same account may be extended to account for the argument/adjunct
asymmetry in NPs that we will show below. Each of (99) and (100) is
well-formed, because the PP trace it contains is the trace of a
complement of an N which properly (lexically) governs it.
(99) Of which citYi did you witness (the destruction til?
(lQO) Of whom! did you buy [the pictures tiP
However, if tfie wh-moved PPs are adjuncts rather than complements, as
in (101)-(102) below,tbe sentences are ill-formed:
(101) *On which table i did you buy [the books til?
(102) *From which citYi did you meet [the men til?
(101)-(102) are well-formed only if the wh moved PPs are construed
with the verbs buy, meet, but not if construed as indicated. This is
because the PP trace 1s not lexically governed (being adjoined to
maximal NP node,- by usual.assumpt,ic)n), nor locally controlled (the
antecedent occurs outside of the a(ljoined maximal NP node dominating the
trace), and therefore not properly governed. Note that (101)-(102)
show again that the ECP must 'be required to apply at 55 ( in addition
to LF). For after reconstruction takes place in LF, what we have in
(101) and (102) would be an NP trace lexically governed by a P, in
accordance with the ECP.
There are some speakers who do not fully accept (99)-(lCO) but
prefer not to pied-pipe the preposition of in each of them. For
these speakers the contast between (99)-(100) and (101)-(102) is not
so clear. In a language where no preposition of any kind may be
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stranded, counterparts to (99)-(IOO) are clearly well-formed (in ,fact
the only possible forms) though counterparts to (101)-(102) are still
entirely ill-formed, as the following examples from French illustrates:
(103) De qUii as-tu vu [np1~s photos til?
'Of whomidid you see [the pictures til?
(104) *De gue11e vi11~ as-tu vu [np 1es hommes til?
'*From which citYi did you see [the men til?'
7.5.Problems Solved
We are now in a position to see that the problems associated with
the 8ubjacency account noted above now all cease to be problems
within the ECP account. First of all, the conceptual inelegance
caused by the stipulation that Subjacency applies to certain but not
all types of operators in LF is now eliminated once we assume that
what is involved is actually the ECP. Note that the ECP is already
independently motivated as a well-formedness principle at LF, and
that the assumption that· it also applies at SS (or at every level of
syntactic representation, namely DS, SS, LF) represents a... general-
ization t or simplification, ~f the statement of the principle.
Furthermore, there is now a natural explanation on why non-argument-
binding operators are subject to a more strict locality requirement~
Since the trace of an adjunct is not lexically governed, according
to the ECP it must be locally controlled. On the other hand, a
complement is lexically governed by its head, and need not be locally
controlled. The distinction between adjuncts and complements there-
fo~e comes. free of: cost, from the theory of government. Since
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Subjacency 1s not related to government (except for those subcases that
,
we have now suggested as falling also under the Condition on
Extraction Domain), there is good reason to believe that what is
involved here is not Subjacency, but the ECP.
Secondly, the problem posed by the Italian examples in (48) and
(49) also di~appears. As indicated earlier, Rizzi 1 s assum~tion that
S but not S is a bounding node for Subjacency in Italian will correct-
1y allow the sentences in (48), but will be insufficient to block the
ungrammatical (49). For the sentences in (49), it would be necessary
to stipulate, again, that for the movement of adjuncts, S but not S
is a bounding node. Now, if the sentences in (49) are excluded by the
ECP (at SS, as shown above), the assumption that S is a bounding node
for Subjacency in this language can be maintained in its simplest
possible form.
Thirdly, we noted that sentences like (56) remain unaccounted for
under a Subjacency account:
(56) *shei xi-bu-xihuan
who like-not-like
Lisi?
The same problem may be illustrated with English sentences like (81a):
(81a) *Tel1 me what you bought why.
As we saw, the sentence (81a) is excluded by the ECP since the
embedded COMP cannot be identified with the index of the syntactically
unmoved why, an.~ therefore the trace of why will be neither lexically
governed nor locally controlled at LF. Similarly, the LF representa-
tiOD (58) of (56) cannot be ruled out by Subjacency:
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. (58) [-] sheil A-not-Aj ][ t i t j xihuan Lis!]]s camp who S like
It is possible, however, to rule this out by the ECP. Sil1ce the COMP
in (5~) is doubly f~11ed, and neither of its members is moved into it
by·the 58 level where the rule of COMP-identification applies, it is
natural to assume that the COMP cannot be identi~ied with either the
index i or the index 1 (even if COMP-identification applies at LF).
This configuration, then, may be conveniently excluded by the ECP at
LF.
Finally, we noted that the data in (46) and (47) in Chinese
present a problem with respect to the formulation of Subjacency.
In particular, the well-formed sentences in (46) and others show that
relativization (and other overt movement processes) may be quite free
from the effects of the Wh Island Constraint, and they favor a con-
ception of.Subjacency as a.condition on the movement process, yet the
same conception of Subjacency would wrongly allow the ungrammatical
sentences in (47) if these were not rul~d out by Bome other principle.
Consider now how the ECP may exclude these sentences in a fairly
straightforward way. Suppose we follow Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) and
make the assumption that COMPEl are [+Wh] or [-wh], and tIts t, as part
of the requirements of subcategurization, compl~ment clause must have
+ .
its COMP agree in the [-wh] feature with the matrix verb. Given this,
note that an intermediate trace must not be considered to contain the
[+wh] feature, or (106) would be wrongly excluded, and (107) wrongly
admitted:
(105) Who did you say [8 t i [sYOU like t i most ]]1
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(106) *Who did you wonder [8 t i [8 he liked t i most]]?
If the intermediate trace in the embedded COMP were (+wh], this would
disagree with the [-wh] feature of say in (106) and agree with the
[+wh] feature of wonder in (107). If this assumption is reasonable,
then no COMP embedded under verbs like 'wonder' may be identified
with the index of an intermed.iate trace. This must be true at least
at LF, and possibly also at 58. Now consi4er the Chinese sentences in
(47). These are sentences in.which an adjunct is relativized from
within an indirect question. At SS, when relativization has taken
place but"wh movement has not, the re resentation of (47a), for example,
is as follows:
(107) zhe jiushi [ [- OP i [ wo xiang-zhidao [-[ t ]np s s scamp ithat is I wonder
[ shei t i mai-les ·
who buy-ASP
shu]]) de] yuanyini ]book DE reason
'*This is the reason whY i I wondered [who bought
the books til.'
The adjunct operator may be moved from within the embedded question
to the position of the embedded COMP, tben to the position marked as
OPi , where it may be intErpr~ted as predicati,'e of the head 'reason'.
This mode of movement does not violate any constraint, since the
embedded COMP is not filled with the wh phrase 'who' of the embedded
clause ,et. Buf if the embedded COMP containing t i is identified with
the index!, the output of this identification would not meet the re-
quirement of the matrix verb, which requires the COMP to be [+wh].
Therefore, COMP ~!. But this COMP, as a maximal node, blocks government
. -..
',e
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of· the original trace by the intermediate trace. Since the original
trace is not lexically governed either, the ECP will exclude (108) at
S8" on the &Esumption that the [+wh] agreement must obtain at SSe Even
if agreement is required only at LF, (47a) still must be excluded by
the ECP. The L~ representati~n of (47a), after the LF movement of
she! 'who' has applied, is:
(108) zhe
t.lis
jiushi [ [- OP i [ wo xiang-zhidao [-[ sheij tilis np 8 S I wonder s camp who
shu]]] de] yuanyin i ]book DE reason
At LF, the verb •wonder , requires the most deeply embe~ded COMP to be
identified by the index 1 of sheij'who', not the tndex i of the [-wh]
i':lte:rmedit\te trace ti~ Therefore, the trace t i in the most deeply
embedded open clause cannot be locally controlled, nor lexically
governed. (108) is out by the ECP at LF. The same applies to all the
oth~r sentences in (47). Therefore, (47) does not present problems
for the formulation of Subjacency as a condition on movement, for which
there is soma independent evidence, as already noted.
7.6. Some ConsequeIlces
In OhOT~, we have argued that well known subject/object asymmetries
should be taken as constituting a special case of a more ge~eral comple-
ment/non-comp16ment asymmetry. The traces of adjun~ts are like the
traces of subjects. They are not lexically governed, so they must be
governed directly by their own antecedents. Our account solves the
problems associated with Subjacency concerning a fairly wide range of
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cross-linguistic da~a. If correct, it also provides interesting
support for the formulation of the ECP which has the effect of sub-
sumillg both the Superiority Condition of Chomsky (1973) and the COMP-
trace filter of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977). One can already argue on
conceptual grounds that the ECP should be preferred as a more general
prixlciple than the Superiority Condition and the COMP-trace filter.
But our discussion of adjunct traces also provides direct empirical
support for the ECP. The Superiority Condition refers to terms one" of
which is superior to the other and fails to rule out sentences in which
both terms are non-complements neither of which may be superior to the
other. The CO~W-trac~ filter refers crucially to configurations in
which a trace is adjacent to a COMP. and fails to rule out sentences
with an adjuDc,t trace not adj·acent to a COMP.
Our theory, if correct, has a number of interesting consequences.
First, it supports a strong version of the ·principle of non-vacuous
quantification, according to which all operators, whether NP in category
or not, and whether they start out as arguments or adjuncts, must each
bind a variable.
Secondly, it also supports a strong version of the ECP, according
to which traces of all kinds must be properly governe4. This is in
direct contrast to certain proposals for a weaker version of che
principle and .against any accounts that crucially depend upon this
latter version. More specifically, based on the fact that the PP trace
in such sentences ~s (109) is not lexically governed by the verb:
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(109) On which daYi did you see John t i ?
it has recently been suggested by some that such traces should be made
execmpt from the ECP. For example, Jaeggli (1980) formulated the ECP
in such a way as to restrict the distribution of empty NPs only. This
is apparently inadequate in view of contrasts of the following kind
(due to Joan Bresnan)~ which show that traces of non-NPs like in this
house also obey the ECP:
(110) It is·in this houseithat they said [ti lived many people].
(111) *It 1s in this houseithat they said that [t i lived many people].
Similarly, Safir (198!) suggested that the ECP should be a condition
on all and only those nodes required by the Projection Principle. The
traces of adjuncts, in other words, are not subject to the ECP. While
it might be possible to argue that this suggestion can account for the
contrast in (110)-(111) (assuming that in this house is an argument
rather than an adjunct of lived), the point is that any such suggestion
remains a stipulation. Furthermore, if the traces of moved adjuncts
are not 8ubject to'the Eep, one should expect the movement.of adjuncts
to be freer than tha~ of complements. We have seen that the fact is
just the opposite, and that it falls naturally under the ECP: Since
adjuncts are not .lexically governed, their traces must be locally
controlled; on the other hand, complements are lexically governed, so
their traces need not be locally controlled. This, I think, is strong
support for the account proposed here.
A third consequence of the approach taken here is the following.
We noted earlier the contrast between (112) and (113) and claimed that
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prepositons are in general strandable in LF:
(112) *Which class did you fall asleep during?
(113) &. Who fell asleep during which class?
b. John fell asleep during three professor's lectures.
As a possible argument against that claim, we also noted that one might
suggest to pied-pipe the preposition on in LF under both LF wh movement
and QR, and order the rule of reconstruction after the LF level.
Although we ~rejected this possibility as a way of preserving Kayne's
theory in the face of its other problems, we did not really argue that
prepusitions may not be pied-piped and that the preposition stranding
facts cannot fail under the ECP at LF. Now t the needed argument is
available. Consider the sentence (114):
(114) Who remembers what we bought on which day?
The sentence is well-formed on the interpretation according to which
the unmoved wh phrase which day is paired with the matrix who. If the
prepositton ~ cannot be stranded at LF as a consequence of Kayne's
version of the ECP, then it will be necessary to move the entire PP
. 'on'which'day across a"wh island to the matrix COMP, and furthermore,
the moved PP must not undergo reconstruction until after the LF level.
But in that ~ase the LF representation of (114) would be also excluded
by the ECP, since the trace of on 'which day would be neither lexically
governed nor locally controlled, and (ll4) would be wrongly ruled
ungrammatical. We have, thus, an additional piece of evidence for
considering the preposition stranding facts (in English) to fall
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Ullder a separate principle than the ECP, namely the Condition on
Extraction Domain (6.118).
Another consequence is the following. We noted earlier that
Chinese does not exhibit the "standard" ECP effects, i.e. the that-trace,
the standard superiority, and the "ne-personne tt phenomena, although it
does have to ~bey ~ubjacency, and cannot violate the condition (6.118)
by moving an element out of an adjunct clause or a prepositional phrase.
In trying to determine what it is in the theory of grammar that brings
about the different c1usterings of properties in Chinese and English,
it was indicated th3t one could either say that the ECP is itself a
parameter, i.e. that it obtains in English but not in Chinese, or that
the ECP is a principle, the superficial differences between the languages
/ being derived from other parameters. Although we opted for the second
alternative on le~rnability grounds and on grounds of the observation
that the INFL in Chinese has much lexical content, we did not show
that there is evidence for the ECP in Chinese. Given that the ECP does
apply in Chinese, botll at LF and at SS, to rule out traces occurring in
adjunct positions that are not locally controlled, the conclusion is
that the ECP should be taken as a principle.
Of course, if our theory is ~orrect, it also provides important
cross-linguistic support for the existence of a linguistic level of LF
where empty categories created by LF mapping rules are treated on a
par with those created by movement in Syntax ..-- a level that is con-
siderably remote from the level of interpretation as construed in, say.
model theoretic semantics.
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Furthe'~ore, if all moved cateogries must bind trac~s, and all
traces are subject tc the ECP, we may derive the generally accepted
analyzability condition (cf. Chapter 3) that movement affects maximal
categories only. If movement affects less-than-maximal categories
(specifically, heads), then their traces cannot be lexically governed
(the lexical head is itself moved away). Therefore t the trace of a
moved head must be governed by the moved head itself. This rules out
movement of a head noun away from its modifiers or complements. The
trac~ of the head noun cannot be governed by the head itself, since
the maximal NP node blocks government. For example, in the string
some people from every walk of life, movement may not affect only
people or some people; this has the desirable consequences concerning
12May's "inversely-linked" quantification, as noted earlier •
.7 •7 • Some Problems Raised
Alth~ugh the theory advanced here has a number of desirable
consequences, it is, unfortunately, not without its own problems. In
this section I will indicate-the problems that I know of that must be
solved before the theory can be regarded as fully satisfactory. I will
speculate on how these problems might be solved, but their ultimate
solution must await further research.
First, I have treated the ungrammatical sentences in (43), (45),
and (49) as a special case of a more general overt complement!non-
complement asymmetry, on a par with standard overt COMP-trace effects
under the ECP at 55. While this is quite nice as indicated by the
contrast between (115a~b) on the one hand and (116a-b) on the other:
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(115) a. *[; On which dazi[s did you wonder [5 whatj
b.
[8 I bought t j t i ]]]]1
*[; Whoi [s did you wonder [e whatj [8 t i bought
yesterday]]]]?
(116) a. 11[; Whati [8 did you wonder [; whenj [s I bought
b. 11[- What! [ did you wonder [- who j8 S . S
[ t bought t i yesterday]]]]?S j .
there is an unexpected difference between subjects and adjuncts, as
indicated in {117):
b •
(117) a.
•.1.
*[- Whot [ did you think L- that [ t i would ~ome]]]]?s s s s.
[; On which dayi[s di~ you ~ay [8 that ~s he
was com~ng til]]]?
That is, when the embedded COMP is that, there is still a subject/
complement asymmetry but the expected adjunct/complement as}~etry
disappears. This is unexpected Dince the ill-formedness of (117a) is
11sually agreed to be a standard ECP violation. To solve this problem,
one might try to derive the ill-formedness of (117a) from elsewhere
independent of the ECP. While this is c~rtain to bring about ~ certain
degree of inelegance, it is not completely objectionable. Note that in
LF the presence of that does not seem to block wh subject extraction,
although the presence of a wh ~;ord in COMP does. For some speakers the
contrast below seems to obtain:
4
(118) a. ?Who recommends that who iJuy the books?
b. ?Which man ordered that which woman see Mary?
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(119) a. *Who remembers why who bought the books?
b. *Who wonders whether who should come?
If the contrast between (118) and (119) is real and systematic, this
may indicate that (117a) should be treated differently. But there are
further complications involved here, and hardly no conclusion can be
drawn at this stage. For example, there are some speakers who do not
accept (lISa-b) (e.g. Hankamer 1975), and others who do not find (119)
entir~ly ill-formed. Another way to solve the problem pr~sented by
(117) might make use of the idea that the COMP node of S is an adjunct,
like the adjunct on which day, but unlike the argument who. More
specifically, suppose we say that when a COMP contains that and an
intermediate trace, the intermediate trace will be considered the head
of the COMP if and only if it is th~ intermediate trace of an adjunct,
but not if it is the intermediate trace of an argument, then the COMP
in (117b) will be identified with the index!, but not the COMP in
(117a). This will allow the COMP to locally control the adjunct trace,
but not the subject trace, giving the contrast in (117). Still another
way to solve the problem might make use of the idea, akin to the one
proposed in Reinhart (1979b). that there are two COMP positions per
sent~nce. Suppose. for example, that adjuncts are immediate daughters
of S and subjects are immediate daughters of SSe Furthermore, suppose
that there is a COMP under S and one under S 3nd that the complementizer
that is generated in the lower COMP. One might stipulate, then, that
adjuncts may be moved directly to the higher COMP , although arguments
~u8t be moved first to the lower COMP then to the higher COMP. If the
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lower COMP coutains that, it w!~l then prevent the intermediate trace
of a moved subject from locally controlling its original trace, but
will not have any effect on the intermediate trace of a moved adjunct.
All these ideas, I think, are not too far-fetched, but they all need to
be greatly substantiated before anything significant can be d~1termined
about them.
The second problem has to do with the claim made in our theory that
~ovement of any non-complement out of an NP will violate the ECP. We
saw that this is the case with the movement of a PP modifier within NP
(cf_ (99)-(102». However, certain problems arise when we consider
rightward movement rules like extraposition from NP. First, consider
the following:
(120) [The claim til was made that all "squares were round!_
(121) [A book til appeared yesterday on Warlpiri"partitives i -
These b~nten~es do not present problems with respect to the ECP t since
the trace ~ in each of them may be said to be properly (lexically)
governed_ The extraposed sentence 'that all 'squares were round is a
complement of the noun claim, and the PP on'War1piri partitives is a
complement of book, In the following sentences, however, a non-complement
is extraposed «124) from Gueron 1980):
(122) [A book til appeared yesterday 'that I like~_
(123) [The fact til remains that all squares are not round i -
(124) [A man til died from Indiai -
In (122) a relative clause is extraposed, and in (123) an appositive
clause is extraposed. In both cases what is extraposed is an adjunct.
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In (124), too, the PP from India 1s also an adjunct modifying a man.
If it 1s assumed that adjuncts are adjoined to maximal NPs, then the
trace ~ in each of (122)-(124) is neither lexically governed nor
locally controlled, in violation cf the ECP. Note that one cannot
stipulate that nouns do lexically govern their adjuncts, or we would
lose the account we have given for the contrast between (99)-(100)
on the one hand and (101)-(102) on the other. What seems to be the
fact is that while there ~s a normal complement/non-complement asymmetry
under wh movement (as shown by (99)-(102», there is no such asymmetry
under rightward movement (as shown by (120)-(124». Compare also (124)
with (125):
(125) *From which countrYi did you see [a man t i ]?
To deal with the problem presented here by extraposition, I will stipulate
that traces of rightward movement do not have to be properly governed.
This is, of course, hardly a solution, but the~e appears to be some
independent,motivation for it, suggestion that something more general
may have to be stipulated. Note that all extraposition processes also
violate the Condition on Extraction Domain (6.118). It seems then that
the entire theory of proper government does not hold of traces of
rightward m~vement.
As an attempt to eliminate this stipulation, one might follow
Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) and regard rightwa~d movement rules as
instances of stylistic movement in PF, and as such the trace is not
subject to the ECP (the trace need not even be visible at all), though
Subjacency will probably have to be generalized to apply in the
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stylistic component. A difficulty with this approach, as often noted.
is the fact that anaphoric relations are often altered as a result of
such "stylistic" movements. Consider:
(12 6) A book that Johni ordered pleased himi •
(127:) 'l*A book pleased himi that Johni ordered.
Finally. a problem arises in contrasts of the sort below, noted in
Chomsky (1981b):
(128) ??Which man did he go to college without speaking to t?
(129) *To which man did he go to college without speaking t?
We have indicated that the. proper distinction between the two types of
operators is ~ore suitably drawn between those whose traces occupy
argument positions and those whose traces occupy adjunct positionse
This has been based on the wel1-formedness of such sentences as (50)
and (51) in Italian, and on considerations of plausibility. In the
example (129), the trace of to·which man occurs in argument position
exactly as the trace of a cui 'to whom' would in (50), but the sentence
is much worse than (128). Since the trace in (128) differs from that
in (129) in c8tegorial type, i.e. NP VB. non-NP, rather than argument
VB. adjunct, the contrast between the two sentellces would seem to
contradict our earlier conclusion. As a possible way out. one may
stipulate (as suggested in Chomsky 1981b) that only empty NPs can be
base-generated. but not empty PPs, and that an empty category whose
derivation would be blocked by abounding condition may nevertheless
be base-generated without violating the condition, resulting in a sentence
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with some degree of llcceptability. provided that the option of base-
generation is available. (The bounding condition would be the condition
(6e118) construed as a condition on movement, with governme~t defined
in terms of the stricter notion of "maximal". the "lowest maximal" in
an adjoined structure. as discussed in 6.5). The stipulation that only
NPs ~y be base-generated empty is, again, not implausible. For
example, one would WB.nt to exclude empty PPs (PRO PPs) in sentences like
the following:
(130·) *John saw Bill [ PRO].pp
(131) *John tried [to come [ PRO] ] •pp
One would want to exclude the empty PP(an empty adverbial of time, say)
in (30)-U31) for the same reason that one wants to exclude PRO from
John saw PRO's books. U3G) may be excluded by the binding theory on
the assumption that PRO i~ governed by INFL in it. But the PRO in
(129) is ungoverned, and cannot be excluded by the binding theory.
though it may be excluded if the option of base-generation is not made
available to PPs.
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ClW'TER SEVEN: FOOTNOTES
1. Th1b will be discussed in connection with sentences (55)-(57)
below.
2. Since a focus indicates the emphasis of a speaker (either the
speaker of a direct discourse or that of an indirect discourse i.e.
the matrix subject), a minimal requirement for a focus to be interpreted
as having scope over a clause C is that C must be a direct discourse
itself or, in some sense, a direct discourse complement to a verb or a
noun. Thus senLential complements to verbs like 'say'. 'think' and
nouns like 'statement', 'claim', etc., meet this requirement, and a
focus may have scope over such a complement indicating the emphasis of
th~ "speaker" of the quoted speech. On the other hand, a relative
clause is neither a direct nor a quoted discourse. Therefore, a focus
cannot have a relative clause as its sole scope.
3. The same contrast also obtains in these sentences when the wh 1s
in situ are construed as having ~mbedded scope, •. e .• as paired with
the embedded wh in COMP.
4. In obtaining judgements for these sentences, care must be taken
so that they are not construed as echo questions. Also, the wh in
situ should not be taken alone as indicating an additional question.
(40e) does not mean "who remembers what we bought, and why?"
5. A similar range of facts also obtain in Hebrew (Reinhart 1979b),
and in Japanese (M. Saito, p.e.).
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6. It is tempting to suggest an explanation for the ill-formedness
of (43) and (45) on the basis of "ease of parsing", namely the dis-
tracting factor just mentioned that it is easy to construe the wh
words why, how, where, and when with the highest verbs in the S in
which they occur. However, observe that in (i) below it is possible
to construe the matrix COMP why with the embedded verb just as e&sily
as with the matrix verb:
(1) Why did you say that he came?
The cruc!al fact that makes the difference between (i) and (43)-(45) is,
obviously, that in each of (43)-(45) the embedded verb is located
within an island. So even in terms of a theory of parsing, one must
still make crucial reference to the presence of a wh island. But this
immediately reduces to the same question of why this interpretation
process for non-trace-oinding adjuncts must be subject to a stricter
version of Subjacency than the movement of arguments like what.
7~ Some examples showing the same freedum of topicalization with
respect to the·wh Island Constraint are:
(1) neiben shu~, wo xiang-zhidao ni weisheme wen wo mai-bu-ma! tie
that bOOK I wonaer you why ask I buy-nat-buy
':J?That book, ! wonder wh~l you asked me if I would buy t i or not. I
(ii) neiben shu1 , wo° qing wen n1 zhi-bu-zhidao ta you-mei-you wen
that bOOK I please ask you know-not-know he have-nat-have ask
n1 yao-bu-yao' I ~~i t i •you want-not-want buy
'*That book!, may I please ask whether or not yOl knew
whether or not he asked whether or not you wanted to buy t i .'
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8. A question arises on whether the intermediate trace is subject
to the ECP. In the spirit of our assumption that all traces are subject
to the ECP, including traces of moved adjuncts~ it is only natural to
assume that the trace in COMP is also subject to the principle. To do
so, one may make use of Kayne's idea that a verb may govern across an
S but not across both an S and an S, so that a COl1P may be properly
governed by it~ matrix verb, but not an embedded subject. An alternative
is to assume that S may be deleted by certain verbs, in particular all
bridge verbs (including raising verbs), as informally suggested in
Chomsky (1981a). For a somewhat different approach, see Stowell (1980).
I leave this as a detail of execution, though a choice among these
alternatives or others is not, of course, without consequences.
9. Chomsky (p.e.) has pointed out to me that this rule of COMP
identification cannot be derived as a consequence of the common
percolation of a head to a parent node. In particular, we want to say
that even an intransitive verb does not govern its subject, as in
[ John [ [ came]]]. If any non-branching node can be identified with
s vp V
its sole daughter, then~ may govern "John because the VP may be
iden~ified with came. To make the required distinction between this
type of unwanted identification and the wanted COMP identification,
we will say that in our special case of percolation, only referential
indices get percolated from head to parent. Since verbs do not have
referentinl indices but anything that is moved into COMP does, the
required distinction can be made.
10. The ill-formedness of (81) and (82) is assumed in my (1982),
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and separately in Aoun, Hornstein, and Sportiche (1981), to be due to
the failure of the non-objectional why, how to undergo the rule Jf
Absorption proposed in Higginbotham and May (1981). According to
Higginbotham and May's proposal, the Absorption rule has the effect of
turning a COMP containing n quantifiers into an n-ary quantifier:
( i) [ - [ WHI t WH2 ' ••• , WH ] [ ...]]s comp n s
[ ... ]]
s
.... [- WH
s (1,2, ... , n)
Thus, given the LF representation (iii) for the sentence (ii):
(ii) Who saw what?
Absorption will turn (iii) into (iv):
(iv) [s[For which (j, j a thing; i, i a person)[s t i saw t j ll
or the equivalent:
(V) For which (x, x a person; y, y a thing), x saw y.
A natural way of interpreting the function of Absorption is that it
absorbs the features of who and what in (iii) into one single super
feature matrix. This enables every absorbed wh phrase to c-command,
or properly bind its variable. Note that in (iii), only who i c-
commands t i , because the COMP is indentified with the index!, but
whatj does not c-command tjO This violates both the CPB and CQBo
However, after Absorption applies, it is natural to assume that both
the index! and the index 1 may percolate up to the top of COMP.
Therefore, both what and who properly bind their variables at this
stage. If we apply the CPB and the CQB at a stage after Absorption,
(11) will be correctly ruled in without any special modification
of the notion of c-command or proper binding. Now, if we assume
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that the llon-objectual why and how cannot absorb with the objectual
what, who etc., then sent~nces in (81) and (82) will be automatically
ruled out by these two principles of quantification. However, the
assumption is n~t correct with these examples, because the sentences
in (84)-(86) are well formed. If why and what cannot be absored into
the same matrix, there is no reason why (85), for example, is well-
formed whereas (81a) is ill-formed. The correct account for these
examples, then, is to come from the ECP, as we show i~nediately below
in the text. On the other hand, note that this itself does not argue
against the plausibility of having a rule of Absorption and its role
in legitimizing sentences that would otherwise be excluded by the two
pr:f.nciples of quantification CPB and CQB. What we need to do is to
assume that Absorption applies to LF, i.e. in the component LF', so
that the contrast between (81)-(82) and (84)-(86) may be accounted
for at LF. We will also need to allow adjuncts like why and how to
be absorbed with NPs like 'what, who. However, whetller must be prevented
from being absorbed with anything:
(vi) *1 wonder whether you bought what.
Since what is a complement in (vi), the ill-formedness of (vi) cannot
be due to the ECP, but may be assumed to be due to its failure to
undergo Absorption wi.th whether. The same point may be illustrated
with (vii), where what must have wide scope, and (viii), if we assume
there is an abstract whether base-generated in the matrix COMP:
,
(vii) Who remembers whether we bought what?
(viii) *Did you buy what?
11. To some speakers (86) is a little less natural than (85). I
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know of no explanation of this peculiarity. Nor does this seem to be
entirely accidental, for some speakers also find (1) to be a little
worse than (ii):
(1) *What did who buy?
(ii) ?*Who remembers why who bought the books?
Finally, another fact for which I have no solution, and know of no
solution either, is, as pointed out in Chomsky (1981a), that when all
wh-questionable phrases are wh-questioned, all the as~etries we
have observed are compietely washed out:
(iii) What did ~ho buy when?
(vi) Who remembers what who bought where?
12. The only type of head-movement allowed is when it takes place
intra-categorially. ~rwo such examples that come to mind are AUX
inversion (as in English) and Verb-fronting (as in, e.g. Spanish,
cf. Torrego 1981). In the case of AUX-inversion, the AUX gets fronted
to sentence initial position, but since it is not moved out of its
own maximal projection, the trace is properly governed. As for V-
fronting, no problem arises if S is a projection of V. In languages
in which INFL is the head of"S, however, there is a problem. One
might assume that a verb first gets incorporated with an INFL first,
where it governs its trace in VP, by assumption (cf.footnote 7 on
government of an intermediate trace in COMP).
13. For discussion of problems associated with Subjacency with
respect to extraposition,see Koster (1978b).
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